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Abstract 

The thesis beginszby'discussing tlie"proc'ess of 
urbanisation in nineteenth-century Scotland, the nature of 
urban social"problems and housing as an urban issue. However, 
the major concern of the research has been to examine how most 
people consumed housing in Dundee between 1868 and 1919, a' 
period when the dominant form of provision - private 
landlordism - underwent crisis. 

'A ma'jor"time-slice'has been , taken''for Dundee in'1911', 
using the valuation rolls, allowing the tenure pattern to be 
mapped and the pattern of ownership and management to be 
analysed. Tensions arising from the landlord-tenant 
relationship and tenure distinctions are highlighted, 

Ancluding the missive system, evictions and the rent crises of 
1912 and 1915. 

`ýocal "government'* activity' has been IT examined, especially 
. 
the powers vested in local officials and the actions they 
took, particularly in the way this affected landlords, factors 
and tenants. The nature and form of slum crusades as ai 
response to the perceived, failure of the urban environment is 
discussed. The changes in policy, which led to the first 
state-aided council, housing scheme in Scotland, have been 
researched. 

Finallythe thesis' turns"'to living space and examines the 
connections between women, planning and the home. 

overall the thesis is intended-, E6 be a major 'contributi on- 
to the social history and social geography of Dundee. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

r. 

This is a thesis about theway in which most people, were 

housed in the Scottish industrial-, city of, Dundee between 1868 and 

1919. Housing is important-because shelter has always. been 

essential, yet because, it has to be long-lasting, it has. never 

been cheap or easy-to acquire. This makesthe ways. in which 

housing was provided and allocated at, different times and in, 

different, places important. to the understanding, of, past 

societies. Dundee has been chosen partly because its social- 

history has been neglected, partly because of its regional 

economic significance and, if I am to be truthful.., because it is 

a city I have some affection for. 

,, I begin-the thesis by considering the, character of the-, 

urbanisation process. in nineteenth-century Scotland., and theý 

emergence of housing as, an urban issue (chapters 2 to 4)., The 

main body of-work, Aakes the form of a case study of Dundee. , 

Using the valuation rolls. ownership and management in 1911 has 

been an4lysed, the nature of tenure distinctions discussed and 

tensions between landlord and tenant-highlighted (chapters 5 to 

8). The implementation of local-housing policy is covered, in two 

chapters which have drawn extensively on townýcouncil records to 

focus particularly on sanitary regulation, slum crusades and the 

background to early council-housing (chapters 9 and 10). 

Finally. the relationship between women and the home in a city 

where many women had paid employment is discussed against the 

background of early-twentieth century planning (chapter 11). 
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The, process of provision and allocatiomof housing-, in Dundee 

has been, examined for, a period when the state became more-, 

interventionist. The dominant. structureof, urban-housing , 

provision based on private landlordism--underwent a severe crisis 

during the Edwardian years, before the introduction of rent 

controls and state housing. This was accompanied., by,, a 

transformation in urban social. relations, at a time when towns 

had come to represent a-significant social unit of organisation 

in-a mature industrial society. Housing research has moved on 

from being either-subject. to an economic interpretation, 
, iý 

considering housing primarily as a form of, investment,, or a 

housing standards interpretation. concerned with the number and 

size of rooms, construction methods and sanitary, facilities , 

[Lawrence (1985)]. In, this thesis the primary concern, is with 

the "ordinary" private, rented sector. While owner-occupation and 

philanthropic efforts are not ignored, some attempt, is made to 

redress an imbalance caused by researchers' preoccupation-with 

minority forms of housing. 1, 

4 

, "Laissez-faire" and "Homes fit for,, Heroes" have been. used in 

the title because they are well-known catch phrases which neatly 

illustrate ideological extremes, but'as a rfisum6 of the. progress 

of housing policy, they, should not be takenjiterally. ý The period 

between the, Artisans' and Labourers. Dwellings Act of 1868 and 

the 1919 Housing and Town Planning Act witnessed major, changes in 

housing policy at both. national and local government levels, but 

even in 1919 it was, envisaged that public sector involvement, 
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would be limited and temporary. In Scottish cities housebuilding 

had never entirely been a matter of laissez-faire; 'there was no 

smooth evolution in which the inadequacies of private sector led 

to late-nineteenth century reforms and somehow inevitably to 

early-twentieth century council housing (chapter 4). 

After food, shelter is the most pressing human need. The 

home is also likely to be the most expensive, least mobile and 

durable purchase made by consumers. 'T'heseýcircum'stances have' 

made the production, allocation and distribution of'housing of 

particular importance to societies, past and present. Housing 

was central to how people lived out their lives. These are 

reasons enough for making housing th a focus of a study in 

historical ýeography 
or urban his'tory. "In'an a'cadem'ic con'text 

the complex nature of housing has led'to diverse and wide ranging 

studies primarily by economists, architects, sociologists, 

historians and geographers, and much borrowing of ideas and 

concepts between disciplines. This serves to make housing 

research an attractive field for the academic apprentice. 

Housing has been taken as an indirect indicator of status and 

income differences, part and parcel of residential segregation, 

and used to produce maps of soc'ia'l relations I within cities. ' It 

has also been interpreted a's the sour'ce of conflict between 

groups and a bargaining chip. Housing studied through the 

balance sheet has been seen 'as aýmeans' of investment and a source 

of profit for institutions and'individuals. What becomes clear 

is that houses cannot be seen as merely inorganic things 

constructed with stone. brick and mortar. The form houses I took, 
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their means of finance and allocation. embodied the dominant 

ideology of a. society and reflected the organisation, ofAhat- , 

society. )ýI-I 
ý, ýII,. r- 

, 

The diversity of approaches, is reflected in the,, Work which 

has been published on housing in Scotland inIthe last fifteen 

years. When this research first began to take shape, work 

published by the historians, Mel. ling, Daunton and Englander, was 

particularly attractive. That available on Scottish cities by 

geographers at that time was less so. Gordon's, work on. status, -, 

areas in Edinburgh is a good example of the way in which some 

geographers, have attempted, to mapAhe urban mosaic of, a 

nineteenth-century city. and then to compare the empirical 

findings with models, in this case those developed. by Sjoberg and 

Hoyt [Gordon (1979)].. Daunton reviewing Gordon and Dicks, 

Scottish Urban History mused: j. 

"A historian is often puzzled by what this assiduous 
mapping of social patterns on the ground actually 
means. What did it entail for social life? 

, 
How did 

the pattern of sifting occur? ... A historian misses 
both the delineation of-, the processes which created the 
patterns which appear on the maps, and'an explanation 
of the outcome in social-life. " [Daunton (1984-) p4231 

It is easy for the geographer to be seduced by the attractiveness 

of adopting a good set of source material, compiling a database 

with the aid of computer, technology and ending, with a set of maps 

- the tedium of the data, inputand mapping rewarded by a neat and 

easily identified goal. It was work on housing by practitioners 

from other disciplines which pointed to a greater understanding 

of the underlying processes. Sociologists Elliott and McCrone 

studied landlordism in Victorian and Edwardian, Edinburgh and came 
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to the conclusion that, the emerging spatial structure'of the city 

was a product of changing classýand property'relations'[Elliott 

and McCrone (1980) p3l. Historians Daunton and Englander both 

highlighted cross-border contrastsinýstudies whichýincluded 

Glasgow. Daunto'n's House and Home identified the Glasgow 

tenement as one of several regional house types and examined 

house ownership, management and finance [Daunton (1983)]. 

Englander in Landlord and Tenant considered relations between 

landlord and tenant against the background of the Scottish legal 

code and drew attention to rising tension in Glasgow around 1900. 

marked by the high level of evictions [Englander (1983)]. 

Melling in Rent Strikes unmasked the central importance of 

housing issues in shaping working-class awareness and 

organisation in the West of Scotland between 1890 and 1916 

[Melling (1983)]. Together these studies showed houses were not 

only physical assets. but that housing generated a complex web of 

social, political and economic relationships. Rodger. in a 

thesis and series of articles on Scottish urban housebuilding 

1870-1914, was more concerned with the production of working- 

class housing than the way it was consumed. -but his comparative 

study of building demand and supply patterns in 34 burghs is 

unrivalled and provides a backdrop to the way in which people 

acquired and used housing [Rodger-(1976), -, (1979a), (1979b), 

(1983). (1986)1. -'While there'is as yet little published work on 

Scotland. we have feminists to thank for rescuing domestic life 

from the margins of housing studies [eg Lewis'-(1986)]. 

f 

Social practices are spatially"patterned and we must in 
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Urry's words`make-ýspace'for space". This I is I aldifferent 

research-agendalfroim one which--allows-geographersýto simply map 

ýocial or residential'patterns'as an end in-, itself. 

"'. -.. therelis'a'heightened'awareness', now thateconomic, 
social and political processes vary enormously across 
space iknd that'there-are complex, overlapping and 
diverse spatial scales'which structure the causes and 
consequences of different social relations. " [Urry 
(1986) P2731. 

Social and urban geography has become less technical and 

quantitative and its practitioners more theoretically and 

methodologically diverse. as illustrated by reports in the 

Journal Progress in Human Geography. The search for the root 

causes of contemporary inequality led to bold attempts by radical 

geographers to set out historical accounts of the process of 

uneven development (eg Dunford and Perrons (1983); Castells 

(1983); Doherty (1983)]. There has been debate on the extent to 

which human actors are authors of their own destiny and to what 

extent they are structured by visible and invisible rules 

[Gregory (1982)]. Importantly there has been a coming together 

of social theory and human geography. 

"... Spatial structure is now seen not merely as an 
arena in which social life unfolds, but'rather as a- 
medium through which social relations are produced and 

-reproduced. " [Gregory'and Urry (1985)"'p3l' -, 

There is no*escaping'theýfact, Dun'dee is'an, u'nfashionable 

- city whose past has-been-neglected. ' It: would not, however, be 

true to say Dundee has been-ignored in general histories [eg 

Dickson (1980); LenmanA1977); 'Devine and"Mitchison (1988)]. The 

Checklands in Industry'and Ethos have perhaps cone furthest in 

attempting to give each of Scotland's four major cities equal 
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treatment. [Checklands (1984) pp34-54-1. -But suchivell intentioned 

efforts must, ultimately, be compromised by the unequal nature of 

the body of good, empirical work, which is available. . This 

reflects a cumulative, and to some extent, self-reinforcing, 

geographical skew in historical research interests.. There are a 

whole host of urban places in Scotland which have been, 

practically untouched by'researchers, but it is surprising to 

find a major city -a regional centre of economic importance - 

among their number. One of the, frustrating things about, ý 

exploring a specific facet of, Dundee's past is. the almost total 

absence of academic work in connecting fields., The contrasting.., 

treatment of Glasgow and Clydeside by the research community 

throws this geographical dimension-into particularly sharp 

relief. Yet Dundee's citizens do care about their past enough to 

want to, officially celebrate 800, years of. it. in 1991. The 

quality of the primary source material available within the city 

and the, supporting. library and archive facilities are good... Add 

to these the records and documents, available in central, 

depositories and it becomes. very, difficult, to understand why the 

neglect of Dundee's past should persist. Moreover, some of. -those 

tantalising tidbits which have been published, in general , 

histories suggest Dundee has a specific-story to tell. Perhaps a 

clue lies with one scholarly. work which has. been. published, about 

Dundee - Walker's Juteopolis: Dundee and its textile workers, 

1885-1923 (1979). 
_As one reviewer put it: 

"... the one supreme lesson that, emerges... -is that you 
cannot take generalisations and expect them to apply to 
Dundee. " Mythe (1980)]. 

The very uniqueness, of the city's past and the virgin nature of 
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-the, territory makes, research-into-Dundee, particularly hard work. 

-At-theýend of-his%analysis'into, the twin themes Of,. trade unionism 

and politics in aýcity dominated by-a-single industry,! Walker 

appears"a tired manwho''has failed to find familiar patterns. 

"Overall, -the-impression gained, from, this study is of a 
class which normally was too burdened by present 
anxieties to-pursue politics or accept, responsibilities 
beyond their own domestic situation. " [Walker (1979) 
P5361 

Choosing to concentrate exclusively on one central place is 

to forego the opportunity to undertake a comparative study. It 

can easily be argued the numerous towns which formed an essential 

part of the Scottish urban hierarchy have also suffered from 

neglect, especially those in the East of Scotland. However. a 

study which chose to spread its geographical not to encompass 

more places would inevitably have to restrict itself in other 

ways. probably to the detriment of a proper appreciation of the 

social and political context of local housing markets. In any 

case focusing, for example on three Angus towns in the hinterland 

at the expense of the regional capital Dundee, would be to put 

the cart before the horse. A major city should not go ignored 

and it became obvious that to be successful this thesis would 

have to be an overwhelmingly empirical investigation because of 

the paucity of good historical material written on this city. 

The thesis begins by discussing the process of urbanisation 

in nineteenth-century Scotland, the nature of urban social 

problems and housing as an urban issue (chapters 2 to 4). The 

0 riginal research which follows these chapters is concerned with 
ý1 11 1 .0-I" "'; 1, -- 11 1 1, Ir -I" -1 1 
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the detail of what was going on within an'individual city. At a 

different geographical scale, we see'a changing landscape created 

by socialactivity in which an individual city was an integral 

part. The process of urbanisation was nothing less'than the 

transformation of a society. This was recognised by 

contemporaries. In 1899 the social statistician AF Weber 

described the growth of cities as: 

"... The most remarkable social phenomenon of the 
present century... " [Weber (1899) P11 

Rural areas became urban hinterlands, bound to an urban growth 

pole through trade links and migration, and new sets of 

relationships were fixed by transport links to form urban systems 

across space. Dundee needs to be seen not only as the capi. tal. of 

jute. but as the capital of a textile region where around three- 

quarters of the factory work force at the end of the century 

worked textiles - the economic driving force for Dundee and its 

hinterland (pp 16-36). The rewards were grossly uneven, socially 

and spatially. The regional economy was unable to-generate the 

kind of conqumer demand which could sustain growth. Scottish 

urban society was divided by inequalities of opportunity. 

religious differences, ethnic origins and notions of 

respectability-, and for many contemporaries an urban existence 

was associated with immorality and criminality (pp 36-52). 

Economic and social dislocation prepared the ground for political 

discontent, trades unionism and the growth of the labour movement 

(pp52-66). The state at national and local level was forced to 

respond to the challenges of the towns - poverty and public 

health Problems were particularly acute. In Scotland, a kind of 

devolved centralisation emerged in response to the need to strike 
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a balance between social tradition. and legal reality (pp, 67-99). 

Housing was a central urban issue (pp 100-142). New legislation 

was seen as an effective means, of bringing about housing reform 

and, the Acts passed reflected changes in policy (pp 101-128). 

The housing market also came under pressure and by 1900 urban 

housebuildingAie production) had reached a state, of crisis (pp 

128-136). but housing, was also, a consumption. issue of central, 

social significanceApp 136-142). 

Section II of the-thesis. leaves the wider context behind and 

is directly concerned with housing and Dundee. It begins with, an 

introductory examination, of, housebuilding in Dundee 1873-1919, 

using the town,., council's register of plans approved (pp 143-7.149). 

A major time-slice taken for 1911 quantifies ownership. 

management and tenure on a household basis, -for which the prime 

source has been rateable assessment rolls (chapter, 5). The 

problems with using and mapping this source are discussed (pp 

150-159; 176-187). The, existence of contemporary town council 

analyses of the housing stock between 1895 and 1919 has allowed 

the sample year to be placed in context (pp 159-174). Chapter 6 

looks at the ways in which individuals-and groups of individuals 

consumed housing,. in Dundee. The 1911 roll demonstrates low, 

levels of spatially concentrated owner-occupation (below 5% in 

1911). and correspondingly,. high levels of, private renting (pp 

198-202). Although a, minor tenure form, the spatial , .. 

concentration, of owner-occupation. reflected the greater 

desirability of. certain areas (pp 202-211). -On the. other. hand 
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houses-which were Unlet may", have been undesirable''(pp"211-230). 

The"assumed infýriority of short--: letýhouses suggests"these 

tenancies may have'been socially segregated'from "superior" forms 

of'tenvýreý(pp 231-244). ' 

It was not a straightforward landlord - tenant relationship. 

Dundee's proprietors commonly borrowed, capital from bondholders 

in order to invest in house-property, and frequently passed the 

management'of, tenancies'-'over to'house-factors -a feature of 

tenement-life in'ScotlandAchapter 7). The vast, majoritylof 

house-proprietors-in Dundee, ýin 1911 were private individuals and 

there is some'evidence4`of family'group holdings (pp 247-261)., A' 

few property investment'companies were involved and their'records 

have been examined (pp 261ý-269)` A small number'of homes'were 

built or owned by self-help or philanthropic agencies, 'whose aims 

were qualitative rather than quantitative (pp 287.; -300). 'House 

factors as managers for'a number of clients were powerfullsocial 

agents'. able'to select households-, according to perceived rent- , 

paying a*bilities (pp 274-287)'. 

The potential for conflict and tension was part and parcel 

of the relationship between landlord'and tenant (chapter 8). The 

system of letting. "'the missive system" under which houses were 

let annually, came under attack, in the early'1900s'and was 

altered'by'Act of'Parliamentýin'1911`(pp 307-328). The 

landlord's right'of'hypothec (to'take and sell a tenant's 

possessions) was a particular bone of cont I ention. although it" 

appears seques tration for-rent'was not-resorted, tO in Dundee as 
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often-as in other Scottish cities , 
(Pp,, 328-351). -Howeverýthe- 

threat of a rent strike in-1912-shows a'highý1evel-of-tension 

existed between landlordtand, tenant in pro-war Dundee; - andýthe- 

rent, strikes of 1915 point to the failure of the 1911 Act-to 

resolve major grievances (pp 352-386). ' 

Housing policy examined from a local government point of 

view has allowed, state activity to, be-studied in, historical and 

-concrete instancesý(chapters 9 and 10). Dundee preferred'local, 

acts to using national legislation, putting proprietors and: their 

agents under, pressure through regulation'(pp 392-404). t- 

Proprietors and factorstresponded by seeking, to, influence council 

decision making, (pp 404-7409). 7 The, early--1900s saw the rise of 

labour politics and brought, profound changes in-the make up of 

the council, with important consequences for the, direction of 

local housing policy (pp 409-419).,. ý-Statistics kept by the 

sanitary department coupled with town council, minutes-have 

allowed the ways in which powers were translated, into the'-actions 

of. local officials to be identified (pp 420-491). Tenants'were 

not exempt from, regulation, as short-let houses were subject to 

visits from sanitary inspectors both day and night, the 

statistics for which reveal raid-like, tactics (pp 457-482). Four 

crusades_againstýthe slums have been identified as short-term 

solutions applied to the-perceived failure of the urban 

environment (pp 492-534). The road Dundee took to council 

housing was a journey which emphasises the importance of 

influential individuals as a vehicle for change; at local level 

one unelected official was crucial, town planner James Thomson. 
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However, the pace and form of change was increasingly dictated 

from the centre by officials at the Local Government Board for 

Scotland and it is evident that policy implementation was subject 

to a peculiarly Scottish institutional framework contributing to 

a distinctively Scottish housing experience (pp 535-583). 

The home is the space within which people live and the final 

theme explores the relationship between women, the home and 

planning in the early-twentieth century (chapter 11). While the 

home was separate from the workplace it had a crucial r8le in 

maintaining the workforce. Dundee's economic fortunes wereý, based 

on jute. an industry where female employees outnumbered males two 

to one. Standards of care within the home and attitudes towards 

what the home was expected to provide were thought by 

contemporary social reformers to have been undermined by the 

specific nature of the productive process. General concern led 

to local initiatives to educate and support mothers in their role 

as child carers (pp 578-620). In this context early twentieth- 

century planning had particular significance for domestic labour. 

In the immediate post-war era Dundee's plans took on a new 

urgency. symbolically materialising in the state-funded Logie 

housing scheme. The physical organisation of these ideal homes 

effectively reinforced the idea that women's primary commitment 

should be to home and family (pp 621-675). 
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I: THE PROCESS OF URBANISATION IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY SCOTLAND 



The creation of an urban nation 

Demographic statistics mirror change within society in a 

very selective and perhaps distorted way. However, population 

figures are the most accurate social statistics we have for the 

nineteenth century. The Scottish population grew from around 1.6 

million to over 4.5 million between 1801 and 1921, despite 

periods of high urban mortality and waves of emigration. This 

growing population was redistributed through different regional 

experiences and became a predominantly urban one. The county of 

Lanark took the lion's share - in 1851 almost 56% of those living 

in_Glasgow had not been born there [Flinn (1977) P4621. The 

numbers employed in rural industries remained around the quarter 

million mark between 1841 and 1881, but the total population in 

centres of 5,000 or more rose from around a third to half [LeO 

(1979)1ý It is evident from Flinn and his colleagues important 

demographic work, that there were distinct regional patterns and 

that within the four major cities distinct things were going on. 

"... no one human instrument can be hold accountable for 
such an important social phenomenon. and one cannot 
make clear to oneself the true causes in their true 
relation without viewing the social body in its- 
entirety. " [Weber (1899) p158] 

Only by turning away from the demographic image towards the 

social body, do we realise there is something beyond the looking 

glass. The movement of people, however absorbing population 

history may be, does not equate with the urbanisation of a 

society. At the heart are the cities. but what is it that is 

distinctive about them? What kind of society was a newly 

city-dominated Scotland? Did distinctly urban issues develOP, 

and if so what kind of attitudes existed towards them? 
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Chapter 2: The dynamic behind urbanism 

Nineteenth-century urban growth. the physical expansion of 

towns, has much wider implications. The processes of 

industrialisation and urbanisation: together brought fundamental 

changes in the spatial organisation of towns and in the 

relationship between classes and groups within urban society. 

Urbanisation implies the structure of society has been changed, 

and therefore it was a process which affected the whole of 

nineteenth-century Scottish society, whether rural or urban. 

Towns and cities, through burgeoning transport links, reinforced 

their inter-connections to form urban systems across space. 

Rural areas increasingly became urban hinterlands. dependent 

regions where life was increasingly bound to an urban growth pole 

through trade links and migration. The manner in which the 

population was industrially organised made for greater 

urbanisation. The major feature of industrialisation was the 

creation and rise to dominance of the factory system of 

production. Population growth, a changing economic organisation 

and associated increase in wealth explain the development of 

central places, not the urbanisation of a society. If we want to 

explain urbanisation greater emphasis must be put on the changing 

internal structure of industry and the form of business 

organisation, expressed in changing patterns of household 

consumption. Concentration of population was a response to 

employment opportunity, but urban centres also offered cultural 

encounters not offered by an alternative rural existance [Lampard 

(1983)]. Urbanisation was the creation of a new social setting. 
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This is not to suggest that urbanisation processes operating 

at other periods and in other areas would produce a similar 

outcome. Few concepts are transferable from one culture to 

another and instead emphasis must be placed on the diversity of 

the urbanisation experience. 

" ... the growth and development of no pair of 
advanced-economy city-systems have been identical in 
terms of specific historical, institutional and 
political influences. " (Pred (1977) p37, italics in 

original] 

The study of urbanism covers a range of spatial scales in order 

to cover systems of cities,, rural/urban relationships and 

national context. James Anderson defines urbanism in terms of 

interrelationships between social processes and spatial 

structures, at different scales and relating to both production 

and consumption [Anderson (1985) p184]. Thus spatial location 

becomes an integral part of the grand processes of urbanisation 

and industrialisation, because these processes are not received 

by a place, but transformed by it in a way that contributes to 

the processes themselves [Thrift (1980) p8551. Urbanism 

geographically defined has economic and political and social 

dimensions. 

i) Economic dimensions 

The economic expansion of an individual place was greatly 

influenced by events in other towns and cities. Large urban 

units were self-reliant, regional sub-systems were not closed and 

there were many lateral exchanges as well as hierarchical 
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relationships [Pred (1977) ppl7-19]. Pred argues continued 

population growth and high rank size of a major urban unit, 

springs from trading linkages and economic interaction with other 

leading centres [Pred (1977) P711. At-a local level the 

expansion of wholesaling-trading would increase local earnings in 

turn leading to further expansion of the wholesale-trading 

complex, but would also. through multiplier effects create 

employment in construction, new or enlarged industries and 

enhance the possibility of invention or innovation [Pred (1977) 

p72]. These circular and cumulative feedback processes operate 

at different scales such that an increment at one centre, which 

is economically interdependent with other large centres, will in 

turn increase the dimensions of wholesaling-trading in those 

centres triggering their own local-growth submodels (figure 2: 1). 

The example of the development of the west of Scotland 

illustrates the relationship between industrialisation and urban 

growth. Textiles, and cotton in particular, gave the west of 

Scotland its regional identity, and its sudden and dramatic 

growth in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries 

transformed the economic base of the region. The first spinning 

mills were in the countryside, but the process of weaving was 

still unmechanised and depended on the skill of the handloom 

weavers. Not until the development of steam power are the mills 

attracted to the towns [Slaven (1975) passim]. The urban factory 

labour force drew on an already industrialised. populace. 

"The search for water power established small 
quasi-urban communities in remote locations like New 
Lanark and Catrine, and 

* 
also encouraged urban 

concentrations, as around Barrhead, ... Johnstone and 
Paisley. " [Slaven (1975) p146] 
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Figure 2: t 

The process of local urban-size growth 

(Heavy lines indicate the most important relationships) 
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Source: Pred (1977) pp72-3, The circulative and cumulative 
feedback process of local urban-size growth for a single large US 
mercantile city, 1790-1840. 
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These settlements were inextricably linked to the financial heart 

of the region, Glasgow, its business leadership and 

organisations. Sidney Checkland described Glasgow after 1875 as 

"The Upas Tree", a plant with the destructive power to prevent 

other growths within fifteen miles. Checkland takes it as his 

symbol for the heavy industries which dominated Glasgow; viewing 

Glasgow's economic infrastructure as a sort of heart on which the 

other organs of the city depend for their lives' blood. 

"We have tried to see, in some kind of totality, the 
life of Glasgow from 1875 to 1914, when it was 
flourishing as never before and never since. The 
picture is endlessly complex. But it has a kind of 
unity. There was a convergence of circumstances 
capable of producing, in mutual reinforcement. an 
extraordinary achio. vement. " [Checkland (1977) 'p3l] 

In the east of Scotland Dundee acted as the commercial focus for 

the Forfarshire flax region. Village flax mills, for example at 

Letham, Colliston and Leysmill, were controlled wholly or partly 

by Arbroath manufacturers, but after the Napoleonic Wars (1799- 

1815) industrial growth became concentrated in Arbroath itself as 

the introduction of steam power signalled the decline of rural 

spinners [Turner (1954) passim]. At the same period James Scott, 

spinners, of Hawkhill, Dundee, handed out yarn to weavers in 

rural areas, having cloth sewn into bags locally [Turner (1952) 

p110]. Until the 1870s linen production continued to rise in 

towns like Arbroath, but locally-grown flax decreased in 

importance as imports from Russia took over, most of it coming 

through Dundee docks. Thus there was, as in the west of 

Scotland, a growing economic interdependence between places of 

different ranks within the region. Arbroath specialised in 

sailcloth, experiencing serious decline after 1875 as steam 
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vessels superseded sailing ships (Turner (1954) p181. It is jute 

not flax which captures the ethos of Dundee, although it was not 

an entirely one-industry city; ships, jam and journals were among 

its other famous products. Imports of jute rose from around 

16,000 tons in the early 1850s, to a height of 414,550 tons in 

1902 [Lenman et al (1969) P1051. Dundee was the capital of jute% 

The harbour was enlarged, the railways laid. Without jute Dundee 

would not have been transformed from a linen market-town and 

whaling port. To a lesser degree other Scottish cities and major 

towns, although multi-functional, specialised in one or more 

substantial activities. Their competitive positions as places 

were geared to the fortunes of particular functions. The pattern 

of the distribution of population gives some idea of the way in 

which settlements of differing size were clustered in groups 

(figure 2: 2). The transport network which connected these 

centres formed spatial links between them; a pattern which was 

consolidated by the evolution of the railways. The establishment 

of transport links between places was important in confirming and 

solidifying spatial biases in locational decision-making. 

Railways facilitated inter-urban trade, and repeated iterations 

of traffic growth, lower per-unit freight costs and capital 

investment, attracted economic activity and population to large 

centres served by railways [Pred (1977) P951. The towns and 

cities provided the opportunity for earning more - it was the 

expectation of a materially better way of life which fostered 

concentration. Slaven has concluded money wages did just about 

exceed price rises in urban areas in the west of Scotland, 
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Figure 2 :2 

Distribution of Population, 1871. 
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although any real improvement in the standard of living must have 

been confined to the more skilled [Slaven (1975) ppl57-8]. 

Lampard has argued the propensity to innovate in an 

organisational and technical way via capital, increased both 

profits and wages such that urbanisation became a "learning and 

locomotive experience". 

"... self-sustaining ... behaviour Within successive 
alternations of faster and slower rates of income and 
product. " [Lampard (1983) p3l] 

The industrial cities became powerful engines of economic growth 

through development, and once the major momentum of urban 

concentration lost pace, the productivity gains also ran down. 

"Like any other set of industrial products, the 
nineteenth-century urban artifact was produced for 
profit and the 'opportunity cost' of its accretion, 
repletion or piecemeal replacement was always 
determined by going conditions of demand and supply of 
productive resources. " (Lampard (1983) p401 

Employment opportunities were created through multiplier effects, 

including backward linkages creating jobs at units supplying a 

facility and forward linkages increasing the level of consumption 

by other facilities [Pred (1977) PP30-11. A third important 

multiplier effect was the aggregate spending behaviour of 

employees. Lee has argued this is the weakness. or 

incompleteness, of the Victorian economy which as a result was 

unable to sustain growth in Scotland [Lee (1983)]. To appreciate 

this assertion, we need to examine the regional economic 

structure of Scotland, and examine associated wage levels. 

Much historical analysis of the economic development of 

Scotland in the last century has been spatially skewed and 

perhaps spatially blind. This is a result of concentrating 
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attention on what are seen as leading sectors of the Victorian 

economy, placing emphasis on heavy industries, instead of 

addressing the problem of economic structural composition and 

structural change as a whole [Lee (1983) pp5-35]. In spatial 

terms historical writing has focussed on Lanarkshire, Glasgow and 

the Clyde. For example RH Campbell in his textbook Scotland 

since 1707: the rise of an industrial society, examines the 

economy between 1870-1914 in terms of two leading industrial 

sectors - shipbuilding and heavy engineering, to which he links 

the development of steel and coal [Campbell (1985) pp170-185]. 

Reflecting back from the end of the century, Campbell from a very 

late twentieth century viewpoint, concerns himself with 

industrial failure. The industrial failure of heavy industry in 

the west, which between 1707 and 1939 he chooses to interpret as 

The Rise and Fall of Scottish Industry [Campbell (1980)]. Modern 

economists analyse economic structure in terms of output levels 

and return. 

"Since there are no comprehensive data on income or 
product comparable to those relating to employment, the 
latter measure is likely to provide the best single 
indicator of structural change in the British economy 
and its component regions in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. " [Lee (1979) p3l 

Lee has made employment statistics for the combined Censuses of 

Britain more readily accessible, by recalculation on a regional 

basis in two series, A from 1841-1911 and B from 1901-1971, using 

27 occupational/industrial categories. Figure 2: 3 gives the 

percentage total employment in selected categories for Scotland 

in 1841,1861,1881,1901 and 1911. These demonstrate that 

although agricultural and textile categories lost ground 

throughout the nineteenth century. they remained important in 
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Figure 2: 3 

Employment in Scotland, percentage, 1841-1911 

(percentage of total employed in selected categor ies) 

1841 1861- 1881 , 1901 1911 

agriculture. fishing 
and forestry 24.28 22.23 16-69, 11.49 10.60 

mining,, 2.60 4.67, 5,28 6.79 8.12 

metal manufacture 2.24 3.32, 4.35 4.43 4.57 

mechanical engineering 
ý0.42 

1.15ý 
'2.. 

10 3.23 3.81 

shipbuilýing- 0, . 41 0.68 1.17* 1.76 2.49 

textiles 18.54 15.77 13.01 9.97 9.48 

clothing and footwear 7.34 7.97 6.79 6.26 5.38 

construction 5.23 5.88 6.82 7.42 5.59 

transport 2.46 4.39 5.60 7.71 8.09 

miscellaneous services 17.52 13.18 12.77 12.06 11.55 

insurance. banking. finance 0.08 0.23 0.42 0.58 0.79 
and business services 

Source: Lee,, CH. (1979) Britis h Regional Emplo yment Statistics 
.,,,, 1841-1971 Cambridge University Press. Part II statistical 

tables: series A. county and regional employment 1841-1911. 
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employment terms. Even when heavy industries were in the 

ascendant, prior to the First World War, the combined categories 

of metal manufacture, engineering, shipbuilding, vehicles and 

metal goods accounted for only 12.87% of total employment in 

Scotland in 1911. or one-eighth. This suggests there is room to 

discuss the Scottish economy in a wider sense than Campbell 

chooses to. In terms of job creation, Lee has calculated mining 

accounted for 13.1% of all now jobs during 1841-1911 and metal 

and engineering industries 21%. Textiles were firmly established 

by 1841 and contributed to only 4.2% of new jobs, but: 

"... it should be noted that 41.7 per cent of new jobs 
were in the service industries providing the 
infrastructure of industrialisation. " [Lee (1983) p7l 

These new jobs were created as a result of the expansion 

multiplier effects described by Pred in his urban-size growth 

model. Figure 2: 4 shows employment in selected categories for 

the period 1841-1911. Shipbuilding employed twelve times as many 

at the end of the period as it did in 1841, it still employed 

fewer than 3% of the total Scottish workforce. Textile 

employment fell from 18.54% to 9.48% of all employment, but 8457 

more people worked in textiles in 1911 than in 1841. Meanwhile 

employment in the transport sector had grown almost sevenfold and 

other services provided over 60,000 new jobs. Although 

insurance, finance and business services concerned less than 1% 

of the workforce, the numbers employed rose dramatically 

reflecting the needs of a mature capitalist economy. 

The blanket description hides regional variations. Figure 

2: 5 makes a comparison between Tayside and Strathclyde in 1841, 
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Figure 2,: 4 

Employment in Scotland, total, 1841-1911, 

(total employment in selected categories) 

textiles 

1841 186,490ý 
1851 , 257.127' 
1861 210.998 
1871 221.435 
1881 204,832 
1891 209,910 
1901 196,396 
1911 194,947 

transport 

24,755 
49,749 
58,759 
73,975 
88,206 

122,675 
151,976 
166,304 

insurance, banking, 
finance and business, 

services 

1841 763 
1851 637 
1861 3.078 
1871 4,969 
1881 6.642 
1891'ý 8,614 
1901 11.422 
1911 16,321 

Source: as for figure 2: 3. 

shipbuilding 

4,100 
4,396 
9,152 

16,257 
18.492 

-23,518 
34,656 
51,135 

total employment 

, 
1,005,612 
1,271.169 
1.337.595 
1,464,305 
1,574,556 
1,747,737 
1,970,410 
2.056,293 

misc. services 

176,222 
151,271 
176,354 
174,102 
201,004 
226,123 
237,564 

, 237.590 

total-population 

2,620,184 
2,888,742 
3,062,294 
3,360,018 
3,735,573 
4,025,647 
4,472,103 
4,760,904 
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Figure 2: 5 

Employment in Tayside and Strathclyde 

(percentage of total employment in selected catego r ie s 

Tayside: Strath'Clyde: 
1841 1881 1911''. -1841 1881 1911 

agriculture, fishing 
and forestry 22.07 15.25 11.84 13.66 6.85 3.84 

mining 0.59 0.78- 0.95 -4. *50, 8.06 9.01 

metal manufacture 1.88 '2.23 1.97 2.55' 6.79 6.91' 

me chanical eng. I 0.63 1.73- 2.43 Oý50 3.48 - 6.21 

shipbuilding 0.43- "0.59 0.78 0.49 2.21 4.67 

textiles'ý 29.89 31.68, 29.82 '26.52- 13.27 7.98ý 

clothing and 
footwear 5.83 5.89 4.72 8.30 7.46 5.85 

construction 5.52 6.23 5.40 5.41 6.67 5.40 

transport 2.19 4.47 6.61 2.85 6.79 9.11 

misc. services 16.00 10.37 11.53 13.99 '11.00 9.59 

insurance, banking, 
finance & business 

ý0-09 -0.37 0.79 0.06 0.40 0.76 
services 

total e'mployed 
(100%) 128,198 182,790 193,203 365,657 672,049 976,683 

Source: as'for figu re 2: 3 . 
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1881 and 1911 for selected employment categories. Strathclyde 

conformed to Campbell's sort of national portrait, with 

employment growth in mining, engineering and shipbuilding. 

Tayside, however, continued to be heavily dependent on textile 

employment, which consistently accounted for nearly one third of 

all jobs throughout the period, undoubtedly attributable to the 

dominance of the jute industry in Dundee. The Factories and 

Workshops Report for 1896 produced by the factories inspectorate, 

shows that out of a Forfarshire factory workforce of 66140 in 

1895.50229 or 75.94% were employed in flax, hemp or jute [BPP 

(1897) XVIII C8561, excludes workshop employees]. The rate of 

employment growth in heavy industries was slow in Tayside. 

compared to Strathclyde the percentage of those working in metal 

manufacture actually declined between 1881 and 1911. A 

contrasting example is the development of Lothian region, where 

the level of service provision was above other Scottish regions 

and the national average. The metropolitan role of Edinburgh 

gave the region a structural similarity to the south-east of 

England, with a mixture of professions, commercet personal 

services and consumer good industries [Lee (1979) pp2l-22]. 

What an anlaysis based entirely on employment figures does 

not consider is the gross value in economic terms of individual 

sectors. In 1907 textiles accounted for 929,154,000 of Scottish 

gross output (14.99%), while iron and steel, engineering and 

shipbuilding produced a value of C61,573,000 (30.61%). Food, 

drink and tobacco accounted for a further 15.44% [Campbell (1980) 

p1971. Heavy industries formed an economic spearhead within the 
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Scottish economy. encouraging further employment and 

agglomeration on Clydeside as a consequence of strong backward 

and forward linkages and associated employee income expenditures 

[Pred (1977) p1221. 

Although high wages were'possible in certain sectors. taken 

as a whole Rodger has chosen to describe Scotland as a low-wage 

economy [Rodger (1985) in Gordon P531. He has calculated the 

unweighted mean Scottish wage in 1886 was 94.8% of the UK 

average. 

"Lower wages in the four Scottish cities would have 
been of no great import had prices been consistently 
lower. In fact, as the Board of Trade noted in 1912, 
they were not. Scottish urban price levels were 
consistently above those of English boroughs ... [Rodger (1985) in Gordon P421 

With low real wages and wealth concentrated, the economy was 

unable to generate the kind of consumer demand which would have 

sustained growth. The spatial pattern of industrial employment, 

ensured this was a greater problem in those cities and towns 

where the dominant facilities were relatively low paid - for 

example in textiles as compared to engineering and shipbuilding 

(figure 2: 6). Overall women were paid much less than men, so an 

industry based on female and child labour, as jute was, would 

generate low levels of consumer demand in relation to the total 

employed. The range of wage levels in the jute industry was 

narrow, with very few male workers being paid more than the 

average wage for engineering (figure 2: 7). By contrast the 

workers of the propulsive industries of the Glasgow area enjoyed 

rising real incomes, reflected in the growth of employment in the 

food. drink and tobacco sector (12.41% of industrial employment 
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Figure 2-6 

Average weeklv wages of adult manual workers in selected UK 
industries, 1886 and 1906 

1886 1906ý 
male female male female hours 

jute 19s 4d', 9s 7d 21s 7d 13s 5d 755.0 

cottonf--11- 25s 3d ýý 15s 3d 29s 6d -, 18S 8d 5 5., 5 

engineer- 25sýOd- 32s 5d 13s 1&' -53.1 
-ing 

shipbuild 28s 8d 35sIld 14s 8d 52.9 
-ing I I. ,I- ý-- -1 11 

Source: British Labo ur Statistics :, Historical Abstract 
1886-1968, Department of Employmen t and Productivity. HMSO London 

PP92 (1971) -5. , -, 1 111ý1. ý ý, Iý I" ý 

Figure 2: 7 

Distribution of weekly wages of adult manual workers in the UK 
jute industr y 1886 and 1906 

(percentage in each range) 

1886 1906 
male', - female male f emale- 

up to los , 73.5 ' 6.2 - -' ý-ý 1ý 
lOs-15s 20.2 26.5 9.1 4 66.4 
15s-20s- -37.1 - -25.9 
20s-25s 34.4 - 20-30 1.4 
25s-30s 4.5 - 

1 36.0 0.1 
30s-35s 1.9 - 30-% - 
35s-40s 1.9 - 

ý 
13.4 

40s plus -- 1.5 

Source: as figure 2: 6. 
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in Glasgow in 1911, compared to 7.59% in Dundee) [Rodger (1985) 

in Gordon PP36-71. 

Kirkby describes the British economy towards the end of the 

nineteenth century as declining in efficiency, reflecting a low 

rate of structural change in favour of high productivity sectors, 

poor technical progress and a bias towards staple industries 

dependent on a narrow range of export markets [Kirkby (1981) 

ppl-231. Britain had a comparative advantage in international 

trade arising from her involvement in the international movement 

of factors of production, namely labour and capital. Foreign 

investment stimulated international trade in primary products, 

and sterling operated as an international currency on equal terms 

with gold. 

"British overseas investors preferred to hold high 
grade foreign bonds and securities to domestic equities 
and it is certainly conceivable that this raised the 
costs of borrowing for some of the more risky home 
investments. " [Kirkby (1981) P151 

Kirkby argued the high level of overseas investment retarded 

industrial growth, especially in advanced industrial sectors, by 

reinforcing an economic overcommitment to old established 

industries. 

British capital flowed overseas after 1870 (figure 2: 8). By 

1911-13 income from foreign investment represented 9.5% of gross 

national product. Lythe and Butt have estimated about one-eig-ilith 

of British foreign investment came from Scotland, rising rapidly 

after 1885 Mythe and Butt (1975) PP235-61. The Scottish cities' 

financial and business sectors became specialists in investment 
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Figure 2: 8 

UK foreiscn investment- 

[11 UK capital [21 estimated Scottish 
abroad (9m) foreign investment (9m) 

1870 692 60 
1875 1065 
1880 1189 - 
1885 

-1,4971,150 1890 1935 - 
1895 2195 
1900 2397 300 
1905 2642 
1910 3371 
1913 3990 500 
1929 3738 - 

Sources: [11 Aldcroft DH and Richardson HW (1969) The British 
Economy 1870-1939 Macmillan, table'10. ' p64. '. - 
[21 Lythe SGE and Butt J (1975) An Economic History of Scotland 
1100-1939 Blackie; P236. c 11. 

Figure 2: 9 , 1,1 ý. II If Iz,! I- 

Total overseas investment by Dundee trusts 

Year total investment of Dundee's 
trusts (book values) 9 

1880 1,972,736 
1890 2.751,. 380 
1900 4,113,540 
1914 10,802.567 

Source: Gilberi JC (1939)'A History: of'InveStment Trusts in, 
Dundee 1873-1938 PS King, P102. 
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trusts. As Gilbert commented: 

"The localisation of investment trusts in Edinburgh, 
Glasgow. Dundee and Aberdeen is remarkable, for in 
England the movement has left cities like Manchester, 
Liverpool, Birmingham and Newcastle untouched and the 
investment trusts are all concentrated in London. " 
(Gilbert (1939) P101 

The major destination for Scottish investment trust money was the 

prairies of Texas. Edinburgh and Dundee together accounted for 

eight out of eleven British joint-stock ranching ventures in 

Texas between 1880 and 1885 [Kerr (1967) P3671. Kerr estimated 

Dundee's investment was heavier than Edinburgh's on a per capita 

basis [Kerr (1967) p3691. The level of investment by Dundee 

trusts rose from just under 92 million in 1880 to well over C10 

million in 1914 (figure 2: 9). Certainly the return on capital 

could be very rewarding (figure 2: 10). 

The emergence and growth of urban centres was coupled to an 

unevenness over space of the forces and relations of production. 

As industrial cities became engines of economic growth, they 

became increasingly interdependent and increasingly specialised: 

Edinburgh the semi-capital; Glasgow the industrial powerhouse and 

Dundee an almost mono-industrial city. Transport links confirmed 

the spatial biases of growth. As a low-wage economy, despite 

pockets of concentrated wealth, insufficient income was 

distributed to create levels of consumer demand to sustain 

growth. After 1870, the flight of investment capital abroad 

stimulated trade in primary products, at the expense of domestic 

economic diversification and structural adjustment. 
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Figure 2: 10 

Dividends and earnings on ordinary stock of the North American 
Trust 

Year ordinary stock pre-tax earnings 
dividends % 

--ordinary stock % 

1898 5 
1900 6 10.5 
1902 7 11.5 
1904 8 12 
1905 9 12.5 
1906 9 13.0 
1909 

Source: as figure 2: 9, p78. 

t 

-r 

:1 
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In'1970 Norman Gash suggested Scotland in the nineteenth 

century could be considered an "interesting region" of the 

British Isles sharing in a larger development [Gash (1970) 

PP114-51. He seems to have suggested political union in 1707 was 

transformed in the late eighteenth century into economic 

integration. Harvie has questioned the view that Scottish 

experience was a marginal variation, stating it was too facile to 

suggest the Scots were somehow "pulled along" [Harvie (1977) 

p73). One explanation of the relationship between Scottish and 

British economic development centres around the concept of client 

capitalism [Dickson (1980) passim]. Here it was argued 

complementary rather than competing forms of capitalism emerged 

within Britain, creating an interdependence which was regularised 

through Political domination [Dickson (1980) p901. A similar 

argument for dependence is the notion Scotland was an internal 

colony [Hechter (1975)]. Yet industrialisation had rural roots 

in village domestic industries, education bound industry to 

traditional Scottish institutions and the principaJ economic 

dictatorship created was centred on the Clyde [Harvie (1977) 

pp77-8,80]. 

"Long after the mechanized textile sector went into 
decline, shipbuilding was able to reverse the 'client' 
relationship with London competition and achieve world 
supremacy through skill-intensive techniques. " [Melling 
(1982) P981 

The relationship was more complex than a simple statementfkatr 

Scottish capitalism was client, or a state of dependence existed, 

will allow. While there was a shared experience of industrial, 

and on a world scale imperial development, the outcome could not 

be a British experience for Scots whose formal national 
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institutions remained recognisably Scottish (Harvie (1977) P611. 

"The linkages with England which were endorsed within 
Scotland occurred through specifically Scottish 
institutions (such as the Church, the legal system and 
the education system). In addition they were forged by 
Scots and mediated through structures which remained 
distinctively Scottish. " [Dickson (1985) p334] 

ii) Social dimensions 

Factory chimmneys dominated the skylines of 

nineteenth-century towns, and they dominated the mental 

landscapes of urban dwellers. The rise of factory production was 

the creation of a factory proletariat. Joyce argued the social 

effect of the capitalist workplace is what mattered most, because 

other social phenomena (eg. education, religion, leisure and the 

family), were aspects of the culture of the factory [Joyce (1980) 

ppxv-xvil. At the end of the century the capitalist workplace 

demanded an average of 55.5 hours in a cotton worker's week. and 

52.9 hours from those in shipbuilding (figure 2: 6). Long hours, 

however, were not peculiar to industrial production: some shop 

assistants worked from 8.30am to 9pm in 1875, while domestic 

servants had little existence outside of work [Factory and 

Workshops minutes of evidence, BPP (1875) XXX C1443-I part II. 

P7971. Work dominated life. 

For many of the Scottish urban working classes, the rhythm 

of their working day was increasingly dictated by the rhythm of 

machines; a day which began and ended with factory bells or 

hooters. A system where time became money. Where changes were 

not directly attributable to the use of a machine, sub-division 
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and intensification of work was common (eg. boots and shoes, 

cabinet-making) [Price (1983) P66]. Tighter managerial 

supervision and new payment systems increased subordination at 

work. Subordination was not necessarily a, matter of 

dispossession of the means of production: the handloom weavers of 

the 1830s owned their looms, the joiners in the 1880s-90s owned 

their small tools - but they could only make use of looms and 

tools by selling labour power to a master who owned the raw 

materials, and sometimes the workshop [Aminzade (1984) p348]. 

The general process operating during the nineteenth-century was 

of the subordination of labour to capital, of which mechanised 

factory production was a feature. Samuel has drawn attention to 

the fact that mechanisation was a process, not an event, which 

advanced by small increments and was discontinuous [Samuel (1977) 

p101. He also pointed out mechanisation in one department could 

increase drudgery in others (eg. sorting and packing goods) 

[Samuel (1977) ppl6-171. It is not possible to equate capitalist 

enterprise with the factory system, but "the factory" 

conveniently symbolises the intensification of work, alterations 

in the division of labour, new payment systems and management 

methods, that altered the social condition of working life and 

contributed to an urbanised society. 

It is almost impossible to demonstrate with any accuracy how 

the wealth created by capitalist enterprise was distributed, but 

it is glaringly obvious the rewards were grossly uneven. The 

number of Scots dying with an estate which required to be 

confirmed before the Scottish courts rose from over 5,000 in 1876 
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to well over 10,000 in 1913. The number totalling over 9100,000 

rose from eight in 1876 to 32 in 1913 [Britton (1985) p781. 

Britton concludes wealthy Scots had formed a dynamic new 

sub-group by 1900; four out of 13 British fortunes of over 92 

million in the period 1906-14 were generated on Clydeside 

(Britton (1985) p78]. Between 1876 and 1913 about 28% of the 

wealthiest Scots lived on-the incomes of their estates. whether 

landed or portfolio; those occupied in heavy industries or 

textiles made up a further 25%. while 18% had been-merchants of 

various descriptions (Britton (1985) p8l). Thus over 70% of 

these wealthy Scots left fortunes generated by capitalist 

enterprises, largely springing from the industrial bowels of an 

urbanised society. 

Urban Scotland was an increasingly polarised and 

sectionalised society. If there were opportunities to accumulate 

great wealth in Scottish cities, there were a great many more to 

experience extreme poverty. In the previous section the Scottish 

economy was described as "low wage". but what did this mean for 

those on the receiving end of low wages? For many urban 

working-class families there was little opportunity of relying on 

a male breadwinner wage, although it may have been a "norm" many 

aspired to [Seecombe (1986) passim]. The earnings of children, 

and sometimes wives, covered the margin between meeting a 

subsistence standard of living for the family, and failing to do 

so. Failure was poverty. Poverty in terms of human experience 

meant a bread or potato or oatmeal diet, with malnutrition as the 

outcome; it meant living in overcrowded courts and backlands. A 
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poor diet and a poor home tojether increased the risk of disease 

or illness, decreasing the likelihood of being able to'work. The 

spectres at'th'e bottom of'this downward spiral were the'-poorhouse 

or a pauper's grave. 
I 

Low pay was the almost inevitable result of a volatile and 

glutted'urban_ýl , abour market [Treble (1979)-pI3]ý,. ý-, Among the 

poorest paid were'those in, ouiwork"trades, such as needlework and 

boxmaking, where the problems of'low piece rates were exacerbated, 

by irregularity of employment-. Many industries suffered, from 

seasonality or slack'periods - for example jam-making required 

extra labour in summer; -while the big-cItY bakeries, took, -on, extra 

hands on Friday night to meet weekend demand. * A large casual 

labour market existed in which hands were hired hourly, by shift, 

day or week. ' 'These-were-the carters, porters and messengers of 

the docks and railway stations, but the largest group described 

themselves as general labourers [Treble (1979) PP55-801. 

Cyclical unemployment and underemployment created suffering which 

was'not confined'to-low-paid, trades. For example the 1907-10 

slump on Clydeside elicited appeals for relief to-Glasgow's,, Iord 

provost from elite members of the working classes. ý 

"Alfred Dailkin, an engineer who; - by Octoberý1908. had 
been out of work for eight months, has 'sold all my 
furniture except a few things. I had to leave my-last 
house because I was unable to pay my rent. I have 4 
children one is, working for 5/6tper week I am in no 
clubs. "' (Treble (1979) p90] 

Large families were something of a double-edged sword in the 

fight against poverty, for extra children could earn extra 

pennies towards the family budget, although this could be 

cancelled out by the extra mouths to feed. Other causes of 
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poverty included the mutually reinforcing conditions of sickness, 

widowhood and old age. It was expected in Scotland that the 

meagre doles to widows would top up income from outwork, washing 

or charing; deserted wives were rarely offered relief [Treble 

(1979) PP97-81. 

Nineteenth-century Scotland was a class-based society. The 

terminology of class is used here because it refers to systems 

which distributed rewards in society and because the inequalities 

of class produced differences in those rewards; rewards which 

themselves were interrelated (eg. income. housing and health). 

In turn this was reflected in differential social and cultural 

behaviour. All of these differences served to perpetuate 

inequalities. 

"The individual awareness of class and of class 
relationships was and is created through a host of 
incidents in schools, home, work, shops or in the 
observation of habits of speech, dress and manners. 
Any expression of class feeling is a summary of 
countless, often ordinary experiences. " [Morris (1979) 

P291 

A sense of "class feeling" could be passive, and thus cannot 

equal "class identity". which would imply class cormcdousness and 

"class conflict". The importance of work is that the value of an 

individual's labour in the market place defines an individual's 

role in the economic sphere. Classes consist of groups of 

individuals who share similar sets of life chances in work 

alternatives and consumption opportunities. This is not to 

suggest the economic determines, because classes are also 

strongly infused with political and ideological elements. The 

nature of class is a highly cýharged field of debate, which cannot 
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be neatly summarised [Giddens and Held (1982)1. - Scottish urban 

society was not made of a group of rich capitalists and a 

poverty-struck proletariat; in practice class boundaries are much 

harder to find. 

It has been argued there was an elite stratum within the 

urban working classes, whose privileged position was coupled to 

their belief in the values of self-help. thrift, industriousness 

and respectability. Dickson concedes: 

"Certainly there appears to have existed within the 
working class a privileged group, marked off by their 
enjoyment of higher wages, more secure employment, a 
considerable degree of autonomy in the work situation, 
distinctive leisure pursuits, preferential housing 
accommodation and so on. " [Dickson (1980) P2631 

The phrase "labour aristocracy" has been taken from contemporary 

observations, but the concept of a labour aristocracy has been 

used for differing purposes by historians. Breuilly separates 

these into political and sociological purposes [Breuilly (1984) 

P581. First that it has been used to explain the politics of the 

British labour movement during a phase when class relations 

stabi'lised and labour was accommodated within a popular liberal 

movement. in the mid to late nineteenth century. Secondly, that 

it can be used to identify a distinct status consciousness and 

life-style on the part of a group of workers, distinguishing them 

from other workers. 

"The political use of the concept requires the 
independent establishment of the existence of a stratum 
of workers who are the bearers of a distinct type of 
politics. The sociological use of the concept must be 

able to show that the labour aristocracy it identifies 
does func. tion as a real group and this means showing 
that there are distinctive patterns of action displayed 
by this group. " [Breuilly (1984) p591 
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Gray's work on Victorian and Edwardian Edinburgh presents 

evidence of the kind of cohesiveness implied by the sociological 

use of the concept. Printing machinemen. bookbinders, masons, 

joiners and engineers made up the core of this advantaged 

stratum, but every trade had a proportion of men living at this 

economic level. These superior artisans handed their expertise 

on through apprenticeship systems and by means of craft 

administration, had considerable autonomy within the workshop 

[Gray (1974) P221. Thrift, foresight and restraint were seen as 

the means of achieving personal aspirations. making saving a 

central concern in the daily life of artisans. 

"The distinctive feature of the labour aristocracy is 
not that they saved when others did not, but that they 
were able to save in several different forms. and 
thereby protect their families against a wider range of 
contingencies. " [Gray (1976) PP132-31 

Gray argued thrift and self-help were more complex than 

"embourgeoisement", for artisans viewed their struggle for 

survival and promotion as taking place within the manual class, 

not as some attempt to escape from it [Gray (1976) P1381. Thus 

the practice of thrift and the claim to be respectable were 

linked to a growing sense of class identity. These apparently 

middle-class values were adapted to the situation of the artisan 

and mediated by the distinctive institutions of his world, for 

example trades unions, cooperative associations and friendly 

societies [Gray (1974) p27]. The significance of skilled 

artisans in heavy industries points to the likelihood of an equal 

or greater labour aristocracy in a Glasgow context. Dickson 

argued the cyclic nature of the Clydeside economy, 

"... sharpened perceptions of the major divide within 
the working class - reminding the labour aristocrats of 
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the precarious strength of their privilege, and forming 
a major wedge between occupational groups. " [Dickson 
(1980) P2641 

Implicit in the concept of a labour aristocracy is the 

existence of less privileged groups in urban society. Those 

involved in the casual labour market were one such group, the 

Irish were another. They were the largest group of immigrantst 

pushed into leaving home permanently by catastrophic potato 

famine. According to the 1861 Census. just under 7% of the Scots 

population were Irish-born; out of these 200,000, over 60,000 

were concentrated in Glasgow alone. Other places with a 

significant Irish element in 1861 were: Dundee (15.89%). Paisley 

(11.44%). Greenock (14.70%) and Airdrie (18.45%). By contrast 

Edinburgh had fewer than the national average at 5.24%. and in 

Aberdeen they were an insignificant group (1.26%). By the 

mid-1850s the tide of immigration had been stemmed and the flow 

ceased towards the end of the century. Had the pattern of Irish 

migration been more gradual. the Irish would have had less impact 

on the popular imagination. Above all religion gave them 

cultural cohesion; the Roman Catholic's belief in miracles and 

ability to confess, clashing with a presbyterianism unable to 

compromise with sin. Many of the famine migrants were 

uneducated, penniless and spoke only Gaelic. They crowded into 

the cheapest accomwdation, creating Little Ireland ghettos; when 

typhus broke out in the slums it soon became known as Irish fever 

[Gallagher (1985) P1081. The immigrants added to the pool of 

semi-skilled and casual labour, taking the lowest paid jobs, 

unable to penetrate the craft unions and willing to strike break 
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[Gallagher (1985) p110]. Even when locally born the second and 

third generations were still Irish in culture and faith. There 

were also non-Catholic Ulstermen among the migrants, who found 

sympathisers among the bible-based and anti-ritual Scots 

protestants. Orangeism was active in Glasgow in the 1850s and 

60s, but became more significant after 1870. Many of the 

protestant Irish were shipyard workers in Partick and Springburn. 

In 1912 Harland and Wolff, a Belfast shipbuilding company, 

founded a new yard at Govan, bringing w"orkers with them 

[Gallagher (1985) p111]. The Ulstermen were amongst those who 

founded the exclusively protestant football club, Glasgow 

Rangers, whose major rivals became Glasgow Celtic,, itself linked 

with the Catholic minority [Gallagher (1985) p1111. Other Scots 

cities had Catholic community football teams - for example 

Hibernian in Edinburgh and Dundee Hibernian (later Dundee 

United), but none were the focus of the sort of sectarian tension 

Glasgow experienced. 

"... a game of football between Celtic and Rangers 
reflected the religious and almost racial divisions 
that scarred community life in many parts of Scotland. 
Founded by and for the Catholic community of Glasgow, 
Celtic were happy to be known as 'the Irishmen', and 
following their phenomenal success in the first year 
after their foundation, the Scottish public cried out 
for a team to beat them. " (Murray (1984) P121 

Football support, an almost wholly working class pursuit, was a 

means of expressing divisions within the working classes. 

The overwhelmingly presbyterian Scottish churches expected 

to exercise considerable social influence, although this had 

gradually slackened since the eighteenth century, when the stool 

of repentence and the elder's watchful eye imposed moral values 
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on society. By the end of the 1840s as a result of secessions, 

Presbyterianism had several voices in Scotland, all of which 

proclaimed themselves the true church, and most of which would 

not speak to each other. The major split occurred in 1843 within 

the established church as a result of a quarrel between church 

and state arising from the Patronage Act, which interfered with 

the democratic right of congregations to appoint ministers. 

"Was the Kirk, as a corporation, in partnership with 
parliament or subordinate to it? " (Harvie (1977) p85] 

The Free Church of Scotland committed itself to the principle of 

a congregation in every parish, engendering inter-denominational 

rivalry. In the two years following the Disruption of 1843 the 

Free Kirk built 500 churches [Drummond and Bulloch (1975) 

passim]. By creating two national churches the Disruption 

succeeded in accelerating assimilation into a British society, 

although the main protagonists intended to confirm the 

independence of a Scottish national institution. 

The character of the main presbyterian churches was 

conditioned by Calvinism. In general worship was colourless, 

with preaching central and hymn singing unknown until the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century. The Free Kirk preached 

sabbateýarianism and temperance. There seems to have been a 

singular lack of appreciation that for many Sunday was the only 

day off in the week. Drink was allowed to cloud the issues. 

blinding the churches to the real problems of the cities. By 

concentrating on personal morals the churches were indifferent to 

the ideals and aspirations of the oppressed. It is not 

surprising many urban dwellers found little to attract them. If 
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the 1851 census of religious worship revealed anything, it was, 

despite figure-juggling. that a vast number of people did not go 

to church [Drummond and Bulloch (1975) P111-1121. The missionary 

strategy employed by the churches tended to reinforce social 

barriers in the city, rather than reclaim the masses. One 

minister likened the citizens of Edinburgh's Cowgate to the 

"Hindoos" on the banks of the Ganges [Boyd (1980) P181. 

Splitting and feuding may have alienated a minority of adherents; 

for others ministers were simply too well educated to be 

comprehensible. The Church of Scotland's Commission on the 

Religious Condition of the People in the 1890s found churchgoing 

was lowest in mining and large urban communities. Their 

explanations varied from long weekday hours and Saturday 

employment, to leisure pusuits such as attendance at sports 

fixtures, Sunday bicycling and excursions, but not theoretical 

and deliberate unbelief [Boyd (1980) p22]. Meachem argues class 

conciousness kept the poor out of churches which catered for the 

middle classes, who were their major source of finance [Meachem 

(1968) pp360-21. Religious institutions and values were an 

important element in the cultural identity of the middle classes 

in urban society in the 1880s and 90s. Ancillary social 

activities attached to congregations played a key role in the 

social network which, according to Gray, helped to give the 

middle strata of Edinburgh a social identity quite different from 

that of the dominant bourgeoisie [Gray (1977) pp141-5,151]. The 

Roman Catholic Church was much more successful in retaining a 

hold among the working classes. Priests were less academic and 

more pastoral in their approach, but demand for their services 
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outstripped supply - at one point the Irish of Airdrie had to be 

satisfied with divine service once every six weeks [Anson (1970) 

PP248-91. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the parish 

ministers of the Church of Scotland were also the civil 

administrators of parish based services, such as the distribution 

of poor relief, the provision of education and recording the 

births, deaths and marriages. During the century, the 

established church became increasingly secularised, losing the 

administration of the poor rate in 1845 and their monopoly of 

education in 1872. Religious tests for university entrance were 

abolished in 1855 and the universities took over school 

inspections in 1861. The disestablishment crisis of the 1880s 

saw politics being preached from the pulpit and politicians 

speaking on religion to the benefit of neither. The churches 

lost their hold on the community as government was increasingly 

centralised and controlled by English tradition and requirement, 

and by necessity became more distant from matters of state. 

"The terms of religious politics had shifted from the 

context of the unique role of the Kirk in Scottish 
social and cultural life to a campaign similar to that 
of the dissenters in England, a campaign which gained 
in acrimony what it steadily lost in relevance. " 
[Harvie (1977) p861 

To a large extent the social dimensions examined so far have 

been conceived of as large scale concerning the nature of work, 

material reward and social divisions. This ignores the level at 

which these things were experienced. The primary unit of social 

organisation was the family and the primary arena for the 
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expression of roles and economic cooperation was the household. 

"... the Victorians regarded it as axiomatic that the 
home was the foundation and the family the cornerstone 
of their civilization and that within the family were 
first learned the moral, religious, ethical and social 
precepts of good citizenship. " [Wohl (1978) P101 

Wohl argued the family was a social unit unique in itself while 

being at the same time a microcosm of society at large, in this 

case a Victorian society for which home and family were also 

value-loaded symbols. According to Netting, Wilk and Arnould 

both households and families are culturally defined, but the 

former are task-oriented residence units while the latter are 

kinship groupings which'need not be localised [Netting et al 

(1984) pxx]. They point out physical location, shared activities 

and kinship need not be empirically or logically overlapping, but 

from Wohl's comments on Victorian self-image it is obvious 

social, religious and political leaders thought ideal was just 

such a home and family. Anything which deviated greatly from 

these perceived norms or contributed to the breakdown of home or 

family would have constituted a social evil in their eyes. It is 

with these "social evils" the rest of this section is concerned. 

One of the great myths of Victorian urban society, was that 

the working classes of the towns and cities were especially 

immoral and illegitimacy was rife. Flinn demonstrated 

illegitimacy ratios were higher in rural areas than urban, and 

the two largest cities, Edinburgh and Glasgow compare favourably 

with Aberdeen and Dundee (eg. 1871 rural ratio 10: 32, urban 

8: 65; 1901 rural 7: 16, urban 5: 88) [Flinn (1977) p352, 
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table5.4.2]. The North-East had generally high rates, and the 

sink of immorality appears to have been Banff. Flinn suggested 

the lower urban figures related to five factors: a higher 

percentage of middle-class residents; a labour aristocracy with 

middle-class values; a large percentage of domestic servants, 

whose social contacts were controlled; that Irish families were 

stricter with their daughters; finally that abortion, infanticid( 

and at the turn of the century possibly contraception. were more 

common in cities [Flinn (1977) p351 et seq]. It certainly seems 

true that prostitution was a flourishing urban occupation. One 

investigator estimated half-a-million pounds was spent annually 

in Scotland in houses of ill repute [Drummond and Bulloch (1975) 

p129-321. The evidence suggests small-scale private ventures 

were being overtaken by commercialised enterprises backed by 

capital, in common with other entertainment industries, yet open 

patronage would have been fatal to the career of a "respectable" 

man. Smout has described drink as important in 

nineteenth-century Scotland, due its widespread consumption in 

enormous quantities [Smout (1986) p133]. Industrial districts 

and the cities had the highest, concentrations of licences to 

population; 95% of those licences in 1886 included the sale of 

spirits [Williams and Brake (1980) pp364-5]. The 1878 Select 

Committee Report on Intemperance includes evidence which 

suggested the reason for drunkenness in the streets of Edinburgh 

was the increased material prosperity of highly paid workers and 

their shorter hours of work. Yet it was also pointed out 

drunkeopess prevailed more among the poorer and lower classes of 

society than amongst artisans [BPP (1878) XIV C338 pp79-80,114]. 
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According to the city's Lord Provost, in Dundee in 1876, where 

grocers'shops commonly stayed open to 10pm for the sale of 

provisions and drink, there was one licence to every 240 of 

population, one conviction for drunkerness to 86 of population and 

one conviction for breach of the peace through drink to every 53 

of population [BPP (1878) XIV C338 pp324,3271. It is not 

surprising churchmen and other reformers were able to delude 

themselves and their followers that urban social evils were the 

sole consequence of intemperance. For all the propaganda and 

moral pressure temperance reformers and prohibitionists failed to 

make any real legislative progress after 1860, until the Scottish 

Local Veto Poll conceded by the Liberals in 1913, which permitted 

local prohibition following a referendum [Smout (1986) ppl46-71. 

The passions aroused by the temperance movement should not be 

underestimated. In 1897 6,000 Templars marched to Bannockburn in 

protest [Smout (1986) p1461. In 1908 sixty-two year-old Mrs 

Carry Nation champion bar smasher of the United States took 

Scotland by storm, with a series of lectures which started within 

the chosen pub but invariably were concluded outside it to the 

cheers of large crowds [Kerma and Mooney (1983) p821- 

Criminals, according to Tobias, were in the eyes of honest 

contemporaries, a class apart [Tobias (1967) p1l). 

Distinguishable by clothes and habits, the "criminal class" were 

essentially town-based, with their own supporting institutions 

enabling the exchange of information and the disposal of goods 

[Tobias (1967) pp69,97,106]. Nineteenth-century statistical 

crime series are regarded by Tobias as little more than 
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reflections of the changing preoccupations oflelites and the way 

in which crime was defined and recorded by officials. 

" ... the criminal statistics have little-'to'tell us' 
about crime and criminals in the nineteenth-century. " 
[Tobias (1967) P211 

Others are prepared to allow that while'acceptably accurate , 

statistical statements on the real incidence of, crime are 

impossible, nevertheless statistics can reveal a great deal about 

trends in crime [Storch (1979) pp117--ý122]. Research on The 

Scottish Criminal using statistics from 1900, has allowed a 

picture of criminal activity at the end of the century [Arnott 

and Duncan (1970)]. The most common crimes, in 1900 over 59%, 

weremon-violent against property (ie. theft excluding house 

breaking). Arnott and Duncan speculated a high rate of crimes 

against the person could be attributed to assaults by husbands on 

wives, often linked to drunken behaviour [Arnott and Duncan- 

(1970) p151. The percentage of juveniles among those found 

guilty was 25-34% between 1900 and the beginning of the First 

World War. The percentage of first offenders for the same period 

was around 65-70% (Arnott and Duncan (1970) pp32-31. If a 

criminal class existed then they presumably evaded prosecution 

successfully enough to give the impression most crime was 

committed by non-professionals. Between 1900 and 1918-the total 

number sentenced to imprisonment fell, -mainly due to-a reduction 

in sentences of one month or under, and there was a corresponding 

rise in fines [Arnott and Duncan (1967) pp23,26-71, -The 

nineteenth century was a prison building era, reflecting real 

concern about the perceived level of urban crime and fear of the 

criminal class. A means of breaking the cycle of following in 
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parental footsteps was seen as a means of breaking down the 

criminal class. The philanthropic response was to create 

reformatories and industrial schools. There were 27 of these in 

Scotland in 1874, town based, taking different forms according to 

their sponsorship, often single sex and sometimes exclusively 

Roman Catholic [BPP (1874) C1058 pp39-40]. Elementary education 

and some sort of industrial training was given, although the 

latter could involve activities such as chopping firewood to be 

sold to subsidise costs [BPP (1874) C1058 PP165-61. 

iii) Political dimensions 

The distinguishing feature of nineteenth-century'British 

political history is the rising challenge from middle and working 

classes for greater electoral control of the state. Agitation in 

the 1830s and 40s built on a Scottish radical tradition. In the 

1790s revolution societies pledged themselves for the Rights of 

Man, and in common with other Scots towns Dundee celebrated the 

fall of the Bastille [Wilson (1970) p23]. The basis was laid for 

a more working-class radicalism by a growing awareness of 

discomfort experienced as a result of economic dislocation, in 

particular the collapse in earning power of the handloom weavers, 

once the aristocracy of Scotland's industrial villages. Calls 

for universal suffrage in the 1820s and 30s were accompanied by 

the formation of political unions and the growth of the newspaper 

press. 
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The industrial nature of agitation is best illustrated by 

Chartism in the 1840s. The passage of the 1832 Reform Act meant 

the House of Commons had accepted the principle of representation 

based on a defined franchise, but the 910 property qualification 

made sure many of the lower middle class and the working classes 

were unrepresented. Dissatisfaction led to the adoption of the 

National Reform Petition, or People's Charter, in June 1838 at 

meetings throughout Britain in6luding Glasgow, Edinburgh. Perth, 

Dundee and Dunfermline [Wilson (1970)]. The demands detailed 

were: universal suffrage; secret ballot; annual parliaments; 

payment for MPs; abolition of property qualifications; equal 

electoral disticts. The geographical distribution of Chartist 

associations demonstrates a high concentration in Scotland's 

industrial belt, but also reflects the conservatism of a movement 

rooted in the craft traditions of small towns. This is not to 

belittle factory and city-based support for Chartism. Dundee had 

both militant and moral agitation societies, separate trades and 

youth associations, along with a Christian Chartist Church and 

Lochee's Chartist Co-operative Society. Forfar and Perth had 

separate female associations [Wilson (1970) PP273-41. Chartist 

organisations, for a short time, could permeate everyday social 

activity and provide a common aim for different social groups. 

Chartism could also provide the focal point for industrial 

action. During a depression in Dundee in August 1842, Chartist 

preacher John Duncan called on an audience of 8,000-14,000 

assembled on Magdalen Green to strike for the charter and the 

restoration of factory wage levels. While Dundee magistrates 

were alarmed, actual support was limited and disturbances quickly 
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suppressed [Wilson (1970) pp191-5; Young (1979) pp9l-2]. The 

movement as a whole provided a grounding in political affairs and 

it was a vehicle for grievances arising from the rapid changes 

taking place in society. Gareth Stedman-Jones has argued 

Chartism does not make any sense if it is interpreted as a 

response to the emer'gence of industrial capitalism, but should 

instead be related to the changing character and policies of the 

state [Stedman-Jones (1983) pp90-1781. Scotland's working-class 

radical tradition from the end of Chartism until the 1880s was in 

the hands of moderate men whose admiration for self-respect and 

sobriety did more to reinforce divisions within the working 

classes than to create a united proletariat. It is difficult to 

assess the level of working-class pressure for political change. 

Tony Dickson has pointed out that accounts which fail to examine 

specific features of localities or to highlight divisions within 

the working classes at different periods, will present an over 

optimistic picture of a fragile class consciousness [Dickson 

(1982) p3l. This brings us back to the concept of a labour 

aristocracy and the political purpose to which historians have 

put it. 

British labour history between 1850 and 1880 was a period 

which appears to have achieved stability in class relations, 

following Chartism and prior to the development of "new unionism" 

and the breakdown of liberalism in the face of an emerging 

class-based politics. The formation of an aristocracy of labour 

is seen as cutting across or within natural class-based politics 

in a way which suppresses the development of class-based 
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II organisations or movements and suppresses the pursuit of 

class-based policies [Breuilly (1984) pp58-9]. The concept is 

used to explain the apparent ideological accommodation of the 

working class within the political structures of a capitalist 

society. That is, a materially advantaged, labour aristocracy was 

willing to absorb the ideas of the ruling class and transmit them 

to the working class as a whole, corrupting the natural 

con6ciousness of that class. The most unsatisfactory aspect of 

this use of the concept is the implied assumption that a proper 

historical behaviour of the working class exists independently of 

the actual political behaviour of the working class [Eley and 

Nield (1980)]. As Breuilly commented, the labour aristocracy 

concept offered the chance to write counterfactual history to 

explain why the working class did not do certain things, but this 

approach has proved too ambitious creating more problems than it 

has solved [Breuilly (1984) p67]. 

In Work, Society and Politics Joyce focusses on the period 

between the decline of Chartism and the rise of independent 

labour politics, in the "cradle of factory production". 

Lancashire and the West Riding'of Yorkshire [Joyce (1980)]. He 

came to the conclusion that in this setting the history of 

politics was in the end indistinguishable from the history of 

work. 

.. What had been questions about politics very quickly 
resolved themselves into questions about class, and it 
became apparent that the answer to most of these 
questions was to be found in the world of work. " [Joyce 
(1980) pxiii] 

The increasing subordination of labour to capital involved more 
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intensive methods of labour utilisation at the workplace. These 

included the increased subdivision of labour, closer supervision 

and financial incentives, all of which served to transform the 

labourer into a semi-skilled worker. At the same time control 

over the labour process passed from workers to employees and 

their managers, reducing to near extinction the craft autonomy 

which had dominated early-nineteenth century workshops [Joyce 

(1980) p801- 

"The passage of control over the labour process away 
from the worker did not represent a unilateral 
imposition but was in this respect an active formation, 
the trade union representing perhaps the central 
element of class conmiousness of the later 
nineteenth-century factory worker. " [Joyce (1980) 

PP81-21 

In Britain as a whole there were waves of strikes in different 

industries and, in the long-term, a steady growth in union 

membership [Mitchell and Deane (1962) p68]. However, trade 

unionism in Scotland was relatively weak, with major policy 

decisions being taken at local level without reference to central 

organisations [Smout (1986) p258; Fraser (1978) p2]. In the late 

1870s unions were generally unsuccessful in resisting wage cuts 

and unemployment, following which TUC affiliated membership fell 

from nearly two million in 1874 to less than half-a-million by 

1881 [Burgess (1980) p5l]. The official leaders of unions, 

representing skilled elites, became increasingly isolated from 

the problems the majority of workers were experiencing, while the 

TUC's parliamentary committee has been described as a Liberal 

Party lapdog [Burgess (1980) p521. Changes in the labour process 

provided an opportunity for trade unionism to cut across 

divisions, become more militant and more political. 
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"The so-called 'New Unionism' was thus not so much an 
institutional development creating new organisations, 
but signified a broader movement advocating more 
positively aggressive if not explicitly socialist 
policies. These sought to appeal in class terms to all 
grades of labour, including workers already organised 
in existing unions. " (Burgess (1980) p65] 

The upsurge in union militancy was countered by the formation of 

employers' federations. Socialists were Particularly successful 

at preseniing industrial conflict in class terms in the mining 

industry, which was also the most densely unionised. It is not 

surprising much of the initiative within the early Scottish 

labour movement came from the coalfields. Keir Hardie attributed 

his conversion to socialism to his experiences of clashes between 

employers and miners during the Scottish coal crisis of 1886-7, 

and subsequently founded the Scottish Labour Party in 1888 

[Burgess (1980) p70). 

In the early 1900s the bulk of union membership remained in 

those industries who had a tradition of unionism prior to the 

1880s, with many of the unskilled and semi-skilled making up a 

casual labour force which it was almost impossible to unionise. 

However, this did not mean groups of ununionised workers who felt 

threatened by changing work patterns could not organise and take 

action in times of crisis. One example is the apprentices strike 

of 1912. Although craft apprentices were employed in unionised 

industries as apprentices they were denied membership and their 

grieývances received little official trade union support. The 

1912 strike was sparked off by the deduction of 

sixpence-halfpenny national insurance from wages as low as four 

to six shillings. Knox points out the action taken was less in 
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response to welfare reforms, than a result of a technical 

transformation in shipyards and engineering workshops [Knox 

(1984) pp22-41. Portable machines minimised manual effort and 

required little training in order to become proficient, making it 

possible for apprentices to do most tasks. At the same time 

while the wages of time-served men rose, those of apprentices 

remained static [Knox (1984) p261. The strike began in Dundee at 

the beginning of August, spreading throughout urban Scotland 

(Glasgow, Aberdeen, Coatbridge, Kilmarnock), and southwards to 

Tyneside, Salford and Liverpool, only finally ending in 

mid-October. In Dundee the major demand of the 800 to 1000 

strikers was a one shilling increase in wages. A group of Dundee 

apprentices keen to encourage non-striking colleagues broke into 

Thomas C Keay's engineering works with a battering ram and 

switched off machines before being dispersed by police. The 

Scotsman newspaper described this as horseplay by the lads, who 

solicited help from a Labour Party organiser and called for a 

conference with employers [The Scotsman, Aug 14 and 16,19121. 

The apprentices failed in their demands, but despite immaturity 

demonstrated a capacity to organise between workplaces and urban 

centres, and made the trade unions aware of their special needs 

[Knox (1984) pp32-3]. 

The apprentices 

industrial relations 

membership double to 

the First World War. 

of disputes, from 34 

strike was part of a period of deteriorating 

after 1905, which saw British trade union 

over four million on the eve of 
The Board of Trade recorded rising numbers 

9 in 1905 to 1,459 in 1913 [Burgess (1980) 
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P1211. 

"The-character of the labour unrest during these years 
emphasises that issues more deep seated than concern 
about wage rates and hours lay behind it. The 
hostility to long-term wage contracts, for example, was 
part of a much more profound sense of frustration felt 
by time-served craftsmen as new processes and methods 
of 'scientific management' continued to erode craft 
autonomy in the workshop. " [Burgess (1980) P1341 

Economic pressures on the working class made for greater 

awareness of the common interests of wage-earners. At the same 

time there was intense public debate about the role of the state 

in society, particularly in relation to welfare provision. 

"... in the closing decades of the nineteenth century 
the liberal state and its attendant modes for 
regulating civil society could no longer be reproduced 
by means of liberal policies, practices and 
objectives. " [Hall and Schwarz (1985) P91 

Proposals for greater government intervention were part of a 

response to the social and economic problems early 

twentieth-century Britain faced. Opportunities were created to 

allow particular social and economic grievand"es to be 

politicised, making labour more conscious of its class position. 

and opening the way for the more class-based political arena of 

the post-war period [Burgess (1980) p116]. Trades' councils 

acted as an urban forum for the general demands of labour, and 

became the accepted representatives of the working class within 

Scottish towns. From the 1850s the trades' councils of the towns 

attracted unionists, but at the core of the membership were small 

craft societies [Fraser WH (1978) pp3-41. After 1870 the trades' 

councils were most effective in the local Political arena, 

particularly concerning issues such as the municipalisation. of 

public utilities (Fraser WH (1978) p13]. In their earliest 

excursions into local politics, trades' councils tended to be 
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associated with small ratepayers' associations, and pressed for 

economy in city improvements, arguing for costs to be borne by 

owners [Fraser WH (1985) P1651. From 1885 union affiliation to 

trades' councils rose. 

"In a few years there were fundamental changes in the 
personnel, the power structure, the role and the 
policies of trades' councils. " [Fraser WH (1978) p6] 

Both Aberdeen and Glasgow trades' councils campaigned in the mid- 

1880s and early 1890s for relief works for the unemployed to be 

provided from town council common good funds. The work schemes 

which were set up were short-lived and underpaid, but the 

pressures trades'councils exerted helped to counter the idea that 

the unemployed were unemployable [Fraser WH (1985) p172]. The 

redistribution of parliamentary seats brought demands for the 

return of working men to local bodies and parliament, but the 

question of the direct involvement of trades' councils in party 

politics proved divisive [Fraser WH (1978) ppl5,221. The 1890s 

saw a revival of liberal elements and the political initiative 

passed from trades' councils to the Scottish Labour Party and the 

Independent Labour Party. In 1889. Dundee Trades' Council 

recommended a local newspaper owner. Sir John Leng, a life-long 

Liberal as a parliamentary candidate, and in 1892 rejected James 

Macdonald (Scottish Labour Party), by 17 votes to six [Miller 

(1985) p1891. Despite the formation of the Scottish Trades Union 

Congress in 1897, in which trades' councils were fully 

represented, the core of Scottish trade unionism remained at 

local level [Fraser WH (1978) pp23-41. Trades' councils supplied 

a specifically urban platform for the working class, which gained 

some influence within the electorate. They set up political 
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committees to get representatives on 

political structure, for example par 

councils. By the outbreak of war in 

cities had a group of at least seven 

Glasgow had 19 out of 113, Dundee 10 

P1911. 

the lower levels of the 

ish councils, as well as city 

1914 all four Scottish 

Labour city councillors; 

out of 34 [Miller (1985) 

It is not entirely surprising Scotland's new urban working 

classes failed to emerge from the nineteenth century with a 

strong national political profile. While Scotland had a separate 

legal system, a national religious tradition, and could be viewed 

separately by Westminster for administrative Purposes, Scotland 

did not exist as a distinct political unit. Despite the 

piecemeal and parochial nature of working-class pressure after 

1850, important gains were made in extending the franchise and 

redistributing seats to give towns a say in the affairs of state 

(figures 2: 11; 2: 12). The Reform Acts of 1832,1867 and 1884-5 

ensured politics was increasingly carried to the people and 

necessitated formal political parties should have popular 

programmes in order to win the competition for votes [Checkland 

(1983) ppl64-51. It is easy to be too impressed by the growth of 

the electorate in towns which were themselves expanding. The 

electorate in Dundee increased tenfold between 1832 and 1884, but 

accounted for less than 12% of the 1884 population. It has been 

estimated that in 1885 and 1911 less than 30% of the British 

adult population was on the electoral register [Blewitt (1965) 

pp27,311. In Glasgow more than a quarter of all households were 

excluded in the 1890s, and the Scottish city electorate as a 
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Figure 2: 11 

Scottish electorate, 1831-1886 

Year Counties Burghs Total Increase 

1831 3,276 1,303 4,579 

1833 33,115 31,322 64,447 59,868 

1866 49,979 55,515 105,49'4 

1869 76,791 158,918 235,709 130,215 

1883 99,652 210,789 310,441 

1886 315,267 235,564 550,831 240,390 

Source: Chris, Cook and Brendan Keith (1975) British Historical 
Facts 1830-1900 Macmillan London, p115. 

Figure 2: 12 

Scottish urban buýgh electorate 

(excludes'Lstrict-based burgh constituencies)' 

1832 1851 1868 1884 

Aberdeen, 2160 4547 8321 14776 
Dundee 1622 3190 14748 16420 
Edinburgh 6048 6230 20799, 28876 
Glasgow 6994 1 5502 47854 -68025- 
Greenock 985 1164 6223 7641 
Paisley 1242 1342 '3264 5608 
Perth.,, 780 

_ 
1034 2801 4126 

Source: as figure 2: 13, ppl22 -3. 

,,, f 
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whole was dominated by a skilled working-class elite and the 

middle class [Fraser (1985) p165]. The Chartist demand for 

universal male suffrage had been displaced by household suffrage, 

which defined voting qualifications in terms of residence and 

rental or rated minima. Burgess argued this gave the right to 

vote a particular symbolic significance, based on manliness and 

independence, because an individual had to deserve to vote by 

proving his respectability [Burgess (1980) p361. Women were 

directly excluded, but indirectly excluded were domestic 

servants, sons living with parents, soldiers in barracks and most 

lodgers. The registration process restricted the voting 

opportunities of more mobile sections of the population and in 

Scotland non-payment of rates disqualified about 60,000 electors 

annually [Blewitt (1965) pp33-71. Lodger franchise did improve 

in Scottish cities, as it was not under the control of party 

agents [Blewitt (1965) pp40-2]. However much the Reform Acts 

were born of compromise, however many barriers there were to 

universal male suffrage, the changes made during the nineteenth 

century made sure urban votes and urban issues were part of the 

new party-based politics in Britain. The massive rise in 

electoral costs effectively passed the control of party-based 

polit; cs into the hands of agents and registration bodies, and as 

long as parliament refused to defray election costs and 

especially refused to pay members an allowance, the Scottish 

urban working class could not hope to have representatives from 

among its own ranks. 

"From 1832 until 1885 Scottish city politics was one 
party. or more realistically. no party politics. Every 
MP who sat for Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen or Dundee 
in those years described himself as Liberal - except 
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for a single Conservative elected during the brief 
period when Glasgow used a system of proportional 
representation. But this was a time in which the label 
'Liberal' meant very little and Scottish politics was 
between factions in the Liberal party rather than 
between parties. " [Miller (1985) p180] 

For example, the temperance faction became a means of translating 

emotions into electoral power, as moral persuasionists were 

succeeded by groups calling for positive action to suppress 

alcohol as an offence against society (Hutchison (1986) pp137-91. 

Whereas in England Birmingham saw the birth of advanced 

liberalism based on a civic gospel of municipal service and urban 

renewal, the Scottish radical dissenters reacted against the high 

cost of improvement schemes and they failed to stimulate 

constituency organisation along Birmingham lines [Hutchison 

(1986) pp140-11. 

"... we should picture middle- and working-class 
electorates of similar size to each other, Church of 
Scotland and free-church electorates of roughly equal 
sizes, and small but well organised and very 
self-conscious Irish electorates particularly in 
Glasgow and Dundee - all engaged in a bargaining 
process between groups and parties without entirely 
obvious natural linkages between a particular group and 
a particular party. " [Miller (1985) p186] 

Pressure from United Presbyterians and the Free Church raised the 

issue of the separation of church and state by disestablishing 

the Church of Scotland. Among Liberals this produced a religious 

polarisation between the defenders of the property of the 

established church and the disestablishment camp [Miller (1985) 

p1871. Polling in 1885 suggested Liberal voters put party 
I- 

before church, and despite the split only 8 out of 70 Scottish 

MPs returned were Conservative. Gladstone decided against 

disestablishment, but the whole issue had seriously disunited the 

Liberals prior to the next national crisis [Hutchison (1986) 
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ppl57-160]. The plan to give Home Rule to Ireland produced the 

most decisive split within Liberal ranks, leading to defections 

amid fears similar land legislation would be applied to Scotland 

in response to the crofters' struggles [Hutchison (1986) P1541. 

The Irish Home Rule Bill introduced in 1886, saw the return of 27 

Unionist MPs to parliament from Scotland, 17 of which described 

themselves as Liberal Unionists, who were subsequently prevented 

from taking any part in the Scottish Liberal Association 

[Hutchison (1986) pp162-71. The Liberal Unionists linked with 

the Conservatives and competitive party politics at parliamentary 

level arrived in the Scottish cities. However, at municipal 

level Liberals and Unionists were not divided in the same way, 

and the election of a few candidates representing labour 

encouraged other councillors to unite in an anti-socialist stance 

[Miller (1985) P1811. 

At national level, before 1900, Liberals were not badly 

damaged by losing votes to Labour, although the latter polled 

around seven per cent of the vote in three-cornered contests no 

Liberal seats were put at risk [Hutchison (1986) ppl83-4]. In 

1906 two Labour candidates did succeed: George Barnes (Glasgow) 

and Alexander Wilkie in Dundee-the latter did not describe 

himself as a socialist [Miller (1985) p189]. 

"The limited success of Labour in the 1906 election and 
the weakness of the SWRC [Scottish Workers' 
Representation Committee] sometimes seem at odds with 
the extraordinary amount of labour activity in Scotland 
in these years. " [Fraser WH (1985) p47] 

Although the Independent Labour Party doubled its membership in 

Scotland between 1906 and 1908, and had established 130 branches, 
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the movement was not strong. Fraser pointed out a small number 

of activists hogged the limelight, that too much of that effort 

was concentrated in the west, that beyond mining trade union 

involvement was slight and that as a whole the labour movement 

was financially and numerically weak. Above all labour politics 

was bitterly divided, with the Scottish Democratic Federation 

viewing itself as in competition with the ILP [Fraser WH (1985) 

p481- Yet, despite a lack of success at national level, there 

were signs Labour was making inroads. Within unions Lib-Lab 

officials were being replaced by younger socialists, the ILP 

recognised its electoral organisation was poor and tightened up 

on registration, while at municipal level social issues were 

increasingly at the forefront of debate as were the new Labour 

councillors [Fraser WH (1985) pp56-71. 

"The remarkable feature of pre-war Scottish politics 
was the ability of the Liberal Party to retain its 
support among the Scottish working class. The issues 
that Liberalism stood for still had an appeal. There 
were few signs that a belief in free trade was 
seriously questioned in a country whose leading 
industries were so dependent on exports. " [Fraser WH 
(1985) P591 

The crofters and land, temperance and religion were all good 

Liberal issues, and very much at the forefront of Scottish 

debate. Major changes took place during World War One which 

created links between the masses and their leaders, heightened 

political awareness, extended union membership, with the overall 

result that Labour was the largest Political party in Scotland in 

1922 [Fraser WH (1985) p601. 
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Chapter 3: The Development of Urban Issues 

Concurrent with urban growth throughout Britain were 

economic, social and political dislocations, which some 

contemporary writers highlighted. Benjamin Disraeli in his novel 

Sybil (1845) described rich and poor as two nations, while 

Friederich Engels Condition of the Working-class in England 

(1845) assaulted the reader's conscience with graphic 

descriptions of slum conditions in Manchester [Haight (1972) 

pp22-3, pp6O-61. Thomas Carlyle in Past and Present (1843) 

expressed indignation that a nation full of wealth should have 

had so many paupers. 

" ... in thrifty Scotland itself, in Glasgow or Edinburgh 
City, in their dark lanes, hidden from all but the eye 
of God ... there are scenes of woe and destitution and 
desolation ... these things are not of this year, or of 
last year, have no reference to our present state of 
commercial stagnation, but only to the common state. 
Not in sharp fever-fits, but in chronic gangrene of 
this kind is Scotland suffering. " (Haight (1972) P501 

Charles Dickens' Hard Times (1854) drew together the facets of 

industrialism in one imaginary Place, Coketown, which symbolised 

the contradictions facing an embryonic urban society. Despite 

constant and impending "ruination" through the imposition of 

factory legislation, capitalist Coketown "increased and 

multiplied" [Evans (1978) p40]. The inequalities of urban life 

were echoed throughout the nineteenth century in the writings and 

speeches of different sorts of social commentators. At an 

Episcopal conference in Aberdeen in 1899, a Glasgow cleric called 

for some measure of responsibility on the part of the better off. 

"The west end of a city where money was spent was deep 
in debt to the east end, where it was earned. Mansions 
owed something to rookeries, and gardens and orchards 
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should pay some tribute to slums. (Loud applause. )" 
[Dundee Advertiser, Oct 11 18991 

Not all were willing to acknowledge this debt existed, or that 

capitalism as the engine of urban growth had a hand in creating 

these problems. To many the poor were merely "troublesome" 

because the lives and habits of the poor were morally offensive 

to respectable Christians; they became dangerous only when 

epidemics threatened all of urban society. Questions were posed 

by the respectable classes only when some members of them 

perc&i,. ved a violation of the unwritten moral rules had occurred. 

If violations occurred with sufficient frequency to arouse large 

scale concern, and the respectable were sufficiently alarmed, 

there would be a call for action [Rubington and Weinberg (1971) 

pxi]. Sociologists have defined a social problem as: 

... an alleged situation which is incompatible with the 

values of a significant number of people who agree that 

action is necessary to alter the 'situation. " 
[Rubington and Weinberg (1971) p6, in italics] 

Thus a situation only becomes an active issue when it is defined 

as socially problematic by a significant number of sufficiently 

influential people. Pressure is exerted through institutions to 

abolish what is deemed intolerable according to the standards of 

society. Calvin Woodard points to two decisive principles 

determining the nature and the form of social standards. 

Firstly. the experience of the past which influences expectations 

of what is "normal", and secondly, human ability to control an 

environment. which limits the range and type of possibilities. He 

describes standards as the means by which society strikes a 

balance between tradition and reality. 

"They determine not only the conduct and conditions 
conceived to be intolerable: they also dictate the 
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terms in which the problem is cast, the nature of the 
solutions sought and, hence, the forms of pressure 
demanded of its several social institutions. " [Woodard 
(1962) P2861 

The nineteenth century has often been described as an age of 

"laissez-faire". The complete absence of interference under all 

circumstances was never seriously contemplated by those in 

government, but it was widely believed free market forces would 

work to the greater good of society and state interference was 

best kept to a minimum. The classical economists were acutely 

aware of the need for some state intervention, although 

popularisers such as Samuel Smiles made it seem otherwise, by 

encapsulating the principles of political economy in catchphrases 

like: "Heaven helps those who help themselves" [Evans (1978) 

p3. pp2l-311. JR McCulloch, for example, accepted a national 

government's duty was to promote free trade but in 1825 also 

expressed the view that a politician who carried out the 

principle of self-reliance to its fullest extent, would be fit 

for bedlam. 

"When any great number of work people are thrown out of 
employment, they must be provided for by extraneous 
assistance in one way or another; so that the various 
questions with respect to a voluntary and compulsory 
provision for the destitute poor are as necessary parts 
of this science as the theories of rent and profit. " 
(Evans (1978) p241 

Laissez-faire was never a system, but it was an element of 

ideology which when combined with prevailing class configurations 

and attitudes, could create inertia and resistance [Checkland 

(1985) p851. Local government was at the centre of the struggle 

to come to terms with industrialised society and urban living, 

yet the state was socially innocent [Checkland (1985) P831. 
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"... behind the physical inadequacies lay the basic fact 
that the towns lacked the institutional development 
necessary to govern their inhabitants and order their 
environments. " [Elliott and McCrone (1982) p62] 

Checkland has drawn up a "social agenda" which he described as 

areas in which the state would be obliged to act between 1815 and 

1851. These were: a poor law, legislation for factories and 

mines, public health regulations and finally provision for 

elementary education [Checkland (1985) p821. All of these items 

on Checkland's agenda were urban in the sense that the problems 

of social casualties, poor working conditions, poor living 

conditions and low educational skills, were concentrated 

numerically in towns in a way which provided a greater threat to 

social elements such as the family, religious belief, general 

morality and social conduct. Two of these areas - poor law and 

public health, had a more distinctly urban dimension, and the 

treatment of these issues during the first half of the century 

had a distinct bearing on the debate of urban issues in the 

latter part of the nineteenth century. 

Radical revision of the poor law was one area in which the 

state had responded by 1851. Checkland argued that down to the 

1830s there was a "collective indifference" to social questions, 

but the post 1832 Reform Act parliament provided a major 

discontinuity in national Politics, which allowed the legislative 

floodgates to open. The period 1833-1842 saw parliament ending 

slavery in the empire, creating a new poor law in England and 

Wales (1834). setting up a prisons commission and investigating 

child labour [Checkland (1985) P881. The English new poor law 

was constructed around two central pivots, what had gone before 
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was expensive and lenient, and pauperism should be painful 

[Checkland (1985) p89]. Whereas it was based on indoor relief -a 

workhouse system - the Scottish system remained an accretion of 

antique statutes without central organisation or national 

uniformity, based on the principle of outdoor relief. In 1844 a 

Royal Commission reported on the administration and practical 

operation of the poor laws in Scotland [BPP (1844) XX. 577]. The 

primary source of finance was established church collections, and 

the report describes a strong opposition to the idea of legal 

assessment, although the number of parishes resorting to this was 

on the increase [BPP (1844) XX, 577 ppv-vii]. 

"In most of the cities and large towns it has long been 
found absolutely necessary to resort to this mode of 
raising the required funds; and there is now hardly any 
considerable town or populous parish in Scotland in 

which an assessment is not either in existence, or in 

contemplation. " [BPP (1844) XX, 577 pvii] 

Local acts of parliament authorising rates were passed for 

Canongate in 1772 and Greenock in 1773; by 1829 15 other burghs 

had joined them [McKichan (1978) p75]. In burgh parishes the 

duty of providing funds and administrating relief was imposed on 

the magistrates of the burgh, although in practice a committee of 

managers were often responsible for administration. Where there 

were several parishes involved a General Session made up of 

ministers and elders from those parishes would collectively 

administer the church offerings. Dr Thomas Chalmers of St John's 

Parish, Glasgow, won the approval of the town council for his 

congregation to administer its own collections, much to the 

annoyance of the general session [Ferguson (1948) P1891. His 

chief aim was to prove that even in urban working-class parishes 

assessment was not absolutely necessary. This was ach-ieved 
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through careful scrutiny to ensure only the deserving received 

relief, "while the idle and profligate" were forced to earn a 

living. The surplus from parish collections went towards the 

establishment of a school. Among those who led an attack in 

favour of legal assessment, against the General Assembly of the 

Church of Scotland, was the influential Edinburgh medic, Dr WP 

Alison [Cormack (1923) pp103-71. The 1844 commissioners 

expressed the opinion the parochial system could no longer be 

carried out in parishes of excessive population, but stopped 

short of making a recommendation for compulsory assessment [BPP 

(1844) XX 577, ppxv, xviii, xxii]. The minutes of evidence taken 

for Dundee in October 1843, illustrate how the 1845 Poor Law 

Amendment Act (Scotland) was to some extent a solidification of a 

system which had already evolved in the larger towns and cities. 

A Dundee merchant explained that "until recently" funds for poor 

relief had been exclusively under the charge of a general session 

of ministers and elders, but in July 1843 a board of management 

had been named to act alongside the session [BPP (1844) XII, 

partIII, P1011. The reasons he gave included a public desire to 

have more control and the increased amount of assessment 

involved, but perhaps most important in initiating this change 

was the seclession of many established church ministers, along 

I 
with their congregation: s" collections, in the formation of the 

Free Church of Scotland in 1843. Dundee employed an inspector of 

the poor from 1837, whose functions included visiting the poor in 

their homes, making decisions on the frequency of payments, 

signing "lines", deciding who should be put into lodgings, 

boarded out or sent to the lunatic asylum (Dundee had no 
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poorhouse before the 1845 Act) [BPP (1844) XII. partIII, p105-6]. 

The assessment on citizens was collected by the treasurer of 

police and a temporary fund had been set up during a trade 

depression to relieve able-bodied unemployed, although in 

principle the occasi: onal poor had no right to relief. The 1845 

Act allowed for the combination of parishes, the establishment of 

secular parochial boards of managers, the raising of funds by 

assessment, the appointment of paid inspectors and the placing of 

lunatics in asylums (1845 Act, 8&9 Viet, c83, pp893-9221. All of 

these had already been established in Dundee - the Act 

accommodated a system which had proved necessary given the 

pressures of urbanisation. It could not accomm3date the increased 

pressures put on poor relief in urban areas by the influx of 

potato famine victims, as illustrated by the 1846 Royal 

Commission Report on distress in Scotland [BPP (1846) 281. 

XXXVII]. However, the 1845 Act did impose a degree of 

centralisation through the formation of the Board of Supervision 

for the relief of the poor, based in Edinburgh, whose duty was to 

make annual reports to parliament, and which was required to 

request returns and examine witnesses from the parochial boards. 

The board could force the combination of parishes, and plans for 

the poorhouses to be built in parishes of over 5000 souls, had to 

be approved by them. The establishment of this central board was 

an important prerequisite for greater centralisation, at a 

Scottish level, of previously locally-administered areas of 

policy. 

Woodard describes attitudes towards the Problem of poverty 
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as creating the following standards: poverty was inevitable; 

poverty reflected moral character; charity was the proper source 

of relief (Woodard (1962) p2931. In the mid-1840s JS Mill wrote 

the legitimately poor ought to be shielded by public or private 

charity from actual want and from extreme bodily suffering, but 

continued: 

" ... it is one thing to tell the rich that they ought to 
take care of the poor, and another thing to tell the 
poor that the rich ought to take care of them ... It is 
most true that the rich have much to answer for in 
their conduct to the poor. But in the matter of their 
poverty, there is no way in which the rich could have 
helped them, but by inducing them to help 
themselves ... " [Mill (1845) p5091 

The view poverty was comparable to sin and evil and equally, 

impossible to eradicate, combined with the notion that men could 

have little control over the wealth of the nation, together 

restrained the expectations of the poor and limited the 

obligations of the rich. However, the material wealth generated 

by industrial capitalism was inconsistent with the view that 

poverty was inevitable [Woodard (1962) pp294,297,3051. Equally 

to lay the blame on defects of soul or character and a consequent 

lack of reasonable and prudent behaviour, was inconsistent with 

the realisation the exertion of human labour had a minor bearing 

on the volume of output in capital intepsive industries (Woodard 

(1962) pp298-9,3051. The attraction of philanthropic charity, 

and the associated quest for the regeneration of the moral 

character of the lower classes, lay with a desire to maintain the 

status quo. 

11 ... the role of the state in dealing with poverty could 
only be. 'indirect' (since evil could not be abolished 
by legislation) and subordinate if not insignificant 
(for other social institutions, such as the Church, 
universities and the family were as well, if not 
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better, suited to influence and build moral 
character). " (Woodard (1962) P3031 

However, the level of consumption required to absorb output could 

not be guaranteed within a low-wage economy which relied on 

charity to provide for social casualties. Industrialism demanded 

some redistribution of wealth in order to sustain the creation of 

new purchasing power. 

In a similar way to the response to poverty, public health 

was seen as a moral crusade, infused with an evangelical concept 

of duty, with epidemics viewed as divine retribution for man's 

sinful neglect of God's earth. For example the preamble to the 

Cholera Acts of 1832 implies ihe fever epidemic was an "act of 

God" [Checkland 0 (1982) p3l. In an urbanised society public 

health became a fundamental reform, with immoralities rooted in 

physical impurities. 

"The emphasis on towns in a history of Public health is 
surely justified on the grounds that urban growth created 
vast problems of sewerage and water supply, multiplied the 
risk of infection and contagious diseases, and increased 
awareness of the need to combat these challenges. " (Wohl 
(1983) P31 

In the 1830s pioneering local surveys identified the health 

hazards of the urban environment, for example Dr James Kay on 

Manchester (1832) and Richard Millar's investigations into typhus 

in Glasgow [Fraser (1973) p56]. Cholera was new and particularly 

alarming because it was water-borne, threatening rich and poor 

alike. 

"Epidemics were brief, memories short, and municipal 
purses tight. Public health was troublesome as well as 
expensive, and there was no established tradition of 
regular Preventative action. Cholera was not in the 
long run, statistically very significant. " [Flinn 
(1965) P81 
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Action taken was also dependant on the state of medical 

knowledge, which when it came to the spread of disease was 

divided. Many, including Chadwick, supported miasma theory - 

diseases were spread by noxious gases emitted by rotting rubbish 

and excreta, which poisoned the atmosphere, and thus the people 

with various fevers. Some influential Scottish doctors were 

advocates of bacteriology. or contagion by actual contact between 

people, their clothes and effects [Checkland 0 (1982) p3]. While 

miasma theory was misconceived, resulting attempts to remove 

dungheaps and improve ventilation could certainly improve public 

health. Medical developments contributed towards a growing 

awareness of the correlation between dirt and disease, which 

helped to involve doctors in social questions. In the long run 

neither typhus. the poor man's fever. nor consumption could be 

ignored. Both typhus and tuberculosis took root in bodies 

weakened by long working hours and poor dietary habits. As a 

killer tuberculosis dwarfed fevers, but it was so much a part of 

urban life it was accepted meekly. The select committee report 

on the Health of Towns (1840), in a prescription of remedies, 

suggested the following optimum level of action: a general 

building act to regulate housing construction; a general sewerage 

and drainage act; a board of health in large towns; a sanitary 

inspector in large towns [BPP (1840) XI 384, Ppxv-xxii). The 

committee felt if these remedies were employed then other areas 

of concern would automatically be attended to, for example new 

burying grounds9 a water supply, regulation of lodging houses and 

provision for public bathing. This was an over optimistic agenda 

because of the reluctance to impose local taxes and the eagerness 
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with which the rights of the owners of private property were 

protected. Even the dungheaps fouling courts and closes had 

rights applied to them, for sold to farmers in the rural 

hinterland such filth and offal was a lucrative source of 

revenue. 

The key to Public health was clean water, but often the 

story was one of power struggles between self-interested groups, 

who saw water as just another commodity which could be bought and 

sold for profit. Until the 1870s the major sources of supply for 

Dundee's citizens remained water carts and polluted wells 

(chapter 9). Glasgow's Loch Katrine scheme was completed in 

1862, but even so it was many years before there were standpipes 

in every court and close, let alone piped water within most 

tenements. The River Clyde remained an open sewer throughout 

most of the nineteenth century [Checkland 0 (1982) pp5-61. 

Stirling's town coucil was equally unable to translate its 1830s 

concern and ideas on water supply into effective action, as the 

reluctance to pay a water rate became intertwined with 

long-running feuds between factions. Open sewers flowed down 

Stirling's fashionable west-end streets as late as 1859 [McKichan 

(1978) pp73-4,771. 

Edwin Chadwick, the moving force behind the 1842 Report on 

the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of Great 

Britain, wanted to demonstrate that social evils were consequent 

upon insanitary living conditions and that low moral standards 

resulted from a poor domestic physical environment [Flinn (1965) 
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ppl-73]. Chadwick insisted that only by concentrating effective 

power in the hands of central government would the desired-ends 

be achie. ved. 

"... the campaign for sanitary reform was not opposed by 
an immutable and unchallengable principle; it was faced 
instead with a powerful opposition whose economic and 
political interests might be threatened by measures 
likely to reduce some incomes or diminish local 
autonomy. " [Flinn (1965) P421 

Action was not immediate in 1842, but further investigations 

confirmed the correlation between insanitation, Poor drainage, 

inadequate water, poor housing, disease, mortality and low 

expectation of life. The 1848 Public Health Act did not apply to 

Scotland, was based on an enabling rather than a requiring 

principle and the Central Board of Health was shortlived, ceasing 

in 1854. Not until 1867 was there major Scottish legislation in 

the field of public health. This does not mean there was 

complete inaction before 1867 in the areas outlined in the 1840 

select committee report on the Health of Towns [BPP (1840) XI 

3841. The Glasgow case illustrates how municipal entrepreneurs 

and local acts had achie-ved a linking of a political priority for 

health with a sanitary bureaucracy prior to the Public Health 

Act. Much depended on the influence of individual enthusiasts, 

for example John Ure on Glasgow's Committee of Nuisances from 

1856, who led group visits to towns in England and Ireland to 

examine sanitary organisation. The recommendations made were 

incorporated in the EiShth Glasgow Police Act 1862, and in 

subsequent local legislation (1866,1890,1904) [Checkland 0 (1982) 

pp6-71. Various inspectors were appointed to deal with 

surveying, fires, nuisances, common lodging-houses, sewers, 

lighting, cleansing and so on, but many appointments were 
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amalgamated or part-time. The most significant of these followed 

the example of Liverpool by appointing a Medical Officer of 

Health, Dr TW Gairdner on a part-time basis in 1863, (Glasgow 

did not appoint a full-time medical officer until 1872). Tom Hart 

describes 1861-69 as the period of sanitary revolution in Glasgow 

because the city was prepared to take a direct responsibility by 

instituting an inspectorate [Hart (1982) p1961. However, some of 

the most spectaular changes occurred as a result of 

railway-financed demolition in the heart of the overcrowded 

medieval areas, with the City Improvement Act 1866 allowing more 

spacious layouts by paying for the disappearance of further 

slums. Between 1866 and 1876.28.965 people or 6.06% of Glasgow's 

1871 population, were displaced by these activities [Gibb (1983) 

p1431. Demolition policies facilitated commercial expansion and 

improvement schemes could flatter civic pride, as well as cloak 

social concern for public health. 

Prior to his appointment as Medical Officer of Health, Dr 

Gairdner delivered a course of lectures in Edinburgh on public 

health, which highlighted the variations between local 

authorities in their approach to the problems. Following remarks 

made on progress in Leith, he commented on "little appearance of 

any practical response" on the part of the neighbouring Edinburgh 

authorities [Gairdner (1862) p361). Yet he was also anxious to 

emphasise that while the actions of central and local government 

were good and necessary, the actions of Christian charity and 

self-help were best of all, because if government, especially 

central government, transcended its "proper sphere of influence", 
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then it undermined what people could and ought to do for 

themselves [Gairdner (1862) p329]. 

"... I am very anxious also to impress upon you, in 
beginning to speak of sanitary organization, that a 
very large portion of the work to be done lies beyond 
the scope of authority and command, while, on the other 
hand, it lies within the scope of instruction and 
advice. " [Gairdner (1862) p2921 

Thus Gairdner supported house to house visitations by medical men 

and sanitary inspectors, but also wanted a share for private and 

personal influences in what he described as largely domestic 

matters [Gairdner (1862) p3391. He saw in the latter a r6le 

particularly suited to educated women. The "mortality of little 

children at the breast" in particular called for the aid and 

interference of those qualified by personal experience to "form 

the minds and temper the hearts" of working-class mothers 

[Gairdner (1862) p3411. In the context of the high Victorian 

age, when Britain was a free and open market and the public 

sector was largely confined to defence and the Post Office, it 

was almost unthinkable that the state should enlarge its r8le 

[Checkland (1983) ppllS-1261. However, Gairdner's working 

definition of public health had moved on from solely problems 

concerning infrastructure (laying drains and piping water), to 

include general health issues, such as child care, maternity 

welfare and medical inspection. 

The Nuisance Removal (Scotland) Act 1856. acted as a 

catalyst for the institution of Glasgow town council's "Committee 

of Nuisances". and for the appointment of sanitary inspectors in 

several towns (eg. Thomas Kinnear in Dundee). It also conferred 

powers on the Board of Supervision to issue regulations to local 
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authorities, which the board did in the face of threatened 

Asiatic Cholera in 1865. The board discovered sewage and 

sanitary acts intended to apply to Scotland in part. were in 

practice inapplicable, and urged the Lord Advocate to prepare 

comprehensive Scottish legislation [Fergusson (1958) p155]. The 

Public Health (Scotland) Act 1867, extended the powers of the 

Board of Supervision to enable it to inquire into sanitary 

conditions, issue regulations and generally oversee local 

authorities (1867 Act, 30 & 31 Vict, c1011. The Act legislated 

on the removal of nuisances, the prevention and mitigation of 

disease, the regulation of common lodging-houses and water, 

sewage and drains. But. it also made provisions for burghs to 

make assessments by rate, borrow by issuing bonds and constructed 

a machinery for the enforcement of procedure. What the Act 

provided for was a hierarchical administrative structure which 

allowed urban local authorities to develop a sanitary and medical 

bureaucracy with the freedom to make local byelaws. A lecture 

delivered by advocate and sheriff-substitute of Lanarkshire, WC 

Spens, in 1878, provides a window on the way in which the central 

authority worked [Spens (1877-9) ppl29-144]. He reveals that out 

of a board of nine, only four attended meetings regularly and 

could be considered in practice to be the Board of Supervision. - 

These were the three sheriffs and the salaried chairman. [The 

nine were: Lord Provost of Edinburgh; Lord Provost of Glasgow; 

Solicitor General of Scotland; Sheriff of Perthshire; Sheriff of 

Renfrewshire; Sheriff of Ross and Cromarty; a salaried chairman; 

two unpaid members nominated by the crown. ] 

11 ... I am certainly not Prepared to hold that the 
supervision of public health matters in Scotland should 
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be entrusted to a committee of advocates. " [Spens 
(1877-9) P1311 

He argued the control of sanitary matters should remain at local 

level, because this had been proved to work well for large towns, 

especially Glasgow, although it had not in smaller places. Yet, - 

he saw a necessity for enlarging the executive machinery for 

public health. perhaps through further layers of inspectorates, 

such as a Sanitary Inspector-General of Scotland and several 

central sanitary inspectors. Part of the problem was the duties 

of sanitary inspectors and medical officers had not been made 

distinct, nor had the term proper salary been defined. 

"I think I am not wrong in answering the question of 
who are the sanitary inspectors of Scotland ? by saying 
that, except in large towns, I believe the answer with 
truth to be, Any person, scavanger, small grocer, 
labourer, policeman, who could be got at the smallest 
possible salary. " (Spens (1877-9) P1411 

In 1871 the Board of Supervision came to the conclusion all local 

authorities having a village or town population of over 2,000 

should have to appoint a sanitary inspector, although this 

recommendation was not always carried out. On the other hand 

there was no obligation to appoint medical officers [Ferguson 

(1958) P1671. The powers and duties of the Board of Supervision 

were transferred to the newly created Local Government Board 

under the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1894, and the machinery 

for public health administration was altered under the Public 

Health (Scotland) Act 1897. 

Sanitary solutions were presented in journals such as the 

Proceedings of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow in scientific 

terms, and gradually sanitary officers became a professionalised 
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group with recognised qualifications. Peter Fyfe outlined the 

important points in the sanitary work of Glasgow before the 

philosophical society in 1888 [Fyfe (1887-8) pp257-72]. One of 

the greatest problems he, as a sanitary officer, had to face in 

the fight against infectious disease, was the desire on the part 

of the working class to hide it. He explained it was not 

difficult to understand this suffering in secret, when households 

would have clothes and bedding removed, children would be 

prevented from attending school, the family would earn the 

suspicion and avoidance of neighbours and possibly face 

fumigation of their home [Fyfe (1887-8) P2631. Fyfe spoke of the 

0ý% 
sanit arian's need to "control the poorer classes with respect 

to the proximity in which they dwell" [Fyfe (1887-8) p2701. 

Disinfection of articles worked and helped prevent laundry going 

to public washing houses, however the scientific evidence 

available at that time showed disinfection of dwellings could not 

in practice be done, which Fyfe freely pointed out. 

"Amid a varied city population many persons are found 
whose habits are, unfortunately, not of a cleanly 
order. Our estimates of the effects of fumigation in 
the houses of such may not be based on scientific 
deduction, but elements do come into play in the minds 
of the people which render the operation beneficial. " 
[Fyfe (1887-88) p2651 

Simple cleansing was not enough to fire the imagination of people 

sufficiently to create what Fyfe terms, of a sense of security in 

the public mind". 

The development of urban issues up to the final quarter of 

the nineteenth century came about in an environment in which the 

range of possibilities were limited by the nature and form of 
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social standards. Problems were cast in terms of individuals/ 

personal failings, for which the preferred solutions were 

self-help and philanthropy. Pressure was only brought to bear on 

government institutions as a last resort and often in response to 

fear of the alternatives. The institutions of government had 

themselves to undergo transformation in response to a changed 

society. The nineteenth century municipal revolution took local 

authorities from the corporation reform of the 1830s to the 

municipal socialism of the 1890s [Fraser (1982) p8]. Edwin 

Chadwick's suggestion that centralisation of government action 

was the means of removing the threat of disease, was seen as 

threatening the maintenance of individual freedom. 

Anti-centralisation feelings could be a spur to adopt new 

functions in order to prevent central government interference. 

"Municipal councils were often the pioneers of social 
reform rather than negative obscurantists resisting 
benevolent governments. " (Fraser (1982) p9] 

In Scotland recognition of the need to strike a compromise 

between social tradition and legal reality led to the 

establishment of devolved centralised institutional mechanisms, 

in particular the Board of Supervision (after 1894 the Scottish 

Local Goverment Board). Harvie has argued the appointment of a 

Scottish Secretary in 1886 effectively increased national 

assimilation by subordinating Scottish affairs to English party 

politics [Harvie (1977) p34]. Town councils were politicised by 

being sucked into contemporary battles within the middle class, 

sometimes around religious issues such as keeping the sabbath, at 

other times around factions within the Liberal party, but rarely 

along party lines before 1885 [Miller (1985) p1801. Municipal 
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reform served to reinforce urban wealth and property, by 

legitimising social and political leadership in the city. With 

the accumulation of powers and a broadening of purpose, urban 

administration grew. This is not to imply that municipal 

government became steadily and progressively better in the march 

of improvement. Civic enthusiasm and enterprise was erratic, as 

the Glasgow case illustrates. Glasgow pioneered many 

public-funded municipal schemes, such as the Loch Katrine water 

scheme, the City Improvement (Glasgow) Act (1866) and the 

municipalisation of trams (1894). However, Glasgow was also faced 

with intractable environmental problems and electoral opposition 

was such schemes for sewage disposal and slum clearance had to be 

shelved in the period 1858-61, to await fever epidemics of 1865 

and a subsequent change of public heart. The period 1875-90 was 

also a laggardly one in which no substantial municipal progress 

was made. Although the city's improvement trust became the 

largest slum landlord. they built nothing and in a depressed 

property market demolished little [Brown (1981) pp238-249]. 

Urban issues were fought out within cities, but also in the 

arena of a national ideological framework. The rationale and 

significance of the late-Victorian and Edwardian welfare 

provisions can be interpreted primarily as a function of social 

control rather than social transformation, after 1880 (Davidson 

(1985) p1l]. In recent years social historians have approached 

the activities of power groups in society as creating mechanisms 

of social control which conditioned and manipulated the behaviour 

of the masses in a way which was necessary to sustain the social 
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order of capitalist society. Thompson criticises such views for 

placing the working class on the receiving end, by portraying 

them as putty in the hands of the bourgeoisie, the state and 

technological development [Thompson (1981) p189]. 

"... the working classes did not need to be told by the 

middle class that family life was important, that 
honest toil was better than, loafing, or that saving 
for a rainy day was sensible. " [Thompson (1981) p1961 

Thus Thompson criticises the condescending attitudes of 

historians who assume the masses were incapable of cultural 

development without the external Pressures of instruction or 

coercion. However, his suggestion social control as a concept 

should exclude the instruments of maintaining social order -a 

separation should be made between the blunt instruments of 

organised force and the coercive instruments of public opinion - 

is to blindly ignore the manner in which the application and 

formation of the former was essentially integrated with the 

latter [Thompson (1981) ppl97-91. The terms in which social 

problems were cast, the solutions proposed to them and the forms 

of pressure demanded of institutions were all part and parcel of 

the social standards of the day. This is precisely why Peter 

Fyfe in 1888 spoke of the need to "control the poorer classes" in 

Glasgow, and why the sanitary department used law enforcement in 

the guise of pseudo-scientific methodology, to instil fear into 

the working class and reassure the more privileged (Fyfe 

(1887-8)]. However, the authorities exercising organised force 

and manipulating public opinion were not entirely successful. All 

classes appreciated the need to be rid of disease, but those in 

authority did not always appreciate the narrow limitations which 

operated in the choices open to those upon whom pressure was 
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placed. The behavioural responses of "the Poorer classes" 

dismayed Fyfe, and demonstrate that the working class had 

developed their own values and attitudes, and could impose them 

despite the middle class. 

'I ... old property dies hard. Like the proverbial cat, it 
seems to have nine lives; and often when we think it is 
dead, and has been closed up from humanity, we are 
surprised to find it again in full activity, with a set 
of new entrails in-its ugly body. " [Fyfe (1887-8) p271 

Welfare measures could provide a shock absorber for capitalism, 

furnishing an antidote to a growing labour movement. without 

conceding drastic change in the structures of industry and 

society. The labouring classes could be reaccommodated to the 

capitalist social order, by mitigating the most acute social 

costs of economic growth and the most exploitative features of 

the labour market [Davidson (1985) P121. The measures of control 

adopted by officials like Fyfe were not designed to transform 

urban society, but to keep the urban economi c machine going by 

mainiaining a set of social standards. 

Welfare rhetoric was exploited for capitalist ends by 

presenting the ideals of efficiency for the sake of the national 

interest. National efficiency ideology was, 

"... an attempt to discredit the habits, beliefs and 
institutions that put the British at a handicap in 
their competition with foreigners and to commend 
instead a social organization that more closely 
followed the German model. " [Searle (1971) p54] 

This required an intellectual revolution on two fronts, firstly 

an increased respect for science and industry in a way which 

would link education to them, and secondly a German style belief 

in the state as a creative and moral agency. Yet in the years 
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leading up to 1914 Great Britain and Germany were drifting into 

mutual estrangement and conflict. Japan was also viewed as a 

paragon of efficiency, gaining admiration for Samuri self-reliant 

self-sacrifice [Searle (1971) pp55-58]. National efficiency was 

not a homogeneous political ideology, but has been used as a 

convenient label for a whole series of beliefs, assumptions and 

demands which existed after 1880. Other labels used for equally 

flexible and interconnected sets of ideas and ideals at this 

period were: social imperialism, Liberal imperialism, eugenics 

and new Liberalism. Social imperialism had two faces, a 

reactionary one based on notions of racial superiority and a 

progressive one based on social reform through the efficient 

allocation of national resources and the opening of careers to 

talent [Scally (1975) p9l. 

"With'its sharp denigration of the cult of 
individualism, the ethic of the nineteenth century 
entrepreneur, Social-Imperialism was the ideological 
carrier in England of the new industrial ethic, that of 
science, technology, the professional manager, and 
corporate society. " [Scally (1975) P241 

Thus social reform was to be the social imperialistsOmeans of 

generating a disciplined and regimented society and imperial 

race, in order to achieve economic and military progress, 

rendered necessary by industrial dislocations and disasters on 

the South African veldt during the Boer War. In similar ways, 

" ... Liberal Imperialism was more concerned with the 
economic efficiency of the labour force than with the 
standard of living of the working classes in general 
and explicitly rejected any democratic Policy-making as 
a threat to social stability and to the necessary 
rigour and rationalisation of welfare provisions. " 
[Davidson (1985) p131 

Eugenics was sanctioned by science and rested upon laws of 

biology. Fears about the consequences of differential class 
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fertility arose from observation of a tendency of better-off 

groups in the population to have smaller families than those 

lower down in the social scale. In short the unfit were 

multiplying whilst superior stocks were dying out, producing a 

racial deterioration. Thus eugenists wanted to stimulate 

reproduction amongst better stocks, whilst attempting to slow 

down the ferti lity of those at the bottom end, including 

advocation of the sexual separation of diseased and degenerate 

groups under custodial care [Searle (1981) p2171. Yet, eugenists 

were not entirely in favour of aristocratic %ealth which operated 

in a dysgenic way by encouraging idleness and selfish luxury, nor 

the operations of big business which profited by the 

multiplication of the unfit. Thus the custodians of racial health 

were to be the professional middle class, the skilled experts who 

operated in a highly competitive atmosphere [Searle (1981) 

pp218-91. Not surprisingly eugenics appealed to a narrow band of 

scientifically trained people, receiving little support from the 

media or politicians [Searle (1981) pp237-8]. Eugenists were 

opposed to any social reforms which would have perpetuated the 

army of the unfit or impaired the competitive ethic, whilst 

stimulating social investigations which others were able to use 

in their arguments for those social reforms. At the other end of 

the scale, new Liberalism did advocate state expenditure on 

social reform, but as a means of generating new wealth or 

achieving a more efficient deployment of existing wealth. The 

price mechanism was to remain at the heart of the social 

relationships of production. 

"As with other collectivist ideologies of the period, 
New Liberalism was arguably a fundamentally reactive 
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rather than innovative creed with its selective social 
investment designed as the most effective anti' dote to 
Socialism and preservative of industrial capitalism. " 
[Davidson (1985) P141 

All of these complexes of ideas were affected by changing beliefs 

on national physique, education, science, business expertise and 

government administration. There was a general sense Boer War 

experiences had demonstrated the priceless resource of the 

nation's population bad been squandered through indifference. A 

high percentage of prospective recruits were turned away as 

unfit, and during the campaigns themselves the British Army had 

blundered from a lack of scientific method. [Searle (1971) 

pp60,73]. Classics-centered education came under attack and 

there were demands for more of the new practical universities to 

produce highly trained elites, which could move into government 

administration, commerce and the armed forces. For example, 

skilled experts in social investigation, economics, statistics 

and political science, placed within government adminstration 

would replace ad hoc bodies, such as the poor law boards and 

school boards [Searle (1971) pp67-81. It was for just such a 

purpose the Webbs founded the London School of Economics. Out of 

this cauldron of ideas came "the national minimum" as the 

"necessary basis of society". Sidney Webb's paper in The 

Contemporary Review in 1908, proposed a national minimum in four 

areas: wages, leisure and recreation, sanitation and education. 

"To engage labour at wages insufficient to repair the 
waste of tissue caused by employment is demonstrably to 
injure the community as a whole, and will be prosecuted 
as such in the criminal courts. " [Webb (1908) p665] 

The minimum for health and decency, Webb declared, should be 

three rooms and a scullery for every family in the land and the 
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sanitary laws would have to be enforced on house owners, 

occupiers and local governing authorities alike. Genuine 

compulsory attendance at schools would be coupled with a 

scholarship ladder for the most able. The national minimum was a 

necessary precondition to a healthy social order, however the 

state was to be organised, and would not interfere with pecuniary 

profits or the power and personal achievement of exceptional men. 

"The lesson of economic and poltical science to the 
twentieth century is that only by such highly 
differentiated governmental action for all the several 
minorities that make up the community - only by the 
enforcement of some policy of a National Minimum in 
Subsistence, Leisure, Sanitation, and Education - will 
modern industrial communities escape degeneration and 
decay. " [S Webb (1908) p667] 

It is doubtful whether the emergence of welfare legislation 

to counteract social inequalities and the idea of a national 

minimum of social provision for the whole populace, would have 

had much support without a vision of something more permanent and 

of a higher order than day-to-day party politics. The idea of 

citizenship provided an alternative politics and discourse to 

class and referred to practices designed to mitigate the effects 

of class divisions [Sutton (1985) p631. Citizenship became the 

t ouchword for the rights and duties with which the mass 

electorate should be inculcated. 

"In 1908 Lloyd George explained that the goal of 
Liberal welfare legislation was to provide 'civic 
equality' among all citizens. 'You will not have 
established it in this land until the child of the 
poorest parent shall have the same opportunity for 
receiving the best education as the child of the 
richest'. " [Sutton (1985) p741 

However the status of citizenship was still to be subject to 

moral considerations, and differentiations between deserving and 
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undeserving citizens were made. The ideal working-class citizen 

was still skilled and respectable; an ideal made all toofamiliar 

to urban Scots from the presbyterian pulpits. 

- The Scottish presbyterian churches made their own 

contribution to the debate on welfare, and influenced the 

attitudes of their congregations. The period 1850-1880 can fairly 

be described as the reign of evangelicalism. Religious revivalism 

was widely adopted as a solution to social and spiritual ills, 

placing the emphasis on emotion and not education as the basis 

for social improvement. In such an intellectual atmosphere 

support for issues of moral behaviour grew, for example 

temperance, whilst support for schemes such as slum clearance in 

Glasgow waned after 1870 [Brown (1981) Vol. l, p45O]. After 1880 

evangelicalism went into decay in an atmosphere of trade 

depression and unemployment. 

" ... the evangelical doctrine that individual effort and 
religious commitment could secure success was torn 
asunder. ... churchmen were dismayed at the total 
failure and apparent inappropriateness of evangelical 
solutions to 'social ills'. " [Brown (1981) Vol. l, p4811 

In the 1890s and 1900s there was increased pressure on 

evangelicals to adopt a new social theology, as evangelicalism as 

a response to urban and industral problems became. in Brown's 

words "manifestly anachronistic". (Brown (1981) Vol. 1, p4851 

Some United Free Church ministers joined the labour movement, 

campaigning against sweatshops and Poor housing. In 1908 the 

United Free Church General Assembly agreed to set up a committee 

to examine s, oGial problems, and went on to hold discussions with 

the Independent Labour Party and the Scottish Council for Women's 
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Trades [Brown (1981) Vol. 1, pp483-4]. Christian socialists, 

mainly within the established church, argued it was immoral to 

stay silent in the face of deepening social problems, although 

many others had doubts about the role of religious influence in 

progressively politicised areas [Brown (1981) Vol. l, p504]. The 

new social theology of 1890-1914 was never very coherent: there 

were great differences of opinion on the r6le of state 

intervention and very few clergy were actively involved in the 

labour movement [Brown (1981) Vol. 1, pp5l3-61. Brown's work on 

Glasgow makes it clear there was a perceived affinity of 

interests between presbyterian religion and local government in 

the nineteenth century. Town councils were full of religious 

men, who saw churches and voluntary organisations as aids to good 

government. The emergence of revivalist evangelicalism shifted 

the emphasis on to personal conversion and the last vestiges of 

the church as law-giver and law-enforcer disappeared. Organised 

religion was unable to adapt in the late-nineteenth and 

early-twentieth century, and allowed the leading role in social 

prophecy to pass to the labour movement, and that in social 

action to pass to the state [Brown (1981) Vol. 2, p269]. 

"With the expansion of urban government and the 
extension of state intervention in social policy in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century, the precise 
areas of common interest to churches and local 
government became more blurred and the opportunities 
for co-operation less apparent. " [Brown (1981) 
Vol. 2, p2511 

The period 1870-90 in Glasgow saw the rise of municipal 

trading. Public health was an established initiative and the new 

principqj area of innovation was the unification of public 
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utilities under municipal ownership [Hart (1982) P1971. Up to 

1914 trading in water, gas, electricity and tramways was 

overwhelmingly municipal, with public provision often extending 

to markets, baths, washhouses, parks and burial grounds. Between 

1882 and 1913 gas supplied by local authorities in the UK 

increased from 23.2 to 137 thousand million cubic feet, with the 

capitalised value of undertakings expanding from 920.9 million to 

9112.3 million [Falkus (1977) p1361. Gas and water authorities 

were essentially local in character; the majority of authorities 

did not aim to run these undertakings at a profit-making level, 

although there is little evidence they were run less efficiently 

than private companies [Falkus (1977) p157]. However, almost 

every venture was the result of parliamentary legislation. 

"In this way the existence of municipal trading, the 
forms it took, the safe guards imposed, and the 
relations between private and public enterprise, all 
had their ultimate sanction in Westminster. It is, 
therefore, to the central government as well as to the 
municipality that one must look to understand the 
growing acceptance of local enterprise during the 
nineteenth century. " [Falkus (1977) p139] 

Municipal trading was big business, and a successful municipal 

career depended on the income and leisure which accompanied 

financial success. It is not surprising business fi'gures had a 

high profile on city councils [Jones (1983) p2411. Despite the 

completion of new buildings in 1874, Glasgow went ahead with 

plans for more prestigious civic offices appropriate to the 

city's commercial success. The flamboyant City Chambers, a 

mixture of pseudo-renaissance styles, was opened in 1889 and 

marked a new era of civic confidence, which Hart has termed the 

golden years of 1891-1900 [Hart (1982) P1891. 

"In place of an authority which had shown only one or 
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two initiatives per decade, Glasgow now seemed to have 
a multi-purpose council so experienced and mature that 
new developments could be readily assimilated within 
the broad financial and bureaucratic base which had 
been created over earlier decades. " [Hart (1982) p189] 

From 1900, Hart identifies a waning in municipal confidence, 

although there was little change in the fundamental policies. 

Between 1847. and 1914 the population of Glasgow increased from 

300,000 to around 1,050,000; the tax income of the city increased 

from C35,000 to C1,402,000 or from 90.12 per head to 91.34 [Hart 

(1982) P2001. Naturally, ratepayers were often suspicious of 

schemes to increase spending for public purposes. Elliott and 

McCrone isolate three legitimatory motifs in city politics after 

1875, which bore the imprint of petit-bourgeoisie interests: 

economy, localism arid non-partisanship [Elliott and McCrone 

(1982) pp67-71). Moves to keep rates down put a brake on large 

civic improvement schemes, whilst an associated emphasis was 

placed on local people with local knowledge in order to maintain 

the autonomy of local government, resist centralisation and 

prevent local representatives from being drawn into the 

ideological battles of national political parties. 

"It could be argued that keeping municipal affairs in 
the hands of local businessmen or property holders made 
for efficiency, minimised waste or extravagance and 
ensured that those who paid the piper also called the 
tune. City corporations were. after all, 
'corporations', essentially similar to business 

corporations. " [Elliott et al (1978) p93] 

In Edinburgh in 1875,80% of town councillors owned property, 76% 

of which was residential; 73% of councillors on the Public Health 

committee were property owners and 86% of those on the Plans and 

Works committee [Elliott et al (1978) pl031- There can be little 

doubt the defense of property interests would be well attended to 
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under these circumstances. How was it that in such an adverse 

situation increased social spending occurred? McCord highlights 

two factors: the presence of groups of dedicated social reformers 

and the continued growth of wealth [McCord (1978) p32]. 

Philanthropy is a broader concept than charity, the underlying 

philosophy being that indiviuals should give their time as 

significant cost to themselves, to care for those less fortunate 

than themselves. In the 1870s considerable efforts were made to 

rationalise the charity world, through the creation of an 

umbrella organisation. The desire to place social enquiry on a 

scientific base, eventually led to the emergence of the 

professional social worker CO Checkland (1980) pp3-4]. Most 

wealthy Victorians waited to be solicited and gave money only, 

seeming to accept some sort of debt to society. Standing in the 

community was often measured by the number of committees one 

served on, and through honourable mentions on published lists of 

donors' names and amounts [0 Checkland (1980) P51. However, a 

band of dedicated and hard-working reformers, tapping the 

vein of charitable giving, could make real advances in welfare 

provision, acting as unofficial pace-setters for subsequent 

official agency. 

"The active generosity of the philanthropist was 
prominent in the larger urban centres, especially in 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee. Elsewhere in 
Scotland charitable effort ran along more traditional, 
unadventurous lines; there were few new initiatives. " 
[0 Checkland (1980) P3111 

In Dundee these initiatives were led by commercial interests and 

were infused with a strong sense of civic Pride, for example: the 

foundation of University College; the establishment of an 

alcohol-free public house; shelters for cabmen; schools for deaf. 
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blind and mentally deficient; scientific and technical classes at 

a mechanics' institute [0 Checkland (1980) pp69,98,124,267, 

273,275,292,3231. Some of these initiatives fell on stony 

ground, but others were taken over by the state once they had 

proved their worth. However: 

"It is not enough to have improved welfare techniques 
and noisy pressure groups; it is essential that the 
means to pay for social amelioration should be 
obtainable without placing on taxpayers and ratepayers 
demands which they will strenuously resist - 
especiallyin a context in which ratepayers and 
taxpayers tend to be influential, and recipients of 
welfare payments relatively impotent. " [McCord (1978) 
P331 

The rateable value of Glasgow rose from 9900,000 in 1847 to 

C7,473,000 in 1914 [Hart (1982) p200]. Increased resources were 

matched by an increased willingness on the part of the local 

authority to sanction expenditure for social improvement. It 

would be difficult to understand change wi, thout an appreciation 

of the increased resources involved, reflected by the growth in 

rateable values brought by economic development (McCord (1978) 

p341. Vastly increased rateable values enabled urban authorities 

to extend their activities, without raising rates to levels which 

would not have been tolerated by ratepaying citizens. 

11 ... no city could undertake initiatives on a grand and 
S ustained scale unless it was part of a dynamic, 
regional economy. " [Hart (1982) p2151 

Hart argued that because not all areas, in particular rural 

authorities, could bridge the gap between desired standards and 

the ability to pay, a system of extra aid from central government 

evolved. Around 1900 the same problem was emerging in urban 

areas, contributing to a shift of emphasis from local to national 

government. 
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"The changing roles of the private and public sectors 
were coming to be debated at national level, and 
judgements on civic performance were giving way to new 
views on how national government should operate to 
implement an amalgam of social and economic 
objectives. " [Hart (1982) P2161 

As JW` Peck, in an Edinburgh civic review, pointed out in 1912, 

central government assistance was already given for police 

protection, public health, education, the up-keep of roads, 

relief of the poor and provision of work for the unemployed [Peck 

(1912) p243]. He saw grant-in-aid as a possible means of 

enforcing Webb's national minimum, but was critical of haphazard 

allocation, and the twelve different grants involved, each with 

its own clerical and accounting machinery. Local government was, 

he said, based on an assortment of theories and methods, 

"... they have been acquired and adapted at different 
times on no very definite principle; they are often 
worn inappropriately, and yet in some mysterious way 
they survive decay and reform alike. " [Peck (1912) 

P2391 

Throughout the nineteenth century what influential people 

perceived as socially problematic changed, and the kinds of 

pressures extended by institutions in order to contain the 

intolerable altered in response to changing standards. The terms 

in which problems were cast and the nature of the solutions were 

bound by the framework of social standards. Local government was 

at the centre of the need to come to terms with an industrialised 

and newly urbanised society, and it was to the institutions of 

urban government that public pressure made its demands known. At 

first attention was focussed on the Practical problems of an 

urban existence, but horizons widened to include more general 

issues, as concern concentrated more on the nature of government 
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itself. In Scotland a kind of devolved centralisation was 

emerging, in response to the need to strike a balance between 

social tradition and legal reality. Municipal reform reinforced 

urban wealth and property by legitimising a social and political 

leadership within the cities. Yet civic enthusiasm could be 

erratic, relying as it did on the dedication of pioneering 

entrepreneurs and a regional economy generating sufficient wealth 

to support civic initiatives. 
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Chapter 4: Housing as an urban issue 

Housing formed a central issue in discussions of the nature 

of disease and poverty problems. Initially housing was seen as 

part of a larger health question which had to be tackled in large 

towns and cities, and action-taken was backed by disease 

propaganda. During a discussion on housing matters in February 

1913, Councillor James Stewart of Glasgow produced figures on the 

togreat amount of money" spent on health care in that city. 

"In my opinion the primary cause for the existence of 
these hospitals is the bad housing conditions of the 
people, and when we have tackled the problem of housing 

and erected roomy sanitary houses the money spent on 
maintaining these large institutions will, to a very 
great extent, no longer be required. " [Stewart 
(1912-13) p2711 

The medical officer of health for Glasgow, Dr AX Chalmers, 

examined the. issue of the house as a contributory factor in the 

death rate, delivering his analysis in April 1913. He 

concentraied on house size, coming to the conclusion that the one 

apartment death rate required investigation, particularly in 

relation to infant mortality. However, despite strong 

statistical evidence for an association between disease and house 

size, Dr Chalmers emphasized, 

"... that selective forces are in operation determining 
the movement of the population in the direction of a 
particular size of house, and that these, rather than 
the surroundings in which they are recognised, are the 
determining factors in the death-rate. " (Chalmers 
(1912-13) p1271 

"... the whole economic condition of the poor among our 
population and not their housing only is a subject of 
national importance. " [Chalmers (1912-13) p1281 

What Dr Chalmers recognised was that the home was the location of 

a household's economic and social welfare, and while better 
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housing was important to improving health and welfare, unless 

there were wider changes day-to-day lives would not be altered. 

References to "selective forces" and "the whole economic 

condition" direct attention towards the problems of a low-wage 

economy in which wealth was concentrated, and the labour market 

glutted and volatile, contributing to cyclical unemployment and 

underemployment. The predominance of mechanised factory 

production and the intensification of work had altered the 

conditions of working life in ways which did not contribute to 

the general maintenance of households in terms of diet, health 

and inputs of domestic labour. As Klausner puts it: 

"The home is the core location for the interaction of 
the spheres. It is at once the place in which much 
socialisation and much of the physical labour involved 
in reproduction take place. " [Klausner (1986) p3l] 

The spheres being those of production and social reproduction and 

consumption. 

i) The Law as an agent of social change 

As the title of this thesis suggests, the period under 

consideration (1868-1919). saw major changes in government policy 

towards housing, resulting in state intervention at both local 

and national levels. "Laissez-faire" and "Homes fit for Heroes" 

are popular historical catchphrases which have been anchored in 

time by legislative dates, and used in a way which is intended to 

illustrate the ideological extremes influencing the formation of 

government policy at these isolated moments. "Laissez-faire", 

the dominant political doctrine during the nineteenth century, 

was based on the individualistic philosophy that the only value 
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is personal well-being and each is the best judge of his own. 

Thus the chief function of the state was to maintain freedom. In 

the second half of the nineteenth century laissez-faire 

capitalism came to mean the non-intervention of government in 

economic affairs. Tied to these ideas was the ideology of 

private property as the natural and untouchable expression of 

personal freedom. Yet in 1868 parliament at Westminster passed 

an Act by which large urban centres were empowered to force 

owners of insanitary dwellings to demolish or repair [Appendix 

1]. In practice the Artizans' and Labourers' Dwellings Act., or 

Torrens Act, was a virtual dead letter in Scotland, but its 

passage indicates a wilingness on the part of central government 

to concede that some town authorities needed to be able to 

constrain the activities of private landlords, in order to 

abolish the very worst accommodation. Prior to 1914 the dominant 

structure of urban housing provision in Scotland was based on 

private landlordism, which underwent a crisis during Edwardian 

years. In the post-war era two new structures of provision 

emerged, based on state housing and owner occupation [Kemp 

(1982)]. The Housing and Town Planning Act of 1919 required 

local authorities to assess housing need, plan housing schemes 

and be subsidised by the Treasury against loss. The change in 

government policy was symbolised in the phrase "Homes fit for 

Heroes", a flamboyant and hollow political promise made by Lloyd 

George from an electoral platform at Wolverhampton in November 

1918, to an audience of Khaki [Orbach (1977) PP42,62,1201. Yet 

the catchphrases conceal as much as they illuminate. In 

Scottish cities housebuilding had never entirely been a matter of 
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laissez-faire, and it is difficult to pinpoint where a change of 

heart took place in public policy. Checkland takes an 

evolutionary view of legislative progress: 

"The statutory sequence was that health and sanitation 
needs asserted themselves first; this raised the 
question of housing; from the problems of slum 
clearance and housing replacement arose those of town 
planning. " [Checkland (1985) p2031 

A gradual realisation of common need is implied and the 

legislative path unfolds towards state ownership of housing. 

Progressive interpretations suggest the law had become an active 

agent of social change, serving interests other than those of 

elite groups and achieving more than the maintenance and 

adaptation of the status quo [Davidson (1985) pp3,101. Gauldie 

is firmly of the opinion that no real reform in housing was 

acheived by Act of Parliament during the nineteenth century 

[Gauldie (1974) p240]. However her model of social policy and 

social change is also a progressive one, which suggests whether 

by direct or indirect means, reform reflected popular demands. 

While Gauldie interprets the legislation as being largely 

ineffectual, she concedes that through these Acts parliament was 

able to establish significant principles, and argues the sequence 

of legislation. up to and including the 1919 Act, enabled the 

eventual transformation to significant state ownership in the 

inter-war era. Daunton has criticised Policy-orientated 

perspectives: 

"Historians who approach housing as the study of policy 
have on the whole concluded that there was an internal 
dynamic leading in the direction of publicly provided, 
subsidised housing. " [Daunton (1983) p288] 

There is a danger of studying the late-nineteenth and 

early-twentieth centuries in terms of what came later, and as 
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Daunton points out the history of other western nations suggests 

the private rented sector could have continued as a component of 

government strategy, without public housing necessarily being a 

major part of policy [Daunton (1983) p2931. Yet it is difficult 

to see how housing problems in Scottish cities in the 

early-twentieth century could have been confronted without 

abandoning free market principles, either by subsidising 

building, or by giving sufficient aid to the low-paid to enable 

them to pay for decent homes. 

The statutes themselves demonstrate that each drew on 

previous Acts, and working back from the 1919 Act eventual 

arrival at Torrens' 1868 Act is inevitable. This is not to 

suggest that from the 1868 Act a powerful mechanism was driving 

policy-makers inexorably towards state-built and state-owned 

housing, but merely to acknowledge the cumulative nature of the 

parliamentary process. The most astonishing thing about the 1919 

Act was that, apart from the granting of exchequer subsidies, it 

contained so little that was actually new. As Wilding has 

argued, if late-nineteenth century legislation had been taken up 

vigorously, it could have been the basis of a real attack on 

unsatisfactory housing, because the fundamental failure was one 

of administration rather than legislation [Wilding (1972) p3l. 

It would be misleading to suggest that prior to the 

mid-nineteenth century there was little comment on housing 

conditions, or to imply that prior to 1868 town authorities had 

no means of controlling housing development. In Scotland the 
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housing conditions of ordinary people had often come in for 

criticism. especially from English travellers. Dr Johnson 

described petty tenants and labouring peasants in the Hebrides as 

living in "miserable cabins" in 1773, while William'Cobbett 

recorded an agricultural bothy near Dunfermline in 1832 as a shed 

with a fireplace [Campbell and Dow (1968) PP214-51. In 1842 

factory inspector James Stuart reported that operatives in 

manufacturing towns procured lodgings "in unhealthy, damp and 

airless apartments most injurious to their constitutions" 

[Campbell and Dow (1968) p2271. It was the unwholesome 

environment and generally cramped conditions of city life, 

contributing to higher incidence of infectious disease, that 

first concentrated public attention on urban living conditions. 

Rural housing remained low-amenity, but despite attacks on 

specific forms of agricultural accommodation, in particular the 

herding of young farm labourers into bothies, rural housing 

problems were rarely depicted in quite the same menacing and 

threalening fashion. 

"Those frightful abodes of human wretchedness ... the 
bulk of that district known as the 'Wynds and Closes of 
Glasgow' - it is in these localities that all sanitary 
evils exist in pe. -fection. These places consist of 
ranges of nar, ow closes ... kept in a state of 
filthiness beyond belief. ... The houses themselves are 
flark, and without means of ventilation, the walls 
dilapidated and filthy, and in many cases ruinous. " 
[The Glasgow Herald, August 3.1848 in Campbell and Dow 
(1968) pp233-41 

In Scotland town councils as municipal authorities could draw 

on the traditional powers of the Dean of Guild's Court, or apply 

to the common law of nuisance, or obtain from parliament specific 

powers by local or Police statute. The Dean of Guild's Court was 

a pre-seventeenth century court of mercantile gild which came to 
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deal with questions of neighbourhood, and by which burgh 

magistrates were authorised to enforce the repair or rebtiilding 

of ruinous houses. In some burghs the Dean of Guild was by the 

mid-nineteenth century a purely traditional title, the Dean being 

more concerned with his position as head of Guildry and 

membership of the town council, than with controlling town 

development [Saunders (1950) ppl69-175]. However, Rodger points 

out that in the early decades of the eighteenth century Edinburgh 

exercised well-defined building regulations through the Dean, and 

the town council discharged a more general supervisory function 

over urban development, for example the Georgian New Town [Rodger 

(1983) p791. 

The concept of "nuisance" became the basis of new 

legislation. The 1846 Removal of Nuisances Act employed the 

phrase "unfit for human habitation". and Public authority 

officers could complain of the existence of nuisances on receipt 

of a certificate from two medical men. In Scotland a Sheriff 

could uphold the complaint and issue an order against the owner 

or occupier to remove the nuisance. Part I of the 1856 Act gave 

power of entry and defined more closely just what constituted a 

nuisance, but generally a nuisance was taken to mean a threat to 

health and the measures contained in the Nuisances Acts 1846-57 

were sanitary ones. The coupling of disease with nuisance was 

further emphasised by provisions in the 1856 Act for the Board of 

Supervision to publish rules and regulations for disease 

prevention. Local authorities were charged with making rules and 

regulations for lodging houses, (where beds rather than rooms 
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were let nightly), to be registered and inspected. 

(Shaftesbury's lodging house Acts of 1851 for the regulation of 

lodging houses and the establishment of model lodging houses did 

not apply to Scotland. ) The importance of the 1856 Act in 

housing terms was that it acted as a catalyst for the appointment 

of sanitary inspectors in several Scottish towns. Thus an 

administrative means of detecting housing defects and a group of 

fledgling urban professionals came into being. The most 

significant Act affecting the dwellings people lived in prior to 

1868, was the non-adoptive 1867 Public Health Act. Apart from 

expected clauses on nuisances, water, sewers and drains, it also 

stipulated underground dwellings and houses previously occupied 

by the sick should not be let. Thus, for health reasons, state 

authority was beginning to interfere in the business of letting 

houses as well as in the construction and sanitary state of 

buildings. This was particularly true of the regulation of 

common lodging housess for which the 1867 Act made further 

provision. The reasons for their registration and strict 

inspection lay as much with their potential as dens of vice and 

crime, as with their potential as hotbeds of disease. The 

dormitories of beds and common kitchens were notorious for their 

insanitary condition, but loose morality, the presence of 

vagrants and beggars arid lodging houses' image as places where 

the underworld gathered, guaranteed that there would be little 

opposition from the respectable classes to repressive measures. 

Ordinary police purposes in the middle of the nineteenth 

century included, lighting, cleansing, paving, numbering houses, 
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new streets, sewers and drainage. The Police commissioners and 

the town councillors were usually one and the same. An adoptive 

Act, the General Police and Improvement Act 1862, made provision 

for these, enabling byelaws, borrowing and the purchase of land. 

The promotion of public health was a police duty, along with the 

prevention of fraud and the regulation of public bathing (each 

sex to be modestly screened from the other by the use of bathing 

machines) Among the general police regulations were clauses 

concerning repairs and ruinous tenements, and the following 

concerning moonlight flitting ("moonlichties") -. 

"It shall be lawful for any Officer appointed by virtue 
of this Act to stop and detain, until due Inquiry can 
be made, any cart or carriage, and any Person in charge 
thereof or connected therewith, found within the Burgh 

employed in removing Furniture between the Hours of 
Eight in the Evening and Six in the Morning, except at 
the usual Terms of removing observed within the Burgh. " 
[25 and 26 Vict. c101. clause 2551 

This clause was designed to protect the landlord's right of 

hypotbec, by which a tenant's belongings acted as surety against 

their rent, which in Scottish towns was generally paid in arrears 

(chapter 8) . Thus most tenants did not have the right to remove 

their own furnishings without settling their debt first. While 

many of the clauses in the 1862 Act appear to operate against 

property owners in the effort to conquer crime and disease, the 

interests of landlords were otherwise sacrosanct. In a different 

vein, The Dwelling Houses (Scotland) Act 1855, allowed 

associations to apply to a Sheriff for sanction to hold and let 

houses or dispose of them in separate lots. Thus "Persons acting 

in the public interest" could acquire run-down properties at a 

price fixed by the Sheriff; the Act was the forerunner of 

compulsory purchase [Gauldie (1974) p2511. However, a Royal 
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Commission in 1885 reported that this Act appeared to have been a 

dead letter [BPP (1884-5) XXXI c4409, P41. The Labouring Classes 

Dwelling Houses Act 1866, was designed to facilitate and 

encourage the erection of dwellings for the "labouring classes in 

populous places", in accordance with a set of standards regarding 

room size and sanitation. Public Works Loan Comissioners were 

able to provide loans for working class houses, at an interest 

rate of at least four per cent annually, providing profits did 

not exceed five per cent. Model dwelling companies, local 

governments, private persons and railway and dock companies were 

allowed to borrow for up to half of the total value of the land 

and holdings. with a repayment period extending over 40 years. 

By 1875 over 9250,000 had been borrowed under the 1866 Act. and 

loans below the market rate did attract philanthropic groups into 

the field of working-class housing [Wohl (1977) PP83-41. It is 

clear from these Acts that befoee 1868 central government had 

given local agencies powers to tackle the poor quality of urban 

housing, and the ability to build, if they so chose to use them. 

That they generally did not, does not remove the fact there was 

effective organised pressure at a national political level to 

tackle housing problems, whether indirectly through health and 

sanitation or directly by subsidising loans for building. 

National legislation did not, however, offer a means of 

supervising and controlling the general development of rapidly 

growing urban centres. At best it allowed far-sighted local 

authorities to tackle the worst excesses. ' The Dean of Guild's 

Court could have fulfilled this function in the hands of 

imaginative local politicians and administrators. By 1868 there 
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were only twelve courts still operating in Scotland. The growth 

of municipal corporations dealt a death blow to the only existing 

agency which could have offered controlled urban development. 

Several of the largest authorities pressed for further powers by 

means of private Acts: Glasgow (1866), Edinburgh (1867), Dundee 

(1871), Greenock (1877); however, the Lindsay police Act of 1862, 

if adopted, allowed a Dean of Guild's Court to be set up where 

this system no longer operated. 

"Only the mounting pressures of urbanisation, and with 
the underlying threat of legal sanctions did the 
municipalities disinter their erstwhile competitor as a 
useful watchdog governing the physical development of 
the town. " [Rodger (1983) P811 

The number of courts rose to 20 in 1880,106 in 1898 and 

eventually 189 in 1912, enduring until local government 

reorganisation in 1975. The existence of these courts from 

before the seventeenth century through to the twentieth century 

makes it clear that town development in Scotland was never 

entirely a matter of laissez-faire and that in fact the potential 

existed for urban authorities to take wide environmental 

initiatives, without the benefit of national legislation. The 

objects of Torrens' housing bill were, to take down or improve 

dwellings occupied by working people which were unfit for human 

habitation, and to build or maintain better dwellings. The 

latter provision was struck off the bill during its progress 

through parliament [BPP (1882) VII. 249, Piii]. McCullagh 

Torrens promoted the bill as a private member and was probably 

inspired by the achievements of local improvement Acts in 

Glasgow, Liverpool and Edinburgh. Urban local authorities were 

empowered, but not compelled, by the Act to force proprietors of 
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insanitary dwellings to demolish or repair at their own expense. 

The Act allowed the removal of individual eyesores, but proved 

easy for local authorities to ignore and the eviction of tenants 

did not in any case ease their situation [Gauldie (1974) p271]. 

The Cross Acts were aimed at the clearance of whole areas, rather 

than individual properties. Compulsory purchase and demolition 

on this sort of scale had the added attraction of not only 

removing the focus of disease, but of-dispersing "dens of vice" 

[Gauldie (1974) p267]. As the 1875 Act stated: 

"... various portions of many cities are so built, and 

... densely inhabited, as to be highly injurious to the 
moral and physical welfare of the inhabitants ... 
fevers and diseases are constantly generated there, 
causing death and loss of health. not only in the 
courts and alleys but also in other parts of such 
cities and burghs. " [1875 Act, 38 and 39 Vict. c49] 

Local authorities were also permitted to rebuild, although the 

general intention was to resell the land to private developers. 

In Scotland Torrens and Cross Acts applied only to: burghs 

returning an MP; burghs under the jurisdiction of a town council; 

places under the jurisdiction of police commissioners [BPP 

(1884-5) XXXI c4409, p4l. In 1881 a select committee was set up 

to consider how to reduce the expense, delay and difficulty in 

carrying out Torrens and Cross Acts, and to inquire into the 

causes which had prevented reconstruction of dwellings on the 

scale contemplated [BPP (1881) VII 258,3951. Sir Richard Cross 

chaired the committee, which included Torrens and Sir Sydney 

Waterlow, a pioneer of model dwelling companies and promoter of 

"five-per-cent philanthropy". In 1882 they stated nothing could 

contribute more to the social. moral and Physical improvement of 
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the labouring classes, than the improvement of the places in 

which they lived. Far from advocating further legislation, they 

called for the effective operation of existing agencies: 

dwellings, public health, sanitary and local Acts, as well as 

private enterprise [BPP (1882) VII 249, piii]. The committee 

made it quite clear the two sets of Acts operated on different 

principles. Torrens' Acts of 1868-79: 

"... Proceed upon the principle that the responsibility 
of maintaining his houses in proper condition falls 
upon the owner, and that if he fails in his duty the 
law is justified in stepping in and compelling him to 
perform it ... The expropriation of the owner is thus a 
secondary step in the transaction, and only takes place 
after the failure of other means of rendering the 
houses habitable. " [BPP (1882) VII, 249, piv]. 

In contrast the Cross Acts of 1875-79 contemplated dealing with 

whole areas where houses were structurally defective and 

ill-placed to each other in a way which required demolition and 

reconstruction, to reach a proper sanitary standard. 

"Accordingly, in this case, the local authority, armed 
with compulsory powers, at once enters as purchaser, 
and on completion of the purchase proceeds forthwith to 
a scheme of reconstruction. " [BPP (1882) VII, 249, pv] 

These Acts worked in a cumbersome way, each set of provisional 

orders requiring an Act of Parliament - centralised scrutiny 

which caused resentment at a local level [Gauldie (1974) p2771. 

By 1885 in England and Wales ten local authorities had had 

provisional orders issued, and a further six had plans under 

consideration (BPP (1884-5) LXII. 353, p201. Of these Birmingham 

was the most ambitious and borrowed 91,500,000 from the Public 

Works Loan Commissioners [Gauldie (1974) p279]. When the Home 

Office came to make an official return for Scotland on the Acts 

of 1875-82, which applied to burghs of 25.000 or more, they 
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encountered an almost snooty provincialism. Edinburgh, Glasgow, 

Dundee and Paisley all protested that they had perfectly good 

Acts of their own devising. In this Glasgow had undoubtedly led 

the way. 

"They have a Local Improvement Act, which has been in 
operation since 1866, and under which large areas 
occupied by the artizan and labouring population have 
been entirely re-constructed and improved. " [BPP 
(1884-5) LXII. 353, p241 

Of the others only Perth had taken no steps. Aberdeen obtained 

an order in 1883 for a site of just under two acres. Leith 

borrowed 9100,000 from the loan commissioners, to clear two sites 

totalling 17 acres, and intended that private enterprise should 

rebuild houses on the lots. The Proceedings of Leith Town 

Council attracted some attention, because they managed to spend 

the whole of the sum borrowed, while clearing only 12 structures 

from the "unhealthy" area [BPP (1884-5) XXXI c4409, p6l. 

Greenock carried the Cross Acts furthest in Scotland. In 1876 

they applied for a loan of 9115,000 to improve a three-and-a-half 

acre site in the town centre and set a rate of threepence in the 

pound to cover costs. In 1882 all the old buildings had been 

cleared and new privately-built houses were fully occupied, 

although some cleared lots were still vacant. By 1885 the 

property depression had deepened. 

"... it was found to be impossible to get the vacant 
building sites sold, and the Local Authority have 

provided dwelling-houses upon some of these sites, and 
have now completed the erection of about 140 [tenements 

of] houses, with the best sanitary arrangements, 
capable of accommodating 6,000 people. " [BPP (1884-5) 
LXII 353, p271 P 

Housing for a further 1,350 people was said to be possible, but 

costs had already risen above initial estimates, standing in 
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August 1884 at C134,606 6s 8d, and promised to rise further. The 

1884-5 Royal Commission was critical of the levels of 

compensation which had been paid to property owners. Greenock 

had followed the spirit of the Cross Acts, and had believed that 

speculative enterprise would provide housing. Only in the face 

of embarrasingly empty building lots did the town's 

administrators take things into their own hands, in order to 

rescue an expensive flirtation. They did so with the expectation 

of selling them, and as the Acts stipulated, within ten years of 

construction. 

In the 1880s the poor became a preoccupation of the London 

press. Railway development had destroyed poor housing and 

together with slum clearance policies shovelled the Poor into 

denser heaps in areas next door. George Sims, novelist and 

journalist, took his readers into a dark continent, where the 

poor were packed "like herrings in a barrel", in "How the Poor 

Live" serialised in The Pictorial World [Heating (1976) Pp65-71. 

Andrew Mearns caused an immediate sensation with his penny 

pamphlet "The Bitter Cry of Outcast London" (1883), describing 

verminous, ramshackle buildings and their drunken, immoral 

inhabitants. Filled by a deep sense of religious conviction, he 

nevertheless believed that the state had to secure rights of 

citizenship for the poorest, including decent homes, before 

Christian mission could have much chance with them [Keating 

(1976) p1061. Alongside essays were published in more serious 

journals and the status of the problem was raised when Parliament 

agreed to appoint a Royal Commission. 
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Th6 Dilke Commission of 1884-5 reported separately on 

Scotland, examin ing towns, highland and lowland rural districts 
I 

[BPP (1884-5) XXXI c44091. ' "Although the commissioners described 

conditions as deplorab; le, they were not considered'to be as 

miserable as existed in London. The causes of existing misery 

were ascribed as much to the habits 'of the people as to outside 

interferences'. " Differences between England and Scotland were 

commented upon, par ticularly termi nological confusion con'cerning 

flatted dwellings iri blocks (predominant in urban Scotland) 

Englishmen spoke of flats as tenements within house'properties, 

while in Scotland houses were flats within tenement properties. 

The single-room system, that is dwellings of one apartment within 

multi-storey blocks ("single ends"), was stated to be an 

institution co-existent with Scottish urban life. 

"The custom of the poorer classes in Scotch towns may 
have something to do with their mode of life, but it is 
probably for the most part a question of rent. " [BPP 
(1884-5)'XXXI 64409, 'p5] 

The proportion of rent to wages was consideredlo'be very high, 

estimated to'be from a quarter'to a sixth'of earnings, - or higher 

amongst the very poorest. However: 

"Much evidence was, given by witnesses from large towns-., 
to the effect that a considerable proportion of the 
labouring classes in Scotland would be able to house- 
themselves in far greater comfort if it were not for 
the large sums they spend in drink. "'[BPP (1884-5) XXXI 

c4409, p5l 

While clearance policies could succeed in removing "the most 

miserable quarters", it was recognised the housing built as a 

result had been confined to the most respectable artisans. 

leaving the poorest to inhabit the remaining defective houses. 
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The Dilke report described hollow-square or court building as a 

curse, condemned the insufficiency of water closets and the 

practice of not carrying water supplies up the long flights of 

stairs and into people's homes. Reductions in mortality averages 

were seen to justify the effectiveness of slum clearance, rather 

than the appearance of new more sanitary dwellings. However, on 

the subject of rehousing displaced tenants, the report made the 

following point: 

"It is a remarkable thing that though the part of the 
Act of 1882, which amends Sir Richard Cross's Act by 
introducing a relaxation of the obligation to provide 
for persons displaced, applies to the English Act and 
not to the Scotch Act, yet in all the Scotch towns 
there seems to be a general feeling that there is no 
obligation to re-house people turned out. " [BPP 
(1884-5) XXXI c4409, p6l 

While, in general, the evidence given to Dilke showed "a not 

very desirable state of things". it was conceded that the 

representatives of the more active local authorities, who might 

have been expected to instigate reform, were not discontented. 

The remedies proposed by the Dilke Commission were, a 

consolidation of existing law and a more uniform administration 

in sanitary matters, because the preference for local Acts had 

caused neglect of general Acts. It was felt building byelaws 

might be made more general, and that some reduction in the costs 

of small properties should be achieved [BPP (1884-5) XXXI c4409, 

p7l. Not all of those who submitted evidence agreed legislative 

change on sanitation would provide solutions. The Glasgow 

Landlord's Association and the Association of House Factors in 

Glasgow wrote: 

"Under existing law there are ample powers invested in 
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the authorities to prevent the continuance or creation 
of unsanitary dwellings, but the health of the 

community, and the comfort and amenity of pciulous 
neighbourhoods will never be preserved, till power is 

given to actively interfere with and control tenants of 
filthy and abandoned habits. " [BPP (1884-5) XXXI c4409, 
appendix C, P1361 

The 1885 Housing of the Working Classes Act attempted 

consolidation without introducing new principles. The definition 

of lodging houses was extended to include all kinds of separate 

houses and cottages. Owners ceased to have the power to require 

the local authority to purchase premises ordered to be 

demolished. The Cross Acts were extended to all urban sanitary 

districts. The minimum rate of interest was lowered to C3 2s 6d 

(3.125%) and the period of loan increased. It became the duty of 

local authorities to enforce the law to secure proper sanitary 

conditions of all premises. Liverpool was the only town to take 

advantage of extended loans, and the period 1886-9 was marked by 

the parliamentary failure*of a number of housing Bills [Gauldie 

(1974) pp290-21. The 1890 Act was another consolidation, making 

further openings for progressive local authorities to begin 

development schemes. London authorities were obliged to rehouse 

half of those displaced, but were to be able to build outside the 

area of improvement and outside their own district - powers which 

were extended to English and Welsh provincial cities in 1900. In 

1888 the Metropolitan Board of Works was replaced by London 

County Council (LCC), a body elected directly by ratepayers. By 

March 1914, the LCC had accommodated 25,000 people at a capital 

cost of more than 91,000,000 under Part III of the 1890 Act [Wohl 

(1977) pp250-51. 
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"When it is borne in mind that after 1907 slum 
clearance in central London ground to a halt and that 
no new sites for housing schemes were purchased by the 
Moderates, the LCC achievement is even more impressive. 
It marked a definite beginning to the application of 
municipal enterprise and of the ratepayers' money to 
the housing question. " [Wohl (1977) p260] 

The LCC demonstrated the possibilities. The Act was in three 

parts dealing respectively with improvement schemes, unhealthy 

dwelling houses and lodging houses. Part I allowed the provision 

of accommodation, with the implication that ownership would be an 

interim measure. Whereas Part III allowed the construction, 

purchase, conversion and management of lodging houses (including 

separate houses and cottages) . Gauldie considers that the 

effect of the 1890 Act was greater than previous legislation. 

although the possibilities were not much greater than they had 

always been. The pace of borrowing was stepped up, and the 

machinery for implementation had improved. 

"The difference was caused not so much by the 
provisions contained within the Acts as by the 
different economic conditions prevailing, the changed 
attitude to social reform and the more confident 
demands of the electorate. " [Gauldie (1974) P2941 

In Scotland the preference for local Acts continued, but not 

without results. The Tron Square tenements in Edinburgh were 

cleared and rebuilt in 1893 providing 105 houses. Dislodged 

dwellers were subject to positive discrimination and rents were 

pegged at rates comparable to those paid for demolished homes. 

The houses were one room or room and kitchen, in four storeys, 

connected by balconies. The corporation scheme was stated to 

have had a marked effect on health and habits [Irwin (1918) p3l]. 

Aberdeen council adopted a scheme in 1896 to build 131 workmen's 
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dwellings at a cost of over C20,000. Again these were one and 

two apartment tenement flats, the argument being that demand was 

chiefly from the poorer classes for low rented houses [Irwin 

(1918) P371. Perth Corporation built 101 houses in the course of 

their improvement schemes, some of which were provided before the 

new streets were formed. Like Edinburgh there was a caretaker 

system and tenants were selected [BPP (1907) Cd3792, p2011- The 

Glasgow Improvement Trust's activities are the best known, 

although Butt has argued it was the paralysis in the land market 

in the 1880s which encouraged the development of municipal 

house-building in the 1890s more than anything else. Between 

1866 and 1901 the trust demolished around 11,000 houses and 

contributed an aggregate of 1,697 (Butt (1971) pp59,62,711. 

However, the response of the most imaginative urban authorities 

towards the end of the nineteenth century, suggests they were 

becoming more sensitive to accusations that slum clearance 

aggravated housing problems by creating further overcrowding. 

There was also a degree of realism about the kind of home*social 

groups who had been displaced would be able to pay an 

unsubsidised rent for. 

Some of the most important legislative changes for housing 

after 1880, were not immediately concerned with housing at all. 

In 1885 the Secretary for-Scotland was reinstated and with the 

appointment came a wide transfer of powers and duties under 38 

headings. The new Secretary of State's responsibility included 

poor law, public health, public works loans, burgh police and 

improvement and artizans' and labourers' dwellings. In 1889 the 
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Secretary also became president of the newly constituted Local 

Government Board for Scotland. The LGBS was to be composed of 

six members, including the Secretary and Under-Secretary, the 

Solicitor-General, a member of the Faculty of Advocates and a 

medical practitioner. Primarily the LGBS took over the powers 

and duties of the Board of Supervision, and thus administration 

of the poor law. Under the Public Health (Scotland) Act 1897, 

the LGBS as central authority was authorised to make special 

inquiries and appoint commissions, but it was also given 

particularly wide powers to make regulations which local 

authorities had to execute in respect of disease. However, the 

LGBS's reports demonstrate how its responsibilities grew from 

poor law, public health and the supervision of parish councils, 

to include unemployment (1905). old age pensions (1908) and town 

planning (1909). The creation of a Scottish Secretary and a 

Scottish LGB was part of the ongoing transformation in the 

institutions of government in response to a changing society. In 

the early part of the twentieth century the administrative muscle 

of a centralised machinery for Scotland grew in strength. 

The Burgh Police (Scotland) Act 1892, applied to all burghs 

except Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, Greenock and Aberdeen, leaving 

the largest and most powerful urban centres to manage their own . 

affairs through their own local Acts. This Act included a set of 

general building regulations, providing the opportunity for 

greater uniformity between burghs. The 1892 Act was succeeded by 

the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act 1903, which applied to all 

burghs. Streets, buildings, sewers, rating, parks and the Dean 
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of Guild's Court all featured in the General part of the Act, but 

it is best known for its-adoptive measures. Part II drew on 

existing Local Acts, especially the Glasgow Police Acts. A 

series of regulations on streets and buildings included a number 

on the use of space within dwellings. New bed recesses were to 

be open in front and from floor to ceiling, effectively 

preventing traditional enclosed "box beds" from being 

constructed. Minimums were set for cubic space within dwellings 

of three apartments or less. Where existing houses fell below 

2400 cubic feet, council officials were to calculate the maximum 

number of people the house could accommodate, reckoning one adult 

per 400 cubic feet. In order to do so sanitary officials could 

enter homes of three rooms or less, measure them and fix a 

"ticket" marking the cubic capacity of the house and the maximum 

number of people who could sleep there. Local authority agents 

could enter at any time, if they believed the provisions were 

being contravened, and fines of up to 20s per day were levied for 

overcrowding. The adoptive part of the 1903 Act gave local 

authorities in Scottish burghs the opportunity to follow the 

example of those whose local Acts had allowed them to deal with 

overcrowding in a similarly oppressive fashion. The system of 

"ticketing" evolved in Glasgow, and by the 1880s it had 23,228 

ticketed houses, 70% of which were single-roomed, and in which 

about a seventh of its population lived [Wordsall (1979) pq]. 

Day-to-day family life conducted within the confines of four 

walls was an obvious offence to the moral and social standards of 

the day. At least in a two-roomed house the sexes could sleep 
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separately, or parents have some privacy. Most of the adverse 

publicity was given to one-room living, although much of the 

criticism could have been levelled at any small house. JB 

Russell's lecture "Life in One Room" made a huge impression on 

middle-class audiences in Glasgow. 

"I 
... ask you to imagine yourselves, with all your 

appetities and passions, your bodily necessities and 
functions, your feelings of modesty, your sense of 
propriety, your births, your sicknesses, your deaths, 

your children, - in short, your lives in the whole 
round of their relationship with the seen and the 
unseen, suddenly shrivelled and shrunk into such 
conditions of space. " [Russell (1888) p13] 

Russell populated these homes with bandy-legged children, many 

illegitimate, one in five of whom would never see the end of 

their first year. In death a child would be laid out in the same 

room that his siblings Played and ate. Russell was a clever 

propagandist, who had all the vital statistics at his fingertips. 

giving his emotional portrait the scientific perspective 

considered necessary. His references to the aspects of life 

which were unseen in respectable late-nir-eeenth century homes, 

hinted at enormous moral costs of ignoring overcrowding, and it 

was perhaps this which frightened his audiences most. 

The Census gives us some idea of the relationship between 

house size and population (figure 4: 4). The percentage of the 

population living in one-roomed houses in Scotland gradually fell 

and dropped below 10% in 1911. Meanwhile the proportion living 

in two-roomed dwellings remained fairly constant. From 1881-1901 

the Census revealed the extent of overcrowding in tables showing 

number of rooms to each family, specifying the number of persons 

in each family and families in each size of house. These 
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Figure 4: 

Distribution 'ýf 
population by size of house, Scotland 1861-1911 

Census year one room, two rooms three rooms four or 
more rooms 

1861 26.2 37.7 12.7 22.5 

1871 23.7 38.3 13.9 23.9 

1881 18.0 39.5 16.1 26.4 

1891 14.3 39.4' 17.9 28.4 

1901 11.0 39.5 19.9 29.6 

1911 8.4 39.5 21.1 31.0 

Source: Census 1911; 1911 figures adjusted in line with the 
evidence of Dr James C Dunlop [SRO DD6/2651. 

Figure 4: 2 

Distribution of PoPulation by house size, Scottish cities 1911 

room 2 rooms 3 rooms ,4 rooms 5+ rooms 

Edinburgh 5.84% 30.90% 22.75% 15.11% 25.39% 

Glasgow 13.76% 48.68% 21.22% 7.19% 7.37% 

Dundee 9.88% 53.16% 21.. 61% 6.41% 9.06% 

Aberdeen 4.80% 33.82% 31-98% 12.98%x, 16.38% 

Source:. 1911 Census, table XL, pp526-7. 
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demonstrated that in Scottish towns more then three-fifths of all 

families lived in two rooms or less (65.4% in 1891 and 61.4% in 

1901) [Census 1891,1901]. The method of presentation, using 

family aggregates, tended to cloak the real extent of 

overcrowding. In Glasgow in 1881 17,680 families of two or fewer 

people lived in one-roomed houses, thus 45.2% of all families 

living in one-roomed houses were of two or fewer people. 

However, a total of 120,357 people, lived in Glasgow's 

"single-ends". a family average of about three, and thus only 

23.5% of all those living in these one-roomed houses were in 

families of two or under. In the 1911 Census this problem is 

resolved by disposing of the "family" category; nearly 50% of 

Scotland's people were living in houses of less than three rooms, 

while in Glasgow and Dundee the numbers rose to over 60% (figure 

4: 2). 

In 1905 housing reformers greeted Liberal victory with 

enthusiasm and expectations ran high. John Burns, an LCC 

veteran, was made President of the Local Government Board for 

England and Wales, and promised major housing legislation, which 

would also embrace the new field of town planning. When 

introduced to Parliament in 1907, the Bill was designed to meet 

rural rather than urban difficulties, because of the 

impossibility of an economic return on investment in rural areas 

[Wilding (1972) p7l. The Bill was condemned along with other 

Liberal social legislation, amid the general fear of creeping 

socialism. 

"The Workmen's National Housing Council felt betrayed 
by the Liberals, for it saw the measure as nothing more 
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than a cynical tactic to divert attention away from 
their more radical, and arguably more relevant, 
proposals [Wohl (1979) p333] 

During the Bill's passage, many of the speeches emphasised the 

value of town extension plans and promoted the process of 

suburbanisation as a solution to urban problems. The Act's 

contribution to town planning concerned a limited range of 

conditions to establish schemes in areas of urban extension 

[Gaskell (1981) P191. Local authorities were empowered to 

prepare town planning schemes, with the LGBS's consent, providing 

a means of regulating Privately-built suburban developments. 

Part I of the 1909 Act directly concerned housing and placed 

great emphasis on Part III of the 1890 housing Act. Part III no 

longer had to be formally adopted by local authorities and the 

LGBS could compel them to use it, marking the indirect entry of 

central government into housing construction [Wohl (1979) 

pp334-51. The LGBS issued copies of the 1909 Act to Scottish 

local authorities within a short time of its being passed (BPP 

(1919) XL Cd5228 447, plxxi]. Wide interest was reportedly 

shown, although most of the LGBS's activities were confined to 

interpreting the statute and issuing forms. Regulations on the 

inspection of districts were issued in 1910, firmly establishing 

that the LGBS had a centralised role in the way local authorities 

dealt with insanitary houses [BPP (1912-13) XXXVII Cd6192 431, 

pplix-lxii]. While the law on the closure and demolition of 

dwellings was simplified, houses of 916 rental and below were to 

be reasonably fit for human habitation, raising substantially the 

original limit of C4 set in 1885 [SRO DD6/259]. Properly used 

the LGBS considered this a valuable measure, and in 1913 bemoaned 
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the fact that only 15% of landward local authorities and 25.6% of 

burgbal ones bad taken action [BPP (1914) XL Cd7327 1, plxii]. 

By the end of 1911 town planning schemes were being considered by 

the LGBS for Rosyth (Admiralty employees), Inverkeithing, 

Edinburgh (Fountainbridge), Dundee, Gourock and Greenock [BPP 

(1912-13) XXXVII Cd6192,431, plxii]. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century there was 

widespread recognition housing conditions in Scotland were poor 

right across the board, and compared unfavourably with other 

parts of Britain. A Royal Commission was appointed in October 

1912 to: 

" ... 
inquire into the Housing of the Industrial 

Population in Scotland, rural and urban, (with special 
reference in the rural districts to the Housing of 
Miners and Agricultural Labourers) : and to report what 
legislative or administrative action is in their 

opinion desirable to remedy existing defects. " [SRO 

DDG/1721 

e- The LGBS welco med the Royal Commission as enlivening interest in 

existing legislation, but was disappointed by the restricted 

nature of action taken by local authorities. Only one 

improvement scheme to clear slum areas had been confirmed by the 

LGBS between 1909 and 1913 [BPP (1914) XL Cd7327 1, Plxxii]. The 

LGBS recognised the provision of more houses was the key. 

"Our experience goes to show that there is a general 
scarcity of working-class houses throughout Scotland. 
The chief reasons for that are the rising costs of 
building material, the withdrawil of private capital 
from this field of enterprise, 'and the reluctance of 
Local Authorities to exercise their powers to meet the 
demand. " [BPP (1914) XL Cd7327 1. pplxxv-lxxvi] 

It was hoped self-supporting. local authority schemes would set an 

example to private enterprise, but the LGBS's desire for modern 
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standards pushed costs upwards, perhaps in a way that deterred 

council initiatives. However, while the LGBS expressed 

disappointment in its 1913 report, four housing schemes were 

promoted by local authorities under Part III of the 1890 Act 

during that year. Dumfries planned to build 48 two-storey room 

and kitchen houses; Greenock, 41 houses in tenements, six of 

which were to be one-apartment; Invergordon, four four-apartment 

and 16 three-apartment houses; Peebles, 12 three-apartment 

two-storey houses [BPP (1914) XL Cd7327 1, p2571. Although a 

separate water-closet was to be provided for each tenant, it is 

difficult to accept these schemes entirely fulfilled the LGBS's 

stated desire to set higher standards in accommodation and 

facilities. Reformers were also dissatisfied, and in the 

parliamentary session 1912-13 five housing Bills were introduced 

[Wilding (1972) P91. Boscawen's Bill was intended to attack 

stringent byelaws and cumbrous procedures, which acted as 

disincentives, but its key clauses concerned the appointment of 

Housing Commissioners and the Exchequer grant. 

"The fact that the House of Commons had given a second 
reading to a Bill designed to make available state aid 
for housing suggested that the granting of state aid 
was merely a matter of time. " [Wilding (1972) p1l] 

'Wilding argues housing reform was a central plank in the 

programme of the 1914 Liberal Government and post-war legislation 

should be seen as the product of incrementalism [Wilding (1972) 

pplS-161. However as Swenarton has pointed out, in 1914 many in 

government would have prefe. rred loans to public utility societies 

to direct state involvement, because such aid involved no 

departures in principle and was politically less contentious. He 

has concluded that it was the First World War which created 
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conditions for a different kind of policy [Swenarton (1981) 

pp46-7]. 

ii) Housebuilding and the crisis in the housing market 

From the mid-nineteenth century housing in Britain was 

generally rented from private landlords rather than bought; 

builders tended not to let houses, but sold them to housing 

investors who were prepared to put money into rented housing for 

the returns it offered. That is, builders produced houses for 

landlords and not dwellers. The dominance of private renting has 

been attributed not only to the high price of housing in relation 

to wage levels, but also in the case of the better off, to the 

fact that home ownership was not considered socially necessary 

[Kemp (1982) p14371. In Scotland house proprietors commonly 

borrowed most of their capital from bondholders, and were obliged 

to pay feu duties to the ground landlord (figure 4: 3). As this 

example, from the president of Dundee's Institute of Archaeology, 

Science and Art, demonstrates the landlord was the risk taker and 

open to the vagaries of the price of money - interest rates. 

Many proprietors passed the business of collecting rents, 

maintenance and paperwork over to a professional manager - the 

house factor [Morgan and Daunton (1983)]. 

Rodger's research shows housebuilding in the Scottish burghs 

between 1873 and 1914 was biased towards small operations, with 

over half (52.9%) of all housebuilding in 102 burghs being 
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Figure 4: 3-' 

Rent of a two room dwelling, in a good situation, Dundee, 1886 

TENANT: 
pays rent of V 10s 
per annum, plus 
19s rates 

LANDLORD: 
Nominal owner (takes 
risks, collects rents), 
receives C2 10s and pays 
4s rates 

BONDHOLDER: ' 

Lg 
C 

Ground landlord Lending owner 
(feudal rights); (represents 60% of 
receives 91 7s capital invested), 

receives 93 13s 

Source: James Maclaren'(1887)'"'Better homes for working people", 
Dundee Vear Book 1886 p150. 
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undertaken as one-off projects [Rodger (1979a) p227]. 

"In housebuilding, the guaranteed sources of builders' 
capital represented a more stable element, based on 
mi-3dle-class villa demand, while the activities of the 
speculative builder provided a more volatile 
superstructure of working class housebuilding, buoyant 
during periods of economic prosperity and virtually 
non-existent at other times. " [Rodger (1979a) p240] 

The building industry in general was volatile, displaying lagged 

responses to shifts in demand and supply inelasticity, coupled 

with a low rate of depreciation and obsolescence. Rodger states 

the Scottish industry displayed these features "with an almost 

perverse exaggeration", resulting in intra-cyclical variations 

between building sectors (eg. public works, houses, industrial 

and commercial), as well as cyclical variations in all building, 

with more pronounced imbalances at the level of individual burghs 

[Rodger (1979b) p1161. The cyclical character of house 

construction has been well documented; for example Whitehand has 

found that Glasgow experienced four cycles of 20 to 30 years 

duration between 1864 and 1968, each being made UP of a boom and 

a slump period [Whitehand (1972) p43]. A graph, based on 

Rodger's index of urban housebuilding, echoes the boom/slump 

pattern Whitehand found, while also drawing attention to 

generally deepening slump conditions in the period before the 

First World War (figure 4: 4). 

"Substantial upsurges in the bousebuilding cycle were 
produced by the coincidence of a prolonged period of 
economic prosperity in local industries with its 
implications for effective working class demand, and 
suitable supply conditions for builders, in which the 
empty or underutilised stock of accommodation was 
critical. " (Rodger (1979b) p1211 

In his analysis of the long-term trend, Rodger puts particular 

emphasis on the restricted nature of effective working-class 
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Figure. 4: 4 
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demand in Scotland compared to England. Housing costs were 

higher in terms of rent per square foot, and lower real incomes 

limited the duration of effective demand, interacting in a way 

which contributed to low housing standards. 

"Added to this qualitative shortcoming was a 
haemorrhaging in the supply of low income housing as 
builders increasingly vacated this vulnerable stratum 
of the market in search of more predictable and 
lucrative alternatives... " [Rodger (1979b) P1221 

For example JF Sime, a house factor in Dundee, gave figures to 

the Hunter Commission which illustrated how the supply of 

middle-class villas declined at a slower rate than additions to 

the stock of tenement properties in Dundee (figure 4: 5). Because 

tenements were composed of a number of flatted dwellings, the 

decline in the number of houses available for working-class 

families was more marked than the decline in tenement 

construction itself. 

The long-term trend of deepening crisis in the supply of 

privately rented housing was not confined to Scotland, but was 

part of a general Edwardian property crisis. Kemp describes how 

new production declined rapidly while effective demand rose, 

signified by declining numbers of empty houses (Kemp (1984) PhD 

ppll7-1371. The trend towards a withdrav& from housebuilding at 

the lower end of the market, meant private enterprise failed to 

provide for the lowest income groups. Investment in house 

property was dependent on the ability to return a margin of 

profit, and the size of that margin relative to other 

investments. Operating against the former, Kemp pinpoints rising 

building costs, rising interest rates (bondholders' charges), 
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Figure 4: 5 

Dwellin g houses erected_in D6ndee, 1906-1914 

Year Tenements Villas 
number occupancies number occupancies 

1906 27 207 32 49 

1907 16 140 24 62 

1908 19 169 25 43 

1909 17 146 35 57 

1910 5 44. 18 24 

1911 6 43 18 30 

1912 18 28 46 

1913 17 22 

1914 20 27 

Source: Paper handed in by JF Sime to Hunter Committee, appendix 
XXV [BPP (1916) U8154, p1071. 
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rising bad debts (rent arrears perhaps connected to 

underemployment or unemployment) and rising local rates, while 

aggregate rental income stagnated. Weber suggests rents of new 

houses could diverge considerably from general rent levels and 

would fluctuate more widely because of an immediate adjustment to 

prevailing market conditions. Existing house rents were pulled 

up or pushed down by competition from new house rents, but long 

lease practices would help make the rent bargain relatively rigid 

(Weber (1960) pp236-71. With fewer new properties entering the 

rented market, there would be less pressure to adjust existing 

rents in order to compete. Among alternative investments, Kemp 

includes banks (now centralised and generally "safer"), local 

authorities (who issued bonds to finance municipal enterprises), 

joint-stock companies and overseas issues. The tendency to 

invest outside the housing market affected the second-hand market 

as well as the production of new dwellings. The Liberals, 

political attack on landed property had also helped to create an 

atmosphere of uncertainty in the field of property investment in 

general [Kemp (1984) PhD ppll7-1371. 

Cairndross has sbowp capital for bousebuilding in Glasgow 

was largely borrowed, with house owners fixing the tempo of 

construction [Cairncross J1953) p351. The landlord raised about 

two-thirds of the value of the property on mortgage, hoping for 

six or seven per cent as a minimum on the remaining third after 

expenses. Thus a rise in the rate of interest on bonds would 

bring down the return on the proprietor's capital more than 

proportionately. In 1890 property owners were said to be earning 
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around 7% on their margin, but in 1914 3.5 to 4.5% was said to be 

more typical [Cairncross (1953) p36]. The representative of 

Dundee Landlords' and Factors' Association told the Hunter 

Committee in 1915, the return on one older property was 3% for 

that year, and had been 3.5% in 1913-14; more "modern" properties 

are cited as yielding around 4%. 

"On the average, a proprietor to make the investment 

worth while at all, should have at least 7 per cent. " 
[BPP (1916) U8154, p631 

However, Cairncross chose to explain fluctuations in the Glasgow 

building industry in terms of international factor flows. 

" ... neither interest rates nor rents were the primary 
forces at work. Both were governed by the ebb and flow 
of capital and labour between Britain and countries 
overseas. Foreign investment and emigration were low 
in the nineties and high from 1904 onwards; and when 
the tide turned carrying with it cheap money and a 
throng of terjants, the building industry all over 
Britain was left on the rocks. " [Cairncross (1953) 
p361 

According to Rodger, the proposition that British housing was the 

pawn of international capital was effectively exploded by 

Habakkuk, Saul and Lewis. 

"Each demonstrated the diversity of regional experience 
in British housebuilding, raised theoretical objections 
to an earlier mechanistic determinism of the Atlantic 
Economy model, and emphatically placed local conditions 
as more significant influences on the quality and the 
quantity of the housing stock. " (Rodger (1984) P2911 

Essentially then, houses were built for the private rented 

market in order that investors could earn a good return from 

their capital. Builders, usually small fish in a large sea, 

produced houses for landlords, not for prospective tenants. 

Property investment was a business which involved raising outside 

capital from bondholders, and as such rising interest rates on 
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bonds could bring down the return on Proprietors' capital 

disproportionately. Competition from alternative more lucrative 

low-risk investments, meant there was a growing tendency to 

invest outside the housing market, especially after 1900. The 

building industry itself was volatile; housebuilding displayed 

exaggerated cyclical variations - especially in Scottish towns. 

The long-term trend was one of decline to 1914 and standstill 

during the war years, with the supply of working-class houses 

seizing up most rapidly of all. The deepening crisis in the 

Edwardian housing market resulted from the failure of private 

enterprise to provide for the lowest income groups. The 

invisible band of market forces had created a distributional 

outcome which became unacceptable, and the eventual reformulation 

of policy horizons was in part a response to the market situation 

[Rodger (1983) p2111. Yet, on its own a production orientated 

explanation can only go part of the way to explaining why the 

state entered the housing market at the end of the First World 

War; it is not a balanced picture precisely because it leaves out 

the fundamental fact that people live in houses. 

iii) Production, social reproduction and consumption 

It has been argued by Klausner a more complete view of 

social reality and social change is Possible when links between 

the spheres of production and social reproduction and consumption 

are examined in a given locality. This would allow political and 

economic change to be examined at the level at which it is 

experienced. The literature generated by social theorists is 
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vast, but since much of it revolves around "production", 

"consumption" and related concepts. the nature of "the spheres" 

will be briefly examined, before furthering discussion of the 

home as a site for the interaction of the spheres. 

Orthodox Marxist interpretations put greatest emphasis on 

the sphere of production. In a capitalist society production is 

geared to exchanging commodities for money . in a competitive 

market place. The value of commodities has its origins in human 

working activity, thus the labour process is seen as central to 

the sphere of production. Individual workers who sell their 

labour to the owner of the means of production (factory or 

workshop equipped with machines or tools), receive wages in 

return. However, the capitalist employer is able to dispose of 

the goods produced for a total value greater than the wages bill. 

The "surplus value" created has in some part to be reinvested in 

the enterprise in order to increase production, increase labour 

productivity and remain competitive. Individual productive 

enterprises are thus obliged to enter into the process of 

accumulation, 

"... a long established historical process whereby 
capital continues to increase, creating new productive 
sectors, replacing traditional pro'ductive systems, 
constantly increasing labour productivity and the 
exploitation margins of the workers. " [Mingione (1981) 

P131 

In crude terms this divides society into capitalists and workers, 

who are complementary groups within Capitalist society, but who 

have contrasting interests, giving rise to class struggle. 

According to Dunford and Perrons the productivity of labour can 

be increased through: increased SoCial-cooperation; extending the 
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division of labour; introducing new methods of production and new 

work practices; closer supervision and discipline of the labour 

force; transferring control over work from labour to capital 

[Dunford and Perrons (1983)]. These means of increasing 

productivity are likely to meet with the resistance of the labour 

force, leading to heightened class consciousness and increased 

levels of class organisation. 

If housing is a major item of social reproduction and an 

often contested area of government policy, it should not be 

forgotten that it must itself be produced before it can be lived 

in. It would be impossible to understand the need for changes in 

government policy on housing issues if the process of the 

production of houses was entirely ignored. Ball has described 

the state as one of a number of sites of struggle between social 

agents, and is critical of those who accept the notion the state 

can do what it wants within the context of structures of building 

provision. Thus he has argued the study of the creation of the 

built environment has been neglected, by concentrating instead on 

state policies which once decided are assumed to have rapidly 

come to fruition [Ball (1986) p4591. 

" ... the process of the production of housing is as 
important for an understanding of the development of 
state housing policy as is an analysis of housing 
tenures. " [Ball (1978) P781 

Consideration of the position of housing at the economic level is 

assumed necessary to understanding the role of housing in a 

capitalist society. 

"Economic pressures for state intervention into the 
sphere of housing intensify, not simply to ensure 
adequate provision of working-class housing but in an 
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attempt to reduce the burden for capital of its cost. " 
[Ball (1978) P801 

Ball has argued a complex structure of housing realisation and 

housing consumption arises because of the high value of housing, 

requiring forms of finance over and above that which can be 

derived from wages. He concluded that a contradiction arose 

between private landlords and industrial capitalism in the 

pre-war period, because poor housing operated against the 

conditions necessary for the economic reproduction of the 

capitalist mode of production [Ball (1978) pp85,89-90]. 

More recently theorists have attached importance to 

relations of social reproduction (Mingione (1981) Pp14-151. This 

involves a more extensive interpretation of the nature of 

capitalist exploitation which moves outside economic sectors 

producing commodities for a market place. 

"The process of capital accumulation cannot be 
interpreted in a restricted sense as an exclusive 
relationship between capitalists and workers engaged in 
the production of goods, for it also directly involves 

various other social groups which have a collective 
role in the reproduction of capital. " [Mingione (1981) 

P151 

The process of accumulation is seen to be linked by a series of 

social relationships of subordination and exploitation to all 

sectors in society. Within a capitalist society various means 

are used to improve the reproduction of certain types of labour 

power, which are more precious to capital and the state, by some 

sort of "indirect wage" [Pickvance (1980) P411. These benefits 

might be conferred by employers, for example subsidised meals or 

improved working conditions, or by the state, for example health 

care facilities. Mackenzie and Rose have attacked the assumption 
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there is a natural separation between "the Production of goods 

and services on the one hand, and the neighbourhood, home and 

family life on ihe other" (Mackenzie and Rose (1983) P1561. Thus 

their work has focused on the relationships between activities in 

the home and those in the workplace. They have drawn attention 

to the contribution of domestic labour of housewives in the 

renewal of the capacity to work. 

"... if labour-power were not continually reproduced in 
commodity-form (that is, workers having to sell their 
labour as a commodity for a wage, because they have no 
access to independent ways of making a living), and at 
a particular socially defined standard, the capitalist 
economy would not continue to function. " (Mackenzie 
and Rose (1983) p1571 

In short women workers reproduce labour power through domestic 

production, and household labour is essential to the maintenance 

of capitalist society. 

Feminist contributions to theoretical development, by giving 

greater weight to the struggle of the sexes, and by drawing 

attention to the separation of private and public in a male- 

dominated world, have offered a radical interpretation of 

contemporary women's experience. In exploring the reality of 

being female, social relations between men and women throughout 

human history have been re-examined. Human history Perceived as 

a social process in this way. has been found to have an 

absolutely and inescapably necessary substructure: the process of 

human reproduction. 

"Productive labour is universal: all people can work, 
even although class society permits a few not to do so. 
Only women perform reproductive labour. " [O'Brien 
(1981) P141 

it is obvious that definitions of "social reproduction" and 
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"reproduction" vary between authors and schools of thought. If, 

as O'Brien argues, the process of reproduction begins with 

ovulation and ends when the "product" child is no longer 

dependent on others for the necessities of survival, then the 

reproductive labour involved must, for reasons of biology, be 

undertaken by women in at least the early stages [O'Brien (1981) 

p161. However, once the "product" child is born, the others it 

is dependent on are likely to include males as well as females. 

O'Brien seems to deny that a paternal role exists or existed in 

bringing up children and comes very close to denying paternity 

altogether. Although the terms social reproduction and 

reproduction are sometimes used interchangably, social 

reproduction will be used here in a wider sense than a definition 

in terms of the female labour of giving birth to a needy human 

will allow. That is, the labour involved in social reproduction 

is not solely performed by women, although I accept the bulk of 

the domestic labour necessary for social reproduction has 

traditionally been performed by women. 

Saunders, examining the legacy of urban sociology, has come 

to the conclusion that 1960s work by Rex and Pahl has left a 

concern for patterns of inequality and conflict arising outside 

the workplace - that is, in the process of consumption. He also 

believes Castells' work in the 1970s has directed attention to 

social and political cleavages arising out of "the social 

organisation of consumption" (Saunders (1985) p851. Saunders has 

taken up the criticisms feminists have made of the reduction of 

sociological concerns to production-based theories, and calls for 
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recognition of the need to tackle consumption issues on their own 

terms. 

"This is not to suggest, of course, that processes of 
consumption can be analysed in isolation from the 
question of production, but it is to assert that the 
social organisation of consumption is today a crucially 
important yet vastly neglected area of study for social 
science. " [Saunders (1985) p6l 

He has argued the social and political cleavages which have 

arisen round consumption are of equal or greater importance than 

class divisions arising out of the social organisation of 

production.. 

Klausner has stated the linkages between Production and 

social reproduction are obvious [Klausner (1986) p3l]. The goods 

necessary for social reproduction must be produced and marketed, 

and wages earned provide income to spend on social reproduction, 

in a cyclical manner. State intervention disrupts the purity of 

these linkages by subsidising consumption and by providing 

services for social reproduction. Housing, Klausner argues, is a 

consumption issue of central social significance, which is woven 

into public policy. So while housing is part of the wider 

setting of the interactions between production and social 

reproduction, the home is also a pivotal site for the interaction 

of the spheres. 

"Housing is a major item in social reproduction and as 
an often contested area of government policy, has 
provided an example of pressures and ideologies which 
lead to significant state interventions. " [Klausner 
(1986) p371 
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II: HOUSING AND DUNDEE 



II: Introduction, Housebuilding in Dundee 

As in other Scottish cities, houses in Dundee were generally 

rented from private landlords. Houses constructed by building 

firms were sold to investors who expected a reasonable return on 

their capital, rather than to the dwellers for whom the houses 

would be homes. The volatile nature of the building industry and 

the exaggerated cyclical variations experienced by Scottish towns 

have already been discussed (chapter 4). The long-term trend was 

one of decline to 1914 and virtual standstill during the war 

years, with the supply of new working-class houses seizing up 

most rapidly of all. 

The pattern of housebuilding in Dundee would seem to be 

little different from the national picture. The register of 

plans and buildings approved of by Dundee Town Council's works 

committee has allowed annual totals of the number of applications 

for building warrants to be calculated (figure II: 1). - This shows 

peaks of housebuilding activity in the mid-1870s, the late 1890s 

and around 1905. In the 1880s hopes seem to have risen and 

fallen in rapid succession, but after 1906 contraction was both 

even and severe. It is assumed the number of building warrants 

issued following the approval of plans reflects fluctuations in 

the amount of actual housebuilding, and therefore the number of 

houses available to prospective investors on the local property 

market. However, a building warrant could be for a single house 

or several blocks of tenements, something which is not clearly 

differentiated in the registers. Bearing this in mind, the 
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Figure TI: l 

Dundee: Dwelling-houses approved, 1873-1919 
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graphed totals concern only entries described as "dwelling 

houses" or "tenements". It excludes plans for "villas" and 

"cottages", where the number of houses built would be in single 

figures. Evidence of an application for a warrant registered as 

approved, signifies only that the bureaucratic stages required 

prior to building had been completed, not that any actual 

building had taken place. A builder could have constructed fewer 

houses than the warrant allowed, delayed his building schedule to 

the following year or have shelved the project'altogether. It is 

difficult to estimate the exact nature of the relationship 

between warrants granted and houses built. It could be expected 

that in lean years building firms, generally small concerns, 

would have submitted more modest plans than during boom periods, 

suggesting the number of houses resulting from a single warrant 

would vary with the local economic climate. Where remarks have 

been pencilled in beside register entries, as in 1902, it is 

possible to state what the relationship between a single warrant 

and the number of projected houses was. In 1902,24 warrants 

were granted for tenement housing, varying from one to four 

blocks of six to ten houses, giving a total of 54 tenements and 

395 houses. In 1902 a building warrant for working-class 

dwellings was worth on average 16.46 houses, roughly two 

tenements of eight houses each. Unfortunately such details are 

exceptional, and the graph should be interpreted in terms of 

broad trends, rather than for detailed analysis of annual 

variation. 

Rodger argues that while there was an undercurrent of common 
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forces, the variety of housebuilding Performances between 1870 

and 1914 can only be explained in terms of local circumstances 

[Rodger (1976) PhD pp90-911. Certainly the housebuilding slump 

experienced in the late 1870s coincided with a lean period for 

Dundee's jute barons. The review of local trade in the Dundee 

Year Book for 1878 bemoaned low prices. slow demand, foreign 

tariffs and foreign competition. The failure of the City of 

Glasgow'Bank had created financial distrust and the Russo-Turkish 

War made exporters cautious [DYB (1879) ppl2-23]. By 1881 demand 

for jute was improving, profits less so, but: 

"The ordinary building trades have not yet recovered 
from the excessive speculation operations of a few 
years ago. " [DYB (1882) P51 ' 

In the same period Dundee investors were said to have paid up 

93,406,139 out of a subscribed C11,458,590 to trust, investment, 

mortgage and land companies, many of which operated in Texas or 

Oregon [DYB (1883) Pp27-81. In 1884 sales of property became 

"more numerous and more spirited" encouraging building operations 

[DYB (1885) P61. Competition between master builders affected 

contract prices and it was noted: 

"Capitalists have taken advantage of the prevailing 
dulness [sic] in the trade, and have in a number of 
cases erected properties of considerable value. " [DYB 
(1887) p391 

The capitalists listed included Bailie Gentle and Cllr Speed, who 

built villas in Rockwell Street and Blackness Road respectively. 

"I Superior tenements" were constructed at Baxter Park Terrace, 

Arbroath Road, Albert Street, Maxwelltown and Park Avenue, some 

of which were for ex-Bailie Hunter [DYB (1887) pp39-401. 

Dundee's men of Property were much smaller capitalists than the 

Jute barons, but far more likely to be involved in local 
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politics, a level at which decision-making had a direct bearing 

on the success of their business ventures. After the 

housebuilding slump of the late 1870s confidence was only 

gradually regained. and to begin with only in the less 

speculative types of housing - villas and superior tenements. 

The same is characteristic of the period after 1900 when 

housebuilding in Dundee was largely confined to high-class 

tenements, villas and cottages [DYB (1902) p83; DYB (1909) p451. 

Scottish burghs generally experienced an Edwardian 

housebuilding peak around 1902, before tapering down to 1914. In 

Dundee this peak occurred slightly later in 1905, which Rodger 

attributes to the specific industrial base of the town [Rodger 

(1976) PhD PP105-61. However, it would seem this surge made 

little impact on the supply of ordinary tenement houses, building 

being largely confined to the superior tenement if tenements were 

built at all. An example of a superior tenement built in 1901 

was given by the Dundee Year Book for that year. Situated at the 

corner of Arklay Street and Sandeman Street it consisted of 28 

two-roomed houses and eight three-roomed houses, all with hot and 

cold piped water and the larger houses were also fitted with a 

lavatory and a washbasin. Superiority was also indicated by 

99middle-class" refinements such as a small lobby separating the 

outside stairwell door from the apartments, a parlour with a 

walnut and gold tiled grate and the upper sashes of windows being 

filled with squares of coloured glass [DYB (1902) p831. 

Fitting lavatories and other improvements were also made to 
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existing housing stocks. The proportion of plans approved for 

building alterations rose from 28.16% in 1883 and 28.51% in 1893, 

to 66.57% in 1903 (figure 11: 2). Some of these alterations were 

to commercial, industrial or public buildings; in 1883 only a 

quarter of warrants granted for alterations concerned dwellings, 

less than, that in 1893. But a decade later the works committee 

approved 174 plans to introduce water closets or, occe(7sionally, 

bathrooms into Dundee homes; that is over half of all warrants 

granted in 1903 and 76.65% of all plans for building alterations. 

These high levels were sustained throughout 1904 and 1905, but by 

1913 scope for home improvement seized up, with only a single 

warrant to install indoor lavatory facilities. As with new 

building, a warrant for alterations could apply to a single 

dwelling or to a range of tenements, and it is likely the number 

of homes affected by these improvements during the mid-1900s ran 

into thousands. Building trades turned to housing alterations, 

perhaps as a stopgap, until housebuilding went into terminal 

decline after 1909. Indoor toilets were a feature of superior 

tenements and it is to be presumed alterations of this sort were 

made for sound investment reasons and would result in higher 

rents, bigger profit margins and a better property resale price. 

From a management point of view tenants prepared to pay higher 

rents for improved properties would be welcomed as being of a 

"better sort". Public organisations, including the town council 

and Dundee Social Union were pressurising owners and factors-to 

improve household facilities. while tenants may also have made 

direct requests to have water pipe. d into houses and indoor 

lavatories installed. 
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Figure I 1: 2 

Building Warrants issued b y Dundee Town Council's works 
committee, 1883-1913 

(Percentage of 'tot al war I rants issued in brackets) 

Year:. -18ý83 1893 1903 1913 

Dwelling houses 9 
_(ý3.25) 

31 (12.81) 
_28 

( 8'. 21) 5 ( 3.29) 

Villas'- 2 . 17) 18 7.44) ( 9 ( 2.64) 3 ( 1.97) 
, , r ý ' ý':, - 

Cottages 8 2.35) 9 ( 5.92) 

Warehouses, 
factories and 93 (33.57) " 52 (21'. 49) 30 (-8'. 79)1- -40 (26.32) 

Shops and 5 1'. 80) 8'( 3.31) 3 ( 0.88) 2 A 1,. 32) 
saloons v 

Alterations 78ý (28.116)1 69 (28.51) 
- 

227 (66.57) 78 (51.32) 
and additions 1 ý 

Telephone wires 51 (18.41) - - 

Other' 35 2'. '6 Y -64' (26.45) 36 (10.56) 15 9.87) 

TOTAL 277 242 341 152 

Source:, Register of Plans Approved, vol s 2-9 (1873-1 919), Dundee 
District Council, Dept. of BtAlding Cont rol. 
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Chapter 5: Landlord and tenant - Valuation rolls 

i) Why rateable assessment ? 

Rateable values or assessments have been used by both 

geographers and historians as a data source for urban 

settlements. However, while records of rates should be accurate 

as a result of statutory enactment, a geographical study of 

commercial structure in the Rhoncida-Pontypridd area expressed 

disappointment with the source. In particular there was little 

distinction in the records between types of commercial premises, 

because the treatment of buildings as units liable to rate 

payment was at the discretion of the rating authority in 

preparing the draft valuation list [Davies et al (1968) P42-4]. 

RS Holmes was more optimistic, describing rate books as an 

"unjustly neglected source" and used them as a means of studying 

residential Property ownership and intercensal migration. He was 

thus able to conclude that in the early 1850s in Ramsgate. 

approximately 20% of houses were owner-occupied and that the 

Census grossly underestimated the total amount of migration 

[Holmes (1973) pp246,2501. 

Brian Shaw used three rate books from 1880,1890 and 1900 to 

investigate social change in Freemantle, port city of Western 

Australia, resulting from rapid population growth associated with 

mass immigration during the gold rushes. He found that a major 

drawback with the source was its tendency to overlook the more 

destitute and transient members of-society [Shaw (1983)]. 

Attention in this and an earlier study comparing Perth and 
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Freemantle in 1880, focussed on the spatial pattern of urban 

development and changes in occupational and residential 

structure, in particular mapping social groups [Shaw & Jackson 

(1980)). George Gordon was also concerned with the study of 

status areas, but over a longer time span. He used gross 

rateable values to delimit status areas in Edinburgh for 1855, 

1914 and 1962, a method which he says can be applied at a variety 

of temporal and areal scales. 

"There would seem good reason to suggest that rating 
statistics represent an under-utilized historical 
source offering considerable potential for a variety of 
analyses. " [Gordon (1979) P981 

Gordon states that despite terminological differences between 

"yearly rental" (1855), "annual assessment" (1914) and "gross 

annual valuation" (1962). they represent the same concept, and 

dismissed criticisms of inconsistency in construction as 

inapplicable to Scottish data [Gordon (1979) P921. Nicholas 

Morgan and Martin Daunton have pointed out Scottish Valuation 

Rolls present a far more detailed Picture of relations of 

property than the English equivalent, through additional 

information on ownership, management and tenancy. While Morgan 

and Daunton's main concern was the nature of property ownership 

and management they suggested: 

"Historical geographers might be encouraged to consider 
the spatial aspects of the housing market; economic 
historians might consider extending the analysis of the 
Valuation Rolls in order to discover how the structure 
of ownership and rentals changed over the building 
cycle. " [Morgan & Daunton (1983) P2811 

Morgan has also criticised traditional housing studies for 

relying too heavily on official or7semi-official material as a 

primary source, because the resulting historical analyses reflect 
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too closely the preoccupations of those who collected the 

original data. 

"Housing densities and death rates. although shocking, 
tell us little of the workings of the housing market in 
Glasgow, and yet it is to an understanding of thisý, that 
we should look if we are to seek the answers to the, 

questions that the Victorians and Edwardians posed. " 
[Morgan (1985)] 

Morgan described property ownership as a crucial factor in the 

evolution of a city. especially in an era when a high percentage 

of homes were privately rented. Brian Elliott and David McCrone 

similarly placed great emphasis on ownership and management in 

their study of Edinburgh. 

"... the whole process of land development was shaped by 
those bourgeois groups and individuals who controlled, 
politically as well as economically, the local property 
market. " [Elliott & McCrone (1980) P191 

To explain the nature of the housing stock. we need to discover 

who the investors in property were. where their funds came from 

and why they were motivated to invest in housing. Elliott and 

McCrone have suggested that Victorian housing developments in 

Edinburgh were created by a "local bourgeoisie" to provide 

investment income, and as a means of social distancing and 

socio-economic control over the property-less. A "growth 

machine" involved large landowners and much smaller 

entrepreneurs, but the capital for working-class housing came 

from the savings of small businessmen, professionals and even 

artisans [Elliott & McCrone (1980)]. RJ Morris has related the 

allocation of middle class resources at a household level to a 

property cycle based on the life cycle of the middle class male. 

Assets were accumulated in a form 'giving an "unearned" income for 

the social purpose of, an income for old age, or to provide for 
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his widow or unmarried daughters [Morris (1979)]. Investment in 

urban housebuilding was one such form in competition with others 

such as mortgages, bonds and shares. Maintenance and management 

could be a disincentive to investment in residential property, 

but in Scotland it became usual to pass this on to a factor or 

house agent. A factor would have several proprietor clients and 

they emerge as a potentially powerful group interposed between 

landlord and tenant. 

"... Valuation Rolls permit a complete reconstruction of 
the patterns of property ownership, both in Glasgow, 
and any other Scottish town or city. " [Morgan (1985)] 

Morgan has been involved in creating an enduring computerised 

database, derived from a large-scale analysis of valuation rolls, 

for Glasgow, using a record management system. It is intended 

that this will allow interactive searches of the material. 

enabling links to be made with the Register of Sasines, Court of 

Session records and Dean of Guild Court collections [Morgan 

(1985)]. This property-based database should allow highly 

detailed work to be done on property ownership and the creation 

of the built environment. I 

Ratebooks and valuation'rolls have been successfully used by 

geographers and historians in order to better understand the 

urban past. Many of the reservations applicable to English 

ratebooks do not appear to apply to Scottish valuation rolls, 

although the quality and consistency of information will to some 

extent reflect local clerical practices. While valuation rolls 

hold the promise of examining change through time and comparative 

studies between places, there should be an awareness that some 
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variations are likely despite statutory guidelines on the conten 

and layout of the rolls. The ambiguities identified by Davies e 

al (1968) when using Welsh ratebooks to reconstruct the 

)' commercial structure of places. are not immediately apparent in 

the 1911-12-rolls for Dundee - perhaps the Scottish source 

material holds some promise in this direction. As far as urban 

Scotland is concerned, this source has come into its own for 

residential information. including the possibilities of 

identifying status areas and inter-censal migration patterns, bu- 

the greatest potential lies with discovering more about the 

ownership, management and tenancy of the housing stock. What 

Morgan and Daunton term: 

"... the intermediate area between the economics of 
construction and the politics of occupation. " [Morgan 

and Daunton (1983) P2641 

ii) What was on the valuation rolls and why? 

What exactly was recorded on the valuation rolls and why? 

The Lands Valuation (Scotland) Act 1854 established the 

principles of house valuation based on the notion of market rent 

that is the rent at which lands and heritages might in their 

actual state be reasonably expected to let from year to year [17 

& 18 Vict c9l]. It was lawful for assessors to call upon 

proprietors, tenants or occupiers for a written statement of 

yearly rent or value, and it is presumed the assessments were 

usually equivalent to the actual rents paid. The Registration 

Amendment (Scotland) Act allowed assessors to approach house 

property managers for a list of inhabitant occupiers, probably 
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legal confirmation of a standard practice which had evolved, 

since house factors would have handled the payment of rates for 

their clients [48 Vict c16]. In 1912 the lands valuation 

assessor for Dundee was a central government employee, G Chance 

Brown. who was an income tax officer at the Stamps and Taxes 

office in Bank Street. The collector was Alexander W Stiven, a 

chartered accountant, who was also police and water treasurer (ie 

a town council official). These men were additionally 

responsible for the registration of municipal voters [Dundee 

Directory 1912-131. The Dundee roll was compiled by local man 

whose business it was to know what properties were likely to 

yield in terms of rent, who should have been familiar with the 

layout of the city and whose professional associates would have 

included house agents and proprietors. 

Set procedures for standardised calculation were designed to 

take into account features such as attachment. This ensured 

semi-detached houses had a lower assessment than equal-sized 

detached houses. but a higher assessment than equivalent 

dwellings in flatted blocks [Gordon (1979) p921. The division of 

rates between occupiers and owners, made it necessary to record 

information on each and, where appropriate. the name of the agent 

to whom documentation was to be addressed. Carefully recorded 

were unoccupied properties, the "empties", for which rates were 

not paid. At the lower end of the market. houses of below a 

certain limit (E4 or E5 in most burghs) were short let (usually 

weekly), and the proprietor paid the whole of the rates. If 

houses above this limit were let for less than the customary 
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annual period. again the landlord became responsible for the 

payment of a compounded rates bill, and these tenancies were 

recorded as weekly or monthly in the valuation rolls (for a full 

explanation of the letting system, see chapter 8). In fact the 

magistrates of a burgh could opt not to include names and 

designations of tenants or occupiers of houses let for less than 

one year or let for less than 94 annually, because proprietors 

paid the whole of the assessment. although entitled to 

reimbursement from the tenant [17 & 18 Vict c9l]. 

The format given in the 1854 Act required a description of 

the subject, followed by details of the Proprietor, tenant and 

occupier. and the yearly rent or value [17 & 18 Vict c9l]. In 

1885 columns for unrated inhabitant occupier and feu duty (or 

ground annual) were added [48 Vict c161. These formats were 

generally, but not strictly adhered to, with the quality of 

information varying slightly according to local clerical 

practice. In the roll for Dundee for 1870-71, the following page 

headings appeared: description, situation, proprietor., tenant, 

occupier, yearly rent or value (as estimated by the assessor and 

as adjusted on appeal) and observations (eg. let weekly) [SRO, VR 

98/25 vol 11. For example. in 1870 a tenement at 89 Seagate, 

Keillor's Close, was owned by William Brown Robertson. grocer, 

and managed for him by David Shepherd. It contained 12 houses, 

one of which was unlet and four of which were collars. The 

household values ranged from E8 (Alexander Longmuir. mason) to El' 

for a cellar (J W Carnegie). The*rolls for Dundee (1885-1921) 

are unindexed, but the information is divided within each volume 
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by wards, and has been recorded on a door-to-door basis. Data on 

any one street is not necessarily contiguous, but where streets 

are broken up the constituent parts never seem to be more than a 

few pages apart, and are intersected by neighbouring streets. 

Using street directories and contemporary plans along with the 

rolls minimises any confusion. 

The major problem the rolls pose is one of bulk. There is a 

complete set of rolls for Dundee from 1855-6 to 1921-2 in the 

care of the Scottish Record Office. Up to 1860-61 the roll is a 

single annual volume. increasing to two volumes until 1895-6. 

thereafter consisting of three volumes to 1921-2. In all 154 

manuscript volumes. To make any inroad on this mass at all, it 

became clear both collection time and eventual computer input 

time must be minimised at the outset. Such a project 

necessitates limiting either the temporal spread or the spatial 

dimensions of the study. 

The pieces of information which provide most Potential to 

housing historians and historical geographers are ownership, 

management, form of tenure, the number households and properties 

concerned and the valuation of them. The names of tenants could 

be of value if the questions being posed were concerned with 

particular households (eg how often people move home within small 

areas and over short periods of time). Used carefully valuation 

rolls could complement Census based studies which are constricted 

by the decennial nature of the superior source. However the 

name, occupation and sex given is that of the head of the 
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household, and there are severe problems with using the head as 

indicative of the social experience of the whole household. 

especially in a textile town where female and child employment 

was particularly high and a significant economic factor at 

household level. There is no information on household size or on 

the presence or absence of lodgers or servants. Occupational 

, 
information does not seem to have been classified in any way and 

the frequent use of blanket terms such as labourer, mill worker 

and widow pose further difficulties. For example, the local 

social distinction between Dundee's weavers and spinners is 

masked by the use of "millworker". ' and many of those described as 

widows may well have earned by taking in laundry, doing rough 

cleaning work or by minding the offspring of neighbouring factory 

workers. Given these limitations it would be difficult to 

accurately construct the kind of tables Shaw presents from 

Australian rate books solely using Scottish valuation rolls. (eg 

home ownership rates by occupational groups in Freemantle 

1880-1900) [Shaw (1983) table 61. 

The situation of a flat within a tenement was sometimes 

given in the rolls, but this is of limited value except where 

inferior cellar or attic dwellings wM noted. Yet a three-roomed 

attic might in many cases be preferable to the two-roomed flat 

below, and, in the absence of any information in the roll about 

room size or the number of them, perhaps valuations provide the 

best indication of the relative quality of accommodation. 

Observations include "'let weekly"'or "let monthly" drawing 

attention to tenure forms distinct from what was "usual". Under 
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the missive system tenants usually took their houses on a yearly 

basis paying rent half-yearly or quarterly (chapter 8). The 

division between short-lot and yearly tenants was an important 

social and economic one. It is presumed the description of unlet" 

is a reliable indication of the number of empty houses, since 

landlords had a vested interest in claiming relief from rates on 

unoccupied houses. and the town council a similar interest in 

ensuring such claims were genuine. 

Households in Dundee, 1868-1919 

The whole purpose of constructing the valuation roll was to 

enable towns and parishes to levy rates and to collect them. 

Town councils had an interest in the content of the roll as an 

accurate description of the source of their revenue, and showed 

concern if the number of unlet houses (exempted from rate 

payments), started to rise dramatically. In Dundee the town 

council analysed the roll, listing the numbers of houses in 

valuation categories and the number of unlet subjects in each 

grouping. These analyses survive for the years beginning May 

1895.1901.1907,1911 and 1919 [DCA TC En/11; TC En/16]. Except 

for 1895-6. individual figures were given for each ward. These 

analyses, while they tell us nothing about ownership or 

management. do provide a valuable description of the whole of the 

housing stock in these years. 

Firstly, these analyses can tell us how man3r houses there 
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were in Dundee. and what proportion were unlet (figure 5: 1). The 

information for 1868-69 and 1884-85 has been extracted from a 

return made to the Dilke Commission by Councillor Gentle. which, 

though published locally, was not included in the appendices to 

the minutes of evidence of the Royal Commission. Data on empties 

for 1884-85 was published alongside, but did not form part of 

Gentle's return [DYB (1886) pp47-8]. While the 1895-6 analysis 

excludes properties used solely for commercial ventures, it does 

not differentiate between subjects described as "house and shop" 

and dwellings in general. These were the front-room and 

corner-site shops scattered throughout the city, run by 

small-time shopkeepers, many of them widows. In 1901-2 there 

were 507 of these, 56% valued at less than E10. Assuming little 

change in the number of these shops between 1895 and 1901, the 

true number of houses excluding all shops is likely to have been 

just over 35.600 in, 1895-6, and not 36,121 as shown on the graph. 

Another distortion is introduced by changes made in the boundary 

of the city (figure 5: 2). -, Changes in 1876 and 1892 incorporated 

urban fringe areas, including villa developments, parkland and 

tracts of intervening agricultural land. It is unlikely there 

was any substantial, alteration in the number of households on the. 

valuation roll in consequence, although the effect on the total 

valuation of the city would have been disproportionate. An 

extension made in 1907 to the north of the 1892 boundary added 

the suburban villages of Baldovan, Downfield and Fairmuir, 

through which the Dundee and Newtyle railway ran. In the east 

the area connecting Dundee and Brolughty Ferry, subject to 

projected suburban development, was added. No indication is 
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Figure 5: 1 
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Figure 5: 2 
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available as to exactly how many households were added as a 

result of the 1907 extension, but certainly this would boost the 

total on the roll for 1907-8. In 1913 the seaside resort of 

Broughty Ferry was annexed as wards 10 and 11, which have been 

subtracted from the totals for 1919-20 for the purposes of 

comparison (figure 5: 1). 

However, taking these reservations into account, in general 

the totals given in the analyses concur with the view that new 

additions to the housing stock reached a peak around the turn of 

the century, declining thereafter. After subtracting the 

Broughty Ferry wards from the 1919-20 total, it týranspires there 

were in fact 389 fewer households at the end of the war than 

there were in 1911-12, and 444 less than in 1907-8. This was in 

part as a result of the town council's slum crusade and 

associated 1912 central improvement scheme. Apart from the 

closure and demolition of individual properties, this resulted in 

the demolition of the Greenmarket, an area of "inferior and 

congested" housing [DCA TC Minutes, 19 Feb 1912, p412 & 

appendix]. 

The proportion of unlet houses rose from Just over 3% in 

1895-6 to just under 10% in 1901-2, and this growing excess of 

accommodation. in the context of an already depressed 

housebuilding market, would not have encouraged investment in new 

residential building. In 1911-12 the number of empties had risen 

to 12.84%, but shrank to 0.96% in'1919-20. Housebuilding ceased 

during the First World War, and the Pressure for housing caused 
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previously unoccupied dwellings to be taken up. These figures 

probably overestimated the actual number of houses standing empty 

at any one time. 

"Houses let by the week were sometimes empty for a 
month or two, and factors were entitled to a rebate. 
There were no houses empty continuously. " [CA July 19, 
19181 

In 1877, the Dundee Advertiser argued claims of up to 2.000 empty 

houses were exaggerated, and the truth was nearer 616 houses, but 

added they were concentrated in certain districts, with few in 

central areas. Despite this apparent excess, buildings were 

being "rushed up in almost every direction", probably to meet an 

increased willingness to pay higher rents for superior tenements 

[DA Feb 27,18771. Other evidence suggests 2,000 was itself 

probably an underestimate, since in 1879-80 3,852 houses were 

described e$unlet, the total for the previous year being 3.447 

[DPL Lamb 227(21)]. Even if the method of assessing the number 

of empties differed, these figures are still substantially higher 

than the "peak" of 2,866 empties recorded for 1911-12. As figure 

5.3 demonstrates, the number of unoccupied houses declined 

rapidly between 1882 and 1885. It can only be assumed the rapid 

growth of urban housebuilding in the mid-1870s exceeded the 

effective economic demand of Dundonians for houses, which may in 

turn have contributed to the slump in housebuilding experienced 

around 1880-85. The relationship between the level of empties 

and housebuilding is a complex one, in that as long as 

proprietors perceived they would be able to profit on their 

initial investment, new flats with better amenities which 

commanded higher rents would continue to be built, regardless of 

how many inferior tenements lay empty as a result. As long as 
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Figure 5: 3 

Houses recorded as unlet, Dundee 1878-1885 

Year Tenancies, unlet 

1878 -79 3447 
1879-80 3852 
1880-81 3300 
1881-82 2917 
1882-83 3055 
1883-84 2359 
1884-85 1564 
1885-86 1812 

Source: DPL'Lamb 227 (21); - DYB (1886) P47; - 
DYB (1887) P163. 
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those circumstances persisted landlords may not have considered 

it worthwhile to make improvements to properties which were hard 

to let, or even to carry out the most basic repairs. Proprietors 

who allowed their tenements to become insanitary. could be served 

with a notice to remove or abate the offending nuisances, and 

failure to do so could result in closure (chapters 9& 10). 

In many ways the announcement there were any empty houses on 

the roll for 1919-20 at all, caused more of an outcry than high 

levels of excess had done, as citizens found it increasingly 

difficult to find any sort of accommodation. In March 1919 the 

town's sanitary department released a few home truths about 

Dundee's 354 empty dwellings, describing 98 of them as totally 

unfit to live in. with a further 130 which could be made 

habitable. Thus. over 64% of these empty houses were 

sufficiently unsanitary to be unavailable for immediate 

occupation, leaving only 126 houses actually on the market to 

let. Of these 102, over 80%. were one-roomed homes in "the worst 

and lowest localities". namely sandwiched between the dockland 

area and Victoria Road, to the east of the city centre. Mr 

Mitchell, a sanitary officer. said the houses available were not 

such that decent folk would look at, being of an inferior type 

and in undesirable areas [DA March 18,19191. 

The town council's analyses of the valuation rolls also 

demonstrate unlet houses were concentrated at the bottom end of 

the market (figures 5: 4; 5: 5)*. Hotises valued at under C5 

accounted for 34% of the total housing stock in 1884-85 and for 
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Figure 5: 4 

0 Below 25 
IN 25>210 
D C10>220 
El C20 > 230 
El Over 230 

Source: DYB (1886) pp47-8. 
Fiur (--- 5: 5 

Unlet tenancies, Dundee 1884-5 
Unlet tenancies by valuation roll category. 

0 Below F-5 
IM E5>210 
El El 0> E20 
El E20 > P-30 
0 OverE3O 

Source: DYB (1886) pp47-8. 
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74% of those unlet [DYB (1886) PP47-81. In 1895-6,70% of all 

houses were valued at C8 or less. and 77% of those unlet fell 

into this category, but whereas 32% were valued at CS or less, 

56% of unlet houses were valued at C5 or less [figures 5: 6; 5: 7]. 

In 1901-2.51% of households were placed in the bracket below V 

value, but 70% of unlet subjects were valued at below V (figures 

5: 8; 5: 9]. In 1907-8.59% of unlet houses were valued at less 

than V; in 1911-12 the figure was 64% (figures 5: 10; 5: 11). It 

can reasonably be supposed that unlet houses of comparatively low 

valuation included large numbers of one-roomed dwellings. and 

were likely to have been in the least desirable areas of town. 

The Dundee Advertiser observed in 1877 that unlet houses 

tended to be concentrated in certain districts of the city, an 

observation also made by the sanitary department in 1919 [DA Feb 

27,1877; DA Mar 18,19191. The council's analyses of the rolls 

from 1901-2 are broken down by ward, giving nine large spatial 

units of mixed residential character (figure 5: 12). Despite the 

diversity of housing types within wards, there were significant 

variations between them. In 1901-2,22.81% of all households 

were valued at less than 95, yet in ward 4 only 14.71% fell into 

this bracket, while in ward 3 it was 36.40% (figure 5: 13). In 

fact for each of the years for which there are figures, wards 4 

and 5 had the lowest percentage of households valued below C5. 

By contrast the valuation composition of ward 3 (mainly Lochee) 

consistently had the highest proportion of houses in this lowest 

category, second to ward 8 which wis always several percentage 

points behind. This can in part be explained by the special 
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Figure 5 :6 

Households, Dundee 1895-6 
Households by rateable assessment categories 

N Below E5 
Im 251s-E8 
El 9-81s-9-10 
El 9-101s-215 
El P-15 ls - 220 
0 2201s-230 
E3 P-30 1s- 240 
El 9-40 1s -F-50 
El 9-50 1s- 9-100 
El 9-100 1s- 2200 
M Over E200 1s 

J-' igu r- e 

Unlet tenancies, Dundee 1895 -6 
Tenancies by rateable assessment category 

N Below PL5 
E5 1s - E8 
E8 ls - E10 
E10 ls - 215 

El P-1 51s - f-20 
N 2201s -230 
E3 230 1s - 240 
E] 2401s -250 
E3 250 1s - 9-100 

C100 1s - E200 
Over 2200 1s 

S-ource: DCA TC/En/11 
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Figure 5: 8 

Households, Dundee 1901-2 
Households by rateable assessment category 

Below C5 
E5>E7 

El 27 >E10 
0 E10>215 

El 5> E20 
E20 > E30 
E30 > E40 

El P-40 > 260 
D E60 > El 00 
El Over El 00 

FigIr, 4! "-):, j 

Unlet tenancies, Dundee 1901 -2 
Tenancies by rateable assessment category 

N Below C5 
Is 25 > 27 
El 27 >P-10 
El E10>E15 
El C15>220 
N 220 > C30 
El C30 > 240 
El C40 > 260 
[11 E60 > El 00 
D Over El 00 

Sou f1c DCA TC/En/16 
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Figure 5: 10 
Households, Dundee 1907 -8 Households by rateable assessment category 

Below 25 
E5>27 

El U>Elo 
El 210>215 
El E15 > E20 
0 E20 > E30 

E30 > E40 
E40 > E60 
260 > 2100 
9-100 plus 

Figu re 5: II 

Unlet tenancies, Dundee 1907 -8 
Tenancies by rateable assessment category 

N Below P-5 
ED 9-5 >U 
El 27>E10 
El E10>E15 
El P-1 5> E20 
m E20 > 9-30 

El E30 > P-40 
El P-40 > F-60 

E60 > El 00 
9-100 plus 

DCA TC/En/10 
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Figure 5: 12 
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Figure 5: 13 

Percentages of low-value houses and unlet houses for each ward', ' 
Dundee 1901-2,1907-8,1911-12,1919-20 

1 
(<95 - percentage of tenancies in. each ward valued at under 25; 
U- percentage of tenancies in each ward unlet) 

WARD 1901-2 1907-8 1911-12 1919-20 WARD 1901-2- 1907-8 1911-12 1919-20 

1 <Z5 19.82% 17.53% 17.40% 11.20% 
u 4.48% 7.95% 10.04% 0., 83% 

2 <95 23.16% 22.49% 20.79% 14.84% 
u 5.66% 8.26% 7.94% 1.65%, 

3 <L5 36.40%,, 30.30% 28.47% 22.09% 
u 7.18% 6.14% 6.84% 1.35% 

4 <95 14.71% 13.07% 12.38%' 8.05% 
u 3.65% 4-. 30% 4.81% 0.32% 

5 <L5 15.96% 14-. 41% 13.78% 9.08% 
u 2.25% 4.75% 4ý. 74% 0.28% 

6 <E5 25.87% 24.61% 22.62% 14.03% 
u 6.01% 

--9. ýOl% 
10.71% 1.05% 

7 <95 22.14% 15.71% 14.72% 9.90% 
u 4.99% 6.09% 5.15% Oo5O% 

8 <95 27.74%, 26.55% "25.11% 17.4-1% 
u 6.70% 9.66% 9.4-1% 2.28% 

9 <95 21.82%. 18: 78% 17-04% 11.10% 
u 4.28% 6o63% 5.14%' 0.73% 

CITY 
<95 22.81% 20.18% l8o88% 12.82% 

u 4.98% 6. '90% 7.03% 0.96% 

Source: DCA TC/En 11 & 16., 
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character of Lochee as a settlement within the city with its own 

socio-economic identity (chapter 6). If the percentages of unle' 

houses are compared between wards, again wards 4 and 5 have the 

lowest percentages, 4.81% and 4.74% respectively in 1911, a year 

when empties averaged 7.03% across the city. The situation 

regarding wards with a high proportion of unlet houses is much 

more confused. with wards 2,6 and 8 consistently above average, 

but ward 3 having the highest level in 1901-2. These reflect ho% 

the popularity of certain areas could'change as tenements were 

improved or were neglected, or the ability to pay fluctuated, or 

as more conveniently situated houses became available at an 

affordable rent. 

iv) Why 1911? 

Valuation rolls provide the possibility of making 

quantitative statements about the nature of house property 

ownership and management, and their spatially specific nature 

allows potentially socially significant variables, such as tenure 

type and empties, to be mapped. However. the features which make 

this source particularly attractive ensure that the quantity of 

information available, even for a single city or town. is almost 

overwhelming. The temporal spread and spatial dimensions must be 

defined and will be limited, because any database and resulting 

maps will be finite. A pure and exhaustive reconstruction from 

the valuation roll for one year, provides a complete spatial ' 

image, but will be a static cross-section. Selecting small areas 

within the city would allow a vert. ical theme to be developed 

which would be time dynamic, but which would be a very partial 
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picture of the city as a whole. These general problems of period 

and scale have long confronted geographical approaches to the 

past [Norton (1984) PP30-361. One solution has been to dodge 

back and forwards through time. taking cross-sections of a 

landscape at a few selected dates in order to incorporate change. 

Even this is an enormous task when dealing with tens of thousands 

of households in a city, impossible within the context of 

postgraduate research unless the only object of such a study is 

to construct sequential cross-sections almost regardless of a 

wider context. Static cross-sections can only be drawn for a 

single instant, and by themselves do not contribute to any 

understanding of change. But detail and clarity can be set 

alongside more dynamic material, at different scales and 

resulting from different techniques. A statistical reality for 

one moment can be set alongside perceptions of geographic reality 

for a wider period. Knowledge derived from other sources allows 

the cross-section to be taken at a moment in time when greater 

clarity and detail are desired. A cross-section approach has 

been chosen as the best way of being able to make statements 

about ownership, management and tenure for the whole city using 

the valuation rolls, while the existence of complementary 

historical material, including the town council's own analyses of 

the valuation rolls (1895-1919), allow the cross-section to be 

put ontext. 

Having decided to construct a static cross-section of the 

whole of Dundee why choose 1911? Firstly, there were relatively 

high levels of unlet houses, so it is a Period when we can get 
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maximum information on what were'the least desirable houses. 

Secondly, 1911 was a Census year, so there is an easily available 

source of aggregated data on age/sex ratios, rooms per household, 

employment and other social characteristics. The possibility of 

direct comparison of selected valuation roll entries with 

enumerators' ledgers exists, but the necessity for 

confidentiality regarding living persons means that small-scale 

data is presently unavailable after 1891. Thirdly, the "missive 

crisis" of the mid-1890s-1912 resulted in legislation which 

effectively abolished the "yearly let" for most tenants, although 

the terminology itself was not immediately abandoned. The 

1911-12 valuation roll is the last which was required to 

accurately reflect tenure distinctions. Finally, choosing 1911 

allows a picture of housing in Dundee to be built up immediately 

prior to rents agitation in 1912 and 1915, in the post-missive 

crisis period. The valuation rolls afford the opportunity to 

build up a picture of the relations of property in 1911, through 

information on ownership. management and tenancy. 

v) Collecting and presenting the data 

Tenement flatted blocks were properties made up of several 

houses, each dwelling within the block or property constituting a 

house. Valuations were made at household level, b4t house 

numbers, as opposed to those applying to the tenement itself'were 

inconsistently noted on the rolls and Seem to be related to 

management practices. Probably corresponding to numbers in the 

factor's rent ledgers. Notes such as "third stair" resulted from 
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the need to differentiate between different entrances to tenement 

properties bearing the same street numbers. Other common 

descriptions were: backland. frontland, midland, east stair, 

north entry. Grouping by tenement is made difficult because not 

all such distinctions between parts of blocks or rows with their 

own close and stairway were recorded. In the Hilltown five 

blocks bore the same street number as a result of long-term 

infilling of the backland (or burgage plot) to the original 

street-sited tenement, probably long since replaced (figure 

5: 14). By contrast backlands could also be built as part of a 

scheme, and in this example, bounded by Hospital Wynd to the 

north and Kinloch Street to the south, it is not clear precisely 

which of the four streets these backland tenements should be 

ascribed to. Gordon's study of Edinburgh used the individual 

household as the base unit of recording and analysis, and he was 

able to identify properties using plans which included house 

numbers, in conjunction with Post Office directories [Gordon 

(1979) pp93-41. Even so, it is difficult to map with accuracy in 

two dimensions the exact positions of houses which in 

three-dimensional reality were sited one on top of each other. 

An additional problem in the Dundee case is that while street 

plans are available, none have been discovered in the process of 

this research which have had individual property or tenement 

numbers marked on them. This makes it impossible to accurately 

site and map valuation roll data for an individual property or 

tenement. A major problem in proposing to construct a map, is 

that the data from which it to be. compiled is a historical 

source; the original data was collected for quite different 
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Figure 5: 11 
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purposes from those for which it is to be used. Our knowledge 

about-the actual methods used by the lands valuation assessor and 

the collector in compiling and revising valuation rolls is 

defective. However meticulous and Painstaking the consideration 

given to the problems, in the final analysis the maps produced 

cannot be an objective display of the data in a visual form. The 

evidence will have been selected and moulded in line with 

perceived research objectives. The data is of value precisely 

because it can be manipulated and used in ways that were not 

envisaged when the rolls were compiled. 

In constructing a database from the valuation rolls, a 

household-based compilation was sacrificed in favour of a less- 

laborious street and property or tenement based one. This has 

effectively meant the loss of individual household valuations. A 

pilot study was made using data from the 1900-01 valuation roll, 

to allow experimentation with different data collection methods, 

and the resulting computer datafiles were Processed using the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS-X). Dundee was 

a city where, according to the Census, the vast majority of the 

population lived in tenement flats of one to three rooms (89% of 

families in 1881; 88% in 1901; 85% of the population in 1911). 

The Dundee Social Union Report of 1905, stated one-roomed houses 

were valued at 95 or less, two-roomed at between E7 and 912. and 

three-roomed between 910 and 918 [DSU (1905) PP10-121. The 

sample street, Watson Street in ward one, was not randomly 

selected, but chosen because. it was made up of houses ranging 

between 95 and C13 in tenement properties. and would therefore 
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show what information would be lost by aggregating households in 

properties. Analysis of the household-based samples demonstrated 

the distribution of household valuations within properties in a 

street tended to be multi-modal, and thus mean household 

valuation could not be a true reflection of average. In Watson 

Street 274 households were recorded in 34 properties, ranging 

from 31 households in a property to single-household properties. 

with 62% of all residential property containing eight households 

or more. The household valuation occurring most often (mode) was 

98.50; arranged in order the middle valuation (median) was C8 and 

the arithmetic mean W was E7.885. Although the difference 

between the mean and the median was only EO. 115, it would be most 

sensible to use the median as a measure of central tendency and 

quartile deviation to describe dispersion. To do that data would 

have to be collected at household level; for Watson Street a 274 

case datafile as against a 34 case datafile. The mean falls 

short of the other two accepted measures of average. because of 

the multi-modal nature of the distribution of values. The 

maximum valuation for an individual house within Watson Street in 

1900 was E13 and the minimum 95 -a range of C8. When aggregated 

by property. mean household valuation ranges from 96 to E10.86. 

The standard deviation suggested that at least 75% of all 

households would have had valuations between 94.403 and 911.367. - 

In using "standard deviation" it is assummed the distribution 

would be symmetrically dispersed about the mean. whereas in 

practice a distribution is likely to be skewed to some degree. 

In this case the statistic for skew was 0.784 - that is the bulk 

of the values were greater than the mean and the mode was 
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displaced to the right indicating a negative skew. This casts 

doubt on attempts to use parametric tests on the data, and 

suggested using the mean in isolation to indicate "average" 

valuation would be misleading. The extent to which values are 

concentrated within a distribution can be measured by kurtosis; 

in a normal distribution kurtosis equals 3.0. For Watson Street 

kurtosis equalled 0.675, indicating a very flat or platykurtic 

distribution where each class contained a similar proportion of 

all the values. Analysis of variance is a standard test of 

difference between three or more samples and the rationale behind 

this test is to find out whether there is more variation between 

the samples than within them. To test this household valuation 

was grouped by individual properties. Using SPSS-X a value for 

ETA was produced; ETA is a measure of association used when the 

independent variable is nominal level (ie classificatory, in this 

case by property) and the dependent variable is interval or ratio 

level (ie a precise value. in this case household valuation). It 

is basically an indication of how dissimilar the means of the 

household valuations are within the categories of the individual 

properties or tenements. When the means are identical ETA is 

zero, but if they are very different and the variances within the 

categories are small. ETA increases towards its maximum value of 

one. For Watson Street ETA was 0.7439 and the calculated F ratio 

derived from ETA (9.010) was not significant at any level; that 

is there is little statistical evidence against the hypothesis of 

no difference between the household valuations observed within 

each of the 34 different properties. 
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The example of Watson Street taken from the pilot survey of 

the 1900-01 valuation roll tells us things about houses grouped 

in tenement blocks in a street that should not be surprising. A 

mixture of one, two and three-roomed houses within a row of 

similar tenements in any particular street would produce a 

clustering of values around the going rents for one, two and 

three-roomed apartments. hence a multi-modal distribution. 

However, within a tenement, houses were likely to be of a similar 

type with a few exceptions. Ground floor houses were often 

smaller (and had a lower value) in order to accommodate a 

passageway from the front to the rear of the block, connecting to 

the stairwell. Sometimes ground floor accommodation was taken up 

by shops, in which case they are excluded and do not distort the 

mean household valuation of a tenement block. A block might 

include a mixture of two and three apartment houses or one and 

two apartment houses, but rarely encompassed wider variations. A 

database consisting of individual household entries is 

undoubtedly preferable to one, in which households are grouped by 

tenement or property. However the advantages to be gained in 

terms of quality of information are disproportionate to the 

increased data collection and computer input time. Details 

concerning tenures ownership, management and empties are not 

affected by reducing the mass of data in this way. 

Throughout street-based datafiles have been adopted, 

complementing the original source. A street is an easily 

visualised concept of contiguous and fairly similar residences. 

Streets do vary enormously in dimension and density of housing. 
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and one alternative would have been to adopt a grid system. 

complicating and extending the collection process. This had to 

be ruled out because it had proved impossible to accurately site 

individual'properties within streets. An address is in any case 

a value-loaded description of place and it is worthwhile to be 

able to compare contemporary impressions of individual locales 

with quantitative descriptions of it. This comparative base is 

lost if discussion is centred around grid square numbers, rather 

than the street names which were familiar to people in their 

everyday lives in a modestly-sized city. 

"... the scale at which residents perceived or thought 
about segregation varied according to the size of their 
city. Liverpool residents could not have been intimate 
with conditions in every street. Segregation would 
need to have been on an extensive scale to have any 
impact on individuals' perceptions of the city. But in 
Chorley or Merthyr everybody would have known about 
every street. The social meaning of street-by-street 
segregation would have been the same as that of 
district-by-district segregation in a larger city. " 
[Dennis (1984) p2451 

Representatives to a government inquiry in 1907 told the 

committee families in Dundee working in different Parts of the 

town, could reside in the same house because distances were 

"short" and unlike Glasgow, people living in the outskirts could 

travel daily to their work [BPP (1907) Cd3792 p2081. Dundee was 

a city where mills. shops and homes were within reasonable 

walking distance of each other, and many citizens would be 

familiar with street names outwith their own districts of town. 

Returning to the main study of Dundee in 1911, decisions 

were made about how the database was to be constructed from the 

-valuation rolls. Data was entered for each tenement property - 
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that is part of a block or a row with its own close or stairway - 

or for each single-property house, in a street file. The 

variables coded for each property were: proprietor; factor; 

number of tenancies; total valuation; number of tenancies 

described as sbort-let; number of unlet tenancies. Information 

from the rolls was collated for each property and noted on coding 

sheets within the Scottish Record office, being transferred to 

computer data files at a later date. Each proprietor and factor 

was given an alphanumeric code, the corresponding information 

being noted on record cards. This worked extremely well as far 

as the factors were concerned, but is an awkward method of 

identifying the vastly more numerous proprietors. Where no 

professional factor was employed, the proprietor's code was 

inserted in the factor column. Where a property was 

owner-occupied, a code for owner-occupation was inserted in both 

proprietor and factor columns. By appending street files 

together. it was possible to create a large datafile for each 

ward, and ultimately for the whole of Dundee. The datafiles were 

processed using SPSS-X in different ways. Each street-based file 

was analysed in order to discover the numbers of potential 

tenancies (that is all houses whether rented, owner-occupied or 

unlet), the proportion of them which were short-let, unlet or 

owner-occupied, and how many of them were of relatively 

low-value. The larger datafiles were similarly processed. ' 

Additionally, the ward and all-Dundee files underwent a breakdown 

procedure, which calculated the sum of tenancies by factor and 

proprietor. This makes it possibla to state how many tenancies 

each factor managed. how many clients he had and how many houses 
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each proprietor owned. The sum of the tenancies falling into 

each category was totalled for each street.. This made it 

possible to calculate what proportion of potential tenancies was 

unlet, short-let, owner-occupied, and so on. for each street. It 

also made it possible to map these characteristics. 

As already explained, it proved to be impracticable to 

identify individual households or properties in a way which would 

have allowed them to be accurately sited on a map. However, each 

street was relatively easily identified raising the possibility 

of plotting values for the area each street encompassed. This 

was achieved by creating a mesh of irregular polygons, forming 

street cells. covering the built area. Using the street cells as 

a base, maps could be created showing potential tenancies, unlet 

tenancies, owner-occupied properties and so on, by filling each 

cell with a number of randomly spaced points corresponding to the 

sum of tenancies falling into each category. It was essential 

the contemporary maps used to identify and delineate streets 

should be as accurate and detailed as possible. Ordnance Survey 

surveyors first produced 1: 2,500 "county" maps of Dundee 

following surveys carried out between 1858-76. The second 

edition was published in the early 1900s following re-survey and 

revision. However, significant changes had taken place in some 

areas of the town between 1900 and 1911, so a later edition - 

published in the 1920s was also consulted. These 1: 2.500 (ie one 

cm to 25m) maps formed the basis for the creation of the street 

calls map, which in turn formed the base for the subsequent point 

maps. Standard cartographic techniques were used to reduce the 
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maps to scales appropriate to the presentation of the data. 

James Thomson, city engineer and burgh surveyor, produced annual 

revisions of a street map published in the Dundee Directory 

(scale 1: 15,000). which were used to assess the exact extent of 

the built-up area of each street approximately at the time the 

valuation roll was compiled. 

A number of particular problems were encountered during the 

process of mapping. Where street names appeared on the valuation 

roll which were not on either edition of the Ordnance Survey. the 

solution was to turn to the Dundee Directory current at the time 

the valuation roll was compiled. For example Charles Lane in 

ward six did not appear on the OS maps, but was noted in the 

directory as being from Charles Street to Kirk Entry, which 

proved to be marked on the 1903 OS map as Union Street. There 

was more than one Union Street in the Dundee area. but it does 

not appear in the 1911 roll in ward six. Streets were often 

renamed following improvements, or to glorify an achievement or 

person (eg Bucklemaker Wynd which became Victoria Road). They 

might also be renamed because of confusing duplication, 

especially true of Lochee (ward three), which had once been a 

separate settlement. On the other hand, there were streets on 

the OS maps which did not appear to be recorded as addresses in 

the valuation roll. Again this could have resulted from a change 

of name, or because of the popular use of another name. However, 

there were clearly named "streets" which could only have been 

included under the address of another street. Minor streets, the 

entries. ponds and alleys running from a more major street, were 
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particularly susceptible to this sort of treatment (eg Norrie's 

Pend, Hilltown). It is obvious that other "un-named" alleys and 

forms of backland, hidden from view, were treated in this way. 

In cases where it was not entirely clear where one named street 

was assumed to end and another begin, the Dundee Directory could 

again prove useful. For example, the directory gave the Junction 

of Dock Street'and East Dock Street as being with Trades Lane, 

something which was not self-evident from maps alone. 
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Chapter 6: Landlord and tenant - Tenure 

i) Why tenure? 

Payment, whether in cash or in kind, in return for a place 

to live is a basic contractual relationship which has persisted 

throughout the centuries, and which occurs in different kinds of 

societies. The terms of the contract and the method of payment 

have varied according to the status relationships between 

individuals or groups of individuals in the context of their own 

particular societies. Individuals may consume housing in 

different ways, although choice will be limited by the way 

housing is provided and the ability to pay for it. 

In the early part of the nineteenth century in Scottish 

rural communities, a place to live was often part and parcel of 

an agricultural worker's earnings. The farmer employing such a 

worker may have paid rent to the laird for the land, farmstead 

and workers' dwellings. Differences existed between married 

workers housed in cottages (hinds) and single workers in bothies 

or boarded on the farm. Local craftworkers, (eg the blacksmith). 

might rent premises from a laird or own them outright. The 

members of these rural communities were economically and socially 

interdependent and the ways in which each individual consumed 

housing reflected their social standing within that community. 

Differences existed between the inhabitants in their means of 

consuming all of the necessities of life, but the indispensible 

nature of a place to live and the durable nature of housing, made 

the way in which housing was consumed of particular importance to 
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the consumers themselves. 

In late nineteenth-century urban centres the relationships 

surrounding the consumption of housing were less personal. A 

tenant would not always know who the house proprietor was. 

Economic and social interdependence existed between inhabitants, 

but on a much larger and more complex scale. However, despite 

these differences, the way in which housing was consumed remained 

important to the consumer's self-identity and to an individual's 

perceived status in society. The distinction most commonly made 

is between those who owned their own homes and those who paid 

rent to someone else for their dwelling. Attention can also be 

drawn to those whose homes were provided by an employer, whether 

as part of a wage or in return for rent. In mid-nineteenth 

century towns housing was generally rented from landlords rather 

than bought. Even among social groups who clearly could afford 

to purchase homes outright. renting was common. In such a 

situation social distinctions existed in relation to how often 

rent was paid and whether or not it was paid in advance. The 

length of the lease, the tenant's security of tenure. who was 

responsible for decoration and repairs, were all negotiable 

within a framework defined by law and common custom. 

"In. an immediate or direct sense, housing tenure does 
have an important influence on social relations on the 
economic, social or Political attitudes and 
aspirations* and actions and behaviour of those who 
live in a particular tenure. " [Gray in Merrett (1982) 
p2901 

The time-slice taken from the valuation roll for Dundee in 

1911 demonstrated low levels of sPatiallY concentrated 
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owner-occup6tion (less than 5%) and correspondingly high levels 

of private renting. Within the private rented sector a clear 

distinction was drawn between houses which were short-let and 

those let annually. In nineteenth-century urban Scotland tenants 

normally leased houses on a yearly basis. technically paying rent 

half-yearly or quarterly in arrears. In Dundee yearly rents 

above around Z8 per annum were normally collected six-monthly, 

more frequently if of lower value. although practice varied 

according to proprietor or factor [BPP (1908) Cd3792 XLVII 1. 

p190]. Over 58% of Dundee's tenants rented their house annually 

in 1911; it may seem a fantastic idea, but many relatively low- 

paid people paid their rent quarterly or half-yearly. How would 

people have budgeted for the large outlay on rent day? Co- 

operative society dividends, friendly societies, six-month loans 

from societies and the savings bank were all used by tenants as 

means of meeting rent payments. A Co-operative dividend of 15% 

raised three shillings for every pound spent, which a town 

councillor estimated could easily amount to E7 annually in 1907. 

which would meet at least half of the rent due [BBP (1907/8) 

XLVII Cd3792 p1951. Labour representatives quoted 2s 6d to 3s 2d 

per pound. depending on which store was patronised. with an 

average family's purchases amounting to between 9s and 12s a 

week. yielding between El 9s and Z2 8s every six months [BBP 

(1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p2041. The Dundee Savings Bank more than 

trebled its depositors between 1870 and 1900. and bad 48,492 

depositors in a city of less than 40.000 households in 1900 [Miln 

(1901) p691. The Guthrie Committee were told the savings bank 

suffered a big withdrawalat the time of rent paying. Other 
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schemes were-used too. 

"We have a good many Friendly Societies, where they pay 
in so much a week, say ls or ls 2d. That 2d goes as a 
contribution to a sick fund and a funeral fund, from 
which they may draw if necessary, but the main sum lies 
and is drawn to meet the rent. " [BPP (1907/08) Cd3792 
XLVII, 1. P1951 

Yearly letting was known as "the missive system" because it was a 

system of letting by missives, formal legal documents, for yearly 

tacks (see chapter 8). The dates at which these tacks or leases 

could begin and end. and thus when a tenant had entry to or had 

to remove from a house, were set down in statu)S as being 

Whitsunday (May 15) or Martinmas (November 11) [44 & 45 Vict 

1881, Ch 39; 49 & 50 Vict 1886, Ch 50]. In Practice tenants 

might be expected to contract for a yearly house four months 

before the term of entry. The Guthrie committee report on house 

letting in 1907 makes it clear that better quality or socially 

superior houses could only be got by taking a yearly let. 

"Landlords will not let, on monthly or quarterly or 
even half-yearly tenure, houses which have been 
previously let by the year. nor will they lot now 
working class property above 95 rental on any other 
terms than by the year. " [BPP (1907) XXXVII U3715, p3l 

"The drawbacks to which property at present short let 
is exposed have nothing to do with the length of 
tenure. They arise from the inferior character of the 
property which is at present short let, and the 
inferior character of the tenants who at present obtain 
short lots. " [BPP (1907) XXXVII U3715, P91 

Moreover this class of property was worth less to owners, since 

weekly property in Dundee sold at around 30% less than yearly 

[BPP (1907/08) XLVII Cd3792 p209]. Houses of less than a nominal 

sum, usually 94 or 95 value, were automatically weekly lets. 

Houses valued at a higher level could still be short-let, by 

arrangement between the tenant and the proprietor or manager. 
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Landlords were responsible for the payment of rates on short-let 

houses, which it was complained made them unpaid tax collectors. 

" ... in Scotland, while a landlord who lets houses on any tenure 
up to C4 or 95 (varying according to the locality) has to pay the 
whole burgh taxes on such houses, he gets a substantial allowance 
for so doing; but in the case of short lets above 94 or C5 he has 
to payýnot only the owner's rates, but also the burgh rates 
primarily charged on the occupiers, without getting any allowance 
for his cost of collection or for losses. "[BPP (1907) Cd3715 
XXXVII 1. p4l 

It appears a consequence of this practice was that short-let 

tenants were not entitled to vote in municipal elections. Mr GA 

Robertson, a Justice of the Peace, town councillor and ex- 

magistrate of Dundee was unconcerned by this in 1907. There 

might be three or four tenants in one house during the year 

posing "difficulties". 

"A large proportion of the houses at these rentals are 
occupied by widows and single women who interest 
themselves very little in municipal affairs. Then the 
thriftless class also occupy these houses, and they 
take very little interest in these matters. " [BPP 
(1908) Cd3792 XLVII 1. p 1941 

It was also possible to rent short-term furnished 

accommodation. usually a room or rooms "farmed out". although the 

furnishings would be minimal and of poor quality. The lowest 

stratum in Scottish urban society rented beds nightly in common 

lodging houses. widely regarded as dens of vice despite local 

authority regulation. More respectable single people lodged with 

families. There were also a number of citizens for whom home was 

one of the institutions for which the Victorian period is 

infamous. The 1911 Census lists the numbers so accommodated that 

night: 364 naval and merchant seamen; 705 in hospital; 56 blind, 

deaf or dumb; 82 in prison; 290 young people in industrial 
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schools (reformatories); 638 in orphanages or other "homes"; 1189 

in the "ordinary poorhouses" [Census, 1911 vol 1 table XXVIIII. 

In other words about two percent of the city's population for 

diverse reasons lived a highly regulated daily existence in 

lodgings which were probably not of their own choosing. 

The transitional and hidden nature of farmed rooms and 

lodgers makes it difficult to assess just how important these 

sectors of housing consumption, were, as the valuation roll tells 

us little or nothing. The registration and regulation of common 

lodging houses and houses "let-in-lodgings" does allow an 

assessment of the number of those beds available, although it is 

likely that unofficial doss houses did exist and informal lodging 

was widespread. (The intended purpose and social impact of 

regulation will be discussed in Chapter 9. ) 

Houses let-in-lodgings were defined by the Public Health 

(Scot. ) Act 1897 as: houses or parts of houses'occupied by 

members of more than one family, or houses of one or two 

apartments taken on lease by any person, let or rented to several 

occupiers for limited periods as furnished apartments [DCA, TC 

Minutes 1897-8. appendix III. This Act caused houses let-in- 

lodgings to be re-registered, involving 1297 visits to measure 

and grant certificates showing the numbers of lodgers permitted 

(see Chapter 9). The effect of this was quite dramatic. 

increasing registrations from 218 at the end of December 1899. to 

779 on January 1.1903 [DCA. TC Minutes 1899-1900. PP338-44; 

1903-04. pp346-71. The valuation rolls do not tell us which 
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houses were registered, although occar'sionally the head of 

household's occupation might be listed as "lodging house keeper". 

Regulation of lodgings seems to have taken place from the early 

part of the century. In 1854,63 people were convicted for 

keeping lodgers without a licence and 222 were refused licenses 

because their houses were too small [DA Jan 5.18551. There were 

964 registered "lodging houses" in 1854, and it is clear that 

these were ordinary homes taking in lodgers, rather than 

commercial outfits. Even so, a local episc6palian bishop 

commented that in many cases "these excellent rules" were 

contravened [DA Jan 26,18551. The extra shilling or two taking 

lodgers provided would be welcomed in households where employment 

was irregular or wage income was low, while being a cheap and 

respectable option for the lodger. Private lodgings were' 

apparently an important accommodation option for young single 

people. but in terms of the total housing provision formed a 

small proportion, probably involving several hundred lodgers 

rather than several thousand. 

As defined in the 1897 Public Health Act, a Common Lodging 

House existed where lodgers were housed at less than 4d a night 

(or for any period less than a fortnight), including places where 

emigrants or seamen lodged irrespective of charge. Registration 

of a common-lodging house involved at least annual inspection, 

imposing restrictions for reasons of health and sanitation and 

defining the number of persons per room. The regulations give 

some indication of what they were like to live in. The 

accommodation was communal. sometimes dormitory, with basic 
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furnishings (to cut down the risk of disease) and shared cooking 

and washing areas. Male and female were strictly segregated. (a 

rule connected to that forbidding houses to be run for immoral 

purposes). Beds were to be vacated between 8am and 8pm, except 

for night-workers who were to be given separate accommodation. 

Applications made in April 1898 demonstrate that lodging-houses 

were often single-sex. ranging from 26 males in 11 apartments (19 

Overgate). to the more overtly commercial, nine apartments of 

bunk-beds for 279 males (55 Commercial Street) [DCA, TC Minutes 

1897-8, pp755-61. In 1899 ten Common Lodging Houses were 

registered for 678 persons; 459 licensed for males only. 219 for 

both sexeslat this time no lodging house was all-female, although 

there had been all-female model-lodging houses in the middle of 

the century (see Chapter 7). Apart from the Commercial Street 

enterprise which provided over 40% of these places, nearly all 

had addresses in the Overgate [DCA, TC Minutes 1899-1900, pp338- 

441. Following the appointment of TK Roddan as sanitary 

inspector, a more detailed sort of report appears in 1914 (figure 

6: 1). This shows 807 places in 11 houses, over 90% of them for 

males, although it was estimated that on average only 602 males 

and 40 females were accommodated in this way. The difference is 

attributable to the system of certification which allowed rooms 

to be certified in units of half-persons. a half being a child 

under 10 years of age. On Census night 1911,789 people were 

enumerated at the city's lodging houses, 752 of whom were 

"inmates" [Census 1911, vol 1. table XXVIII]. In total it seems 

common lodging houses provided liv-ing accommodation for around 

one-half per cent of the city's population at any one time. 
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Figure 6: 1 
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However, they must have provided temporary accommodation for many 

of those who moved into the city and those who did not have the 

contacts or sufficient respectability to get private lodgings. 

The valuation rolls says little about the extent to which 

rooms in houses were sub-let or "farmed out". Although it would 

have been perfectly possible to have noted sub-tenants on the 

roll, this was not done, except where an organisation leased a 

house for one of their officials or employees, who would be 

recorded as the occupier and who may not have paid rent to the 

organisation in any case (eg the Salvation Army or the Co-op). 

However. the 1921 Census does include a table on sub-letting. 

This does not say whether or not furnished accommodation was 

included, and it did include Broughty Ferry (a burgh of around 

11,000 inhabitants added to the city in 1913). In 1921 sub-lets 

formed 2% of all houses, and in 74% of cases the portion sub-let 

consisted of one room [Census 1921, vol 1, part 3. table 301. A 

great deal of social and economic upheaval took place in the ten 

years between 1911 and 1921. The housing situation in Dundee was 

one of relative surplus in terms of effective economic demand in 

1911, and one of extreme shortage in 1921. It is likely sub- 

letting increased or came about in response to the shortage and 

may have been an uncommon practice prior to the First World War. 

In 1911 sub-letting may have been rare. consisting almost 

entirely of farmed furnished rooms and such tenants were probably 

officially described as lodgers. Confusingly landlords and 

factors sometimes used the phrase-sub-let to mean yearly houses 

which fell vacant between the usual letting terms and which were 
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"sub-let" to new tenants by the proprietor or his agent, although 

legally the onus to pay the rent would still be on the former 

tenant with whom the original agreement was made. 

The following sections will focus on specific forms of 

housing consumption in Dundee in 1911 as revealed by the analysis 

of the valuation rolls. Briefly, what sort of houses were being 

consumed? According to the 1911 Census, 53% of the 35,574 houses 

in Dundee consisted of two rooms. 17% of one room and a further 

17% of three rooms (figure 6: 2). Practically all of these 

smaller houses, well over 80% of the total housing stock, would 

have been flats in tenement blocks. According to a 1912 national 

survey of industrial towns in the United Kingdom Scottish 

tenements had larger rooms than English back -to-backs. but fewer 

of them. 

"The rooms are large, and frequently Provided with a 
bed-recess which provides accommodation for a double 
bed. These recesses occur in one or more of the rooms, 
and the bedstead is sometimes a permanent fitting 
provided by the landlord. " [BPP (1913) Cd6955, p xviii] 

The results of the analysis of the valuation rolls have been 

summarised diagrammatically for the city as a whole and for each 

of the nine wards (figures 6: 3; 6: 4). Owner-occupation was a 

relatively minor form of tenure in Dundee; the maJor tenure 

distinctions occured within Privately rented housing. Short-let 

houses, in Dundee almost always weekly lets, were available to 

those who did not rent their houses yearly. All houses of 95 

value or less, were automatically-deemed to be weekly let; the 

column "low-value houses" estimates the number of houses below E6 
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Figure 6 :2 

Dundee 1911 Census 

Number and sizes of Houses 

Source: 1911 Census, vol 2, table XXV1. 
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Figure 6: 3 
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value, and thus overlaps with the weekly tenancies column. More 

houses were weekly let by virtue of their low valuation in 1911, 

than by specific arrangement with the proprietor or his agent. 

The practice of short-letting was widespread in Dundee at this 

time, involving approximately one third of the housing stock, 

casting doubt on the view expressed by Englander that about 80% 

of all working-class housing in Scotland was let yearly in the 

period prior to the First World War [Englander (1981) p10]. 

However, summarising the results by wards demonstrates the 

variations which could occur between even these relatively large 

and unequal areas of the city. Particularly striking is the 

large proportion of low-value tenancies in ward three. At a 

glance we can see that ward six is not much favoured'for owner- 

occupation, while there are a large number of unlet houses. The 

concentration of unlet houses in certain districts of the city 

was an observation made by contemporaries. The town council's 

own analyses of the rolls from 1901-2 demonstrate that, in the 

years for which there are figures, individual wards displayed 

similar relative profiles between 1901 and 1919 (chapter 5). 

These variations point to the possibility some tenure forms were 

more dominant in certain parts of the city than others. The 

question posed is are these variations spatially distinct and 

socially significant, and what might the relationship between the 

tenure categories have been in particuldr areas. 

While owner-occupiers constituted a small proportion of 

Dundee's citizens in 1911, as the twentieth century progressed it 
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became an increasingly popular mode of tenure. The spatial 

concentration of owner-occupation reflected the greater 

desirability of certain areas; a pattern of desirability which 

once set persisted throughout the twentieth century. 

Conversely houses which could not be let were undesirable. 

These may have been in bad areas, of an unpopular type, or 

substandard, but equally could have been overpriced or otherwise 

beyond the means of prospective tenants. Unlet houses were quite 

clearly marked in the roll (chapter 5). "Good houses" may not 

have been let because a house factor was not approached by 

sufficiently respectable tenants. The non-consumption of certain 

houses may also reveal aspects of self-identity and social 

status. 

The final section examines the pattern of short-let houses 

and low valuations. The assumed inferiority of short-let houses 

by contemporaries suggests these tenancies may have been socially 

segregated from more superior forms of tenure, such as yearly 

lets and owner occupation. 

ii) Owner-occupation 

Only 3.06% of all houses in Dundee were owner-occupied in 

1911. It is generally recognised home-ownership levels changed 

markedly in the inter-war period, along with the Provision of 

public rented housing, together replacing the private sector 

[BowleY (1945)]. Owner-occupation in Cardiff, which accounted 
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for 9.6% of households in 1884. fell to 7.2% in 1914. but rose 

dramatically to 35.4% twenty years later in 1934 [Daunton (1976) 

p24], It has been estimated that fewer than 10% of householders 

were owner-occupiers in most industrial cities prior to World War 

One [Dennis (1984) p142]. The cost of buying a house was large 

in relation to the average wage and concentrated at the moment of 

purchase, while consumption was spread over a much longer period. 

Until the growth of the building society movement, there was no 

widespread financial means of spreading the cost over an extended 

period. Building society advances in Great Britain rose from C7 

million in 1918 to C59 million in 1928 and 9137 million in 1938 

[Merrett (1982) p3491. Prior to the availability of credit, home 

ownership would have been concentrated among those groups whose 

financial circumstances made lump-sum purchase possible. 

From the valuation rolls, owner-occupation haz been defined 

quite simply as where the proprietor and the occupier were given 

as. the same individual. Occar'sionally the owner was given as 

being a female relative of the occupier, in which case the 

property was included as being owner-occupied. Where the 

property was a church manse owned by a religious group and 

occupied by a minister of religion. this was also termed owner- 

occupied. Owner-occupiers were unlikely to be wage earners, were 

probably of the wealthier groups in society and likely to be able 

to own relatively high-value properties. While the rateable 

-valuation of owner-occupied houses in Dundee in 1911, ranged from 

93 to 9250. over 64% were valued at 930 or more. Dundee Town 

Council's analysis of the 1911-12 roll shows that only 3.18% of 
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the total housing stock had a valuation of C30 or more (figure 

6: 5). In fact 61.6% of all houses valued at 930 or over were 

owner-occupied, and 73.7% of those valued at 940 or over. 

Owner-occupation was not evenly distributed, with almost a 

quarter situated within one ward (23.54% in ward seven). The 

poor were likely to live where they could got a home which was 

cheap enough, and providing the landlord or factor was flexible 

enough to have them as tenants. House purchasers in choosing 

where to live were not confined by the need to be vatted. nor 

were they generally constrained by city planners. Planning 

controls up to this date were aimed at working-class building, 

and town planning only began to develop into a recognised 

profession at the turn of the century. The house purchaser of 

means was free to buy or build in almost any part of the city, 

and many villas, especially the grandest. must have been 

commissioned for the owners. However, in practice more modestly 

endowed potential home owners buying a new house would choose 

from a small number of sites selected by speculative builders. 

To a prospective purchaser it would matter that the chosen house 

should be in a respectable street with good neighbours. if only 

in order so there should be no erosion of value. In common with 

proprietors of rented housing, home-owners would desire a 

generally stable or rising property market, but they would also 

be aware of fashionable areas, where house Prices would be rising 

more rapidly than average, and of the social status associated 

with different locations. In Dundee in 1911, ward seven was the 
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Figure 6: 5 

Owner occupation, Dundee'1911, by ward 
(owner-occupied properties) 

Potential no. owner owner mean 
tenancies" -occupied -occupied- ", valuation 

Ward 1 3550 39 1.09 41.41 
Ward 2 3500' 150 4.29 -57.34 
Ward 3 4041 137 3.39 26.19 
Ward 4 5079 79'' 1.56 35.64- 
Ward 5 5590 204 3.65 34.58 
Ward 6 ý4 500 31 0.69 41.68 
Ward 7 4462 294 6.59 34.11 
Ward 8 . c ; 4975-1 87 1.75, 27.61 
Ward 9 5141 228 4.43 59.80 

All Dundee 40838 1249 3.06 40.86 

Source: Nal'uat ionýRoll, --Dundee 1911-12. 

Figure 6: 6 
Owner occupation, 'Dundee'1911, by valuation 

(owner-o ccupied properties by valuation category) 

valuation' (a) (b) (c) 
category all households owner-occupied 

0>5 7700 11 0.88 
5> 7' 1112 3 23 1.84 
7> 10 11491 35 2.80 

10 > 15 6010 59 - 4_72 
15 > 20 1877 92 7.36 
20 > 30 1284 1229- 48.33 
30 > 40 626 304 24.34 
40+ 673 -496 39.71 

All Dundee 40784 -124 9 100.00 

Note: Owner-occupied properties rateable assessment valuation 
ranged from 93 -00 to 9250.00. Mean =--Z40-. 86; median = 935.00; 

mode 935-00. 

Source: -Column (a), DCA TC/En16;, column'(b). Valuation Roll,; 
1911- 12 . 1 1 1, _ " ýIIIý I-,, --; - ?, i. 1* _- 
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most favoured, with 6.59% of all households owner-occupied, while 

ward six, at the other end of the scale, had a mere 0.69% (figure 

6: 6). Wards two and nine constituted the "west-end" of the city, 

and many villas had views across the river. Ward seven included 

the suburban villages of Fairmuir. Baldovan and Downfield, and 

also the area between Dudhope Park and the Law hill. A map of 

owner-occupied properties shows the pattern more clearly (figure 

6: 7). The congested central areas of the city were avoided by 

intending house-purchasers. The exceptions to this were 

concentrated in streets redeveloped in early-nineteenth century 

improvement schemes, designed to be elegant thoroughfares. Built 

in a Regency style, reminiscent in parts of Edinburgh's new town. 

these were either flats above prestigious shops and offices (eg 

Reform Street, Whitehall Crescent), or refined terraced 

townhouses (eg South Tay Street, Tay Square). Generally 

homeowners lived away from industrial activities, the docks and 

textile works being especially repellent. However, they did 

choose to live in clusters along the main arterial routes. such 

as: Perth Road (dividing wards two and nine); Coupar Angus Road, 

via Lochee (ward three); Strathmartine Road through Fairmuir, 

Downfield and Baldovan (ward seven); Clepington Road, an eastern 

ring route (wards five and seven); between Arbroath Road and 

Broughty Ferry Road (ward one). The only obviously contradictory 

cluster to this generalised pattern occurs in the north-eastern 

part of ward five. between Pitkerro Road and Mains Loan. This 

area is commonly referred to as Maryfield, through which the 

Forfar Road passes. and maps alone might suggest it had been 

built as a middle-class housing estate. The architectural 
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diversity of the area suggests a more mixed origin than the 

spatial pattern might lead us to conclude. In Shamrock Street 

large villas sit cheek by jowl with modest semi-detached houses 

and rustic cottages. Building also seems to have taken place 

over a few decades rather than a few years, according to the 

dates on the buildings themselves (1870-1910). On the fringes 

there is some mixing with "superior tenements" (eg Janefield 

Place constructed c. 1905). All of this suggests the general 

character of Maryfield as a preferred area for owner-occupation 

in 1911, was the result of a gradual process, with like 

attracting like. The same is probably true of the area between 

Dudhope Park and Kinghorne Road on the slopes of the Law. 

although architecturally it is less mixed. The largest villas. 

individually set in walled gardens at the western end of the 

Perth Road, encouraged development in neighbouring streets of 

more modest residences for aspiring individuals (eg Norwood 

Crescent, Roxburgh Terrace, Hazel Drive). 

From the spatial pattern. it seems physical situation was as 

important as social cachet. The slopes of the Balgay Hill 

running down towards the river gave splendid views across the 

Tay. Owner-occupiers also colonised areas close to green open 

spaces or public parks (eg Balgay Hill, Law Hill, Dudhope Park, 

Baxter Park, Magdalen Green), although it must be said the 

creation of public parks and landscaped cemeteries, bound by 

rules and regulations. were often intended to control social 

behaviour and enhance established residential development. 
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What sort of Dundonians chose to own their home? Looking at 

streets with high levels of owner-occupation it is possible to 

check out occupations listed in the Dundee Directory. These 

listings were of the head of household only and were incomplete, 

so they provide only a rough guide. Census enumerators books are 

a superior source, but are presently unavailable for 1911. In 

the adjacent streets of Albany Terrace, Dudhope Terrace, Douglas 

Terrace and Panmure Terrace in ward seven, levels of 

home-ownership ranged from 83% to 89%. Where listed. the 

occupations of householders included 11 merchants. 11 ministers 

of religion. six manufacturers and three each of engineers, 

managers, solicitors and clerks. In another favoured area for 

owner-occupation, Maryfield in ward five, Argyle Street. Madeira 

Street and Shamrock Street had an average of 70% home-ownership. 

Here occupations were more diverse - 11 merchants, three 

solicitors, four managers, three manufacturers, plus a mixture of 

teachers, tailors, accountants, clerks, cashiers, engineers and 

shopkeepers. In wards two and nine. the large villas situated in 

secluded grounds just off the Perth Road, were owned by merchants 

and manufacturers, accompanied by solicitors, bankers, professors 

and a stockbroker. The job description Olmerchant" could mean 

almost anything and included wholesale grocers, wine and spirit 

retailers and warehousemen as well as textile traders. Likewise. 

manufacturers ranged from jute barons to modest entrepreneurs 

boiling toffee in a back street shed. House purchasers generally 

included professional men, the architects, doctors. solicitors, 

bankers. teachers and accountants, and a fair number of those on 

the professional fringes, including clerks, cashiers, insurance 
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agents and house factors. Small traders, grocers, tailors, 

drapers, joiners, bootmakers and plumbers, and those in sales or 

agents of various sorts also aspired to home ownership. However, 

it should be acknowledged choosing to rent would not in itself be 

regarded as a disadvantage in terms of social status. 

The Dundonian of means was not limited to living within the 

city boundaries. Middle-class expansion into the villages and 

burghs surrounding Dundee meant many merchants, manufacturers and 

professional people commuted daily. The organisation of the 

Dundee Directory for 1911 reflects this by including listings for 

Broughty Ferry, Monifieth, Carnoustie, Newport and Tayport. 

Broughty Ferry was the largest of these featuring over a dozen 

places of worship and, despite its close proximity to Dundee, had 

its own weekly newspaper. The 1911 Census enumerated a 

population of 11,058 in 2,523 houses of 11,710 rooms in Broughty 

Ferry - more rooms than people. Folks from "the Ferry" lived in 

comparative comfort and affluence; in Dundee itself the same 

source shows there were 1.69 individuals for every windowed room 

[1921 Census. vol 1 part 3. table 11. The Dundee and Arbroath 

Joint Railway connected the coastal resorts of Carnoustie. 

Monifieth and Broughty Ferry to the city. On the opposite side 

of the estuary, the Newport Railway linked Newport and Wormit to 

the North British Railway's line across the River Tay. Railways 

provided the up and coming middle classes with a means of 

escaping the mass of the city, in favour of small town and 

village life with its associated values. The city was still the 

place of work, and thus the family's source of wealth, but wives 
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and families could be removed from its corrupting social reality. 

The domestic architecture of these places, predominantly villas 

and nostalgically rural cottages rather than tenements, further 

emphasises the likelihood that owner occupation accounted for a 

much larger proportion of households than in Dundee itself. If 

owner occupation was to be the major focus of a study of Dundee 

in 1911, then it would have to take greater account of these 

residential satellites. 

iii) Unlet houses 

According to Dundee Town Council's own analysis of selected 

valuation rolls, the level of unlet houses in 1911 could be 

described as reasonably high. at 2,866 out of a total housing, 

stock of 40,784 (7.027%). According to this analysis of the 

rolls, there were 2,638 empty houses out of a total of 40,846 

tenancies (6.458%). The 1911 Census enumerators gave a figure of 

41,069 houses, 2,432 of which were unoccupied (5.921%) [Census 

1921, vol 1 part 3. table 11. The differences between the - 

figures are undoubtedly due in part to human errors of one sort 

of another, but in the case of the Census probably lie with the 

different definitions and collection methods used. With regard 

to the valuation rolls, although it might be entertaining to 

speculate degrees of culpability, such an exercise must 

ultimately be inconclusive. (unless one is able to go beyond the 

grave). The difference between the two sums of all households is 

less than 0.02%. and that between the sum of unlet houses just 

under 8%. While the former is an acceptable level of error, the 
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latter must be questioned. Why would the town council's analysis 

show 183 more unlet houses than are apparent on the rolls? Might 

there be reasons other than human error to account for this? The 

answer may lie with the appeals procedure. Proprietors were not 

required to pay rates on empty houses, and would appeal against 

entries recorded as occupied in the roll which were in fact 

unoccupied. On the other hand, there was no real incentive to 

have unlet entries altered to occupied tenancies. The rolls were 

drafted and made available for inspection before being finally 

approved. A few alterations made to the rolls following an 

appeal on the grounds of an incorrect valuation are evident in 

the rolls, being formally countersigned. However, those appeals 

made on the basis of an incorrect description of occupancy are 

not evident. and there is the real possibility these appeals were 

separately recorded, perhaps after the rolls had been approved 

(ie after the rates demand had been sent out). 

However, the two analyses tell us different things about 

unlet houses. The town council appear to have wanted to know how 

many houses in different valuation categories were unlet (chapter 

5). This new analysis allows us to see where those unlet houses 

were. At least 4.5% of all households were unlet in all of the 

city's wards, but wards one, six and'eight have higher levels of 

8.9%. 10.1% and 9.3% respectively. Ward six lay right at the 

heart of the city including parts of the Overgate, the Wellgate 

and the Hilltown. There is considerable variation within the 

ward, for example 22 streets have no houses unlet. If we look at 

those 11 streets where there, were more than ten houses unlet, the 
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range is from 11.54% (Mid Street) to 21.52% (Arthur Street). 

Those 11 streets are spread throughout the ward, although it is 

interesting that six of them are linked in a network: Arthur 

Street (21.5%) to Dallfield Walk (16.5%) to Dudhope Street 

(15.1%) to Mid Street (11.5%) to Hilltown (13.5%) to Constitution 

Street (18.3%). Is this sort of pattern evident in the other 

wards? All wards had between seven and 11 streets where ten'or 

more houses were unlet. except ward eight which had 18 such 

streets. The number of streets in each ward where no houses were 

unlet ranges from 13 in ward four to 55 in ward seven. Taking a 

closer look at ward seven it was found only three of the ten 

streets where ten or more houses were unlet. had a level of 

empties above 10%. These three streets - Hilltown (15.74%). 

Kinnaird Street (13.11%) and Rosebank Street (10.08%) - are all 

in the southeastern corner of ward seven. closest to ward six, 

and connect to the network just identified in ward six. In fact 

practically all of the streets with more than ten unlet houses in 

this ward are in this one area; a fact which is less surprising 

when it is considered this was the only area of this ward in 

which there were a substantial number of tenement blocks. 

In ward one 29 

ten or more empties 

18.01%, and most of 

spreading eastwards 

of empties averaged 

whole citY, with 41 

streets with ten or 

streets had no unlet houses, and eight had 

Here the empties ranged from 4.67% to 

the streets are linked in an arterial fashion 

like a tree branch. In ward three, the level 

5.84%. a little below the average for the 

streets with no unlet houses and seven 

more houses empty (3.80% to 27.87% unlet). 
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Again some of these streets with a large percentage unlet are 

neighbours, but others are not. Streets with high levels of 

unlet houses were not clumped together, but may have been 

spatially interrelated in a more complex fashion. 

Instead of looking for a spatial relationship between the 

worst blackspots for unlet houses, perhaps we should be looking 

at a wider canvas. What we need to do is to compare the spatial 

pattern of all potential tenancies over an area. including unlet 

houses and owner-occupied properties. with the pattern produced 

by mapping unlet houses alone. If we take ward two we find 

certain areas were densely housed. while a large area of the ward 

was non-residential - much of it railway sidings (figure 6: 8). 

Not all of the densely populated areas were "working class", as 

illustrated by Bellefield, an area of lower-middle cum 

respectable artisan class tenements opening out onto Magdalene 

Green - visually unusual because it was built in red sandstone. 

The west end of the ward was dominated by large owner-occupied 

villas, such as Tay Park, Cidhmore and Ashcliff, featuring 

commanding views over the Tay. A map of the owner-occupied 

properties demonstrates a clear westward pull. with home-owners 

choosing Richmond Terrace, Windsor Street and early-nineteenth 

century villas on Magdalene Yard Road (figure 6: 9). The 

exceptions in the eastern part of the ward were around University 

College and Tay Square, a small Georgian-style development of 

town houses. This is interesting when compared with the map of 

unlet houses, because empties occured in precisely those areas 

where there was little or no owner-occupation (figure 6: 10). 
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Figure 6: 10 
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The areas where most empties were found, were around the Seafield 

Works between Magdalene Yard Road and Perth Road, and in the east 

at the Westport, the Overgate and the Vault. In ward two 6.94% 

of houses were unlet, which is very close to the average for the 

whole city. What can be seen at a glance is the pattern formed 

by the 22 streets where no houses were unlet, and perhaps it is 

more important that these streets were perceived to be 

attractive, than that other streets were blackspots. For 

example, to the west of Seafield Works neighbouring the wealthy 

in their villas. However. it must be pointed out that many of 

the streets with no empties had very few potential tenancies. 

Wards are artificial boundaries and it has already been 

noted that the pattern of empties could be linked across ward 

boundaries. Therefore two areas have been selected for further 

examination. These are firstly the central and most densely 

populated area of the city. taking in parts of wards one. four. 

five six and seven, running from Dudhope bleaching green in the 

east to Baxter Park in the west (Area A); secondly Lochee, once a 

village in its own right situated to the north-west of the centre 

(mainly ward three) (figures 6: 11; 6: 12). 

There were very few owner-occupied houses in Area A. despite 

being densely populated. The congested centre where people lived 

cheek by jowl with commerce and industry was precisely what home 

owners wanted to escape (figure 6: 7). The non-residential 

"blanks" on the map of potential tenancies were chiefly occupied 

by jute mills, textile works and dock related industries (figure 
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6: 13). Prominent were Taybank, Wallace, Constable. Caldrum, Ann 

Street and largest of all, Dens. There were at least 22 major 

industrial concerns in this area alone. The area also 

incorporated some very densely housed parts, including the 

Hilltown (757 tenancies), Blackscroft, Constable Street and 

Foundry Lane (602). and Dallfield Walk (266). There are no 

instant conclusions to be drawn from the map of unlet houses 

(figure 6: 14). No obvious clusters of empties around the mills. 

However there are streets where we might have expected more 

empties than there are. Baxter Park Terrace had only two houses 

out of 157 potential tenancies unlet, despite an average 

valuation of around C16 16s - high for tenement flats. Nearby 

the more modestly valued Morgan Street (average Ell 4s) had two 

unlet out of 154. Both of these streets are in the eastern 

fringes of the central area and more recently built than most of 

the tenement stock in the area. Baxter Park Terrace epitomises 

the superior tenement dwelling featuring a high standard of 

internal finish, and the sort of classical architectural detail 

found on suburban villas; architraved bay windows and elaborate 

entrances flanked by Pillars. These tenements were deliberately 

designed to appeal to the lower-middle classes and in part owed 

their attraction to the park which they overlooked. The Seagate 

had only one unlet tenancy out of 113. In this case perhaps 

proximity to the dock area helped to keep the level of empties 

low. Dock work was casual labour, hired and paid for by the day, 

and it would be important to be there early in the morning to get 

work. In this sort of situation intelligence about when cargoes 

were expected and who might be seeking extra labour was valuable, 
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and would be most readily got by those in and around the docks. 

In the other cases plausible explanations are more difficult to 

come by. Lawson Place and Ogilvies Road (ward seven) neighbour 

streets with high levels of unlet houses, yet have few 

themselves. The reasons may lie with the quality of the 

tenements, or rent levels or with some less tangible perception 

that these streets were somehow better than their neighbours. 

However. within the complex pattern there is evidence some 

bundles of streets had broadly sympathetic levels of unlet 

tenancies. Alexander Street (3.1% unlet) ran west to east from 

the Hilltown to Dens Road and none of the seven streets which 

crossed it at right angles had more than 7.9% of tenancies unlet 

(most had less than 5%). In ward one between Broughty Ferry Road 

and Arbroath Road lay a group of four interconnected streets 

(Glebe Street, Lilybank Road, Watson Street and St Matthews). 

where the level of empties ranged from 12.0% to 13.2%. Kinloch 

Street and Kinnaird Street form a cross bound by Stirling Street 

to the south and Rosebank Street to the east (ward seven). and 

here empties ranged from 9.1% to 13.1%. 

Unlike the other wards Lochee had a separate identity, 

historically, economically and in the Popular imagination. 

Lochee had been an independent settlement which was incorporated 

into the burgh in 1859, following some difficulties in collecting 

the rates [Elliot (1911)]. By all accounts the town had been 

poorly managed, with a failure to provide water except from wells 

until 1865; cholera paid its last visit in 1866. It was 
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dominated by Cox Brothers' Camperdown Linen Works. with a 100 

foot tower whose six bells rang across the small town at the 

start and end of each working day and for every meal break. The 

works'-included a spinning mill of five storeys completed in 1868 

and a weaving shed of 1,000 looms. In the latter part of the 

century the Cox family gifted Lochee many of its public amerities, 

including a parish church, a park. swimming bath and library * 

[Elliot (1911) pp165-1881. In the popular imagination Lochee was 

"the bog" where Dundee's Irish resided, and certainly the Roman 

Catholic Church had a strong presence, including a seminary for 

young men and a contingent of the Sisters of Mercy from Derry, 

known as the Little Sisters of the Poor in Lochee. A second 

commonly held belief was that Lochee. was poor, as in this comment 

on a threa*ied strike following a holiday (which as always had 

been unpaid). 

"For some reason or other Lochee is one of the poorest 
districts in the city, and an extra day or two at 
holiday time has effect in stranding a very large 
number of the workers and in punishing the shopkeepers 
and traders of all classes. Whatever the reasons 
Lochee cannot afford a strike ... " [PJ (1911) Feb 21 

As figure 5: 13 in chapter five demonstrated, a consistently 

higher proportion of ward three's housing stock was valued at 

below CS than any other ward in Dundee between 1901 and 1919. 

On average the level of unlet tenancies in 1911 was below 

that for the city as whole at 5.84%, but as in other wards this 

figure masks wide variation (figures 6: 15; 6: 16). As before 

streets preferred by owner-occupiers had little or no unlet 

houses among those available for rent, for example Tullidelph 
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Figure 6: 16 
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Road. Coupar Angus Road and to some extent Ancrum Road, all 

situated on the periphery of Lochee., However. concentrations of 

unlet hou-ses are more easily picked out, to the east around 

Balgay Street (10.3%). and to the south-west around Kilbery 

Street (14.3%). Campbell'Street (12.6%) and Cobden Street (8.8%). 

The greatest of these concentrations encompassed Burnside Street 

(27.9%) and Whorterbank (22.5%), wMck between them accounted for 

more than a quarter of all the unlet houses in Lochee (25.4%). 

This phenomenovtdeserves further investigation. Returning to the 

original data files for these two streets. is a fifth of the 

houses in each tenement unlet? In Whorterbank there were 43 

houses unlet out of 191 potential tenancies in 33 properties. 

Unusually 19 of these properties appear to have been weekly-let 

single tenancies, which merely underlines the peculiarities of the 

house numbering system, as these were almost certainly flats in 

tenements, and not small cottages. But, two-thirds of the unlet 

houses in Whorterbank were in two tenement properties, both of 

which were owned by the same proprietor and managed by the house 

factors J&E Shepherd. Perhaps it was not the street or area 

which was unpopular, but those two particular tenements for 

reasons of quality, social desirability or price. There is also 

a real possibility the distribution of unlet houses arose not as 

a result of the preferences of prospective tenants in making 

choices about where to live, but rather from decisions made by 

the managers of the housing stock about the suitability of 

tenants for particular houses. Did something similar happen in 

Burnside Street? Here out of 61 potential tenancies 17 were 

unlet, and out of those 13 were in a single property owned by the 
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same proprietor as before andýmanaged'by J&E Shepherd. This 

pattern is not consistently true of all streets with high levels 

of empties in ward three. In Campbell Street (12.6%). Balgay 

Street (10.3%) and Lochee Road (11.2%) unlet houses were more 

evenly spread out among properties. 

Turning to look at the worst blackspots for unlet houses in 

each ward. more can be learned about the concentration of empties 

within streets. In ward one the Cowgate (18.0%) had 12 of its 30 

empties in one property and five in'another. but in Gellatly 

Street (17.3%) again the distribution is-more even among the 

various properties. Brook Street (16ý5%) and the Overgate 

(15.1%) in ward two give a similarly even impression of the 

spread of empties. Arthur Street (21-. 5%) in ward seven had 90% 

of its empties in three properties; Constitution Street (18.3%) 

had 17 out of 23 empties in a singleýproperty. In ward eight, in 

Urquhart Street (38.4%) all but one of the unlet houses were in a 

single property known as "the high lands", an early high-rise 

block of 11 storeys. over half of whose 71 houses had been 

declared unsafe. More than 50% of the unlet houses in Larch 

Street (29.3%) were in a single property. although the other half 

was more evenly distributed among the other properties. It was 

true that a street with a high level of empties could have unlet 

houses scattered throughout the properties in a random fashion 

and that the street as a whole may have been unattractive in some 

way to prospective tenants. However, it was also true that 

empties could be concentrated within a few blighted properties 

within a street, possibly due to the negative nature of 
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individual properties. This was a pattern recognised locally by 

financial institutions as Mary L Walker and Mona Wilson of Dundee 

Social Union reported in 1905. 

"The manager of the Dundee district offices of the 
Prudential Assurance Society kindly gave us a copy of 
the black-list of proscribed districts in which life 
assurance policies are not issued without a special 
inquiry... " [DSU Report (1905) P51 

The black-list named 31 whole streets or courts and a further 52 

streets where only one or more blocks were proscribed. However*, 

perhaps individual blocks were under-let as a result of 

deliberate management strategies. It may have been cost 

effective to allow certain tenements to be empty (and free of 

undesirable tenants), while raising rents for other more popular 

houses. Edwin Scrymgeour, a town councillor and prominent local 

politician sympathetic to the labour movement, was asked in 1907 

why he thought landlords would be able to put rents up, to meet 

increased costs, when there were so many empty houses. 

"The fact of empty houses does not altogether bring , 
about the effect that the rent will be kept at a given 
sum. because there is a preference for certain 
localities, and people may wish to go to a certain 
house in a certain district, and so the landlord is 
able to sustain the same rental, although there may be 
a number of empty houses ... I think the tendency would 
be towards an increase ... There is a desire in Dundee 
at any rate, to go after new buildings. " (BPP (1908) 
Cd3792 XLVII 1, P1971 

In a situation where demand exceeded supply for certain types of 

houses, for example those with water Plumbed into each flat and 

access to a water closet on the landing, then the house could be 

let at a premium. although there was a surplus in the supply of 

tenement houses overall. 
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iv) Short-let and low-value houses. 

We have already seen that private renting was the major form 

of tenure in Dundee in 1911, and a major distinction can be made 

between those hpuses which were lot on short-term leases of a 

week or occa-sionally a month. and houses let yearly. Weekly 

houses were generally recognised by contemporaries as being 

inferior houses occupied by as one factor put it "a very 

different class" from those with a long lease. They were 

generally of less value; Islay B Murray. a house factor and 

secretary of the local landlords' and factors' association told 

the Guthrie Committee in 1907 that weekly properties sold at 

about 30% less than yearly ones [BPP (1907/08) Cd3792 XLVII 1, 

p2091. Throughout the valuation roll the phrase "let weekly" (or 

lot monthly) appears in the comments column beside some 

tenancies. In 1911,5,493 tenancies were so described, 13.4% of 

all houses in the city. If rent was paid weekly or monthly, then 

landlords were held responsible for the municipal rates, hence 

the necessity to carefully record short-let houses. However, 

houses below ES value were deemed to be weekly let automatically, 

with the owners paying both the tenants' and the landlords' burgh 

rates, and therefore no special comment in the valuation roll was 

necessary. The town council's analysis of the 1911 valuation 

roll. Puts the number of houses lot at less than E5 per annum at 

7,700. which would make the true number of weekly lets about 

13,193 or 32.29% of the housing stock [DCA TC/Enl6l. This would 

make the proportion of houses let yearly about 58%, much less 

than the 80% of all working class houses in Scotland which has 
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been quoted [Englander (1983)'pl67]. 

"Of course Dundee is in a'peculiar position. There is 
a very much larger proportion of the working men's 
houses let weekly in Dundee than in any other large 
city ... paid weekly and let weekly. " [BPP (1908) 
Cd3792 XLVII 1. P207] 

The representatives of the Dundee Landlords' and House Factors' 

Association estimated the number of short-lets in Dundee to be 

around 10,000 houses in 1907; 20% of the housing stock was weekly 

let simply by virtue of the fact that it was below 95 value 

(8,242 houses) [DCA'TC/Enl6]. 

Unfortunately the database constructed from the 1911 rolls 

for Dundee records only the number of short-let houses in each 

property which are specifically described as such, and thus 

excludes the houses below 95. It has therefore been necessary to 

approximate the numbers of low-valued tenancies. The simplest 

way of doing this is to calculate the arithmetic mean valuation 

for each property and, if it falls below a set value, to sum all 

the tenancies in-the property as low-value. This is a rough and 

ready method, because it was often in the nature of tenement 

blocks to have two smaller flats at the entrance to the block. 

which would be of lower value than the other flats. Tenements 

frequently consisted of a mixture-of flat sizes, for example one- 

room and two-room flats, where the former might be below C5 

value, while the latter was not. In order to overestimate rather 

than underestimate, it was decided to make the set value "less 

than 96 value". and to regard the results for the sum of short- 

let tenancies and the sum of low-value tenancies as complementary 

but overlapping. As we saw in the previous chapter, the 
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proportion of houses let at less than Z5 value decreased from 

22.81% in 1901, to 20.18% in 1907 and 18.88% in 1911 (figure 

5: 13), yet landlords were reluctant to let houses which had been 

previously short-let on any other terms [BPP (1907) XXXVII 

U3715, p3]. A house slightly below E5 value in 1907 might have 

been revalued slightly above E5 by 1911, but would still be 

weekly let. Although figures for low-value tenancies include a 

large number of houses which were not weekly let as a result of 

being valued below 95. it is quite likely. they were short-let 

houses in any case. The town council gave a figure of 7,700 

houses below E5 value in 1911, while the number of tenancies 

specifically described in the roll as short-let was 5,493 

(13.45%). making the true number of short-let houses 13,193 

(32. -30, %) [DCA TC/En 161. The number of low-value tenancies using 

the estimation method chosen is 12.650 or 30.97% of potential 

tenancies in Dundee in 1911. Since 6.553 houses in Dundee in 

1911 consisted of only one room, the vast majority of tenancies 

valued below Z5 were probably "single ends" [Census (1911) Vol 1. 

table XXVIII. 

'What do the spatial patterns for short-let and low-value 

houses show? In ward two 13.97% of tenancies were specifically 

described as short let, while 34.57% of houses were low value. 

As was expected maps of these two variables showed a high degree 

of visual correlation. but they are also visually similar to the 

map of unlet tenancies in this ward (figures 6: 10; 6: 17; 6: 18). 

Small's Lane had 13.92% unlet, 24.05% weekly let and 44.30% low 

value; Hawkhill 10.45%. 22.39% and 51.49% - all higher than the 
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average for the ward. The streets sloping south from the Perth 

Road adjacent to the Seafield Works are easily picked out; 58% of 

Shepherd's Loan was low-value and 68% of Taylor's Lane. Again 

the areas where there were a significant number of owner- 

occupied houses, were the areas where there were no low-value, 

weekly-let and unlet houses, for example to the west of 

Shepherd's Loan (Osborne Place, Strawberry Bank and Windsor 

Street). 
_ 

Again the known area of superior tenements, Bellefield, 

does not feature. 

In Area A there is also a similarity of pattern between the 

maps of short-let, low-value and unlet houses (figures 6: 14; 

6: 19; 6: 20). Dallfield Walk had 16.54% unlet, 30.54% short let 

and 64.66% low value; Arthur Street 21.52%, 20.25% and 82.27%. 

However, we cannot immediately conclude that short lets, empties 

and low valuations are natural partners in all areas. Elizabeth 

Street had few houses unlet (4.11%) and a modest number short let 

(10.27%). yet had a large number of low-value tenancies (51.11%). 

Nelson Street again had few empties (5.44%). above average low 

value (42.08%) but a large proportion stated to be weekly let 

(37.13%). Wellington Street had no weekly let houses and only 

one unlet, yet nearly a fifth of the houses fell into the low 

value category (although this is still some 10% less than the 

average for the city as a whole). The pattern was extremely 

complex. Yet, there can be little doubt there was a pattern. 

Thirty of the streets in ward one register no weekly tenants and 

21 of those have no low-value houses either; 84.43% of the weekly 

tenants are concentrated in ten streets and 71.25% of low-value 
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tenancies in eight streets. The areas of lower-middle or artisar 

class tenements such as Baldovan Terrace, Baxter Park Terrace 

andMorgan Street had no weekly or low-value houses at all. 

Lochee had the highest proportion of low-valued houses in 

any of the Dundee wards (51.59%). Looking at unlet houses, there 

were three main concentrations around Balgay Street, Campbell 

Street and Whorterbank (figure 6: 16). These three areas can alsc 

be identified on the maps of low-value and short-let tenancies 

(figures 6: 21; 6: 22). In the east around Balgay Street 80% of 

tenancies were low value and 33% short let; in neighbouring 

Atholl Street the figures are 100% and 28%. To some extent this 

is a pattern repeated in the south-western cluster in Campbell 

Street (76% low value; 54% short let) and Cobden Street (58%; 

29%). but not in neighbouring Gardner Street or Kilberry Street 

where there were neither weekly lets nor low-value tenancies. 

Between them Burnside Street and Whorterbank accounted for more 

than a quarter of all the unlet houses in Lochee (25.4%). Only 

four houses in Burnside were officially weekly let, but 92% of 

the houses were low value, and in Whorterbank 99% were low value 

and a third short let. In Lochee there does seem to be some 

association between empties, short lets and low value, although 

since more than half the houses were low value this might be 

expected. However, exceptions like Atholl Street with all its 

houses falling into the low value bracket, yet less than 4% 

empties. suggest the processes operating were quite complex. 

Just because an area was low value and a high proportion of the 

housing was let weekly, it did not mean that it would be 
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unpopular in a low-wage economy. In fact Atholl Street was 

unusual for other reasons. Firstly, it did not conform to 

theýsual tenement format being two storey with four houses per 

stair, the upper two at 95 and the lower two at 93.50. These 

were low-cost houses where prospective tenants were assured of 

having no long flights of stairs to fetch and carry basics like 

water up and down. Secondly, the entire street was in the hands 

of just two owners, the Caledonian Property Investment Company 

(factor Alex Ramsay) and Bell & Sime Ltd, a firm of timber 

merchants (factor William Watt) [NB, the residents of Atholl 

Street were not employed by Bell & Sime]. This may have led to a 

degree of uniformity in management practices, perhaps 

contributing to good tenant relations. 

Houses with low valuations were spatially concentrated in 

Lochee; 20 streets in Lochee had three-quarters or more of their 

tenancies come into the low value category and half of all the 

low value tenancies in Lochee were in only ten streets. 

Similarly half of all the tenancies stated to be short let in 

Lochee were in six streets. 

Conclusion 

These variables do have a spatial dimension, but it is a 

complex one which indicates these patterns were produced by a 

combination of factors in which tenure distinctions played a 

part. but they may have been overridden by other considerations. 

The most minor tenure form, owner-occupation at 3% of all 

households, shows itself most clearly as having had a definite 
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spatial pattern in Dundee in 1911, but it is a myopic view of 

owner-occupation because many of those able to buy their own 

homes would have chosen to do so outside of the city boundaries. 

Areas of owner-occupation were mixed with privately rented 

houses, but there were fewer unlet, short-let or low-value houses 

in these areas. The number of unlet tenancies was more than 

double the number of owner-occupied houses (6.5%), but spatially 

the pattern is more confused. There were streets with broadly 

sympathetic levels of empties, but sometimes the spatial 

concentration was at a different scale with particular tenement 
+UCUL-I 

blocks being affected rather Lwhole streets. There are a number 

of examples where high levels of unlet houses go hand in hand 

with short lets and low values, but also glaring exceptions. 

Where it has been Possible to give reasons for the pecuýarities 

of particular streets, these reasons are quite specific, and it 

must be accepted the individual characteristics of a street may 

have often outweighed any processes which operated as a result of 

differences in tenure. This is why the patterns have proved so 

difficult to unravel. A more general influenceLcan be explored 

is the role managerial decisions may have had (chapter 7). The 

fact life assurance could be refused purely on the basis of 

address is significant, and points to the fact that areal 

differentiation could be more clearly fixed in the popular 

imagination than it has been possible to discern on the ground. 

"Representatives" of the wor king class who were called before the 

Guthrie Committee in 1907 were quite clear in their minds that 

they would not desire short-let tenancies if they were available. 

Factors described the class of people living in weekly houses as 
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very different from the class who lived in yearly houses, and 

operated the system in a manner which meant tenants were scarcely 

able to choose, because a "man of good class" could not get a 

short let [BPP (1907/08) Cd3792 XLVII 1 PP2081. Alexander 

Tasker, a horse driver living in an 98 yearly house, voiced the 

very real prejudice of the "respectable" towards short-let 

tenants. 

"... the respectable working men they are all inclined 
to twelve months. ... these monthly tenants are not 
much worth to any man ... The monthly tenants and 
weekly tenants perhaps have a bundle of bags in the 

corner to sleep on, and an old soap box or that, and 
when the house gets dirty, he would far rather remove 
and try to get a cleaner one, than clean the old one. " 
[BPP (1907-8) Cd3792 XLVII 1, pp206-7] 

Yearly letting was the dominant tenure form, involving 58% of all 

tenancies in Dundee in 1911, but short-lets were far more 

widespread than has previously been assumed to be the case in 

Scottish cities. There are two possibilities, either previous 

assumptions were entirely wrong and this aspect of Scottish 

housing needs to be investigated more closely in other urban 

centres, or Dundee was peculiar as Edward Shepherd the house 

factor suggested to Guthrie in 1907. 
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Chapter 7: Landlord and Tenant - Ownership and Management 

Owner-occupation was not a popular form of tenure in Dundee 

in 1911. and most citizens rented from a landlord, but who were 

these landlords? The division of rates between occupiers and 

owners meant information on each was recorded on the valuation 

rolls and, where appropriate. the name of the agent to whom 

documentation was to be addressed. The database created from the 

valuation rolls can be interrogated in various ways, which allows 

us to identify groups of proprietors (figure 7: 1). The vast 

majority of houses were owned by individuals. It. was unusual for 

anybody, whether a group of trustees, a property investment 

company or an individual, to own more than 150 tenancies - only 

13 did so. A significant proportion were owned by trusts, 

usually set up to manage the estate of a deceased person. and 

therefore to provide a reliable unearned annual income for 

families. especially the widows and unmarried daughters of the 

middle class. Comparatively few houses were owned by companies, 

institutions or religious bodies, although some of these were 

among the largest owners (6.45%). 

There are a number of questions which can be posed. What 

sort of people chose to invest in houses? Why were companies set 

up to provide a means of investing? How many proprietors chose 

to hand over management to a house factor, and what was the r8le 

of the factor in the rented market? What did philanthropic 

bodies hope to. achieve through owning houses? These are among 

questions the following sections will attempt to answer. 
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Figure 7: 1 

House property ownership, Dundee, 1911 

Ownership Tenancies (% all ten) 

Owner-occupation 1251 (3.06%),, 

Property Investment Cos 1346 (3.29%) 

Trustees (estimate) 9310, ' (22.79%) 

Companies/ Institutional bodies 1172 (2.87%) 

Churches/ religious missions 148 (0.36%) 

Individual proprietors 27619 (67.62%) 

Potential tenancies 40846 (100%)ý 

Source: SRO VR 

Figure 7: 2 

House property-ownership by holding, Dundee 1911 

Proprietors owning: tenancies (% to let) 

more than 200 tenancies 3189 (8.05%) 
151 - 200 tenancies, 828 (2.09%) 
101 - 150 tenancies 2344 (5.92%) 

51 - 100 tenancies- 7405 (18.70%) 
50 tenancies or less 25829 (65.23%) 

Ten ancies to let 39595 (100%) 

Source: SRO VR 
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i) House Proprietors 

Around nine-tenths of all houses in Dundee in 1911 were 

owned by hundreds of individuals or trusts on behalf of 

individuals. Most were small proprietors for whom owning rented 

property was probably not the major source of income, but rather 

a way of investing money in something which would produce a 

reliable return and which the investor could actually go and see. 

The proprietor whose name appeared on the roll took the risks, 

collected the rents and paid some of the taxes, but had also to, 

pay feu duties to a ground landlord and often would have borrowed 

half to two-thirds of the capital in order to buy the property. 

House property was seen as a long-term investment and changes in 

ownership were probably infrequent. In Dundee the general 

practice was to take out a five-year loan at a fixed rate of 

interest to cover the expense of the bond [BPP (1916) CdB154, 

p631. In 1886 James Maclaren, in a speech extolling the virtues 

of cottage homes, told the Dundee Institute of Archaeology, 

Science and Art that, out of a rent of 97 10s for a two-roomed 

house in a good situation, only 92 10s actually went to the 

nominal owner, who would have to pay 4s rates out of it, whereas 

the bondholder would get 93 13s [DYB (1886) ppl49-151). While 

feu duties remained fairly constant, interest rates rose and 

fell, and with them the profitability of house property. A small 

rise on the rate of interest on bonds would bring down the return 

on the landlord's capital by a disproportionate amount. 

"Property-owners were earning 7% on their 'margin' in 
1890 and in 1900. In 1904 a case in which the landlord 
was earning 6.625% net was cited as typical, and in 
1914 it was stated to be no more than 3.5-4.5%. The 
landlord was caught between rising interest rates and 
falling demand. " [Cairncross (1953) P361 
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In this situation, where a significant number of empty tenancies 

existed, it would be difficult to raise rents to meet the 

increased cost of borrowing. The resale value of tenements would 

also be adversely affected. Where the loans were for fixed 

periods at fixed rates, the bondholder would not be entitled to 

any increase of interest unless the bond had run out, making this 

form of arrang6ent unpopular with lenders. In November 1915 

Andrew Burns Petrie, representing the Dundee Landlords' and 

Factors' Association, told the Hunter Committee that in the 

previous five years it had become increasingly difficult to get 

lenders to lend money on heritable property, in part because they 

could get 4 to 4.5% elsewhere without the trouble of having 

property to look after. 

"In the case of trustees they absolutely won't do it, 
because of the large depreciation of property during 
the past five years. " [BPP (1916) Cd8154, p631 

Burns Petrie believed that in order to make it worthwhile, an 

investor would have to get at least seven per cent. He handed in 

a number of papers detailing the costs and returns for the 

previous three years on individual Properties in Dundee to prove 

his point. These show that between 1912-13 and 1914-15 on 

average return on cost varied between 2.85% and 4.14% on 

properties built in the mid 1870s. Owners of more modern 

properties were able to earn between 3.75% and 5% [BPP (1916) 

U8154 pp107-1101. Houses were built for the private rented 

market in order that investors could earn a good return from 

i 
their capital (chapter 4). In the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century there were better ways of making money than owning 

houses, but they had carried much greater risks. However after 
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1900. competition from alternative low-risk investments meant 

investors increasingly invested outside the housing market. The 

picture of ownership in 1911 is of a private rented market on the 

eve of crisis, but because rented housing did not change 

ownership rapidly, it is also an accumulation of past investment 

decisions. 

Around 65% of all the houses available to let in Dundee in 

1911 were owned by proprietors who had 50 houses or less (figure 

7: 2). It was quite common to own as few as eight, 12 or 16 

houses. James P Calman, an insurance agent owned 11 houses and 

his wife Eliza eight. Robert Kermath, a power-loom dresser, who 

lived in an Ellen Street tenement bad 12 houses. Peter 

Robertson, who made window blinds, owned only six houses. Many 

owned twice or three times these amounts. Mrs Ann Wighton, a 

widow, had 30 houses in six properties. William Steel Nicoll, a 

grocer in Provost Road, owned 33 houses and had them managed for 

him by TG Lawson. Proprietors' occupations were varied, but 

middle-class businessmen outnumbered all others - drapers, 

grocers, merchants of different sorts, spirit dealers, brokers, 

jewellers, blacksmiths and bakers. Large manufacturers were 

notictible by their absence. Professionals such as solicitors, 

architects, stockbrokers and occasionally clerks, were strongly 

represented among property owners. This did not preclude 

ownership by postmen, mechanics, factory workers and grocers, 

assistants, but they were much less common. Building tradesmen 

such as joiners, plumbers and masons were more likely to own 

houses than others from the "artisan class". 
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Another frequently used description was widow or wife, 

sometimes widow or wife of, but in many cases women were not 

accorded a designation. Family groups of women can be 

identified, for example the Misses Helen, Ann, Agnes and Alice 

Kirkpatrick and their married sister Euphemia. House property 

was one way middle-class men had of making sure wives and 

daughters would be provided for in the event of death, but it was 

also a means for fathers to give daughters a small but dependable 

source of independent income, or in the case of George Stewart, 

Montrose Asylum, to provide for an incapacitated family member. 

A trust could also be set up in association with a marriage 

contract, presumably to attach conditions to the ownership, for 

example Mrs Mary Smith's marriage contract trustees owned 16 

houses on her behalf (this may have ensured her family inherited 

on her death rather than her husband or his blood relatives). 

Women did own quite a lot of house property, although no woman 

features among the largest proprietors. Where families were 

involved ownership could become quite complicated. Take for 

example the Slidders family, where 65 houses were owned jointly 

by a widow, her two sons (one a solicitor, the other a baker), 

three unmarried daughters and two married daughters. Where 

family moved away or the next generation inherited it became even 

more complex, as in the case of 29 houses half-owned by Miss 

Elizabeth G Gass, Ireland, and one-sixth each by what is presumed 

to be her sister Mrs Stevenson's children - William in Wales, 

Marion in East Africa and Robert in Edinburgh. 
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Not all of these small proprietors lived in the Dundee area. 

John Bradford Kirkcaldy, an engineer who worked in the South 

African Transvaal. owned two tenements each of eight houses, 

which were looked after for him by a Monifieth journalist. 

Another eight houses were owned jointly by William L Ness of 

Elgin and Dr Thomas M Ness of London, which they had 

professionally managed for them. There was obviously some appeal 

in putting savings into a tangible slice of the home town. Some, 

like Mrs Maxwell Taylor, Dacca, East Bengal, let out a single 

house, perhaps with a view to returning to live in it. Others 

like Frederick Yead Murdoch, Mansouniah [sic]. Egypt, made a more 

substantial investment in 97 houses. He and his brother 

Alexanders who both did engineering apprenticeships with Parkers 

at Fairmuir in Dundee, bought an engineering works at Birket-el- 

Sab in 1894 and later owned a brickworks at Birshens [DPL 

Obituary Book 11,11.4.1934]. Fred Murdoch would have known the 

income from his house property could never match the profits from 

his riskier Egyptian investments, but he would also have 

recognised that the grey stone tenements would still be standing 

if for any reason his business was destroyed or his assets 

seized, and his family would be able to return to relatives in 

the Dundee area and realise the capital or live on the income. 

Owning property was probably among a number of strategies 

emigrant Scots "on the make" used to give them and their families 

some measure of security. 

There were owners who described themselves as "house 

proprietor" and who therefore give the impression it was their 
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major source of income. Edward Roche of Adelaide Terrace was 

one, yet he only owned 51 houses and had them managed by factor 

Alex Ramsay. Andrew Rattray had 63 houses. Stewart Robertson, 

30 houses. Alexander Calder, Inverary Terrace, owned 89 houses. 

The largest of the "house proprietors" was David Craig who owned 

231. It is difficult to know whether 30 houses could really 

provide a middle-class income, as much would depend on lifestyle, 

the kind of houses a proprietor owned and whether or not a loan 

had been taken out for the initial purchase. In the absence of 

such detailed information we must assume it did. Some of these 

"house proprietors" may have retired from other employment (eg 

David Craig, who was once a mill manager). However. it is much 

more likely owning houses for rent was seen as a secure means of 

investing the profits from another small business, and was a 

respectable form of investment which could accrue over a period 

of time from quite modest beginnings. 

William Blair died in 1895 and his life story shows how 

someone of humble origins could become an influential house 

proprietor. The son of a ship's carpenter, he was sent to work 

in a calender factory at the age of six. By the age of 25 he had 

opened a booksellers and newsagents in the Wellgate. 

"The venture proved successful, increasing year by 
year, and, with the profits derived from it, Mr Blair 
began to invest in property until in the course of 
time, assisted by Building Societies, he became the 
possessor of many tenements of dwelling houses. " 
[DYB (1895) p651 

Blair had political aspirations, regularly stood for election and 

was among those who opposed the 1870 local improvement act, on 

the grounds it would increase rates. During the 1874 war of 
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words in the Dundee press immediately prior to that year's 

municipal elections, Blair was one of the central victims of "the 

nasty houses" campaign (chapter 10). He was described as "an 

unsavoury-ýsubject" who let "hovels at rack rents" by the - 

Advertiser, whose journalists bad measured rooms, spaces between 

blocks and the width of closes. 

" ... the Wellgate Patriot, who preaches sanitas 
sanitatum, has three four-storey houses in less than 
the width of a modern English street, and abuses as 
blunderers the local authorities who have forbidden him 
to build a fourth! " [DA Oct 13,1874] 

This very personal and vindictive campaign apparently did little 

harm to his political career, as in 1875 he became a town 

councillor for Lochee, and by 1884 was convenor of the property 

committee and a member of several other committees including 

finance, Police, lighting, works, sanitary, improvement, baths 

and tramways. However* when he offered himself as a 

parliamentary candidate in December 1879, he was ridiculed and 

the meeting became disorderly [DYB (1879) p5l]. Blair was among 

those who used their positions as councillors to personal 

advantage. He retired from public life around 1890 following 

business failure and lengthy litigations over property. Blair 

was not, it seems, an immediately likable character and was not 

elected on a surge of popular opinion. His standing as a 

businessman and a property owner in the community played a large 

part in realising his political ambition, and in turn local 

politics was an arena where decisions could affect local 

businesses and house property. 

A few of Dundee's house proprietors owned large numbers of 
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houses in 1911. The top eight owned eight per cent of all the 

houses available for rent, amounting to over 3,000 houses or 

C20,663 valuation. This is not as impressive as it seems, since 

the top two factors together managed over 4,500 houses. In these 

terms house factors had far greater opportunities to influence 

the housing market than individual proprietors. Looking more 

closely at those top proprietors who owned more than 150 houses, 

we find a mixture of trusts, businessmen, house factors and three 

companies (figure 7: 3). It is not always easy to find out 

anything more about these properietors, unless they had a wider 

r8le in the community and were accorded a major obituary in the 

press as a result. Companies with limited liability had to 

register in terms of the Joint-Stock Companies Act of 1856, and 

their records can be consulted (see section ii). 

It comes as no real surprise that many of the larger 

proprietors had some connection with the Provision and allocation 

of housing, through architecture, building or factoring. Henry 

McGrady was something of an establishment figure as an active 

Unionist, a justice of the peace and deputy lieutenant of the 

county of the city of Dundee [DDIR 1911-121. His father had been 

a major builder in the city in the 1870s and '80s, which is 

probably how he acquired his house property. James Sibbald's 

trustees would almost certainly have included his son John G 

Sibbald, the largest house factor in Dundee in 1911. Hill and 

Buchan were among the smaller house factors, who may have 

combined the activities of ownership with management to create a 

better income. 
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Figure 7: 3 

Top house proprietors, Dundee 1911 . 

(Owned 150 tenancies or more) 

Owner(s) Tenancies- Valuation 

Trustees of, John Milne,, 669_ 94179.90 
grocer. 

'Caledonian Property Investment 593 94097.10 
Company Limited., 

, wholesale grocer Henry McGrady. 301 92191.70 
, , and Provisions merchant, 

1, 

North Lindsay Street. 

William L Hill,,, house. factor.,, 249 91288.40, 

Trustees of James Sibbald. 
" ' ý239 

92982.30 
architect. 

David Craig, house''propri I etor, 231 921 228 . . 75 
Sydney Vlilla, Broughty Ferry Rd. 

Iý ') 1, 
John S Buchan, house factor. 228 C2268.20 

Heritable, Securities and, 201 
. 
91427.00 

Mortgage Investýent Association' 
Limited. 

Dundee Joint Stock Company Ltd. 169 91117.40 

Robert Allan and James Ogilvie, 167 91278. "90 
house proprietors, The Plane 

'-Trees', 47 Rankine St. 

Trustee's John Kidd, builder, '166' 91687.85* 
Marbank, Paradise Rd. 

Trustees Alex McLean, licensed 
_164 

91977.50 
'grocer. 

, -Trustees of Samuel Lees Joy(tý, 1'62 91037.00 
merchant. Economic Drapery and 

PFurnishing Stores, 'Overgate. 

Source: SRO VR., 
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David Craig merited an obituary in a local paper when he 

died in his eighties in 1922 [DPL Obituary Book 11,24.7.22]. He 

had been employed for more than 40 years by Baxter Brothers, and 

when he retired was the manager of the Dens Road works, one of 

the biggest jute mills in the city. All the hallmarks of 

respectability and success were apparent; he was a church office- 

bearer, involved in the temperance movement, the director of 

-several companies", had sons in professions and lived in 

substantial villas, latterly distanced from the city in Newport. 

His obituarist also noted he had extensive holdings in house 

property in the Albert Street district, only a street away from 

Baxter Brothers' Dens Works. In 1911 all of David Craig's 

properties were in the east end of the city and within walking 

distance of the mills he had managed. Half of the tenancies were 

in Lyon Street, Albert Street and Arthurstone Terrace, quite 

close to the works, and it seems reasonable to speculate that 

many of his tenants were probably mill employees; he would have 

been in a better position than most factors to judge rent-paying 

ability and to know which would make good tenants. Baxter 

Brothers built houses in Lyon Street in the 1860s, originally to 

house their own employees, yet by 1911 they owned no house 

property [Cooke (1980) p551. Peter Carmichael, a manger of Dens 

prior to David Craig, said the company had let the houses to 

people who would make good tenants, rather than exclusively to 

employees [Gauldie (1969) ppl89-1901. Jute was a low-paid 

industry and Dundee's employers never really seem to have 
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suffered from serious shortages of labour. As the century 

progressed manufacturers like Baxters would not have needed-to 

secure key workers by providing houses for them, in the way they 

may have felt was necessary at a time of rapid expansion in the 

1860s. It is possible David Craig bought his 78 tenancies in 

Lyon Street from his employers, and like his employers let them 

to the best tenants. 

It is clear families often held property jointly, perhaps as 

a consequence of joint inheritance. What is less clear is the 

extent to which particular families together might hold a large 

number of tenancies, although as individuals they owned a small 

number of houses. Family historians are probably familiar with 

investment networks, where on the advice of one member others in 

the family have made similar investment decisions, perhaps with 

one acting as caretaker to the whole investment. One such 

network has been uncovered through records of the Angus Property 

Investment Company (APIC), which was incorporated in 1901 [CH SC 

48351. The company had close associations with the McKenzie 

family, Beverly House, Newport, and shared an address with 

Frederick J McKenzie, house factor, who acted as manager and 

secretary. In May 1901,240 out of 450 shares were owned by 

Frederick, his parents and brothers; however only brother Robert, 

at that time an accountant in Dundee, was one of the five 

directors. By August 1911 the company had expanded its business, 

doubling its nominal capital to 910,000, with assets on paper of 

over 912,700. APIC continued to be run on a day-to-day basis by 

Frederick who managed its 138 tenancies, although no McKenzie was 
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a director. Through the relationships detailed in the company 

records, it has been possible to identify house property owned by 

the McKenzies as individuals, which was invariably managed for 

them by Frederick (figures 7: 4; 7: 5). As a family they owned 261 

houses and over 29% of the shares in APIC, roughly equivalent to 

a total of 300 houses, making the McKenzies collectively one of 

the larger owners of house property in Dundee in 1911. The 

McKenzies share many of the features of ownership already 

identified, in that women, a family trust and overseas relatives 

are all involved. Apart from Marjory Whitton, who inherited from 

husband David, none of the McKenzie women owned houses in their 

own right, yet they owned 75% of the McKenziess APIC shares. By 

tying his daughters' investments to himself and his brother 

Robert. Frederick would have ensured his daughters' nest-egg 

would not be squandered by them or their husbands. Frederick 

first transferred 30 of his own shares to each of his daughters 

between July 1903 and June 1904, and their holdings grew after 

that. Frederick's daughters appear to have married between 1906 

and 1911, so it is possible initially he was making provision in 

case any of them remained spinsters. Giving them and his wife 

shares in APIC was a way of allowing them to invest in property, 

without making them personally liable for the responsibilities of 

direct ownership. Alexander and Robert were to some extent 

investors in a family firm, but they did not choose to sell up 

when they went to make their fortunes overseas. Another relative 

who invested in APIC between 1903 and 1906, was Lewis William 

McKenzie, a clerk who lived on Lexington Avenue, Passaic, New 

Jersey. It is impossible to know to what extent house property 
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Figure 7: 4 

McKenzie family'tree, 1911 

(family home: Beverly House. Newport) 

, 
Lewis McKenzie (dec) m. Elizabeth Gourlay 

(coachbuilder) I (widow) 

I. -I, 1" . 

Alex J David (iron merch. ) Robeýt G 
(contractor) (dec) m. Marjory (accountant) 

Bulowayo Whitton (widow) Jo'burg 
Fred 3,, (house agent) S. Africa 
m. Alice M Martin 

Elizabeth Mary 
m. Rev., Wm, Craig 
Co. Antrim 

Ir 

Louise Beverly 

m. SH Francis 
Bridge of Weir 

Annie Jane 
m. D Nicol 
Bridge of Weir 

III 
Sources-` CH SC 4 835; DCA GD/X 59. 
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Figure 7: 5 

McKenzie family, house property holdings, Dundee 1911 

Name Tenancies APIC shares Name Tenancies APIC shares 

. 
trustees. Lewis J McK 71 100 

Elizabeth Gourlay 200 

Alex J McK 9 
'70 

Marjory Whitton 10 40 

Robert G McK 
)34 

Fred J McK + 14 95 

Alice M Martin - 450 

Elizabeth M McK + - 145 

LLuise B McK + - 150 

Annie J McK + - 155 

Group, * 35 

Group + 
_88 

TOTAL J 261 1510 
, , 

Sources". CH SC 4835; DCA'GD/X 59; SRO VR. 
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was owned by families in this way, and Frederick's business 

interests would have been influential in this instance. 

Ownership groups can be picked out among the families of other 

house agents, for example brothers Edward, Joseph and John 

Shepherd (19 tenancies) or John G Sibbald, his wife Helen and 

trustees for his father James (236). However, it is not 

difficult to find examples of families other than factors owning 

properties jointly, or couples who independently owned property, 

decisions about which would in reality have been taken by a 

minority (usually male). 

ii) Companies 

A number of companies in Dundee in 1911 owned house property - 

for different reasons. A few were among the largest owners in 

the city, but for many this was an incidental activity. In total 

companies and like institutions, owned just over 6% of all 

tenancies in 1911. For this analysis companies have been divided 

into two main groups, those which specifically described 

themselves as property investment companies, and those which were 

set up for purposes other than purchasing and leasing heritable 

property. The property investment companies are considered 

first. 

Property investment companies: 

Collectively Property investment companies owned 1,346 

tenancies in Dundee in 1911 (3.29%). While this was a small 

proportion, barely larger than that owner-occupied, three of 

these companies, the Caledonian Property Investment Company, the 
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Heritable Securities & Mortgage Investment Association and the 

Scottish House Property Investment Company, featured among the 

largest owners. The companies described themselves as "dealing" 

in heritable property, by which they meant investing their 

shareholders' capital and borrowed monies in rented housing (or 

other property), the profits from which were paid to investors in 

the form of share dividends. The immediate advantages to the 

investor were that the onerous task of management became the 

company's responsibility and the investment would be spread 

across several properties. There were ten of these companies 

operating in the Dundee housing market in 1911, but only five had 

more than 100 tenancies in the city (figure 7: 6). 

When the Angus Property Investment Company (APIC) was 

incorporated in April 1901, it made a very clear statement of 

aims and intentions in its prospectus [CH SC 48351. It had been 

formed to provide a "safe and lucrative investment" through 

purchasing, owning, building and managing, houses, shops and 

other property. It would borrow, taking advantage of current 

"low rates of interest" to secure a larger return on 

shareholders' capital, and would not erect new buildings unless 

it would be clearly desirable. The company did not want 

prospective investors to feel they were in any way entering into 

speculative building transactions. 

"Many persons are anxious to obtain a safe and 
profitable Investment for their money, but there is 
increasing difficulty felt in obtaining such. 
especially by smaller Investors. It is now generally 
recognised that Heritage is the most reliable and 
satisfactory Investment which can be obtained, and 
persons taking shares in the Company will be able 
through this medium to acquire interest in Heritable 
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Figure 7: 6 
I 

Property investment companies_house property holdings, 1911 

F-- -- 

Company (incorporated) tenancies 
I 

Factor 

Caledonian Property Alexander Ramsay, 
InvestmentýCo. (1894) 593 201 Lochee Rd. 

Heritabl'e Securities & J&E Shepherd, 
Mortgage Investment 201 31 Panmure St. 
Association Ltd. (1909? ) 

ScottishýHouse Property William A Martin, 
Investment Co. (1879) 160 22 Bell Street. 

Angus Property Investment Frederick J McKenzie, 
Co. (1901) 138 11 Barrack St. 

City Property - John G Sibbald., 
Co. Ltd. (1895) 102 25 Commercial St. 

Dundee Arcade Property J&E Shepherd, 
Co. (1891) 63 31 Panmure Street. 

National Investment A&R Lickley, 
Co. Ltd. (1896) 44 2a King St. 

Northern Property & Islay B Murray, 
Reversionary Co. -(1904) 30 42 Barrack St., 

Whitehall Property David Thomson. 
Investment Co. (1907) 11 8 Bank St. 

Aberdeen Heritable & John Rattray & Sons, 
Mort. Security Co. (1872)'ý 4- 50 Barrack St. ý 

TOTAL 1346 

Source: SRO VR. 
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Property without being liable individually for the 
responsibilities of Proprietorship. " [CH SC 48351 

The largest of the property investment companies did not 

start off as a company at all, but as the Caledonian Property 

Investment Building Society, which had been established under the 

Building Societies Act 1874. In 1893 the directors of the 

society included an engineer, a printer, two mechanics. a joiner, 

a bootmaker and a cabinet-maker; men in skilled trades who may 

well have wanted to build homes for themselves to own, rather 

than paying rent [DDIR 1893-41. One of the society's managers, 

Alexander Banks put his signature to a document stating that 

business could be more advantageously carried on if the society 

was converted to a limited company, and thus the society was 

voluntarily wound up in February 1894. The company acquired the 

fully paid El A shares, but the B shares were to be repaid to the 

holders. The manager of the society, DW McIntyre, became its 

liquidator and the manager of the limited company, indicating the 

need for change was not seen to lie with poor management. This 

move, orchestrated by the larger shareholders, effectively rid 

the Caledonian of its depositors and its co-operative image, in 

order to give itself a more businesslike allure. The Caledonian 

would have been able to borrow, issue shares, invest, sell and 

take-over like any capitalist company, and purchase, feu, manage, 

let and improve property on an equal basis with competing 

property investment companies. Its lists of directors were 

dominated by small businessmen, skilled artisans and works 

managers. This may have been an institution which started out as 

a means of the respectable working class helping themselves, but 
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it became the second biggest house landlord in the city. 

Records for the Heritable Securities & Mortgage Investment 

Association, Edinburgh, were not found, but those for an earlier 

company, the Heritable Securities Investment Association were 

traced [SRO BT2/1241. The latter company was founded in 1863 to 

provide "the industrial classes and the community generally" a 

way of investing savings for profit and to enable people to 

become owners of their own dwelling houses, shops or other 

properties. Loans and advances were to be repayable in monthly 

or other instalments. This company was liquidated in May 1909 

and it is possible shareholders were offered shares in a new 

company, perhaps minus the self-help aims, as a result. 

Many of the Property investment companies had direct links 

with solicitors and house agents. William A Martin was one of 

four directors of the Scottish House Property Investment Company 

between 1901 and 1922, as was David Craig who owned substantial 

amounts of house property in his own right. The original 

subscribers to this company in 1879, included a house factor, a 

solicitor and William Alexander, the town architect. Frederick 3 

McKenzie, while never a director, was the guiding hand behind the 

Angus Property Investment Company. The Dundee Arcade Property 

Company not only numbered Edward Shepherd amongst its major 

shareholders, but two other house agents and no less than nine 

solicitors. The Northern Property & Reversionary Company was set 

up by Islay B Murray, house factor, with three merchants, a 

solicitor and a property owner. in association with Thomas 
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Learmonth Graham, who had a house factoring business in Glasgow. 

It is not in any way surprising solicitors were almost always 

included among the subscribers to new companies, because anyone 

setting up a company was likely to turn to a solicitor for 

professional advice and few solicitors would turn down good 

investment opportunities. In the same way advice may have been 

sought from house factors, as those with greatest professional 

knowledge of the housing market. However, there is also the 

strong possibility house factors were instrumental in setting up 

these specialist investment companies. Every major house factor 

in Dundee in 1911 is represented on the list of property 

investment companies' holdings in that year. It would have been 

a natural extension of a factor's business to be able to offer 

clients the opportunity to buy shares in a property investment 

company. 

It should be remembered these companies, while dealing in 

property, were also able to lend and borrow, in particular to 

lend on the security of property or stocks and shares. The 

Aberdeen Heritable Securities Investment Company conducted its 

business "in any part of Scotland" and appears to have owned only 

four tenancies in 1911, which makes it slightly surprising that a 

Dundee agent was used to manage them. However, turning to the 

memorandum of association of 1872, one stated object of the 

company was: 

"To supply to Lenders of Money an Investment at once 
safe and remunerative; and that by receiving money, 
either on loan or deposit; to lend money on the 
security, or for the building or purchase of heritable 
property or to discharge existing loans thereon ... [SRO BT2/4691 
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Property investment companies were among those in the business of 

lending others the remaining capital which they needed in order 

to purchase house property, and were therefore bondholders as 

well as borrowing themselves. Why would the directors choose to 

do this? The profitability of house property was related to both 

the demand for houses and interest rates. When the market was 

buoyant, property owners would make a bigger percentage on their 

initial investment than bondholders. In a poor market when there 

were large numbers of unlet houses, depressed rents and high 

interest rates, earnings for owners were squeezed. However, the 

lender would continue to earn the rate of interest agreed when 

the money was borrowed. By adopting the strategy of lending in 

combination with ownership, the directors of property companies 

would ensure their investors would be less vulnerable than those 

owning property outright, and the company would be in a position 

to pay a dividend under circumstances when it was not able to 

profit from ownership. This provides another good reason why 

house factors would be associated with these companies. As bonds 

fell due to be renewed every five years or so, clients would need 

to seek a new bond at a competitive rate of interest and may have 

sought the advice of their solicitor and/or the firm managing the 

property for them. Factors would have needed a good knowledge of 

the availability of such money and the directors of property 

investment companies would be among their professional contacts. 

Yet it must be acknowledged the share capital of these companies 

indicates they could not have been a major source of loan capital 

in this field. 
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Property investment companies'business was wider than owning 

house property in other ways. They could buy and sell the feu 

duties, servitudes or ground annuals for the land on which a 

property was built - another means of ensuring a safe regular 

in come, if not great profit. They could build, sell or lease 

factories, warehouses, works and shops, in fact any kind of 

building at all. It is quite likely some companies were geared 

specifically towards investment in commercial property. The City 

Property Company was set up in 1895 as a result of an agreement 

between John and Charles Hay, a building firm, and William Low 

(merchant), William Rettie (merchant) and Alex S Crabbe (mill 

manager), by which 94,500 of properties in Arbroath Road, Watson 

Street and elsewhere, were sold by the Hays to the new company 

for 93,500 plus 200 95 shares, out of a nominal capital of C6000. 

In the following year, 1896, Low and Rettie became founding 

subscribers to the National Investment Company, which with a 

nominal capital of 950,000 was intended to be a much larger 

concern. Both Low and Rettie were directors of William Low, a 

Dundee-based wholesale grocery business with multiple retail 

outlets in the Dundee area in 1911. They were also directors of 

several other companies, including J Robertson & Co., investment 

trusts and in Low's case General Accident Fire & Life 

Association. Their fellow directors in 1901 were also men with 

more than a passing interest in commercial property. Joseph 

Philip and Thomas Watson were both produce brokers, with a 

requirement for warehouses and in all probability under contract 

to William Low. Sir James Low was one of the city's major 

industrialists. The other two directors were solicitors. The 
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National Investment Company owned comparatively little in the way 

of houses, but there is every indication that it probably owned 

substantial amounts of commercial property. 

Other companies: 

Fewer tenancies were owned by other sorts of companies and 

like institutions in 1911 (2.87% of all tenancies), compared to 

property investment companies, but the difference is slight 

amounting to less than one-half percentage point. Four 

organisations each owned more than 100 tenancies in the city - 

more than many of the property investment companies (figure 7: 7). 

Without any other evidence we have to assume companies like Bell 

& Sime and the Dundee Joint-Stock Company invested in housing for 

much the same reasons as individuals, in that it provided a safe 

and regular income. Manufacturers and railway companies who 

invested in less than 30 tenancies. m&y have been more interested 

in securing the employment of key skilled workers who would be 

difficult to replace, or may have used the promise of a house to 

attract employees with shortage skills. On a smaller scale it is 

evident each of the major banks owned a few tenancies to house 

managerial staff or for security reasons. 

There is an argument for including one of these 

organisations, the Forfarshire Building Society, with the figures 

for property investment companies, since it would have been 

concerned with house property above all else. Yet, building 

societies did not operate under conditions of equal competition 

with property investment companies, which was why the Caledonian 
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Figurej7: 7, - ;ýI, I- '' 

House Property holdings of companies and other institutions 
(excepting property investment companies), Dundee 1911 

(with 20 or more tenancies) 

Company/institution tenancies 

Dundee Joint-Stock Co. Ltd. 169 

ForfarshireiBuilding Society 
(bondholders in possession) 142 

Bell & Sime Ltd., timber merchants 136 

Dundee Town Council 112 

Ancient Order of Foresters 49 

Caledonian Railway Company 45 

Spalding & Valentine Ltd., 
Caledonian Works 37ý 

James, Paterson & Co.. Ltd., 
, , manufacturers 36 

Dundee and Eastern Co-operative 
Society 28 

Dundee & Arbroath Joint-Line 
Committee (railway company) 26 

Dundee Calendering Co. Ltd. 24 

Tayport Land Co. 21 

TOTAL: 

companies >20 tenancies. 825 

a companies (except property 
investment companies) 1172 

Source: SRO VR. 
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Property Investment Building Society sought to become a joint- 

stock company in 1894. The Forfarshire Building Society in 

particular requires to be considered separately because although 

the properties were owned by the building society on behalf of 

the depositors as "bondholders in possession", it was a 

circumstance which had arisen from bad debts. The society's 

property had been owned by unnamed trusts, individuals and others 

who had been loaned funds by the society to enable them to 

purchase the properties. When these landlords could not meet the 

calls on the bonds or pay the fixed rate of interest, their 

assets were turned over to the bondholders under the terms of the 

loan. It is quite likely that over a period of time the 

society would have acquired more house property as landlords 

failed to liquidate their assets in a poor market. The figure of 

142 tenancies is a reflection of the insecurity of the 

Forfarshire's operations prior to 1911. The failure of some 

building societies by 1911, is an indication of the problems 

faced by the organisations and individuals who were bondholders. 

There was no deliberate policy on the part of the town 

council to own and rent out house property, yet they owned 112 

tenancies in 1911. This contrasts with Perth where the 

corporation owned 101 houses as a result of improvement schemes, 

which they had chosen not to sell and which were managed under a 

model system by the "social union" involving tenant selection and 

caretakers in each block [BPP (1907-8) Cd3792 XLVII pp200-201]. 

In Dundee the houses were not concentrated in any particular 

street or district and were not therefore bought as a result of a 
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compulsory purchase order prior to slum clearance of an area, or 

built new as the result of clearance. In fact the houses 

scheduled for clearance in the Greenmarket, which the council did 

compulsory purchase, were closed and do not appear on the roll 

for 1911-12. A few of the tenancies owned by the council in 1911 

were of comparatively high value, for example two tenancies in 

the Nethergate together valued at 9165, but most were short-let 

tenancies at the lower end of the market. From 1879 the town 

council served notices on proprietors or their agents to remove 

or abate nuisances (chapters 9& 10). Between 1908 and 1913, a 

period of slum crusade. the register of inspections of insanitary 

dwellings shows 315 proprietors were dealt with, as a result of 

which 312 houses were closed (affecting 851 people in 415 rooms) 

and 848 houses were improved (3,151 people in 1,374 rooms) [DCA 

TC/EH register, p441. In extreme cases where proprietors failed 

to respond to closure (or where no owner could be traced). the 

council would be entitled to take action and in effect become the 

owner of the property. Some of these unfit dwellings may have 

been pulled down adding to the overcrowding problems of which the 

town council was only too aware, but others repaired and re-let 

would account for the council owning so much low-value property 

scattered throughout the central areas of the town. 

The Ancient Order of Foresters was a voluntary society 

registered under the Friendly Societies Act 1878 and as such 

could not enter into Personal securities, including investment in 

building or loan societies [DPL Lamb 79(26)]. However, it was 

able to purchase and rent property as an investment, although it 
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could not lend others the money to do so. Its main objects were 

to provide insurance against death, funeral expenses, sickness 

and other distressed circumstances. There were four classes of 

benefits which varied according to the level of contributions. 

Dundee District had 22 Foresters' courts in 1894, with 2,200 

members and funds of 912,620, an increase of more than a third on 

its total capital of 97,300 in 1888 (membership increased by only 

200) [DPL Lamb 54(15)]. It is probable the Foresters like many 

investors chose to invest in property because it was regarded as 

safe, and their holding of 49 tenancies may well reflect the 

small amounts of capital they had available to invest, rather 

than an unwillingness to invest in house property. On the other 

hand the committee of management would not be able to afford the 

risk of investing everything in one type of investment, in part 

because of the need to be able to realise capital quickly in the 

event of an epidemic. Another voluntary society, the Loyal Order 

of Ancient Shepherds (Ettrick Lodge), owned 19 tenancies in 1911. 

The Foresters were a very respectable organisation and 

prospective members were vetted socially as well as medically 

[DPL Lamb 79(26)]. Most of the town councillors in Dundee were 

members in 1904. At the annual conference of the Scotch 

Foresters Federation in Dundee in 1904, the Lord Provost 

described it as having "an elevating influence". "cultivating 

mutual esteem" and "a feeling of independence" [DPL Lamb 79(13)]. 

As the social democratic urge came to fruition in the 1908 Old 

Age Pensions Act and the National Insurance Act of 1911, the role 

of these societies changed, in Particular because national 

insurance was administered through approved societies [Checkland 
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(1983) P2501. 

iii) House factors 

Maintenance and management could be a disincentive to 

investment in residential property, but in Scotland it became 

usual to pass this on to a factor or house agent. A factor 

would have many proprietor clients and they emerge as a 

potentially powerful group interposed between landlord and 

tenant. The tenant negotiated tenure with the factor and paid 

rent at the factor's office or to the factor's collector. The 

town council addressed any matters concerning the house 

properties, including the rates demand, to the agent. The Dundee 

Directories between 1844 and 1861 list between ten and 15 house 

factors. As the century progressed and the city's population 

increased, there would have been a need for more of these housing 

professionals. 

An account of house-hunting in Dundee published in the 

People's Journal in 1874, purported to be written by "a working 

man", dramatically recounts the problems a newcomer to the city 

faced in finding home for the family and illustrates the position 

of power house agents had over life chances [DPL Lamb 227(21)]. 

"The working classes, or at least the great bulk of 
them, are only aliens in the land - ... They do not 
know the time when some whim of the employer of labour, 
or the house-proprietor, or his agent may send them 
adrift... " (PJ April 1874, DPL Lamb 227(21)] 

Whether this article is a fictionalised account or not, it is 

unlikely a local popular weekly would deliberately seek to 
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distort the mechanics of seeking a house, although the story may 

have been exaggerated by amalgamating several possibilities in 

one man's circumstances. The main thrust of the author's 

argument was that working men should get together to become their 

own landlords through building societies. It was a serious 

proposal which would not have been entertained by the editor or 

the newspaper! s readers if the account was basically flawed. 

The first factor the house-hunter visited refused to help on 

hearing he had no known recommendation, was a "working man" 

(perhaps a euphemism for casual labourer) and where be came from 

(unstated). The second sent them to see "unwholesome" rooms, 

which it turned out they would not have got anyway because they 

did not know any of the tenants and had no recommendation. 

Another agent had no houses. Yet another visited required a 

written recommendation and a 10s 6d deposit for a weekly-let 

house, which would not be available for eight days. Factors 

faced by a prospective tenant needed to judge the rent-paying 

abilities and general character of the tenant. The easiest way 

of doing this was to ask for a recommendation, which often took 

the form of a "factor's line". If no "line" or letter from a 

proprietor or agent was forthcoming, it could have been because 

the tenant was a rent defaulter or had not taken care of a house. 

"Knowing a tenant" would have been a more informal sort of 

recommendation, but it might have been sufficient depending on 

the circumstances (eg when a surplus made houses %, hard to 

let). Questions about employment, where the family had come from 

and the reason for moving, allowed a factor to build up a picture 
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of the kind of tenant the applicant would make. In Scotland 

rents were usually paid in arrears and weekly houses carried no 

landlord's right of hypothec, so a deposit would have been a way 

of securing a weekly tenant. We are told the weekly house would 

not be available for eight days, which might imply a less- 

acceptable tenant would have to be evicted first. The factor was 

an adjudicator in the process of allocating houses, weighing the 

empty houses on the firm's books against the quality of the 

prospective tenant in the context of the rented housing market in 

general. An applicant could not become a yearly tenant unless 

the factor decided the requirements of respectability and payment 

would be fulfilled. The factor acted as a sort of filter through 

R 

which tenants were chaLnelled into particular houses and 

associated tenure forms. However, a house agpnt had to compete 

with other agents and with proprietors who chose to manage their 

own properties. A factor who turned too many prospective tenants 

away, would have had higher levels of empties than competitors 

and lower rates of return, leading eventually to clients taking 

their business to more efficient managers. 

The only proprietor the house-hunter approached was aAIrish 

second-hand dealer, who sent him to see his tenement in one of 

the closes in the centre of town, where a brawl persuaded the 

house-hunter that this was not a suitable place for his family to 

live. Factors who managed large numbers of houses had an 

obvious marketing advantage over small proprietors who chose to 

look after their own houses. Far more houses would be available 

to a prospective tenant visiting a factor, than by contacting 
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individual proprietors, although proprietors may have been 

willing to take risks on tenants factors were unwilling to house. 

The style of management must have differed greatly between 

individual proprietors, some of whom would have taken care to 

visit tenements frequently and get to know their tenants, where 

others would have restricted themselves to collecting the rent. 

The family in the. People's Journal story lodged with a 

friend while the father house-hunted, which contravened the 

factor's "rules" regarding the friend's lease. The factor 

requested to see the friend, asked her if she had lodgers, 

complained of the noisy children and told her she would have to 

find another house next week. Fellow tenants or a rent collector 

probably did play a r8le in reporting lodgers to a factor, as 

overcrowding would affect facilities common to all tenants, such 

as closets, wash-houses and perhaps even the water supply. There 

are two interesting things about the portrayal of this incident. 

Firstly, that factors imposed rules on social behaviour connected 

with being a tenant of a particular house. These rules probably 

incorporated rotas for washing stairs and using communal 

facilities such as the wash-house, as well as prohibiting taking 

in lodgers. Secondly, the factor was seen as the means of 

alleviating the overcrowding, rather than town officials from the 

sanitary department who were legally responsible for controlling 

it (chapter 9). This may be a reflection of the tactics of the 

inspectors, who sometimes used night-time raids on whole 

properties to detect overcrowding. The factor's rules may have 

differed from sanitary regulations and Perhaps had little basis 
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in law, but were upheld by the tenants in order to preserve 

respectability. 

What proportion of the housing stock was managed by 

professional factors? The answer we get from analysing the 1911 

valuation roll depends on exactly how we choose to define the 

agents who managed properties owned by others (figure 7: 8). The 

widest possible definition includes all those managing tenancies 

for others, but this is likely to take in a number of individuals 

looking after small numbers of tenancies for other than 

commercial reasons (eg a widow's brother-in-law). If all of 

those managing a sum of 50 tenancies or more are counted, the 

number of agents is reduced by 91 to 55, while the number of 

tenancies managed drops by only five per cent. This definition 

suggests 62% of the housing stock or 64% of rented tenancies were 

professionally managed. Another way of approaching this problem, 

is only to include those who were recognised as house factors and 

who were therefore listed as agents in the local trade directory 

for 1911. There were 40 agents listed in the Dundee Directory 

for 1911-12 who between them managed 23,277 tenancies, but this 

excludes 775 tenancies managed by solicitors. If the figures for 

solicitors and factors are taken together. this suggests 60.7% of 

all the houses available to rent were professionally managed. 

Therefore, somewhere between 58% and 66% of all households in 

Dundee in 1911 rented their homes through an agent. 

House factoring was a business; a service offered to clients 

along with other services such as valuations, surveying, 
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Figure 7: 8 

Professionally-factor-e-d'ieniincies, -'Dundee 1911: 

Definition Tenancies 
(% all ten) 

Number of 
agents 

A. Where someone is managing 
tenancies other than his own 26814 146 
(including his own if any): (65.65%) 

B. Where someone is managing 
-tenancies other than his'own, 

and these tenancies number more 25372 55 
than 50: (62.12%) 

C. "Where someone is'listed in 
the Dundee Directory as a 
house factor (excludes 23277 40 
solicitors managing houses): (56.99%) 

Managed by solicitors: 775 (1.89%) 35 

Potential tenanc. ies 40846 (100%) 

Source: SRO VR 
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auctioneering and insurance. Most of the insurance companies for 

which factors were agents were nationally known. such as 

Guardian, British Law (Fire) and Century, but JG Sibbald, J&E 

Shepherd, WA Mitchell and A&R Lickley were associated with a 

local company, Dundee & District Mutual Glass Insurance EDDIR 

1911-121. Factors had addresses in streets where solicitors, 

accountants and insurance companies also had offices and they 

aimed to give an equally professional service. However, it was 

not particularly difficult to build up a house factoring business 

from scratch. Anyone could be named as an agent in the valuation 

rolls and there was no requirement to have professional 

qualifications. All you needed to be able to do was convince 

prospective clients to let you handle their tenancies. At the 

top end these factoring businesses appear to have been both large 

and lucrative, but it may also have been a secondary occupation 

for those with small amounts of property on their books. 

Only two of the largest owners of house property had more 

than 500 tenancies in Dundee in 1911, but many factors managed 

three times as many houses (figure 7: 9). All of the top 15 were 

listed in the Dundee Directory and together accounted for 19,173 

(82%) of the 23,277 houses managed by listed house factors. The 

top three factors had 6,681 tenancies on their books or 16.9% of 

all rented houses. The larger ones all had city-centre offices; 

a potential tenant had access to over 5,000 houses by visiting 

Barrack Street alone and would have had a short walk to enquire 

about a further 10,000 tenancies. Many were family firms, such 

as J&E Shepherd, JG Sibbald and John Rattray. Only one firm 
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Figure 7: 9 

Top house factors, Dundee 1911. 

House factor (500 tenancies) Tenancies Valuation 

John G Sibbald, 2596 924878.90 
25 Commercial St. 

John! Rattray- & 'So'ns, 2045 916818. - 45 

. 
50 Barrack St. 

I 

J&E Shepherd. - 2040 918373.90 
31 Panmure St. 

William A 1ý Mart in, 16ý1 C12763"20 
22 Bel, l, St.. 

David Thomson, 1611 C14832.24 
8 Bank St. 

Islay Burns Murray, 1455 910399.85 
42 Barrack St. 

&R Lickley, A 1360 914625.05 
, ' 2a King St. , 

Elspin and 
, Clark, ý soficitor's 12 1 59 910500'. 40' 

1,4 Cowgate. 

Wishart A Mitchell , 932 96284.80 
- 21 Reform"St. 

6 lier and Son, M i J 869 97001.72ý_ 
R d. 9 

W:: 
d 

Frederick, J 
, 

McKe 
, 
nzie, 806 96 472.35 

11 Barrack St. ' , 
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of solicitors, Elspin and Clark, went in for factoring in any 

numbers and even then they were listed as "property and insurance 

agents, valuators and fire loss assessors" in the trade 

directory. 

As professional figures in the city, the death of a major 

house factor was frequently marked by the publication of an 

obituary in the local Press [DPL Obituary books]. Some of these 

reveal the humble beginings of major firms. James Millar had 

been a clerk with the Dundee Gas Company before setting up as a 

factor in 1889. John G Sibbald was a cashier for solicitors 

Scott & Gray prior to establishing his business in 1884. David 

Thomson started factoring in 1880 after giving up an 

apprenticeship as a joiner. Alexander Lickley Joined his brother 

Robert's building business after being a handloom weaver, and was 

able to start out on his own account as a house agent and builder 

in 1887. Many factors became respected members of the community 

in which they lived and held different sorts of public positions. 

Alexander Lickley was a parish councillor; his son and partner 

Robert was "prominently associated" with Dundee Liberal 

Association, an office-bearer of Panmure Congregational Church 

and superintendent of the Hilltown Mission Sunday School. A 

close connection with religious organisations was quite common 

among Dundee factors. John Rattray and David Thomson were both 

church elders. John G Sibbald was the chairman of managers at St 

Andrew's Parish Church. Alexander Lickley was a 

Congregationalist Deacon. Joseph Shepherd who died in 1885 was 

described as "an earnest and enterprising Christian worker". His 
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brother Edward's obituary reveals that they and Charles Stewart, 

influenced by the visit of American evangelists Moody and Sankey 

in the 1870s. set up the Childrens' Free Breakfast and City 

Mission. Edward Shepherd, said to shrink from publicity, was 

also involved with the Band of Hope and the YMCA, ran bible 

classes and was a church elder - this combination of good works 

caused the author of his obituary to compare him to General 

Booth. Charles Stewart, who joined Joseph and Edward as their 

managing clerk in 1874, was described as "the grand old man" of 

the YMCA. In addition Stewart was involved in education, as a 

member of the school board and with adult technical and 

commercial training, and in local politics as a councillor 

through which he became convenor of the Housing and Property 

Committee. In the latter position Stewart would have had a great 

deal of influence over decisions on unsanitary properties, houses 

let-in-lodgings and new building (see chapter 9). David Thomson 

was a councillor, magistrate and finance convenor in Newport. 

The Lord Provost led the mourners at John G Sibbald's funeral, 

for Sibbald had been Deacon of the Bonnetmakers, Guildry 

representative on the Harbour Board, assessor to the Guildry, 

director of the Royal Lunatic Asylum and was only narrowly 

defeated in the 1912 poll for the Lord Dean of Guild. It is 

particularly interesting that Sibbald aspired to the latter post, 

since the mercantile Dean of Guild's Court traditionally had 

jurisdiction over matters of property, although by the nineteenth 

century the Dean had become more concerned with his position as 

head of Guildry and member of the town council, than with 

controlling town development [Saunders (1950) ppl69-175]. 
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Most, if not all, factors would have been members of the 

Dundee Landlords' and House Factors' Association. Past 

presidents included James Miller, David Thomson, Charles Stewart 

and John G Sibbald. This organisation had its origins in a house 

proprietors' association which fought long and hard with the town 

council in the late 1860s and early 1870s over who should pay for 

lighting tenement courts, which resulted in the town councills 

lighting committee removing the lamps from "private property" [DA 

Oct 16 18741. In 1882 it was reconstituted as a landlords' 

association, although many of its founder committee mem . bers were 

agents, including Robert Lickley, Joseph Shepherd and Alexander 

Esplin [DPL Lamb, 199(35)]. The rules stated what the purpose of 

the association was to be: 

"... to resist all attempts at unequal or unjust 
taxation of heritable property, to endeavour to remove 
the burdens by which it is at present unfairly 
oppressed, to give mutual advice and couns6l in cases 
of difficulty, and, generally, to take cognizance of 
all legislation affecting heritable property, and 
protect all just rights and interests affecting the 
same. " [DPL Lamb, 199(35)] 

The first annual report of the committee gives an indication of 

the range of matters which the association dealt with (DPL Lamb, 

199(36)]. Their efforts "induced" the Lord Advocate to introduce 

a clause into the Police Bill giving landlords the Power to 

compound for low-rented houses at a lower rate than originally 

suggested. This concerned the level of assessment at which 

landlords became responsible for Paying the whole of the rates, 

the tenants' portion of which, it was frequently claimed, 

landlords could not fully recover through rent collection. The 

members also Petitioned against the Irish Poor Removal Bill, 
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designed to give Irish immigrants a permanent settlement after 

six months residence. which was eventually thrown out by the 

House of Lords. Permanent settlement entitled poor and destitute 

Irish to relief and the cost of an increase in the numbers able 

to claim relief would have had to be met by ratepayers. The 

committee also took measures to prevent the able-bodied being 

given poor relief, which it claimed would disturb the Poor Law 

and throw the law of settlement into confusion. Concern was also 

voiced over the Statute Labour Roads Bills. 

"With a Committee conversant with what is passing, 
meeting regularly, and discussing public affairs, it 
may be expected that legislative or municipal action 
which it is desirable to counteract, will be pointed 
out in time for an efficient resistance to be brought 
to bear. " [DPL Lamb, 199(36) P41 

With members and colleagues actively involved in local 

government, it was not difficult to keep an eye on municipal 

affairs. At a parliamentary level the committee received "prompt 

assistance and the greatest attention" from Dundee MP Sir John 

()gilvy, but would also have had contact with similar 

organisations in other towns and cities, enabling them to present 

a united front. The association was a formal protest group 

acting to protect house proprietors, who as a major group of 

ratepayers, were affected by a wide range of legislation in the 

last quarter of the nineteenth century. It was designed to serve 

as a rallying point for a group who felt threalened by the changes 

taking place and allowed them to take effective organised action, 

such as sending a deputation to London to present their case to 

members of government or representatives to put forward 

objections to a committee of the town council. 
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The landlords' association did not seek to act only for the 

owners of property. 

"... in dealing with the poorer class of tenants in its 
operation, by tending to enforce habits Of good order 
and punctuality, and producing a sense of 
responsibility, must act benficially on those whom it 
indirectly affects. " [DPL Lamb. 199(36). P41 

These were aims which were directed at management practices. 

Members hoped by standardising their own procedures for dealing 

with tenants, it would be possible to "raise" tenant behaviour. 

Factors wanted to encourage tenants to pay their rent in full on 

time, take their turn to wash the stairs and not to abuse 

communal amenities or fixed fittings. The princip*t instrument 

in achieving better standards was to be the factor's line. 

During 1882-3 members: 

"... have endeavoured to promote the more general 
adoption of the practice, and have suggested a form of 
lines, and they have reason to believe that their 
efforts in that direction have been productive of 
benefit. " [DPL Lamb, 199(36)] 

Without a piece of paper in the recognised format, prospective 

tenants would have found it increasingly difficult to get a 

decent house. It was a form of discrimination which would have 

operated particularly well under conditions where the demand for 

better houses exceeded the supply of them. It probably also 

served to drive less reputable tenants together into tenements or 

areas dominated by low-value property already in Poor condition. 

Factors would always be forced to accept some tenants without 

lines in order to remain competitive, for factors were employed 

by their clients to make profit on renting out their houses and 

that meant keeping them as fully occupied as possible. 
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It has proved difficult to gather information about the 

day-to-day practices of individual factors, making it difficult 

to assess the extent to which factors allowed tenants to run up 

arrears and at what stage tenants were evicted from their homes. 

Tenants of the Angus Property Investment Company, managed by FJ 

McKenzie were allowed to pay off accumulated arrears, although 

some properties had no record of arrears, suggesting arrears may 

not have been tolerated in better properties [DCA GD/X59/2]. 

With some tenancies an allowance for arrears was built into the 

rents. John Robertson, a house proprietor and town councillor, 

stated in 1907 that rents for low-value houses had to be fixed on 

the assumption that some revenue would be lost through 

irrecoverable arrears [BPP (1908) Cd 3792 XLVII, 1, p192]. 

Edward Shepherd, told the Guthrie Committee his weekly 8ooks had 

a column showing the amount due as arrears, a further indication 

of the expectation short-let tenants would occasionally be unable 

to pay their rents in full. His weekly tenants would be three or 

four weeks in arrears before being asked to remove [BPP (1908) 

U3792 XLVII. 1, pp208-91. It is impossible to estimate how 

widespread these practices were, but they probably varied between 

house factors and proprietors and according to prevailing market 

conditions (see chapter 8). 

iv) Self-belp and pbilantbropic agencies 

There was wide recognition throughout the nineteenth century 

that the way in which the Poorest lived was not satisfactory, but 

wide disagreement on root causes and the way in which the quality 
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of life could be improved. Many felt the circumstances the poor 

found themselves in were to a great extent self-inflicted. 

Solutions proposed often revolved around means of improving the 

moral fibre of citizens, as well as improving the Physical fabric 

of their city. There were three main ways in which 

philanthropists sought to influence the provision of 

accommodation in Dundee. The first was specifically targeted at 

lodging houses, (long regarded as an affront to decent people), 

by providing an alternative model as an example to existing 

owners and managers of lodging houses. Secondly, to transform 

ownership by encouraging respectable working people to help 

themselves through constructing and owning their own homes. 

Thirdly, to influence management by asking sympathetic 

individuals to invest in property and to hand over management to 

a non-commercial social union, whose primary commitment was to 

welfare, but who also ensured owners received a reasonable return 

from their investment. 

The Model Lodging Association was active in Dundee around 

the middle of the nineteenth century and it sought to fight 

social evils by example. 

"Mr Baxter ... remarked ... The Model Lodging Houses had 
never been intended to supersede the other lodging 
houses of the town, nor did they come into collision 
with them: but it was to be hoped that they would be 
the means indirectly of raising the character of other 
lodging-houses, and hold out to other lodging-houses 
keepers an example worthy of their imitation. " [DA Jan 
26,18551 

These were not run as charitable institutions as it was intended 

that revenue would exceed expenditure, as it did at Victoria 

House (male) and Scouringburn (female) in 1854, although 
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Blackscroft (female) had to be closed "for a time" being 

subsequently reopened under new management. Lodging houses were 

generally regarded as dens of vice inhabited by social 

degenerates. The managers of model houses attempted to control 

their lodgers through strict rules on behaviour, such as 

drunketpess, coupled with large doses of religious instruction [DA 

Jan 26 18551. Once lodging-houses came under new rules and 

regulations as a result of public health legislation, and were 

more effectively regulated by the town authorities, it seems 

there was thought to be no need for model lodging houses and they 

were allowed to disappear. 

In November 1864 a Free Church minister from Edinburgh 

addressed a meeting in Dundee's Thistle Hall on "Working Men's 

Houses and the Advantage of Building Societies". It was a, 

classic piece of self-help advice - the solution to the problem 

was viewed as lying with the power and resources of the people 

themselves. The Rev Dr James Begg regarded owner-occupation as 

the cheap defence of nations. The structure of human society was 

built on the family syEtem, by the appointment of God, and 

central to this was a comfortable home. 

"The unpropertied are generally the uneasy, and, in 
times of trouble, always the 'dangerous classes'; and 
as the people of Scotland are increasing in wealth, it 
is of great importance that this wealth should be 

allowed to find its natural vent in the acquisition and 
improvement of land and houses. " [Begg (1866) pv] 

In 1858 a committee of the Free Church Assembly voiced its 

criticism of improvement schemes which dehoused without regard to 

alternative housing, and it was suggested an attempt be made to 

stimulate spontaneous housebuilding by the working classes. In 
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1862 two-storey self-contained houses were being built at Reid 

Terrace and by 1865 the Edinburgh Co-operative Building Company 

had built 159 houses, of which 134 had been sold [Begg (1866) 

pp9-641. The first attempt to emulate the Edinburgh initiative 

may have been the Dundee Co-operative Building Company formed in 

1862, although it specifically included "the making of gain" 

amongst its objects in its articles of association [SRO BT2/96]. 

This company went into voluntary liquidation at the beginning of 

1869, after the removal of seven directors by special resolution 

in July 1868. 

Following the model suggested by Begg, a Dundee Working 

Men's Houses Association was set up to buy land and to build 

houses on it to let or sell to the working classes [DPL Lamb 

227(21)]. Set up as a limited company, only 113 of its 1,043 91 

shares were subscribed by working men, the other 930 being taken 

by merchants and others; a few local dignitaries gave donations 

which amounted to C130 18s. The company built ten tenements of 

two storeys, each with four houses with separate entrances in 

Blyth Street. The ground floor houses had two rooms and a WC, 

the upper houses also had an attic room and each house had its 

own back court about five-and-a-half yards long. 

"The plan adopted was that followed in Edinburgh - 
after building a number of convenient houses to offer 
them to the members of the Company wishing to buy; and 
at first they were found to be in demand, but as time 
went on the demand slackened, and the last were nearly 
two years unoccupied before they were sold, and then at 
a much lower price than was got for those first built 
or than they cost the Association. " [DPL Lamb 227(21)] 

Although the association lost on the building account, it had 

profited by sub-feuing 120 poles of land (660 yards) at 8s 6d per 
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pole, which bad originally been feued at 2s 6d per pole. At 

first the smaller houses had been priced at C105 and the larger 

at 9146; latterly the figures were 985 and E125. The loans to 

members amounted to 975-80 on the smaller houses and 9110-120 on 

the larger ones, with costs between 91 10s and 92. There was no 

question of a loan to cover all of the cost of purchase and it 

must have been well beyond the means of most working people in 

Dundee in the 1860s and 70s to find a quarter of the purchase 

price of these houses. Like the inhabitants of Reid Terrace, 

Hugh Millar Place and Stockbridge in Edinburgh, those in Blyth 

Street and Blyth Place, Dundee were probably well-to-do artisans, 

mechanics and mill foremen rather than ordinary factory workers. 

Begg's intention was that owner-occupation would spread from 

these small clusters to become the norm for the respectable 

working man, whereas owner-occupation within the two streets 

contracted over time. The valuation roll analysis shows that in 

1911 only 28.9% of the houses in Blyth Street and Blyth Place 

were owner-occupied. The other houses were almost all owned by a 

mixture of different small proprietors. suggesting the original 

owners or their families may have let them to other workers, 

while living elsewhere. 

A similar company with similar aims, The Dundee Working 

Men's Building Company was set up in 1874 [SRO BT2/566]. Among 

the initial subscribers was James Cox of Cox's works Lochee, who 

at that time was the Provost of Dundee. In the first four months 

the company gained 353 shareholders holding 911 shares, the vast 

majority of which were in lots of less than ten shares. Two 
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shareholders held ten shares, three held 20 and William Neish, a 

barrister, had 200. The shareholders included semi- 

professionals (bank clerks, teachers, librarians and a bible 

reader), along with mill-foremen and managers, those with skilled 

trades (mason, joiner, painter, engineer, iron turner) and those 

in shops or workshops (draper, baker, grocer). In February 1877 

an extraordinary general meeting was called to wind up the 

company* because it could not by reason of its liabilities 

continue its business. The final winding-up meeting was held in 

March 1880, and the return of shareholders shows just over half 

the shares were held in lots of ten shares or more, a third of 

them in the bands of six merchants. The vast majority of 

shareholders held only a single share. From the company records 

it appears nothing was ever built by this company, yet the 

company did prepare plans for two-roomed tenement houses, which 

were exhibited in the windows of the Dundee Advertiser [DPL Lamb 

54(18)1. These plans became the subject of debate within the 

columns of the Dundee Advertiser, and were criticised in detail 

by Lord Kinnaird, who had connedtions with the Peabody Trust and 

Sir Sydney Waterlow. These criticisms came at a point when the 

directors had already approved the designs and they were not 

welcomed by some shareholders. Lord Kinnaird's comments 

displayed a detailed knowledge of ventilation systems and he made. 

the pointed observation two rooms could scarcely meet the 

requirements of decency for a family. His reply to "A 

Shareholder" demonstrated his lack of appreciation of the social 

and economic circumstances of those who would eventually own the 

houses. 
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"Instead of a mere 'bunk' of a scullery ... You would 
have under my plan a large and effective space ... to 
the complete saving of the other rooms -a moral and 
sanitary amenity and advantage apparently beyond the 
comprehension of A Shareholder. I know not what he 

means by saying that the houses on my plan are only for 
mill managers and shopkeepers. " [DPL Lamb 54(18)] 

The dividing line between real possibilities and extravagant 

fantasy was very fine indeed, and in striving to fulfil the 

desire for dwellings built to high moral and sanitary standards 

the company's directors found themselves involved in a project 

requiring expenses beyond the subscribed capital of the company. 

However, did the company succeed in building any houses? The 

company records give no clear indication. A set of plans was 

approved by Dundee's police commissioners (the town council), 

part in September 1874 and part at the beginning of February 

1875, for blocks of dwelling houses to be built in Court Street, 

which would appear to be the plans which Lord Kinnaird viewed 

[RCAHMS AND/240/1-61. These were for three-storey blocks of two- 

roomed and tbree-roomed houses with WC and scullery. Plans for 

tenements around this period rarely featured WCs within each 

house, although dry closets in the yard were being rejected in 

favour of what was known as a "wattery on the plettie" (WCs in 

the stairwell iower linking the platforms at the rear of the 

blocks). Many houses would not have had the separate scullery, 

entrance lobby or built-in pantries and presses shown on these 

plans. No doubt Lord Kinnaird's comments were justified, but the 

houses the co-operative intended to build were not inferior by 

the standards of the period. The architectural evidence provided 

by Court Street in the 1980s provides a strong basis for arguing 

the houses were built according to the plans now lodged with the 
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Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 

Scotland in Edinburgh. However, members of the co-operative may 

not have lived in them. Not one single house in Court Street was 

owner-occupied in 1911. The blocks built to the Dundee Working 

Men's Building Company's plans were in the hands of a single 

proprietor in 1911 (trustees of David Durkie, baker), indicating 

a chain of events in which the directors were forced to sell-up 

the whole of the houses, perhaps before they were even occupied, 

following initial moves to wind-up the company in 1877. 

Co-operative ventures which aimed to enable "working men" to 

own their own homes never made any substantial impact in terms of 

volume of houses, although they are important as a challenge to 

the status quo. The Heritable Securities Investment Association 

founded in 1863 and liquidated in 1909 was set up to enable 

people to become owners of their own dwelling houses, shops or 

other properties [SRO BT2/1241. If the Caledonian and the 

Forfarshire building societies started out as such ventures, the 

impact of self-help in Dundee was greater than might be at first 

supposed. The Caledonian's directors in 1893 were men whose 

occupations were in keeping with known profiles of self-help 

groups EDDIR 1893-41. Each venture was subject to intense public 

scrutiny and unsolicited comment of a type which other 

housebuilders and investors would have found intrusive and 

objectionable. Many of those behind the companies would have had 

little or no previous experience in house property, and the 

progress of the companies suffered from this. Enthusiasm was no 

compensation for a lack of experience in such a long-term 
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project. Begg pointed out that in Edinburgh there had been 

difficulties in acquiring land to build on and in getting titles 

to heritable property as a result of the feuing system, but his 

greatest criticism was "the comparative want of sympathy on the 

part of the higher classes" [Begg (1866) p561. If the landowners 

and housing professionals saw co-operation as a threat to their 

own position, it is not difficult to see why they might not rush 

to help artisans struggling to build their own houses. 

The Dundee Social Union was formed in 1888 to promote "well- 

being limited neither by class. church nor condition. It aimed 

to provide opportunities, to cultivate a taste for "healthy 

enjoyments" and to improve conditions of the dwellings of the 

poor [Valentine (1922)]. 

"The Housing problem occupied the entire attention of 
the first few years. BY degrees ten properties in poor 
districts of the town were bought by subscribers to the 
Social Union for whom the Union acted as factor with 
rather more than ordinary Powers. The condition of 
these properties was bad, and if not actually unfit for 
habitation, they were far below the standard at which 
the Social Union aimed. " [Valentine (1922) p3] 

The union trained its rent collectors to develop a Personal link 

with their tenants, and "minor conveniences" were added to 

properties as soon as the tenants had been educated to appreciate 

the improvement. One of these collectors was Mary Lily Walker, a 

Ruskin-influenced student at University College, Dundee, and 

devoted daughter of her invalid mother. On the death of her 

mother, Miss Walker gave up her scientific studies and turned to 

social work full time, training at the Women's University 

Settlement, Southwark, under Octavia Hill, followed by a year's 

study at the religious house Grey Ladies in Blackheath [Paterson 
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(1936)]. Although the social union was run by committee, once 

Mary Walker had returned to Dundee in the mid-1890s she came to 

be seen as the personal embodiment of the union. As honorary 

superintendent and wearing her "Grey Ladies" uniform she took 

control of the union's day-to-day activities until she died in 

July 1913. A solicitor's daughter, Mary Walker was apparently 

comfortably well off, enabling her to turn the family home in 

Wellington Street into the Grey Lodge Settlement, a non- 

denominational branch of Grey Ladies which operated as a social 

work centre, while a cottage in Gauldry acted as her own weekend 

retreat. According to her biographer, who was also a personal 

friend, Mary Walker felt a voluntary body was in a position to 

try out experiments and abandon the failures, while the 

municipality could take over what was found to be successful 

[Paterson (1936)]. This was certainly the pattern followed in 

her work to combat infant mortality, where the town council took 

over the union's restaurants for nursing mothers and appointed 

lady health visitors (see chapter 11). Mary Walker saw all the 

elements of the social union's work as being directed towards the 

same ends, and she was unusually. perceptive in seeing where the 

real problems lay. 

"Housing reform ... would undoubtedly do much for the 
working people in Dundee who are earning good wages and 
are anxious to better themselves. It would help very 
little to meet the special Problem of our city - the 
problem of the low-paid jute workers and casual 
labourers, and the mothers who provide food for the 
children. ... the problem of the mothers of young 
families as wage-earners baffles the reformer at every 
turn. ... the only hope of real amendment lies in the 
movement among the workers towards the standardisation 
of wages and demand for a minimum wage on the one side, 
and, on the other, in a definite restriction being put 
on labour of the mothers ... [or] 

... palliative measures 
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... such as creches for the infants, kindergartens for 
the children, meals for school-children etc. " 
[Paper posthumously submitted to the Minutes of 
Evidence (1914) para. 35103 to BPP (1917-18) XIV 
Cd8731, P345.1 

The trustees of the social union's housing trust invested in 

properties through a joint-ownership scheme, with minimum shares 

of 9100 and interest fixed at 4% per annum or less as the balance 

of rents permitted. Like other Property owners they could borrow 

on the security of the property and grant bonds to lenders. In 

theory the trustees could employ any factor allowing commission 

of 10% or less. although in practice the factor was Dundee Social 

Union. Any monies remaining after the half-yearly Payment of 

interest were to form a reserve fund for extraordinary repairs. 

A superintendent was appointed to oversee rent collection, 

repairs, letting, appointment Of collectors, inspection of 

properties and to advise on the purchase of properties [Housing 

Trust Constitution 1893, DCA GD/OC/GL 1/3]. In 1911 Mary Walker 

was given as being the factor for 158 tenancies owned by eight 

different groups of proprietors. These formed ten properties of 

one and two-roomed houses scattered around the city. 

Dundee Social Union's tenants were bound by a series of 

printed rules which were probably pasted inside each rent book. 

The imposition of exacting rules and the threat of eviction makes 

it clear the union intended to be disciplinarian, rather than 

wholly benevolent. 

"If any tenant damages or misuses the rooms or 
fittings, or is drunk or disorderly, or causes 
discomfort to neighbours, or breaks any of these rules, 
and fails to pay rent regularly when called for. he 
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shall, after one week's notice to quit, be subject to 
immediate ejectment from his house. " [DSU minutes DCA 
GD/OC/GL 1/31 

Rents were paid weekly on Saturdays to a female collector who 

made it her business to get to know each of the families within 

the property and to report back to Mary Walker and her assistant 

superintendent. There was a collector for each property, 

practically all of whom were unmarried women from distinctly 

middle-class backgrounds. Tenants had to pay a deposit of four 

weeks rent as security against damage and were charged for a 

water closet key, which they were not allowed to lend to those 

who did not live in the property. There was a further charge of 

a penny a week for stair and court gas lighting between September 

and March. Lodgers were not allowed without written permission. 

The collector arranged rotas for sweeping passages daily, washing 

stairs and passages weekly and for lighting and putting out the 

stair gas. There is evidence the social union selected tenants 

on the basis of references, although these were not always 

reliable. 

"Mrs H., a respectable, elderly widow, with good 
references, got one of the Social Union houses -a 
single room for herself. Some weeks later the lady 

collecting the rents found her daughter, daughter's 
husband, and two children established in the house as 
well as Mrs H. " [Minutes of Evidence (1914) para. 
35103 to BPP (1917-18) XIV Cd8731. p345.1 

In practice Mary Walker was less draconian than these rules make. 

the union appear. Each case of arrears was considered on its 

merits. Tenants Peter Daley and George Davidson both had arrears 

in March 1911 which amounted to more than a month's rent. 

"In both these cases Miss Walker reported that the 
wives had not been able to work through illness. The 
husbands were casual labourers and had only been able 
to get occa 09 

Vsional employment. In each case there were 
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large families. It was resolved not to remove either 
of them for another month. " [DSU minutes DCA GD/OC/GL 
1/31 

Not all were treated so leniently. In the same month John Brown 

owed eight weeks rent and since three shillings was "a big rent" 

and the couple were newly married, it was decided to "summons 

them out". In November 1913 arrears for the ten properties 

amounted to 915 5s 7d out of a possible revenue of C956 6s lld, 

only one of the properties having no arrears at all. Far more 

revenue was lost through unlet houses (942 17s 4d) than unpaid 

rent, and at least there was a possibility of recovering some of 

the latter. Out of an actual revenue of C907 17s 6d, 945 5s 4d 

was due to the union in commission, over 9238 to proprietors as 

investment return, and nearly 9595 in "expenditure" (eg repairs, 

insurance. gas, interest). The figures for each property 

demonstrate that at the end of 1913 only three of them were 

actually showing any profit, while the property in Step Row was 

nearly 960 in the red, and no monies were paid to its proprietors 

at all. At the end of the following year the proprietors of Step 

Row again agreed to forego income for the year. In the years 

following the First World War it became so difficult to meet 

costs that in April 1922 the union gave up factoring properties 

in the west end altogether. 

"As the properties are almost always very old buildings 
it becomes yearly more of a problem how they can be 
kept in a state of creditable repair and this question 
may soon require the very serious consideration of the 
Union. " (DSU minutes DCA GD/OC/GL 1/3] 

Dundee Social Union was Precise and demanding in its 

expectations of tenants. Ordinary factors, looking to their 
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percentage, had little to gain from keeping a tight reign on 

tenants in low-value properties. There must have been tenants 

who did not care for the questioning and advice given by well 

intentioned middle-class ladies. The benefits of being a social 

union tenant were intended to manifest themselves in an ordered 

living environment at low rents. They could also take a less 

direct and more patronising form. Tenants' children were taken 

o. n picnic outings, while old women got half-a-pound of tea at 

Christmas. In December 1912 it was decided to use a small profit 

to give tenants not in arrears a bonus of rent for New Year week, 

a time when households traditionally offered hospitality to one 

another. The social union had several committees including 

infant welfare and country holidays and. tenants would have been 

among those benefiting from their charitable good works. 

Conclusion 

This study of house ownership and management in Dundee in 

1911 confirms Elliott and McCrone's conclusion, based on a 

selective study of parts of Edinburgh, that Victorian housing was 

created largely as a form of investment income for a local 

of . petite bourgeoisie" - merchants, retailers, craftsmen and small 

businessmen. 

"... people wishing to invest in property which would 
provide for themselves and their families a modest, 
steady income rather than the larger profit held out by 
riskier ventures. " [Elliott and McCrone (1980) P141 

Morgan and Daunton found that small investors, and trusts set up 

by small investors to provide for dependents, together accounted 

for 89.9% of owners and 81.7% of all properties in Glasgow in 

1900 [Morgan and Daunton (1983) p266]. These small investors 
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were described by these authors as looking for security rather 

than capital gains and a high rate of return. The comparable 

figure for Dundee in 1911 reflects a similar pattern at 90.41% of 

all potential tenancies. The real owners of these properties 

were the bondholders, but using valuation rolls as a prime source 

the banks, investment companies and individual creditors who 

provided most of the capital are hidden from view. These shadowy 

players, who chamelled funds into several forms of investment, 

gradually began to regard house property ownership as a poor risk 

compared to other options 1900-1914. The high proportion of 

capital which came from bondholders ensured there was a strong 

relationship between interest rates and the profitablity of 

rented housing, but it was one factor among many, of which trends 

in real wages were of fundamental importance. Until the 1920s 

and '30s these bonds or mortgages were short term (about five 

years and subject to three months notice) and paid in full when 

they were called in, and not during the term of the loan, 

although the interest would be paid during the period of the loan 

[Daunton (1983) P981. In Dundee, as in Edinburgh, working-class 

housing was very dependent on local money and sharply sensitive 

to changes in the local economic climate [Elliott and McCrone 

(1980) p131. The identity of the bondholder would be important 

if the main thrust of this research was concerned with the 

production and supply of housing. The Register of Sasines and 

company records are possible means of unmasking the identities of 

the bondholders. Bankrupts among property owners might be 

ettablished through the Court of Session records which deal with 

sequestration. Far more important to the ways in which people 
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1'7 

were able to consume housing were the identities of the 

landlords, and the house factors which they used, which this 

analysis of the valuation rolls has successfully explored. 

Dundee, like Glasgow and Edinburgh, was owned by small 

investors from the middle class, predominately shopkeepers and 

small businessmen. The amounts of property they owned were quite 

small. 

"The largest owner in Glasgow in 1900 held only 1.0 per 
cent, and the largest five owners only 2.5 per cent, of 
the house property by annual value, which was a lower 
proportion than in any of the English cities studied. " 
[Daunton (1983) p1181 

In Dundee in 1911 only P. 05% of all proprietors owned more than 

200 tenancies, the largest owner 1.05% of house property by 

annual value, and the largest five owners 3.95% by annual value 

(house property valued at C15,738; 4.80% of all tenancies). 

Likewise, property investment companies were not Particularly 

significant in either Glasgow (3.8% of all properties in 1900) or 

Dundee (3.29% of all tenancies in 1911) [Daunton (1983) plig]. 

Employers, or other companies, were not involved in 

providing housing workers except on a very small and limited 

scale. As Sean Damer - who has done some research into property 

relations in Victorian Glasgow - has pointed out: 

"While some neighbouring burghs were literally Company 
towns - Coatbridge and Bairds, Clydebank and 
Thompson's, later John Brown's - and while one Glasgow 
shipbuilder, Elder, did buy land with the (unfulfilled) 
intention of erecting decent housing for his workers, 
large scale local capital does not appear to have been 
much interested in housing. " [Damer (1976) p7] 
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For large-scale local capital in Dundee there were alternative 

investment opportunities in the jute industry itself and 

increasingly, through the investment trusts, in cattle ranches 

and railway developments overseas. There may be sociological 

reasons why small investors were unable or unwilling to choose 

these other routes to invest. Profýssionals, such as solicitors, 

probably had a guiding hand in such matters. What Damer's 

remarks do highlight, although he leaves this issue unexplored, 

is the way in which housing ownership could differ between the 

towns surrounding a large city and in the city itself. There are 

broad similarities between the house ownership pattern in the 

largest Scottish cities at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, but in smaller satellite urban centres the pattern may 

have been completely. different, especially where the local 

economy was dominated by one or two large employers (cf one 

dominant industry). The valuation rolls offer the possibility of 

exploring this avenue and perhaps offering some insight into the 

relationships between urban centres as well as the differences 

between them. 

Except through property investment companies, landlords 

could not just sit back and wait for the interest on their 

investment. There were a whole series of responsibilities 

connected with owning houses and collecting rents. The house 

agent, in return for a percentage, took over these managerial 

responsibilities, distancing the landlord from his or her 

tenants. In England landlords used rent collectors, who made 

weekly visits to collect Payments, saw to small repairs and had a 
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limited role in securing new tenants. It was usually a part-time 

occupation [Daunton (1983) p1661. The professional agent, or 

house factor, was much more significant in Scottish cities. 

The factor who not only collected rents, undertook repairs and 

handled rates and insurance, but decided rent levels, when to 

allow arrears and when to evict. In 1907, it was claimed in 

evidence to Hunter that 80% of working class house property in 

Glasgow was in the hands of house factors. In Dundee in 1911 the 

figure was around 60%. The impression from contemporary evidence 

is that a far larger percentage than this was professionally 

factored, but the reality was that individual factors had far 

more clout and influence than any individual proprietor. It is 

not hard to see why. The top factor, John G Sibbald, managed 

2,596 tenancies or 6.24% of the house property by annual value in 

Dundee in 1911; the five largest owners had only 3.95%. The five 

largest factors controlled 22.48% of the house property by annual 

value (23.63% of tenancies). In the local landlords' and house 

factors' association, it was the large factors who effectively 

ran the show (chapter 8). 

Philanthropic or public agencies made little impact on 

ownership in Dundee. Glasgow Corporation, through its City 

Improvement Trust took a far more active part in the housing 

supply than did Dundee's city fathers whose ownership of housing 

was negligible. The real impact of the philanthropists was on 

the public imagination. The model lodging house association, the 

self-help building associations and the social union, all offered 

alternative waYs of owning and managing accommodation. 
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Chapter 8: Landlord and tenant - Conflict and tension 

Several areas with the potential for conflict and tension 

existed between the landlord and the tenants. The most obvious 

is the amount of rent a tenant was expected to pay to the owner 

of a house, how often it would be paid and what sort of 

accommodation a tenant could get in turn for the rent. When a 

tenant entered into a contract for a house, the two parties had 

presumably agreed. The quality and quantity of what was * 

available may not have come up to the expectations of the tenant, 

and the tenant's circumstances and the amount of rent to be paid 

fallen short of the landlord's ideal, but an agreement had been 

reached when a tenant took a house. However, the duration of the 

contract by necessity was limited. The length of this lease was 

one potential area of conflict. When it ended. there was an 

opportunity to renegotiate and a new agreement had to be reached 

if the tenant was to continue to rent the house. The amount of 

the new rent is the most obvious arena for conflict. but matters 

like the state of decoration and the lack of repairs would also 

be points of debate. Tenement life. with its shared spaces and 

facilities, brought its own problems. There were rotas and 

duties for stair cleaning and using the wash-houses. and items 

such as stair gas had to be paid for. When a tenant failed to 

pay the rent due, the agreement was broken, and it was up to the 
4iw- 

landlord to decide whether ent might be recoverable, given Lr 

time, or whether to get rid of the tenant. The landlord-tenant 

relationship was not, however. a matter of two Parties debating a 

contract to suit themselves. The whole was contained within a 

legal framework and the relationshiP was worked out according to 
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rules, written and common practice, which had evolved over time. 

Nor were the parties equal. Landlords had several tenants and 

many devolved their responsibilities'by handing over the 

management of property to rent to professional agents - the house 

factors. The facýpr. managing thousands of tenancies. had far 

greater power to dictate the shape and detail of the agreement 

than the tenant. 

"There are weekly lets in Glasgow now and factors may 
tell you that tenants who desire to get them can do so. 
It is not so. Factors enquire into the circumstances 
and characters of tenants and weekly lets are only 
given to those whom they would not give a long let, ie. 
those of unsteady habits or who have no furniture to 
speak of. " [SRO DD6/517. letter from AD Provand to the 
Scottish Secretary, March 21,19061 

The work of two historians in Particular has highlighted 

what happened in Scotland when the relationship between landlord 

and tenant came to breaking Point between 1890 and 1916. David 

Englander has pinpointed eviction as a serious problem between 

1900 and 1914. His work shows sequestration for rent (ie tenants 

sold up) in Scotland rose dramatically from 923,159 in 1899 to 

E47,182 in 1909 [Englander (1983) PP30-11. However, 

sequestrations in Glasgow comprised, on average, 42% of the 

annual value of all such sequestrations in the 15-year period 

Englander examined. This was a symptom of a deep and growing 

malaise. Joe Melling in Rent Strikes tells how tenants united 
k 

'L and organised in the West of Scotland 1915 to resist increased 

rents and were ultimately instrumental in changing Government 

policy and legislation [Melling (1983)]. But it was not 

landlord-tenant conflict in the form of eVictions or rapidly 

rising rents which formed the main arena of dispute between 1890 
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and 1916. 

"The reform of the house-letting system rather than 
housing provision or high rents provided the background 
against which the earliest tenants' associations 
emerged. " [Englander (1983) p170] 

"The most obvious indication of a mounting conflict 
between landlord and tenant appears in the rising tide 
of evictions and contested actions in pre-War Glasgow. 
Yet the more vocal campaign revolved around the issue 

of letting and rating conditions in the city. " [Melling 
(1983) p201 

The West of Scotland has been the focus of attention for 

most historians, but there was also dissatisfaction in Dundee and 

this chapter takes a closer look at that. The first section 

deals with the system of letting - the missive system - and the 

complaints which arose from it in the 1900s. The second part 

examines sequestration and hypothec separately from the system of 

letting as a whole. Finally, the flashpoints of 1912 and 1915 

are analysed. 

i) The missive sYstem 

In pre-industrial Scotland the system of letting was related 

to agricultural practice. Cottages and small-holdings were let 

acually with rents payable yearly, half-yearly or on the quarter 
I 

terms, Martinmas, Candlemas, Whitsunday and Lammas. In an 

industrial urban setting the system Persisted for all but short- 

lot tenants. The dates at which tenants could remove to another 

dwelling had been limited by Act of Parliament since the 

seventeenth century, and tenants were accustomed to entering into 

a written agreement or "MissivO" associated with these terms. 
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This document was a binding contract and by the early twentieth- 

century, large factors in Dundee issued missives printed on 

legal-size paper. The Terms of Removal Act 1886 restricted the 

terms to Whitsunday (taken as May 28) and Martinmas (November 

11). In Dundee by 1907 Whitsunday had become the more popular 

term [BPP (1907-8) XLVII Cd3792 p2081- The adherence to this 

single day at the beginning of summer was also common outside the 

cities and had the knock-on effect that arrangements for the next 

year's lease would be made months before the present lease 

expired. 

"The present custom in Forfar. and similar towns in 
Scotland, is that houses are lot from May to may, and a 
Tenant, when paying his Rent at November, arranges with 
his Landlord, either to retake his House for another 
year from the ensuing May, or to give it up. " Robert 
Rodger, inspector, Forfar Parish Council, 10.9.1909 
[SRO DD6/511, No: 9343/154] 

This particular arrangement tied a tenant to a house for eighteen 

months. Whilst Yearly tenants in Forfar may well have expressed 

a desire to make such a long-term commitment, it was more usual 

for landlords and factors in other urban areas to send out 

missives prior to the term date, requesting they be returned 

shortly thereafter stating whether the tenant intended to remain 

or remove [SRO DD6/529, No: 9343/155]. Factors wanted to know how 

much yearly property would be on their books to let from 

Whitsunday and would be anxious to avoid being left with unlet 

property. In the mid-1870s six weeks and one day before the term 

had been the usual period for issuing missives in Dundee [BBP 

(1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p2051. It is likely when better houses 

were in short supply, or in E! reas where houses were difficult to 

get. competitive house agents would send out missives in February 
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or March rather than in April. In Perth, according to house 

agent and town councillor James Barlas in 1907, factors sent out 

the missives for yearly houses at the beginning of February, 

requesting that they be returned from a week to ten days 

thereafter. However, he points out that this practice had only 

been introduced "within recent years", in a period when houses 

were "well let" [BPP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 pp200-2]. 

According to those who campaigned for a Government 

investigation, many tenants felt aggrieved at being Pressurised 

to tie themselves to a house for periods up to seventeen months. 

In some parts of the west, the 1906 election campaign was 

dominated by the letting issue. The House of Commons was said to 

have been deluged by petitions and resolutions [Englander (1983) 

p1761. In November 1906, the Scottish Secretary agreed to set up 

a departmental committee to inquire into letting and rating. 

When the chairman of Departmental Committee on House Letting in 

Scotland, Charles Guthrie, opened proceedings at the Burgh Hall 

Court in Glasgow in November 1906, he acknowledged that the main 

complaint had come from Glasgow and the West of Scotland. That 

voices were raised loudest in the West is in part a reflection of 

Clydeside's industrial structure, where the short-term 

uncertainty built into industries like shipbuilding - which 

contemporaries referred to as a "shifting occupation" - 

contributed to feelings of resentment in burghs like Partick and 

Govan [Melling (1983)]. Mounting conflict was further fuelled by 

the rising tide of evictions in pre-war Glasgow. However, 

evidence was taken elsewhere in Scotland. including Dundee, and 
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the minutes provide us with a picture of the system of letting 

urban dwellings, the grievances which were said to arise from it 

and the types of legislative remedies which were being proposed. 

On the opening day in 1906, Guthrie described the questions of 

rating, ejections and hypothec as "side issues". but as the 

proceedings evolved these emerge as central concerns to 

interested parties, including the local authorities, landlords 

and factors. and those representing tenants. Sequestration, 

ejection and hypothec are examined in part ii of this chapter. 

Different groups with different interests proposed 

alternative solutions. There were a handful of major players: 

the owners and factors, the town councils and the tenants. The 

Government were involved in as much as Parliament provided a 

forum for debate and had the power to legislate, but there were 

no clear party political lines for WiPs to toe on the missive 

issue and the Scottish Office did not view it as of central 

importance. In Dundee and Aberdeen the tenants were represented 

mainly through labour organisations rather than specific tenants' 

groups. By contrast, in the 'West of Scotland, the Paisley 

Tenants' Protection Association and the Glasgow Tenants' 

Protective Association gave evidence to the Guthrie committee. 

The departmental committee Guthrie chaired can be seen as a 

response to a sequence of nine Bills which were presented to 

parliament from 1890, many of them sponsored by Alexander Cross 

Unionist MP for Camlachie and Bridgeton, a Glasgow businessman 

and a supporter of tenants' associations. In a letter to the 
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Scottish Secretary, Lord Linlithgow, dated February 1905, he 

said: 

.. That some such reform is required may be accepted as 
at least the widely expressed sentiment of a vast 
number of the working class in the great towns and 
cities of Scotland. " [SRO DD6/5121 

From the notes accompanying this file. Alexander Cross had been 

pursuing this issue with the Scottish Office in Dover House, 

Whitehall, with tiresome regularity. This is reflected in the 

fact that while Cross's letter was answered in a favourable tone, 

Lord Linlithgow declined to meet a deputation which his 

predecessor, Graham Murray, had received the previous year. Yet 

it was acknowledged in these notes that the 1905 Bill "would 

evidently. be a contentious measure" and the Bill was carefully 

considered by the Lord Advocate. Cross's 1905 Bill was one 

episode in a long-running saga; a troublesome issue which had not 

been simply resolved, but which equally had failed to rise high 

enough on the political agenda at Westminster. While the house 

factors of Glasgow could claim in 1897 that the demand for reform 

was confined to a very small section of the community, by 1905 

this was evidently not the case. In the Scottish Office records 

there are 32 files of conflicting representations made to the 

Scottish Secretary by interested parties on the Bills put forward 

between 1904 and 1909 [SRO DD6/511-5421. These include memos 

from the Convention of Royal Burghs representing the local 

authorities. the factors' and-landlords' organisation and the 

Scottish Trades' Union Congress, as well as individual town 

councils, tenants' associations, factors' associations and 

trades' councils. 
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What Cross proposed in 1905 does not seem on the face of it 

to have been very radical. An early exponent of the press 

release, he was able to put forward his case in newspapers around 

Scotland. 

"The principle of my proposal is to enact that the legal 
duration of a lease shall be fixed by the periods appointed 
for the payment of rent. That is, if the rental of a house 
be payable by the year, it is a yearly let. " 
"This is quite independent of the term which may be agreed 
upon as a period of tenancy... it only seeks enact that the 
periodic payment of rent shall control the legal period of 
tenancy. " 
"They will produce a market for dwelling-houses all the year 
round, as is the invariable custom in English towns and 
cities. Probably there will be more frequent collection of 
rental. " [SRO DD6/512] 

Despite mentioning yearly tenancies, Cross's Bill was designed to 

make tenancies shorter and would effectively have meant the end 

of yearly lets for the vast majority of rented houses in Scottish 

burghs. Cross argued the end of the term-time circus of getting 

new property ready for Whitsunday and crowding flittings into a 

day or two would benefit landlord and tenant alike, while tenants 

who had to shift employment would not be tied to a locality for 

months on end. The Bill was intended to apply to houses let at a 

yearly rent of C20 or under in Edinburgh and Glasgow, 915 or 

under in seven burghs including Dundee, Govan and Leith, and 910 

or under in all other burghs, such as Forfar, Perth and Arbroath. 

However, Cross envisaged landlords would pay the whole of the 

rates. subject to a deduction for collection and administration, 

which house owners would be free to recover along with the rent. 

The paragraph referring to this on a copy of the Bill in a 

Scottish Office file, is marked "Policy doubtful" in ink [SRO 

DDG/5121. A similar file containing the 1906 version shows the 

under-secretary was critical of the phrasing of parts of the 
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Bill, but broadly supportive of its aims, excepting the proposal 

that owners should be responsible for meeting the rates [SRO 

DD6/5141. 

The Guthrie report, published in August 1907, unsuccessfully 

attempted to forge a compromise between the interests of tenants, 

councils and the landlords [BPP (1907-8) XXXVII Cd37151. It 

recommended adoptive, not compulsory legislation. Trades' 

councils and union groups found this unacceptable and wanted 

compulsory legislation to abolish the missive system altogether. 

The landlords, on the other hand, refused to become tax 

collectors and lose the right of hypothee (the right to seize 

tenants' possessions). despite the sweetners of discounts and 48- 

hour evictions. The Glasgow Landlords' Association proposed a 

voluntary code instead [Englander (1983) ppl76-71. The campaign 

for reform made no progress and in 1909 the Government, with some 

reluctance, put forward a Bill. After the Secretary for Scotland 

(S for S) Lord Pentland had met the Scottish House Owners' and 

House Factors' Association in May 1909, some unknown civil 

servant noted in the file: 

"The speakers added little to the Points already stated 
in the printed memo circulated-by the Houseowners 
Assocn and the S for S reminded them that he had given 
a hint last year to make some voluntary arrangements to 
meet the gri6vance. This had not been done - hence the 
inevitable Bill. " [SRO DD6/511,9343/11271 

The landlords objected most to clauses proposing the compounding 

of rates and rents and argued the rates should be collected 

quarterly. The 1909 Bill came to grief in the House of Lords, 

when Lord Camperdown, who disapproved of People who failed to pay 

rates being allowed to vote, inserted a now clause which would 
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have seriously affected the rating powers of local authorities. 

The Bill was withdrawn and reform Postponed until 1911. when a 

reintroduced Bill received the Royal Assent (Englander (1983) 

ppl77-81. 

The 1911 House-Letting and Rating (Scotland) Act limited the 

time of renewing lets of small dwelling houses to two months 

(those let at 921 and under in cities of 50,000 people or more, 

915 and 910 in other burghs or districts). In practice it killed 

off the yearly missive, because the period of lease was to equal 

the period over which rent was paid. Unless a tenant could find 

a landlord prepared to allow him to pay a year's rent at once, he 

could not have a yearly-let house. The period of notice for ' 

giving up a house, was also linked to the frequency with which 

rent was paid. However, a tenant in at least a week's arrears 

could have his let terminated by the landlord at 48 hours' 

notice. The landlord's right of hypothec (the right to take and 

sell a tenant's furniture and belongings), was abolished up to a 

glo limit, and tools and bedding material were specifically 

exempted from it - effectively the landlord no longer had the 

right to seize a tenant's possessions. Landlords were liable for 

all tenants' rates, but if a tenant had failed to pay rent or the 

property had been unlet. the landlord was entitled to be repaid 

by the authorities. In return for collecting the rates the 

owners received a deduction of not more than 2.5% per year. 

Because individual assessments, when split into varying amounts 

of small rents, amounted to fractions of pence, the authorities 

were required to issue consolidated assessment notices showing 
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the figure per pound falling on oCcupiers at various rents. 

House letting in Dundee 

It is appropriate here to take a closer look at the 

complaints and gr4evances which were voiced and in Particular at 

the evidence from Dundee put before Guthrie and his committee 

members. The Guthrie Committee heard evidence at the town hall 

in Dtindee on January 14,1907, and just under 1,000 paragraphs 

were minuted by the clerks [BPP (1907/8 XLVII Cd3792 PP190-210]. 

It called members of the town council, representatives of labour 

and trades organisations and the landlords' and house factors' 

association to give evidence. Three of the largest house factors 

were given a platform on which to air their views. However, 

tenants were not so well represented. None of the six working 

men interviewed (who described themselves as representing 

workmen), were directly involved in the production of Jute, and 

while they could scarcely have been ignorant of the influence of 

this all-pervading industry on the lives of citizens. their own 

occupations - blacksmith, insurance agent, cloth-measurer. shop 

assistant, warehouseman, horse driver - and even their status 

within labour organisations meant they belonged to a distinctive 

social group. Instead the evidence of more typical tenants takes 

the form of hearsay, and the idea of them giving their own 

evidence almost unthinkable, as this exchange between George 

Esslemont of the committee and GA Johnston of the town council 

demonstrates. 

"You said you had been in conversation with a good many 
tenants in regard to this proposal for shorter lots, 
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and you found that there was a disinclination for a 
change? - Yes, without exception. 
Could we not have evidence direct from any of these? - 
I do not know if they would be prepared to come, but I 
can ask. 
Why could they not come? - They may be at their work, 
and then some of them do not want to have the 
publicity; but there are four men I have spoken to 
within the last week, average working men. " [BPP 
(1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p1941 

There must be the possibility that the working men who gave 

evidence subsequent to these remarks were provided to support the 

views which had been expressed. It must also be acknowledged the 

evidence was shaped by the questioning of the committee members, 

who frustratingly did not always choose to pick up on points 

those called before them might well have elaborated on. The 

frequency of the answer "Yes" is an indication of the extent to 

which much of the evidence could be framed in terms of the 

questioner's Prejudices. and words put into the mouths of those 

before them. 

However the Dundee evidence to the Guthrie committee does 

yield a clear snapshot of the way in which tenants rented their 

homes in the mid-1900s. It confirms missives for yearly-let 

houses were sent out at the begining of February and were to be 

returned within a week. This system meant that by the middle of 

February landlords and their factors would know how much property 

would be available to re-let from the term day. Factors claimed 

they had been driven to issuing missives early by tenants making 

early applications, and that they had tried to put the letting 

season back in 1899, but this move had failed [BBP (1907/8) XLVII 

Cd3792 p2071. This suggests the practice of issuing missives 

early came about gradually, was Probably associated with 
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shortages of what tenants percei-ved to be good houses and became 

firmly established during the 1890--. 

It was stated to the Guthrie committee that most rents in 

Dundee were collected half-yearly in 1906, although a few owners 

chose to collect quarterly. This raises the question of how 

people on limited budgets, and who were paid weekly or 

fortnightly by employers, managed to save such a substantial 

sum. Co-operative society dividends, friendly societies, six- 

month loans from societies and the savings bank were all said to 

be used by tenants as means of meeting these rent payments. A 

Co-operative dividend of 15% raised three shillings for every 

pound spent, which Cllr Robertson estimated could easily amount 

N to C7 annually, which would meet at least half of the rent due 

(BBP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p1951. Labour representatives quoted a 

dividend of 2s 6d to 3s 2d per pound, depending on which store 

was patronised, with an average family's Purchases amounting to 

between 9s and 12s a week, Yielding between 91 9s and E2 8s every 

six months [BBP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p2041. According to Cllr 

Johnston the rent of "a good working man's house" ranged from 99 

10s to 910 10s a year for two rooms and from 912 to C15 10s for 

three [BBP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 plqO]. Whether tenants were 

able to count on as much as 93 10s from their CO-OP dividend or 

not, substantial savings would still have to be made each week. 

Many of the landlords and factors employed sub-collectors to 

knock on doors and collect the rents for them. It is likely 

these collectors included clerks employed in the factor's office 

who also had other duties. and other individuals perhaps working 
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on commission. Little is said in the historical record about 

these nameless individuals who were the Point of contact between 

the landlord or factor and the tenant. When a tenant moved in 

prepayments were not usua Ily demanded by owners or agents. 

except from weekly tenants who might be asked to put down a 

fortnight's rent. This is because the rents were paid in 

arrears, not in advance, the landlord trusting to the law of 

hypothec which allowed him to retain and sell the tenant's 

belonging and furniture if the rent was not forthcoming. 

Landlords did noi wish to lose the right of hypothec associated 

with yearly lets, although they rarely enforced it, as it gave 

them security for rent and the knowledge of having power. 

The Guthrie committee were told Dundee people were "less 

shifting" than in other places. tending to work in one district 

with one firm for long periods, although the Poor shifted 

oftener. Edward Shepherd, a partner in one of the largest house 

factors, said around 15% of yearly tenants moved annually and the 

number of sublets required between terms amounted to less than 3% 

[BBP (1907/8) XLVII U3792 p2081. When a tenant came to a factor 

and asked to give up a house before the usual time, the tenant 

would have to PayLthe house to be advertised and pay the rent for 

the period the house wasLoccupied. If no suitable sub-tenant 

could be found, the tenant would be liable for the whole of the 

rent. The latter set of circumstances was said to be very rare 

and tenants did-apply to move between the terms. Shepherd told 

the committee he factored two or three thousand houses [BBP 

(1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p208]. This would mean about 60 to go of 
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his houses had to be found new tenants between the terms. 

Although it was'reported that large numbers of empty houses 

existed in Dundee in 1906, when the evidence was taken, the 

preference for certain localities and categories of houses, 

especially new buildings, meant landlords were able to sustain 

rent levels. Witnesses spoke of a great rush for building before 

the May term, which particularly affected joiners and plasterers, 

and sometimes tenants moved into houses before they were finished 

as a result. The single removal day created a sort of house- 

hunting fever around the time missives were sent out. made the 

hire of transport and help difficult and pressurised the building 

trades, although in reality removals took place throughout May by 

mutual arrangement between tenants. 

The principle grievance against the exisiting system of 

letting houses, the Guthrie committee heard, was that tenants had 

to commit themselves to a house so early. However, most of the 

solutions proposed created other problems of their own. 

Witnesses from Property-owning social groups said monthly rent 

payments - effectively 12 lettings in the year instead of one - 

would increase the cost of management and thus increase rents. 

If the lets were to shortened, it was argued that a cautioner or 

prepayment would be necessary. This is why Edwin Scrymgeour, the 

prohibitionist town councillor, stated categorically that there 

was no demand for shorter lets.. It was widely acknowledged that 

universal short lets would make it more difficult and expensive 

to collect the rates. The council had accepted part-payments 
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throughout the year prior to the 1911 Act, if tenants wished to 

pay that way, but it was thought if short lets were universal, 

rents and rates would have to be collected together. The amount 

of, compensation the landlords were to receive in return for 

collecting local taxes for the council was a major bone of 

contention. Rates on short-let houses had always been paid by 

the landlord, because of the difficulty of locating the tenant 

who ought to pay when removals occuMd between terms. As a 

result the system of rates relief was unfair. because many of the 

very poor could not apply. Those who paid their rates as part of 

their rent - the short-let tenants described by witnesses as less 

respectable largely because of their poverty - could not apply to 

the council to have their rates reduced. Those in yearly lets 

could apply because they paid their rates personally. As Cllr 

Robertson explained, the system had also been open to abuse, 

especially around election times. 

"... we believe that a great many people have been 
relieved who should not have been relieved, and a 
number who have not been relieved should have been 
relieved. 
"It used to be the system with us, that if a 
councillor's name went in along with the schedule the 
application was invariably granted without much 
investigation, but now the matter is different. " 
[BBP (1907-8) XLVII Cd3792 p195] 

It is not clear when or why these abuses of privilege were 

exposed and the mechanism of awarding relief altered. 

There is no sign of publicly voiced protest from an 

organised tenants' group in Dundee, although there may have been 

many informal stairhead meetings. The Dundee Landlords' and 

House Factors' Association proposed retaining long lets with a 
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uniform system, missives being sent out an March 15 and tenants 

having a week to return them [BBP (1907-8) XLVII Cd3792 p207]. 

Some factors, including Shepherd, would have accepted a later 

date of April 4. But Dundee's proprietors, unlike Glasgow. were 

not interested in changing to shorter lots. Shepherd asked about 

letting an empty yearly-let house to a man on a shorter let, said 

he would be happy to do so from, say January to May. 

"But supposing he came in May and said I want it 
monthly? - We should be very slow to do it, for this 
reason, that the class of people who live in these 
houses are very different from the class who live in 
yearly houses in Dundee. " [BBP (1907-8) XLVII Cd3792 
p2071 

When pressed Shepherd stated he would not, let a Yearly house as a 

short-let one. even to a man be knew to be thoroughly 

respectable, at the letting season (ie. February to May). Islay 

Murray, secretary of the association and a prominent factor, 

agreed with Shepherd. Robert Lickley, president, said he would 

offer the man a house "we are in the habit of letting in that 

way", adding "they are of a lower class" [BBP (1907-8) XLVII 

Cd3792 p207-81. The association, dominated by the largest 

factors in the city, wanted to preserve the yearly let's 

connection with social respectability and saw the widespread 

introduction of quarterly or monthly lets as a threat to the 

existing social order. Shorter lets also implied rent and rates 

would have to be collected together. Agents and owners alike 

failed to see why they should become tax collectors, and Shepherd 

pointed out the "unpleasant relationships" landlords had with the 

corporation over the collection of stair gas [BBP (1907-8) XLVII 

Cd3792 p2081- Yet the proprietors and factors had come to the 

town council in 1899 with a proposal to change the letting day 
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from early February to March 15 [BPP (1907-8) XLVII Cd3792 p1901. 

This had been unanimously agreed by both parties - missives were 

to be delivered on March 8 and returned by March 15. However, 

the move failed and in 1900 factors and Proprietors reverted to 

individual practices. The reasons given were an anxiousness on 

the part of sitting tenants to take houses early and the failure 

of some opportunist proprietors to fall in with the arrangement 

the major factors had agreed. The failure of the 1899 initiative 

points out two things. Firstly, that the large house factors who 

dominated the association were unhappy with the long period which 

elapsed between signing a missive and entering the house. and 

secondly a significant group of proprietors were not committed to 

the association and thus were able to scupper the 1899 agreement. 

Dundee Town Council's response to demands for a change in 

the letting system was a muddled one. When the Lord Provost's 

committee first considered Alexander Cross's Bill in March 1905, 

it recommended the full council should Petition against it. 

However, the town council remitted the matter back for 

reconsideration and in May the Lord Provost's committee agreed to 

petition in favour [DCA TC Minutes 1904-05 pp430,508,651,6531. 

There was a difference of opinion between two main factions in 

the town council. The faction which included GA Johnston carried 

their view by one vote and proposed the date for the missives be 

fixed at March 15, the same date put forward by the landlords' 

and factors' association. This is no accident, Mr Johnston was a 

landlord and although representing the council was described by 

labour representatives in their evidence to Guthrie as a 
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landlord. The council also proposed all Yearly lets should be 

paid for quarterly and houses let for annual rents of C7 and 

under should be let for a maximum of three months. This last 

provision was intended to cover the tenants who shifted house 

most often; the proprietor would pay the rates with a 20% to 10% 

abatement for doing so. and the amount of rates would be 

separately detailed on the tenant's receipt. Rented tenement 

houses in Dundee were almost all let at C15 or less, and assuming 

rents did not rise rapidly, the 97 ceiling would have taken an 

estimated 10,000 houses out of the yearly-let stock and into the 

pool of short-let houses. The opposing faction of 12 councillors 

came up with slightly more radical suggestions and backed April 

4. with all rents of 910 and under let monthly. This group 

appears to have been led by prohibitionist and pol; tical maverick 

Edwin Scrymgeour. It proposed that Proprietors should pay rates 

on all houses of 910 or less, with an abatement of 10% for 

collection on houses of 95 and under and 5% between 95 and 910. 

However. neither of the Dundee council factions went quite as far 

as Alexander Cross's House-Letting Bill in the form it took in 

1905. Cross intended a far more widespread reform, applying to 

all rents under E15, which would also have made the term of let 

equal to the period of payment - effectively making all houses 

under 915 rateable value shorter lets and rendering annual 

missives obsolete. Under Cross landlords would have paid the 

ratess and received a deduction for collection according to a 

sliding scale from 7.5% to 2.5%, a less generous basis than 

either set of Dundee's councillors proposed. Alexander Stiven, 

the police treasurer and thus in charge of the town council's 
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exchequer, felt landlords should get sufficient abatement to 

cover loss, any burden falling on ratepayers as a body. 

"My own personal opinion is -I have no authority from 
the Town Council to give it - that in this matter we 
should not be niggardly in our abatements to the 
landlord. We ought to give a full abatement rather 
than a narrow one... " 
[BPP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p2001 

Thanks to disputes over collecting stairhead gas, Dundee Town 

Council had an uneasy relationship with some proprietors and 

factors at the beginning of 1907. Councillors knew a handful of 

large factors would bear the brunt of the inconvenience of 

collecting rates on short-let houses and knew these businessmen 

viewed tax collection as an imposition. The 20 per cent 

abatement, more than twice the sum proposed by Cross, was 

intended by the council to be a sweetner. 

I 
No formal tenants' organisation from Dundee appeared before 

Guthrie and apparently no tenants' association was formed in 

the city. Perhaps as ClIr Scrymgeour claimed, there was no real 

demand for a change to the letting system and some resistance to 

the idea of the widespread prepayment of rent. However, Mr Raid, 

an insurance agent representing Dundee United Trades and Labour 

Council, told the Guthrie committee about 100 per cent of wage 

earners would have been in favour of Cross's Bill "if it had been 

made an issue" [BPP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p202]. There is a lack 

of any explicit explanation as to why early missives and shorter 

lets were not "made an issue". although they had been discussed 

by the trades' council and the Labour Representation Committee. 

The implication is that the town council, toeing the landlords' 

and factors' line, and the Dundee press were to blame. The 
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trades' council executive unanimously supported Cross's Bill. 

Both it and the LRC agreed a Bill limited to houses of 97 10s 

value would be no use. Broadly labour organisations in Dundee 

were supporting the demands of the workers in the West of 

Scotland; despite the lack of grassroots urgency for change in 

Dundee. However, there was not complete solidarity on the issue. 

When questioned James Mann, of the trades' council, proposed 

April 28 for returning missives, leaving four weeks for inquiries 

and taking a new house (BPP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p202-51. He 

also wanted yearly lets to continue, but wanted tenants' 

liability limited to six months. Later. during his evidence. he 

agreed to quarterly or monthly lets and 916 limit for "good 

working mens' houses". He said six months would meet demands of 

highly-paid artisans, but not others 
\ 
in the labouring class with 

casual employment. Mann, a blacksmith, clearly was reluctant to 

lose the social status associated with yearly lets, yet wanted to 

be seen to support his union brothers. He also appeared to be 

confused about just what Cross's Bill would have resulted in and 

had not thought through his own position on the issues. Mr Raid, 

trades' council, put forward a more convincing stance on the 

evils of subletting, arguing that people turned down Jobs where 

they would have to move house between terms. because of the fear 

of paying double rent. James Greig, of the LRC. supported this 

argument and a C16 limit. The views of official Labour 

organisations contrast, with those of the workers selected to 

give evidence to Guthrie. William Patrick, a warehouseman, said 

he would prefer a yearly tenancy, whatever the circumstances. 

Alexander Forsyth, a cloth measurer, said if it had to be 
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changed, he would rather have six months than the month [BPP 

(1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p2051. Both liked the security a long 

lease gave and feared losing their investment in their home (eg. 

decorating), if the landlord could give notice at any time. But 

they agreed the missives should not be so early. Forsyth added: 

"I don't think the average working man would prefer a 
monthly tenancy to a yearly. At the same time, I 
believe that to pay your rent even monthly, but to have 
your yearly tenancy, would be a benefit. I would say 
quarterly instead of six monthly rents. " [BPP (1907/8) 
XLVII Cd3792 p206] 

Cross'-- Bill intended to make the tenancy and the period of 

payment one and the same. Forsyth was drawing a distinction 

between the frequency of paying rent and the length of tenure, 

because yearly tenancies were associated with social 

respectability. Alexander Tasker put it more bluntly: 

"... these monthly tenants are not much worth to any 
man. and if you can oblige respectable working men they 
should be left over. " [BPP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 p2071 

Whether the working men selected by an unknown process were at 

all representative, or whether Dundee's labour organisations in 

part represented the views of tenants. the Guthrie committee must 

have been left with the impression there was no deep desire for 

shorter lots among Dundee's tenants. When it came to power- 

broking the tenants had little or no voice and no real muscle. 

Under the 1911 Act, it was expected the collection of burgh 

assessments, poor and school rates and water rates would actually 

be more efficient. yield a higher percentage total of the 

assessment for the public authorities and cut the cost of 

collection to the authorities [Cross (1912) pp 28-91. In return 

the owners were to receive a fixed annual perýentage deduction to 
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cover the cost of collecting the taxes. When this was first 

proposed. property owners were to be liable for the whole of 

their rates bill and the deduction or "abatement" was to be made 

against the total assessment due, whether rent had been received 

for the houses concerned or not. In 1907 Dundee's police 

treasurer Alexander Stiven told the Guthrie committee a sliding 

scale, from 2.5% for houses from 910 to C16 to 7.5% for those up 

to 97, had been suggested for Dundee [BPP (1907/8) XLVII Cd3792 

p200]. His own view was that this was "niggardly" and the 

rebates should range from 5% to 20%. Yet the Scottish Office had 

described the policy of the clauses allowing these deductions as 

very doubtful in an internal memo [SRO DD6/5141. The problem was 

that not all local authorities were equally good at collecting 

the assessment they had levied, as Scottish Office figures 

assembled in 1911 show. The amount written off as irrecoverable 

in Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh varied between 3 and 4.5% in 

1909-10, but the percentage loss in the Scottish burghs ranged 

from 0.8% to 11.3% in 1910-11 (no figure was given for Dundee). 

Moreover, the burghs which sustained the largest losses were 

concentrated in the West of Scotland: Pollockshaws (11.3%); 

Greenock (9.1%); Govan (8.5%). Those which fared best were in 

the East: Forfar (0.8%); Arbroath (1.3%); Cowdenbeath (1.8%) (SRO 

DD6/5411. The implication must have been that if landlords were 

to pay rates on all houses. whether the rents for them had been 

recovered or not, it would be impossible to devise a sliding 

scale of abatements which would compensate landlords in all areas 

equally. In July 1911 Dundee Town Council's law and finance 

committee supported the sliding scale from 3% to 10% being put 
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forward in the version of the Bill being considered by Parliament 

[DCA TC Minutes (1910-11) pplo6l, 1064-61. However, by October 

1911 Glasgow Corporation and the Glasgow landlords' association 

had agreed to a flat-rate commission of only 2.5%, but now the 

landlords were only to pay rates on the Properties for which 

rents had actually been recovered, and the Bill was altered 

accordingly [DCA TC Minutes (1910-11) ppl428-91. The "doubtful" 

policy of compensating landlords for unrecovered rates, through a 

blanket reduction on their total rates bill for all Properties. 

had been got rid off, probably thanks to Scottish Office 

pressure. Neither Dundee's factors' association nor Dundee Town 

Council had sufficient clout to get this 2.5% figure revised. The 

Act provided for a deduction of 2.5% in Glasgow and a figure not 

exceeding 2.5% elsewhere, as may be fixed by the Sheriff on 

application (Cross (1912) p301. Dropping the blanket reduction 

and adopting 2.5% probably left the landlords of Pollockshaws and 

Govan with a much better deal than the sliding scale would have 

done. However, it must have left a bitter taste in the mouths of 

landlords in more efficient burghs who had been led to expect 

more. The problems associated with the missive system were 

perceived to be most urgent in the West of Scotland and it is not 

surprising deals negotiated with groups in and around Glasgow 

carried the day. 

Hypothec and Sequestration 

Payment of rent in money or kind for a place to live, is one 

of the oldest contractual relationships in human societies. 
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According to the terms of the lease or common Practice, the rent 

would fall due. but what happened when a tenant failed to pay 

rent? In Scotland the common law of hypothec arose out of a 

tacit contract and was thus an implied condition of tenure. This 

meant that a tenant's possessions were liable to be taken and 

sold for the benefit of his creditor the landlord, both for rent 

in arrears and rent to become due before the termination of the 

lease (since it was not usual to pay rent in advance). The law 

applied to both urban and agricultural subjects until November 11 

(Martinmas) 1881. when the landlord's right of hypothec was 

abolished for lands and buildings exceeding two acres and let for 

agriculture or pasture (43 Vict c12]. 

The 1837 Recovery of Small Debts Act makes it quite clear 

how the landlord's right of hypothec operated for urban subjects 

[7 Wm IV &1 Vict c4l]. The tenant's effects were appraised by 

two individuals, Presumably professional valuators (often a 

sideline for house factors along with insurance). whose inventory 

was to be given to the tenant and returned to the clerk within 

three days. The sequestration could only be called off if the 

tenant paid the rent, plus two Pounds expenses to the clerk (a 

large sum to working class tenants). The goods were sold to the 

highest bidder by public roup at the mercat cross or some other 

public place, with any surplus reverting to the tenant. By the 

time of the Sheriff Courts Act 1907, the sequestered effects were 

merely required to be sold in sight of an officer of the court. 

or another person named. and after the sale the Sheriff could 

give decree against the defender for any balance due [7 Edw. 7 
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c5l]. When the officer executing the sale reported to the court 

the premises had been displenished, the landlord could obtain a 

warrant from the Sheriff to eject the tenant and relet the 

premises, providing the tenant was given forty-eight hours' 

notice [52 & 55 Vict. c261. If the tenant, as defender, did not 

appear in court, the Sheriff proceeded as if she or he was 

present (1 &2 Vict c1191. The penalties of trying to evade 

hypotbec were spelled out clearly. 

"... if any Person shall secrete or carry off or 
intromit with any poinded or sequestered Effects in 
fraudem of the poinding creditors or of the Landlord's 
Hypothec, such Person shall be liable to summary 
Punishment by Fine or Imprisonment ... " [7 Wm. IV &1 
Vict. c4l] 

This was backed up by clauses in the General Police and 

Improvement Acts and in local Acts from the 1860s. For example, 

the Dundee Police and Improvement Act 1871 stated: 

"Any constable may stop and detain, until due inquiry 
shall be made, any cart or carriage or person found 
within the burgh employed in removing furniture between 
the hours of eight in the evening and six in the 
morning. except at the usual terms of removing observed 
within the burgh. " [1871 Act, 34&35 Vict, c153] 

A House of Lords Select Committee reporting in 1868-9 

commented: 

"As regards urban hypothec, 'the witnesses who have been 
examined state that in their opinion the existing law 
operates beneficially, and that its abolition would 
inflict serious hardships on the working classes in 
towns, and would greatly enhance the difficulty they 
now experience in obtaining house accommmodation. " 
(BPP 1868-9(367) IX, 305, piii] 

The committee was composed entirely of Earls and Lords, many of 

whom were wealthy landowners, and they took their urban evidence 

from representatives of property. William Hay, Provost of 
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Dundee, who freely admitted his immediate relatives had an annual 

income of nearly 93,000 from house Property, stated the 

consequence of the landlord's rent being a preferential burden 

was that men of little means had no difficulty in getting an 

occupancy upon fair terms [BPP 1868-9 (367) IX, 305. p111-21. 

James Whitton, secretary to the Glasgow Landlords'and 

Housefactors' Association took a similar view, listing the 

alternatives to the law of hypothec as Paying rents in advance, 

or asking a financial security for rent, or raising rents in 

order to cover the risk. Whitton expressed dissatisfaction with 

the expensive and cumbersome process for ejection which operated, 

and said if hypothec was removed a cheaper and simpler mode of 

ejecting tenants would be very important [BPP 1868-9 (367) IX, 

305, pp151-21. 

Tenants could be asked to move house although they had not 

defaulted on their rent, providing statutory notice was given by 

the landlord, before the usual date of termination of the lease. 

According to a 1907 Act, notice to tenants of yearly houses had 

to be given in writing 40 days before May 15 or November 11, as 

appropriate. Issuing a notice entitled proprietors to apply to 

the Sheriff for a warrant for summary ejection, in the event of a 

tenant's non-removal at the term (7 Edw. 7 c5l]. Prior to the 

advent of cheap postal services the ceremony of chalking the door 

was sustained as a warning when proceeding upon a verbal order 

from the proprietor, but a registered letter. received at or 

before the period of warning, became the accepted equivalent 

[Rankine (1903) P1811. 
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When the landlord exercised his right of hypothec he would 

petition a court for sequestration for rent. A return on the 

number of petitions for sequestration for rent for urban subjects 

in Scotland made in 1874, shows that 58% of the 21,402 petitions 

had warrants for sale granted, and 20% of these Petitions were 

for security of rent to become due [iPP 1874 (50) LIV, 537]. In 

only four per cent of cases was the amount involved more than 

925, and the vast majority of the petitions for rent in arrears, 

over 80%. involved sums below 910. Therefore it seems reasonable 

to conclude the tenants most deeply affected in the early 1870s 

were likely to have been working class. The return does show 

differences between areas, with only 26% of petitions resulting 

in warrants at Aberdeen, while the figure for Edinburgh was 79% 

(figure 8: 1). However, excepting Aberdeen and to some extent 

Edinburgh, the vast majority of cases for rent in arrears 

concerned sums below 910. A further return was made for the 

period July 1873 to May 1877 which shows a similar pattern [BPP 

1877 (426) LXIX. 2071. Out of 17,032 cases, 83% were for sums 

below 910 and only 2901 (17%) warrants were executed. The low 

proportion of warrants executed seems to have been true of all 

the major urban centres (figure 8: 2). 

"Of the warrants for sale granted in the Small Debts 
Courts, many are never extracted, and of those 

extracted it is understood that only a small number are 
carried into execution... " [BPP 1877 (426) LXIX, 2071 

Either the threat of hypothec was sufficient to produce the 

arrears of rent, or the tenant's goods and chattels were 

insufficient to be bothered 'with the expense of conducting a 

public auction. It may also have been that granting a warrant 
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Figure 8: 1 

Hypothee (Scotland); Return for Sequestrations for rent for urban 
subjects, 1867-73 

Aberdeen Edinburgh Forfar Lanark Renfrew 

Petitions: 227 2187 1298 13362 2336 

Warrants: 60 1736 855 8223 652 

Cases for 
rent in + 
arrears: 194 1787 929 10870 1720 

100%) 

% over C25 15.98 11.02 2.37 3.09 1.40 
% 910 - E25 41.75 28.88 7.21 9.69 7.44 
%4 E10 42.27 60.10 90.42 87.22 91.16 

Cases of rent 
to become due : 33 400 369 2492 616 
(% all 

pal. itions) (14.5) (18.3) (28.4) (18.6) (26.4) 

146 include rents to become due. 
+ 25 include rents to become due. 

Source: BPP 1874 (50) LIV,, P537 
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Figure 8: 2 

Hypothec (Scotland): Return for Seq uestrations for rent 

7T' 

for urban 

. 
2ubj_qcts, July 3 1873 to May 7 1877 

Aberdeen Edinburgh Forfar Lanark Renfrew 

Cascs: ROO 1723 1078 9896 1769 
(100%) 

Warrants 
, exacuted: ' 121 626 1 19 1200 213 

% over 925" 4.17 13.52 5.56 4.83 2.26 
% E10 - 925 14.36 15.50 17.62 9.89 10.27 
% less 910 81.47 70.98 76.34 85.28 88.64 

Cases rent 
in arrears: 87 972 870 7702 1297 

Cases rent 
to become due: 157 258 232 1789 445 

Cases rent-in 
arrears and to 
become due: 355' 493 471 406 '27 

t 

Source: BPP 1877 (426) LXIX, p207. 
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for the sale of household Possessions had the effect of making 

tenants move on, perhaps secretly by light of the moon, before 

the Sheriff's officials arrived to publicly throw the family into 

the streets. 

Registers of Sequestrations were kept by court clerks, 

although the records have not always survived. A register for 

Dundee District exists from July 1867 to July 1924, but for some 

reason only agricultural sequestrations are noted after May 19, 

1876 [SRO SC 45/9/1.21. It is quite likely there were other 

registers for Dundee and the imperfect nature of the record must 

be borne in mind. However, from this short run it is possible to 

draw some conclusions about the nature of sequestrations between 

July 1867 and May 1876. Dundee District for Sheriff Court 

purposes included settlements outside Dundee, such as Broughty 

Ferry and Newport. The total number of annual causes ranged from 

171 (1872) to 313 (1870), and the proportion which concerned 

dwelling houses ranged from 71% to 81%. According to the 1881 

Census there were 32,139 families living in the parliamentary 

burgh of Dundee, excluding those in surrounding villages and 

small towns [Census 18811. In 1875 there were 234 cases for 

sequestration for rent for dwelling houses, the highest figure 

for the period. From this evidence it is difficult to imagine 

that between 1867-76 sequestration posed a great problem for 

tenants. The amounts involved could be low, one of 18s is 

recorded in 1868 and 15s in 1872, but most amounted to a few 

pounds and rarely reached double figures. For example, Bernard 

Walls a grocer and house owner, sequestered the "produce, stock 
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and effects" of William Campbell. labourer, on July 23 1867, for 

two sums of 11s 8d each, one being a month's rent due at June 27 

and the other being a month's rent to become due at July 27. 

More commonly the sums involved were half-yearly rents, eg. John 

Dewar, house proprietor, sequestered John Fraser on December 18 

1867, for 98 rent due at Martinmas 1867 (November 11), and a 

further 98 to become due at Whitsunday 1868 (May 15). With 

annual leases running from Whitsunday, and rents payable 

half-yearly in arrears, it made good sense to proprietors to 

exercise the landlord's right of hypothec for the whole of the 

period of the lease. If a tenant lost his furniture, or it was 

necessary for the landlord to sell it, then the landlord would 

apply to the Sheriff to eject the tenant, even although the lease 

was not finished, on the grounds that the tenant had no hypothec 

[BPP 1868-9 (367) IX 305 p1521. But the Registers of 

Sequestrations for Dundee District, July 1867 to May 1876, do not 

by any means tell the whole story. 

Civil Judicial Statistics record the aggregate annual value 

of the sums sequestered - that is debts claimed by decree for 

sequestration for rent in the Sheriff's Small Debt Court. 

However, it is clear from the introduction to the Civil Court 

Statistics for 1899, that the Sheriff's Small Debt Court was not 

the only mechanism available to a landlord who wished to recover 
Vj ko. 

unpaid rent and, orLwished to relieve himself of uneconomic 

tenants [BPP 1900 (Cd407) CII, 6451. The Sheriff's Ordinary Court 

was the chief local civil court in each county, and was competent 

to try all cases regarding money or moveables to any amount [BPP 
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1900 (Cd407) CII, 645, P1131. In theory this court could have 

tried cases of non-payment of rent, although there is little to 

suggest this happened. The Sheriff's Debt Recovery Court was 

established to deal with certain classes of debt, which in 1899 

were required to be above 912 and below 950. The court is 

described as "highly popular" in deal*ing with "house maills, 

men's ordinaries, servant's fees, merchant accounts and other 

like debts". In 1898 there were 3573 decrees in the whole of 

Scotland, amounting to just under 980,000, of which 95,888 8s 11d 

was for "house maills" or rent. The stated average sum decreed 

was 920 17s; 2d, which suggests that around 280 cases for 

non-payment of rent were dealt with by this court in Scotland in 

1898 [BPP 1900 (Cd407) CII, 645, pI161. This could not have been a 

popular court for the recovery of this kind of debt. The vast 

majority of cases dealt with in 1898. around 70%. concerned 

merchants' accounts. and perhaps the Sheriff's Debt Recovery 

Court was occa3ionally used to recover the rent of those social 

groups who were able to run up merchants' accounts of over 920 

before being taken to court. Many annual rents of small houses 

around 1900 were below E12, and it seems unlikely more than a 

year's rental would be allowed to fall due before the proprietor 

or his agent took action. The petition would then be brought 

before the Sheriff's Small Debt Courts, which dealt with sums 

below 912 (E20 after 1907). 

Summary civil jurisdiction in small debt cases was conferred 

on Justices of the Peace (magistrates), in that two Justices 

could hear and determine causes and complaints, provided the debt 
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or demand did not exceed 95 excluding expenses [6 Geo. IV c48; 12 

& 13 Vict. c331. These Justice of the Peace Small Debt Courts 

heard 20,211 cases in Scotland in 1898, the average sum being 91 

7s 9d [BPP 1900 (Cd407) CII, 645, pll8l. In 1909 it was noted that 

there had been a steady rise in actions before this court. 

Quinquennial averages demonstrate this: 

1893-98 average 17,845 cases; 

1898-1903 average 22,568 cases; 

1903-08 average 24,483 cases. 

In 1909 there were 26,227 cases [BPP 1910 (Cd5417) CXI, 647, plO4]. 

The Civil Court Statistics give little idea of how important this 

court was for the recovery of rent. It was, in terms of expense 

to the landlord or factor, the cheapest court to use, and the 

evidence available does tend to suggest that amounts sequestered 

for in the Sheriff's Small Debts Court were frequently below 95, 

so this financial limit in itself was not a barrier. It may have 

provided a means of recovering the rent arrears of short-let 

houses, where there was no hypothec, and where consequently 

landlords often lost both the rent due and the expenses of the 

case [BPP 1868-9 (367) IX, 305, p1521. Dundee's Justice of the 

Peace Court Books 1912-17 show that out of the cases heard on 

every other Monday, only a few were for rent [DCA JP 23,4/91. If 

the tenant was present, they could argue for a reduction in the 

amount said to be due. Cases could also be continued for a 

fortnight and debts could be made payable in instalments. 

Dundee's court books suggest Justice of the Peace Small Debt 

Courts were only resorted to in particular circumstances, perhaps 

where the sum was too small to justify higher legal costs, or for 
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weekly-let houses. An exhaustive trawl through these cumbersome 

records might reveal that landlords and factors made greater use 

of this court throughout the nineteenth century than first 

impressions have indicated. 

The Sheriff's Small Debt Court, established in 1837 to 

determine civil causes in summary form, became the court where 

most rent defaulters were prosecuted [7 Wm. IV &1 Vict c4l; 16 & 

17 Vict c8O; 52 & 53 Vict c261. 

"... it shall be competent for the Sheriff in the Small 
Debt Courts ... to hear, try. and determine, in the 
summary form hereby provided, Applications by Landlords 
or others having Right to the Rents and Hypothec for 
Sequestration and Sale of a Tenant's Effects for 
Recovery of Rent, provided the Rent or Balance of Rent 
claimed shall not exceed Eight Pounds Six Shillings and 
Eight-pence Sterling... " [7 Wm IV &1 Vict c4l] 

This sum was raised to C12 by a Sheriff Courts Act in 1853. and 

from 912 to E20 by the 1907 Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act [16 & 

17 Vict c8O; 7 Edw. 7 c5l]. The Sheriff's Small Debt Courts 

neatly filled the gap between the Sheriff's Debt Recovery Court 

(above E12 and below E50), and the Justice of the Peace Small 

Debts Courts (E5 or less). Sequestration for rent was not the 

major business of this court; in 1898 sequestrations for rent 

accounted for less than 14% of the total amount of claims in 

actions in which decrees were granted. 

The annual aggregate value of the sums sequestered for rent, 

as recorded in the Civil Judicial Statistics, was subject to 

fluctuation throughout the period 1869-1914 (figure 8: 3). Total 

debts claimed rose to a peak of 930,103 in 1879, and then settled 

down to around E22-26,000 between 1881 and 1893. They rose to 
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Figure 8: 3 
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928,134 in 1894, and climbed from 1897 to reach 936,435 in 1905 

and 947,182 in 1909, falling rapidly after 1911. The 

Houseletting and Rating Act of 1911 excluded the landlord from 

sequestrating all bedding materials, all implements of trade (eg 

a joiner's tools), and furniture selected by the occupier to the 

value of C10 [Gloag & Henderson (1933) p349; 1&2 Geo. 5 c53]. 

This had a marked effect on the annual value of the sums 

sequestered, although the number of petitions need not have 

altered substantially. However, as the Scottish Law Review 

pointed out: 

"It may as well be recognised that this is practically 

a total abolition of the right of hypothec in the class 

of house in question, and no landlord will be likely to 

bother instructing an officer to sequestrate. What he 

will do is to stipulate for the rent being paid in 

advance, or get a satisfactory guarantee for it. " 

(Scottish Law Review (1912) p6l 

Englander has argued that south of the border landlord and 

tenant were united by a bond of debt, with arrears accumulated 

during the winter months being paid off during summer, when 

casual employment was more plentiful and there was less need to 

buy fuel. In Glasgow his impression is that landlords were less 

likely to allow tenants to run up arrears, instead bringing the 

weight of the law down on their tenants immediately the rent was 

due and this practice is borne out by statistics on sequestration 

[Englander (1981) PP5-61. 

" ... it is certain that the number of working-class 
tenants in Edwardian Scotland who were sold up each 
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year must have run into thousands. It was not for 
nothing that the programme of the Scottish Labour Party 
(1888) included a Homestead Law to protect furniture 
and tools to the value of 920 from seizure for debt. " 
[Englander (1983) p321 

Tenants in England and Wales customarily had short lets, taking 

their houses weekly, fortnightly or monthly, and paying for them 

weekly, fortnightly or monthly, usually in advance. Under those 

circumstances it could be judicious to permit arrears, perhaps by 

accepting part-payment, especially if other tenants would not be 

easily got, or if hardship was likely to be short-lived. 

However, in urban Scotland it was customary for the majority of 

houses to be let by the year, rent being paid half-yearly or 

quarterly in arrears. It should not be surprising that landlords 

or their agents took legal steps immediately, since the sums 

involved concerned three or six months rent, and there was the 

added danger that a proprietor might fail to receive anything for 

the year's tenancy. The right of hypothec expired as to each 

year's rent, if not made effectual by sequestration within three 

months of the last payment, and therefore operated as security 

for current rent only [Rankine (1903) P1861. In short-lot houses 

where there was no landlord's hypothec, rents may have been paid 

in advance, but there are instances of tenants paying a 

fortnightly deposit to secure weekly rents [BPP (1908) XLVIII 

Cd3792, p1931. 

This is not to suggest that in Dundee house proprietors and 

their managers did not allow their tenants to run up arrears. 

Tenants of the Angus Property Investment Company, Dundee, who 

were in arrears at the close of the last account, were allowed to 
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pay off accumulated arrears. For example, Charles Lewis, 70 

Caldrum Road, had arrears of C2 5s, but paid E4 5s at Whitsunday 

1908 and was thus allowed to remain in his house, although he had 

El 15s to pay [DCA GD/X59/21. Some properties, for example 2 

Gardner Street, had no record of arrears among the 12 tenants at 

Whitsunday 1908. However, at 190-202 Seagate. where there were 

five shop tenants, four weekly tenants and ten yearly tenants, 

arrears at the close of Martinmas 1907 came to E5 1s, and at the 

following Whitsunday totalled E7 8s 2d, although some of the 

Martinmas arrears were paid off. These arrears must have been 

viewed as recoverable, unlike E4 17s for 8-10 Kincardine Street, 

which was specifically entered on the statement as irrecoverable 

[DCA GD/X59/5]. 

The Angus Property Investment Company was managed by 

Frederick J McKenzie of FJ McKenzie and Campbell, housefactors, 

Barrack Street, Dundee. In July 1908 known members of the 

McKenzie family owned over 30% of the company's shares. There is 

no reason to suppose that FJ McKenzie managed the properties 

owned by the company differently from other properties factored 

by him during 1907-10. In 1911 FJ McKenzie managed 806 

tenancies in Dundee for 35 clients, including 103 for the Angus 

Property Investment Company. His business was not among the 

largest, dealing with less than 2% of all tenancies in Dundee, 

and it is unlikely that his management practices were any 

different from those practised by other housefactors. There is 

evidence that with some tenancies an allowance for arrears was 

built in. John Robertson, a house proprietor and town 
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councillor, declared in January 1907 that he had difficulty 

collecting the whole of the rent for houses let at less than 95 

(which were automatically weekly let). 

"Indeed you have to fix the rent on the footing that 
you will lose a certain amount. I have twenty tenants 
below 95. and there is not a single one but what is in 
arrears; irrecoverable arrears. " [BPP (1908) XLVII 
Cd3792,1, P1921 

In holiday times, when mills would be closed and no wages were 

paid, it was customary for Dundee's short-let tenants not to pay 

rent at all. Edward Shepherd, one of the largest factors in 

Dundee, told the Guthrie committee his weekly books had a column 

showing the amount due as arrears, a further indication of the 

expectation short-let tenants would occasionally be unable to pay 

their rents in full. His weekly tenants would be three or four 

weeks in arrears before being asked to leave their house [BPP 

(1908) XLVII Cd3792, pp208-91. Philanthropic groups could be 

just as hard on uneconomic tenants as other private landlords. 

Dundee Social Union's rules for tenants stated quite clearly that 

they could be evicted and the union's minutes make references to 

individual tenants where it was decided to "summons them out" 

[DSU minutes DCA GD/OC/GL 1/31. The wording of this suggests 

issuing a summons may have been sufficient to get an 

unsatisfactory tenant to move out and it is possible many weekly 

tenants did not appear in court. Tenants who had been summonsed 

out would find it difficult to get another house, because they 

would lack the factor's line - an essential reference of 

character through which good tenants acquired the best houses. 

It is impossible to estimate how widespread the management 

practice of allowing arrears was, either among proprietors and 
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house factors. or through time. The state of the local economy, 

the type of property and its location, the effective demand for 

small houses along with the character and Potential earning 

capacity of the tenant. would all be taken into consideration. 

The reasons why sequestrations climbed before 1910 are 

complex (figure 8: 3, p344). Englander suggests the peaks of 1905 

and 1909 were associated with severe unemployment, and that only 

persistently high levels of unlet houses in conjuction with 

improved trade moderated the level of sequestrations for rent in 

Glasgow [Englander (1981) p6]. Empty houses at Whitsunday 1900 

in Glasgow accounted for 2.97% of the housing stock, 7.51% In 

1905,10.71% in 1910 and 10.35% in 1912 (Cairncross (1953) 

ppl6-171. But, can it be assumed the Glasgow pattern holds true 

for all Scottish cities? Quinquennial samples from the Civil 

Judicial Statistics for the major Scottish cities can help to 

distinguish general differences between them (figure 8: 4). The 

Glasgow pattern closely echoed the Scottish one, not surprising 

when sequestration for rent in Glasgow comprised an average of 

42% of the annual value of all such sequestrations in Scotland 

between 1899 and 1914 [Englander (1983) p3l]. However, both 

Aberdeen and Edinburgh display a broadly similar pattern. peaking 

in 1904 in the former and 1909 in the latter (figures 8: 5 and 

8: 6). Only in Dundee is the pattern a downward trend from the 

mid-1880s. Does this mean not all Scottish cities were 

experiencing strife between landlord and tenant? 
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Figure 8: 4 
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Figure 8: 5 
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Figure 8: 6 
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Very little is known about the collection of the Civil 

Judicial statistics. It is presumed the clerks of the courts 

recorded each case in a manner prescribed in Acts of Parliament, 

or according to custom, and that in comparing the statistics from 

one place with another, like is being compared with like. At 

some point returns may have been circulated, before being 

compiled into the tables which were published as Parliamentary 

papers. Yet the ledger which acted as the Register of 

Sequestrations for Rent for Dundee District was not kept after 

May 19 1876, except for agricultural subjects [SC 49/9/1.21. The 

clerk must have used another ledger to record urban subjects, or 

made some sort of alternative tally enabling returns to be 

completed. The lack of an existing formal record makes it 

impossible to assume the figures given in the Civil Judicial 

Statistics for Dundee can be wholly relied upon for accuracy. 

GA Johnston and John Robertson, both house proprietors and 

town councillors in Dundee, told the Guthrie committee on house- 

letting in 1907, that neither had had occa sion to enforce the 

right of hypothec. Both agreed hypothec was as much to the 

benefit of the tenant as to the landlord, preventing the tenant 

from having to find security for the rent. The landlord had the 

knowledge he had the power invested by the right of hypothec. 

although it was not explained why knowledge of the power was 

-useful" when Johnston and Robertson failed to use this power. 

Edward Shepherd, one of Dundee's largest factors, also took the 

view hypothec was of value, although seldom put into force except 
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when dealing with the "objectionable class". Yet, out of 2,000 

or 3,000 houses managed by him, he could not recollect enforcing 

hypothec at all during 1906 CBPP (1908) XLVII U3792. pp208-91. 

Islay B Murray, secretary of the Dundee Landlords and House 

Factors Association, said hypothec was only enforced in the case 

of troublesome and objectionable tenants. 

"My experience of administering the law of hypothec is 

that the fact of taking steps in that direction is 

sufficient to produce the rent, and in many cases it 
does not need to be put into force. " [BPP (1908) XLVII 
U3792, p2091 

John Robertson said warrant sales were seldom resorted to. 

agreeing they rarely raised the real value of the furniture [BPP 

(1908) XLVII Cd3792, p1931. However, Edward Shepherd complained 

owners and their agents had suffered a good deal from the 

leniency of the court. He argued that should Mr Cross's Bill 

become law, it would be desirable to have a cheap and expeditious 

way of ejectment without having to go to court. 

"Why should a landlord be bound to allow a tenant to 
sit in a house, two, three, or four weeks at a Judge's 
discretion, when he is not paying rent? " [BPP (1908) 
XLVII Cd3792, P2091 

This was a source of irritation to landlords and agents given 

that these tenants were already some weeks in arrears. John 

Robertson explained he never used the Sheriff Court to eject 

tenants in the case of weekly lets, and in general preferred to 

use the Burgh Court. 

"We have a very sympathetic Sheriff, who is sometimes 
not very easily dealt with. The Burgh Court would not 
have been resorted to if the Proprietors had thought 
they were getting the justice they were entitled to. " 
[BPP (1908) XLVII Cd3792, P1961 

Apart from being a town councillor, John Robertson was a Justice 

of the Peace and an ex-magistrate. In drawing attention to the 
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burgh courts, his remarks make it clear that landlords used the 

different courts according to local circumstances as well as the 

circumstances of the case. Englander quotes figures of 1,481 

warrants for summary ejectment in Glasgow's Sheriff Courts and 

2,780 in the Burgh Court in 1875; by 1899 the respective figures 

had risen to 1,900 and 10,350 [Englander (1981) p4]. If it were 

true of Scottish cities in general that burgh courts were used 

heavily by landlords, then the amounts sequestered for rent in 

the Sheriff's Small Debt Courts pale into insignificance, and 

these statistics can scarcely be relied upon as a barometer of 

strife between landlord and tenant. It may be that tenants in 

Dundee were just as likely to be ejected as in Glasgow, but that 

landlords and factors used different legal means of doing so. 

Taking any one set of statistics in isolation is likely to 

provide a poor reflection of what actually happened. Although 

the legal framework was broadly constant throughout urban 

Scotland, it is clear practices could vary between areas and each 

individual sheriff's interpretation of the law contributed to 

major inconsistiences. Landlords and factors could use different 

mechanisms in different situations at different times to exert 

pressure on their recalcitrant tenants. Nationally collated 

statistics cannot hope to reflect this complex web of decision- 

making. Only by investigating the records of individual 

landlords and factors over time can the balancing act between 

different strategies be fully exposed. Unfortunately these 

records are almost always in private hands, are probably of 

variable quality and there is some reluctance to give historical 

researchers access to them. 
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iii) The 1912 crisis and 1915 strikes 

1912 

The House Letting and Rating Act rec. eAved the RoYal Assent 

on December 16,1911, and operated from May 15,1912. The latter 

date, Whitsunday, is significant because it meant the missives 

for the renewal of a let sent out by landlords and factors prior 

to May 15, for an occupancy on or after May 15, had to conform to 

the new law. The new rents on the missives for houses valued at 

921 or under on the rateable assessment roll in Dundee had to 

include the rates. Under the Act the agreement could not be 

binding if it was made more than two months before the 

commencement of the let; effectively no missive could be signed 

until March 28. This did not prevent factors sending out 

missives Prior to that date. Although the house factors' 

association agreed not to put out notices until March 28, the 

Dundee Advertiser reported on February 21 that property was 

letting well although sales were at a low ebb, and there was a 

fair demand for "the better class of houses". a definition which 

would have included properties valued at C21 or under [DA Feb 21, 

19121. This indicates, in practice, that there was an initial 

reluctance to part with the procedures common prior to the Act. 

In mid-February 1912, Dundee's owners and factors proposed a 

rent increase of 35%, to cover the rates and collection costs. 

The unnamed factor who was the Dundee Advertiser's confidential 

source, told the paper 
\ 

every Penny of this increase would be 

needed, but was critical of the association for "showing its hand 

far too readily" and said a graded system would have been better 
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(DA Feb 21,19121. 

The campaign against the 35% increase began in earnest on 

February 19, when two separate Public meetings were held in two 

different church halls [PJ Feb 24.19121. At Martyrs' Peter 

Gillespie moved that tenants pay no rent, refuse to flit and 

organise resistance until the demands were withdrawn. He called 

on those at the meeting not to pay the half-year's rent due on 

May 15, even though their furniture was removed to the 

Greenmarket. Gillespie's motion, seconded by John F Sime, got 40 

votes, but 16 voted for a lower increase of 25% to cover rates 

only and it was stated many refused to vote [DA February 20, 

19121. At St John's, social campaigner Agnes Husband took the 

chair and Nicholas Marra, president of the trades' council, 

declared no-one would be evicted for refusing to flit and said 

the Bill had been abused. A similar motion to refuse to move and 

not to pay rent was passed. They were not the only meetings 

held, but they illustrate clearly the way in which personal 

disagreements between Sime and Marra were being translated into 

disunity within the Labour movement [Walker (1979) passim]. Both 

men had risen to prominence through the Jute and Flax Workers' 

Union. Marra was a Catholic of Irish extraction linked to the 

Independent Labour Party and Presbyterian Sime was the organiser 

of the union, affiliated to the Labour Representation Committee. 

In 1911 Marra became responsible for the insurance side of the 

jute union's work, but it was Sime who had become the union. 

During the strikes of 1911 the jute union nearly came to grief as 

a result of a Poorly-worded lockout benefit rule [Walker (1979) 
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p305]. According to Walker's analysis of events, the "deep 

personal animus"'between Marra and Sime, which deepened during 

1911, severely weakened the union. The newspaper reports do not 

say which organisations or political groups hosted the two 

meetings held at the same time. A similar motion was carried at 

each [DA February 20,19121. However, the choice of church halls 

and the names of the speakers reported, gives every indication 

one was organised by Marra and the other by Sime - perhaps in 

order to outdo each other. 

During the following week, the Lord Provost called a 

conference at the town house, which lasted three hours. 

Organisations invited were: the House Factors' and Landlords' 

Association; the Trades' Council; the Citizens' Committee; the 

Citizens' Union; the Labour Representation Committee [PJ March 2, 

1912). Defending the 35% rent increase, the secretary of the 

factors' association, A Burns Petrie, told the assembled company: 

"The Act had made no provision whereby they could 
recover the rates, from the tenants, and in order to 
recoup themselves the rates must be added to the 
tenants' rents, and the whole thing called rent. The 
Association had no desire to make any profit whatever 
on the question of stair lighting. (Laughter). " [PJ 
March 2,19121 

He justified the increase by referring to rising maintenance 

costs over the ten years when rents had not been increased [DA 

Feb 28,19121. Burns Petrie said the factors needed 7s ld 

(35.5%) to get a fair return, or 93 lls a year added to a rent of 

EJO for a two-roomed house; simply adding rent and rates together 

the total would have been 912 10s. The factors were trying to 

get a rent increase by the back door. Robert Stirton, 
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of the trades council, told the meeting: 

"The factors ... were not entitled to ease their burden 
at the expense of the general community. Dundee was 
the only town in Scotland that had found., it necessary 
to make proposals of this description... [DA February 
28,19121 

The factors were asked to climb down. The Lord Provost suggested 

a 27.75% increase, made up of 25% to cover the assessment, 0.75% 

to cover the prospective rise in rates, and 2% for the increased 

cost of collection. The stair lighting was to cost a further 2%. 

Burns Petrie was not enamoured, but agreed to suggest 27.75% plus 

2%. in effect 29.75%, to his association. 

Why did this situation arise in Dundee and not in other 

towns and cities? In Dundee, where it was said the landlords and 

factors worked on narrower margins, many in the town council 

would have agreed with the landlords and factors that a 2.5% 

abatement would not be enough to meet the increased costs. The 

alternative was for the factors and landlords to agree among 

themselves to a general increase in rent. This tactic did not 

entirely backfire. In suggesting an addition of 2% on top of the 

rates, to meet the increased expense of collecting both rent and 

rates at more frequent intervals, Dundee's Lord Provost accepted 

the need for factors and proprietors to get a sum over and above 

the 2.5% deduction and that these costs could justifiably be met 

by the tenants. What the factors and owners did not forsee was 

that the discount would be set at a figure below 2.5%. 

According to the People's Journal, the factors regarded the 

idea of a "strike" against increased rents by tenants as 
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fantastic and not within the realm of Practical politics. In 

their eyes refusing to move house, and the threat carters would 

not remove furnishings, were unreal. The factors were convinced: 

"... that public opinion will support them in the plea 
that property owners are as much entitled to fair play 
and a reasonable return for their outlays as any other 
people. " [PJ March 2,1912] 

Proprietors and factors voiced real fears about the stagnant 

state of the property market, claiming that if investment 

opportunities did not improve there would be a shortage of 

cheaper-class housing [DA Mar 1,19121. Despite a considerable 

difference among the parties, the factors eventually agreed to 

implement a 30% increase, which included stair lighting. 

While clearly voicing tenants' opposition, the Labour 

organisations do not appear to have put forward concrete 

suggestions at the Lord Provost's conference. Following it a 

general committee was appointed by "citizens" in connection with 

rents agitation, chaired by Alex Morton, which decided to back 

the Lord Provost's suggestion [PJ March 2.1912]. This meeting 

was presumably organised by individuals associated with liberal 

groups including the Citizens' Committee and the Citizens' Union. 

However, a different group of citizens met and resolved to fight 

the factors in the wake of the 27.75% proposal. William Munro, 

seconded by Peter Gillespie, moved that tenants refuse to flit 

and refuse to pay [PJ March 9,19121. Nicholas Marra advised 

tenants not to sign the missives, but to sit still. Edwin 

Scrymgeour tried to broaden the basis of the protest by tacking 

on a demand for municipal housing- The coming together of 

Gillespie and Marra on the platform. suggests the labour movement 
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in Dundee did unite 
. 

to pursue a single strategy on the missive 

issue on March 5. But this 
_ 

only happened after the town 

council had stolen the initiative and offered the factors and 

landlords an escape route which was immediately backed by liberal 

citizens' groups. The demand from the labour movement for a 

year's trial without rent rises was made too late and went 

unheeded. 

"Mr Robert Stirton presided over a fairly large 
attendance, but the meeting was a small one compared 
with the great gathering held recently, when the 
agitation was set on foot. " [DA March 6.1912] 

By this date the landlords'and factors' association had agreed to 

a 30% increasea move which had been acknowledged by the press as 

a climbdown. As far as Labour leaders and many of the tenants 

were concerned the whole issue had been eclipsed by other events. 

The jute mills closed at the beginning of March 1912 as the 

workforce went out on a strike union leaders, with the help of 

Labour MP Alexander Wilkie and the Social Democratic Federation 

committee, had been planning for weeks [Walker (1979) pp307-12]. 

By March 4.24 mills had closed and it was estimated 18,000 

operatives had gone out [DA Mar 2-4,19121. The women who 

marched through the town on Saturday March 2. wearing fancy hats 

and singing, demanded higher wages not lower rents. 

The town council in Dundee had no clear Policy on house- 

letting and rating. Lord Provost Urquhart described the 

abolition of the missive as the removal of a long-standing 

grievance, but he expressed dissappointment with the adoption of 

921 and said a 915 limit would have been more suitable in Dundee 

[DYB 1911 (1912) P551. The council's response to the 1911 Act in 
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the run up to Whitsunday 1912 was an ad hoc one. and when the 

Lord Provost suggested landlords could put an extra 2% on rents 

to meet collection costs, he was not pursuing a carefully worked 

out strategy, but making up policy on the hoof. The Lord 

Provost's conference was not so much a great initiative on the 

council's part, but a pragmatic response to pressure from outside 

groups, including citizensforganisations and the trades' council, 

to provide a proper forum for discussion. 

b) 1915 

In 1915 landlord-tenant relations in many parts of Britain 

reached crisis point. Tenants organised themselves in Opposition 

to the landlords and refused to comply with increased rent 

demands. On October 8,1915, The Times reported that 

"respectable women" and their children had held a demonstration 

in Glasgow and tenants in Northampton were refusing to pay their 

rent. In the next day's paper weekly tenants in Birmingham had 

I threatned to go on a rent strike. By October 11, protest had 

also broken out in Tooting, Dulwich and Bermondsey in London. 

The Times' parliamentary correspondent assured readers on October 

22 that the Government were seriously tackling the problem. He 

said the Ministry of Munitions and the Local Government Boards 

had been asked to look at the areas affected with a view to 

"early action". The correspondent concluded: 

"There can be no effective remedy without legislation, 
which will have to take into account the rise in prices 
and other points in the Workman's Budget. " [The Times, 
Oct 22,1915, p6l 

Tenants' action continued to spread. In Birkenhead, on October 

29, around 2.000 women marched with banners - "Father is fighting 
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in Flanders We are fighting the landlords here". The Workers' 

War Emergency Committee organised conferences in industrial 

centres to form Tenant Defence Leagues - the first was planned to 

take place at Chatham on Sunday November 7 [The Times, Nov 2. 

1915, p5l. The last rent strikes mentioned in The Times during 

1915 were at Edmonton, where strikes affecting 1,000 tenants were 

in progress on November 9. Whether or not this was an accurate 

picture of the spread of tenants' protest and whether or not it 

I fairly reflected the importance of the different rent strikes 

around the country, The Times' reporting was important in a 

period when it actually was read by the "top people". The Times 

was the paper of record for most of those in Government. Before 

turning to look at the situation in urban Scotland, it serves as 

a reminder that legislation was drafted in response to a series 

of rent crises in different parts of Britain, each of which had a 

local dimension. 

The words "rent strike" are usually preceded by "Glasgow". 

There are good reasons why rents' agitation in Glasgow attracted 

particular attention in 1915 and why historians have also chosen 

to focus closely on Clvdeside. The Political and social 

stability of Clydeside, as a key area of munitions Production, 

was perceived by the Government 
( as crucial to the success of the 

war. This has tende-%dý, to result in the rent strike phenomena 

being geographically isolated, by implying a unique situation 

arose in the heavily industrialised West Of Scotland. The 

Glasgow Rent Strike has occasionally been endowed 'with an almost 

magical cataclysmic effect. 
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"The Glasgow Rent Strike of 1915 was a working class 
struggle that underlies the origin of the public 
housing policy of the capitalist state. " [Castells 
(1983) P31 

On October 18.1915, the Secretary for Scotland appointed Lord 

Hunter and the professor of economics at the University of 

Glasgow, WR Scott, to make immediate inquiry into "the 

circumstances connected with the alleged recent increase in the 

rental of small dwelling houses in industrial districts of 

Scotland" [BPP (1915) Cd 8111, p2l. On December 23, the Rents 

and Mortgage Interest Restriction Act 1915 was passed, which 

established rent controls. It was a sharp break with previous 

housing policy. 

The over-reliance on readily accessible official sources has 

helped to distort the picture of the rent strikes. The Hunter 

Committee was set up at great speed for a Government inquiry and 

witnesses complained of having insufficient time to prepare. 

Robert Stewart, of Dundee Labour Representation Joint Committee, 

told it on Tuesday, November 2: 

"I only got intimation this morning that the Committee 
were sitting here to-day. We first heard of it on 
Sunday, but we did not know the exact time of the 
sitting of the Inquiry. " [BPP (1916) Cd 8154, p57] 

This haste must have limited the variety of witnesses the 

committee heard, as well as the quality of the information which 

was given. Hunter took evidence mainly from Glasgow and 

district, but also held single sittings in both Dundee and 

Aberdeen. 

"... the Committee decided to inaugurate their inquiry 
in Glasgow. as being the centre of the most important 
industrial area in Scotland and the district from which 
the most numerous complaints regarding rent Increase 
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had been received. " [BPP (1915) Cd 8111, p2l 

There were sound economic, Political and military reasons for 

seeking a quick fix for Clydeside. Industrial unrest had been 

fuelled by increased living costs, the dilution of the skilled 

workforce by women and American workmen and the uncompromising 

pose adopted by employers. The threat the strikes posed thrust 

Government officials into the role of arbitrator in February 1915 

and led to the establishment of Lloyd George's Ministry of 

Munitions [Melling (1983) pp5O-81. Hunter and Scott signed their 

report on November 9.1915. They did not make any specific 

recommendations, but confined themselves to summarising the 

evidence as they saw it. 

" ... we have not got the time to go into a minute 
examination of individual cases. We must look at this 
from a broader point of view, and ultimately it is a 
matter for the Government to consider, as we are merely 
reporting on circumstances connected with the rise. " 
[BPP (1916) Cd 8154, p641 

The crux of the issue for the committee, therefore, was what 

constituted a normal rent for small houses in Glasgow and 

district [BPP (1915) Cd 8111, p4]. Proprietors regarded the 

level of return in 1900-03 (a period of scarcity) as the 

standard, while the tenant saw 1910 (a period of excess in 

supply) as normal. Hunter and Scott, applying the theoretical 

laws of supply and demand. said neither was accurate. Although 

they made no such recommendation, fair rent courts would seem to 

have been the only means of setting rents at the equIdibrium 

Hunter and Scott had in mind. A Bill to restrict rents and 

mortgage interest on working-class housing was introduced to the 

Commons on November 25, by Walter Long, president of the Local 

Government Board. The fair rent courts demanded by many rent 
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strikers were dropped in favour of a return to pre-war rents, 

because of the fear they would provide a platform for anti-war 

propagandists. Choosing pre-war rents as the norm was a simple 

solution, but it effectively rendered house property ownership in 

urban Scotland a wholly unprofitable enterprise. Long's Bill was 

passed just over a week before Christmas 1915 and rents were 

restricted to pre-war levels over the whole of Britain. 

" ... even the most eloquent speech or editorial could 
not disguise the violation of fundamental bourgeois 
principles by a measure which was 'illogical and 
unsound on the grounds of political economy'. " [Melling 
(1973) P1011 

Melling also points out the shortcomings of the legislation: 

increases collected since the beginning of the war were not 

returned; there was no means for establishing a fair rent; the 

legal powers of owners and factors were untouched; there was no 

legal obligation on the part of Government to deal with the 

underlying housing crisis (Melling (1973) p1021. The Government 

were prepared to pay for social stability in munitions districts 

and industrial areas by sacrificing fundamental economic 

principles and introducing direct state control. But, it was 

recognised that to try and limit the legislation to cities over 

100,000 people would leave the Government exposed to further 

disruption. Stability on the Clyde was the most crucial element 

in structuring the legislation, but the reports in the Times had 

underlined the possibility of more widespread agitation and the 

risk of a serious problem arising in almost any town. Faced with 

the complex and delicate task of attempting to delineate which 

areas were most important to the war effort. the Government gave 

way and the legislation applied to the whole country. 
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Manuel Castells cites the Glasgow Rent Strike as one of few 

historical events which offer a direct link between social 

struggle and urban policy [Castells (1983) pp27-37]. While he 

acknowledges the Glasgow Rent Strike by itself could not produce 

such a dramatic shift in state policy on housing, Castells 

describes working class mobilisation in Glasgow as the immediate 

historical factor imposing a new housing policy [Castells (1983) 

p27]. His analysis fails to mention strikes which took place 

elsewhere at the same time in Britain. The reports in The Times 

indicated a geographical dimension to rents agitation which 

should not be ignored and the protests were more widespread than 

those reports suggest. Ann and Vincent Flynn, the authors of "We 

shall not be removed". in Laurie Flynn's We shall be all, 

discovered evidence for rent strikes throughout Scotland, 

including the following places outside Glasgow: Aberdeen, Dundee, 

Greenock, Clydebank, Cambuslang, Hamilton, Annan, Gretna, West 

Calder, Fife and Mid Lanark (Flynn L (1978) p331. The true 

importance of these rent struggles in other areas can only be 

understood by examining the experience of tenants in several of 

these places. Reports in local newspapers can go some way to 

establishing the extent of the rent strikes. Oral history would 

be the best way of establishing the nature of these experiences. 

However, it employs highly specialised techniques and there can 

be very few people still living in Dundee, who were old enough in 

1915 to know how their rent was paid and remember in detail the 

issues surrounding the rent strike. [The Dundee Oral History 

Project, financed in the mid-1980s by the Government's Manpower 
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Services Commission, has collected the recollections of elderly 

Dundonians. The oral record should make a formidable and 

unequalled contribution to future social histories of Dundee. ) 

Part of the background to understanding heightened tensions 

over rents in urban Scotland during 1915, is the relationship 

between rent, food and wages in household budgets. A Board of 

Trade cost of living enquiry, undertaken in 1912, reported that 

rents (including rates) and prices were highest in London, 

followed by the Scottish towns [BPP (1913) Cd 6955, p vil. A 

combined rents and retail prices index, with London equalling 

100, showed the Scottish town average was 94.5, while that for 

the Midlands was 85.8. A formula, to allow comparison between 

Scottish teriement flats and the terraced houses of England, was 

worked out by which rents in Scotland were reduced by 20%. The 

mean rent index for the urban geographical areas used in the 

survey, put Scotland at 62.0 and the Midlands at 52.3 (London 

100). For coal prices the indices were 80.0 and 74.1. and for 

food 106 and 97.4 (London = 100) [BPP (1913) Cd 6955, pp xxvii, 

xxxvii]. There are problems with the index for wages, because by 

focusing on building, engineering and printing, it excluded 

factory workers. But taking the prices data by itself, it is 

clear those living in the ten Scottish towns faced higher food 

and fuel costs than those in the 14 towns in the Midlands. The 

index also shows rents were ten points higher, even when reduced 

by 20% in a vain attempt to compare very different sorts of 

housing. Town summaries for Scotland, where like could be 

compared with like. show housing costs were broadly similar in 
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the four main cities in 1912, and estimates of change over the 

previous seven years, suggest rents had stagnated (figure 8: 7). 

Food, however, was on average more expensive than in London - 

despite all of these four cities having mixed arable agricultural 

hinterlands - and food bills had risen by at least ten per cent 

over the seven-year period. But it was rising fuel costs which 

were placing the greatest pressure on working-class budgets. 

Coal, necessary for cooking as well as heating, had risen in 

price between 14 and 21 per cent. The data on wages is least 

satisfactory - it is not surprising wages for building labourers 

stagnated along with the construction industry in the decade 

prior to the First World War. Skilled engineers were much in 

demand, and their wages could be expected to rise. However, in 

general, the index suggests wages were lower than in London, 

despite the fact food costs were higher, leaving much lower rents 

the only means for compensating for this differential. 

Households, and particularly the wives and mothers, had to 

maintain a careful balancing act between the different items of 

expenditure. People living in Scottish cities must have spent a 

far greater proportion of their income on food than those working 

south of the border. 

Once war was declared, prices and wages came under great 

pressure. John Sime, of the Union of Jute and Flax Workers, told 

the Hunter Committee that between the beginning of the war and 

November, 1915, wages in the Jute industry had risen by 20% and 

that there was also a war bonus scheme, which could add a further 

2s [BPP (1916) Cd 8154, p60]. However, he also quoted Board of 
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Figure 8: 7 

Index of'rents, -pricas and wages in Scottish cities, 1912. 

London 100 

(Figures in brackets show estimated percentage increase or 
decreaso'between 1905 and 1912) 

Dundee Aberdeen Glasgow Edinburgh 
Rents 67 (0) 61 (-l) 67 (0) 70 (-l) 

All food 105 (t1l) 103 0-16) 103 (+10) 107 (+11) 
Meat- 114 110 106 -110 
Other food 102 101 101 105 

Coal 97 (+21) 86 (+14) 71 (+31) 79 (+30) 

Wages: 
Building labourer 79 (+l) 71 (0) 81 (0) 79 (0) 
Skilled engineer 89 (+10) 85 (+8) 96 (+8) 93 (+10) 

Source: Board of Trade cost of living enquiry, town summaries [BPP 
(1913), Cd 6955, pp268-9, passim] 
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Trade figures which stated food prices had risen by 42% in the 

larger towns and said he felt this was true of Dundee. Sime said 

it was becoming difficult for people to scrape together enough 

money for rent day. Jute remained a low-wage and female 

dominated industry during the war; no doubt rising food costs 

upset the delicate balancing act between competing claims on 

household income. In the evidence to Hunter, it was said wages 

in the building trades had risen only slightly; the biggest rises 

were in shipbuilding and engineering, which employed relatively 

few people in Dundee. Some households would be better able to 

pay the increased cost of living than others. In many households 

the men would have been serving at the front. Rents on most 

houses were being paid monthly, quarterly or every six months, 

and therefore had to be saved for. Food prices rose gradually 

and because food would be bought frequently, the price rises 

filtered in bit by bit, wearing down the amount households could 

set aside and be saved for the rent day. For many households a 

five to ten per cent increase in rent in 1915 must have been the 

final straw. 

The 1915 Dundee Year Book, published in 1916 by J Leng, and 

written with the benefit of hindsight, notes: 

"Owing to the action of many of the landlords and house 
factors intimating increases in house rents, a 'rent 
strike' was threatned, but the danger was obviated by 
the Government introducing a Bill to fix rents on the 
pre-war basis. " (DYB 1915 (1916) p8] 

This deliberately understates the chain of events recorded in the 

Leng newspapers - after all many of the purchasers of the Year 

Book could be expected to have some stake in house property. The 
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People's Journal was the most popular of all the papers to run 

off the Dundee presses and probably had the largest sale among 

tenement dwellers. In 1915 it was overwhelmingly patriotic. 

Real news was war news - maps of campaigns, photos of soldiers 

(but not of the trenches), and what the nation could do to raise 

money to pay for the war. The Journal consistently took the 

human interest angle; it was a weekend mixture of medical advice, 

cartoons, verse. recip'es. couthy religion, town news snippets 

and competitions, which kept its readers hooked with fiction 

serials. But in the October 16,1915, issue of the Journal the 

editorial staff seized on the rent struggle and gave this hard 

(but human interest) news story maximum exposure. The headline 

"Bleeding the tenants" was followed by "What our readers say". 

The vox populi piece contained seven tenants' opinions neatly 

balanced between "good tenants are valuable" to "there are two 

sides to the question" and even: 

"As a rent-payer wishing to look at matters fairly, I 
think landlords are justified in raising rents. " (Mrs M 
W, PJ Oct 16,19151 

As a whole this article was much more pro-landlord than the 

emotive headline suggested. What Is more striking is the way in 

which the rents issue permeated every part of the Paper. Dyke 

White, the Journal's political cartoonist more used to military 

subjects, unleashed his satirical talents. The dark satanic jute 

mills belched blackly in the background, the main subject, a thin 

bent woman, bears a hefty sack of increased living costs and 

higher rents, while a portly gentleman puffs on his cigar, his 

"pass-it-on league" membership card sticking out of his back 

pocket. White's cartoon was labelled "Shifting the burden" and 
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was accompanied by this "poetical" comment: 

"Of all the ills with which we're cursed, 
The landlord is the very worst. 

He doesn't try and take his share 
Of burdens that are going, 

But promptly gets them shifted where 
They won't be his undoing - 

Poor folks who have enough to do 
Must bear their own and bear his too. " 

[PJ Oct 16,19151 

The message in the most readily accessible parts of the newspaper 

was very clear - the landlord was shifting the burden of war, a 

debt all citizens had to pay, to the social groups least able to 

afford it. 

The People's Journal editor chose large upper case lettering 

for the headline on the main home news story on October 16: "We 

won't pay more rent". This was a big story and it was portrayed 

as a people's struggle. Agitation was reported to be "rapidly 

developing". with women discussing with tenement neighbours what 

action to take. 

"In Dundee public excitement on the matter is 
increasing with the issue of the missives, and in many 
'lands' the housewives are organising stairhead 
opposition to the landlords and the rent-gatherers. 
Labour organisations are also taking the matter up... " 
[Pi Oct 16,19151 

In the following Saturday's Journal, the new rents and tenants, 

reactions to them was again a major topic. The picture page, 

which had become a wartime gallery of heroes wounded, missing or 

killed, had as its centrepiece a large photo of three small boys 

pointing to a notice in a tenement window which read: "Rent 

Strike against increases We are not removing" [PJ Oct 23,19151. 

"The issue of 'quit' notices has increased the 
excitement in the city. The tenants have retorted by 
fixing placards in their windows ... This is a polite 
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intimation to house-hunters that they need not expect 
to be allowed to 'see the house', which process usually 
forms a favourite distraction amongst housewives every 
year during the few weeks before the flitting terms. 
All over town the defiant notices are to be seen, 
indicating how widespread the revolt is. " [PJ Oct 23, 
19151 

The pages of the People's Journal confirm there was a "rent 

strike" in Dundee in 1915, but the strike needs to be carefully 

defined. The reports reveal how much of the letting system which 

existed before the 1911 Act was still in place a few years later. 

Although tenants no longer had yearly leases, many of the 

practices and trappings associated with the annual lets remained. 

The missive system and the removal term dates of Whitsunday and 

Martinmas continued to be observed. The missives sent out by the 

factors and landlords prior to Martinmas 1915 intimated a rent 

increase; as before tenants either signed the missive and 

returned (and therefore agreed to the new rent). or prepared to 

quit the house. When a tenant failed to sign a missive, the 

factor would place the house on his list of those free to be let 

- resulting in the house-hunting fever which preceded the term 

date. Although the tenants' action was referred to as a rent 

strike, what tenants actually did was to refuse to agree to the 

rent which would have applied during the following three or six 

months (depending on the frequency with which the rent was paid). 

The factor could then give the tenant notice to quit at the term 

date; the tenant need not have had rent arrears. 

The increased rents demanded by landlords and factors prior 

to the Martinmas term in 1915 came as no surprise to labour 
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I 
organisations. At the beginning of August, Dundee Labour 

Representation Committee passed a resolution calling on the town 

council, as the competent authority, to look after the well-being 

of citizens and to prevent "unjustifiable increases" in rent. 

The LRC suggested two courses of action: 

That the Town Council instruct the Assessor to 
prepare lists stating the amount of rent and taxes to 
be stated separately; such lists to be posted at places 
where they may easily be consulted. 
(b) That the Town Council obtain powers towards the 
establishment of a Fair Rent Court. " [DCA TC Minutes 
(1914-15) PP1115-61 

Suggestion (a) was proposed as a motion by Mrs Fletcher and 

George Robertson, which was defeated 22 votes to four. The 

creation of fair rent courts was not discussed. The issue of 

house rents did not come before the council again until November 

8. The demand for statements showing rent and rates separately 

followed the lumping of the two together as a result of the 1911 

Act. As far as tenants of houses valued at C21 or under were 

concerned, they paid one sum to the factor or landlord, who paid 

both occupiers' and owners' rates directly to the local 

authority. A rates rise. from the tenant's point of view, 

appeared as a higher rent. Owners and factors could blame 

increases on the council, but equally increased council 

expenditure was hidden by the rent. A publicly available list 

separating rent and rates would have exposed council spending as 

well as any profiteering landlords. This was a cause of friction 

throughout urban Scotland. 

"... the majority of tenants had no clear conception of 
the rent or rates they were paying ... since the Act 

came into operation, there has been a considerable rise 
in occupiers' rates; and with the same assessed rent, 
the payments they call 'rent' will be more. " [BPP 
(1915) Cd 8111, p7l 
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The LRC were probably hoping to make Dundee Town Council more 

accountable to the real ratepayers. There is evidence rising 

local taxation was used as the prime excuse by factors for 

raising rents. A "Tenant" wrote to the Tory Courier and Argus 

newspaper complaining of a rent increase of three shillings in 

the pound (15%). He called on the Citizens' Union to frustrate 

the landlords' plot and described them as unpatriotic. 

"Once again the landlords (probably after a secret 
conclave) have decided to shirk their own 
responsibilities, and throw additional tax burdens on 
their victims - the tenants ... Glasgo-. -! tenants are up 
in arms ... Are the Dundee tenants to knuckle under? " 
[C&A, Sept 25,19151 

An examination of the Burgh of Dundee local rates on gross 

rentals'for the five years-, 1911-12 to 1915-16, shows very little 

variation in the levels of the water. and parish rates for both 

occupiers and owners, but interesting fluctuations in the 

distribution of city rates [BPP (1916) Cd 8154 p106, appendix 

xxiii]. The total rate levied rose gradually from 6s 6.9d in 

1911-12 to 6s 8.6d in 1915-16, due almost entirely to increases 

in city rates. However, between 1913-14- and 1914-15, when total 

rates rose by less than 2.5%, there was a significant switch in 

the wa3ý city'rates were levied; the o*ccupiers' portion was 

downgraded from 3s'l. 5d to 2s 5d-(a 22.67% decrease), while the 

owners' portion increased almost seven-fold (from 1.4375d to 

10d). ' On paper the occupi'ers, paid about seven pence less and the 

owners about nine pence more - two pence added to the total which, 

had to be paid over to the-local authority. The city was 

shifting some of the rates burden from tenants to proprietors. - 

This reduced the amount of rates, the factors and proprietors 

could justifiably recover from their tenants. and had the effect 
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of reducing the total amount of compensation owners could deduct 

in return for collecting local taxes, despite making little 

difference to the total assessment levied. 

As war broke out in Europe, the factors and landlords in 

Dundee were faced with trying to recover a disproportionate 

increase to their costs (a nine pence rates rise coupled with a 

loss in the amount of abatement), through increased profits, 

despite a stagnating housing market and rising interest rates. 

This must haýre been a major factor in their decision to increase 

house rents. Andrew Burns Petrie, representing the Dundee 

Landlords' and Factors' Association, told the Hunter Committee 

rents had not been increased since the 25% agreed to atthe Lord 

Provost's conference in 1912, following the 1911 Act. He said 

the association had voted for a ten per cent increase to meet 

"the additional burdens of war", and claimed that Jute workers, 

wages had risen by 42% in the intervening period (a figure 

officially challenged by Sime) [BPP (1916) Cd 8154, p62]. The 

argument that the rises should be allowed to compensate for the 

failure of rents to rise in the period 1912-14 did not cut much 

ice with Hunter. Burns Petrie went on to illustrate the rising 

cost of materials for repairs - he stated the price of lead 

(piping and roofs) and timber had doubled. He showed that 

properties were making between 2.5% and 5% a year, but claimed 

that to make investment worthwhile a return of 7% was needed [BPP 

(193.6) Cd 8154, p631. Robert Lickley, a prominent factor, said a 

half per cent increase on a two-thirds bond would require a five 

per cent rent increase to meet it. He estimated aircraft and 
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bombardment insurance added 1.5% and increased repair costs about 

2.5%. plus 2.5% required to meet the extra in rates [BPP (1916) 

Cd 8154, p651. This added up to 11.5%, although both Scott and' 

Lickley referred to a 10 per cent total during questioning - the 

amount of increase the association were pursuing. 

The Dundee Advertiser first gave rents agitation serious 

coverage on October 8,1915. A major story on increased rents 

and tenants' refusal to pay them, referred to "more or less 

informal" meetings of tenants in affected Properties [DA Oct 8, 

19151. In the same issue it was reported, tucked away in a four 

paragraph story, that several hundred women had marched from 

Partick to Glasgow City Chambers in protest at rent rises. The 

Advertiser went on to publish letters from various parties, in a 

serious debate on the issue, including one from "Iconoclast" who 

called on tenants to refuse to pay and refuse to move, and who 

demanded that a tenants' association be set up. 

"If they are to refuse to pay or remove, organisation 
is absolutely necessary, and it must be perfect, as 
perfect as that of the landlords and factors. " [letter, 
DA Oct 9,19151 

The factors' association had Passed a resolution in support of a 

ten per cent increase in rent. Iconoclast described the "artful 

fashion" in which the notices had been spread over a number of 

weeks to dilute the impact of the rise. The strategy adopted by 

the landlords and factors was perhaps one reason why tenants took 

action later in Dundee than in Glasgow, and were slow to 

0 rganise. The association would not have forgotten the outcry 

there had been in 1912, and its members would have been aware of 

the collective rents resistance which had taken place in Govan 
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during the Spring of 1915, even if Dundee's tenants were not 

[Melling (1973) p641. One correspondent, who adopted the nom de 

plume "Strafe der Landlords", suggested a tenants' association 

could pressurise the "landlord Huns" who were also the 

shopkeepers dependent on the custom of the public, by making 

their identities public [DA oct 9,19151. The Advertiser also 

gave landlords and agents a platform to reply, and in its 

editorial column the leader writer's first instinct was to offer 

some sympathy for the landlords' plight. The Advertiser claimed 

Government expenditure and the "liberal separation allowances" 

given to soldiers' wives had stimulated demand, and that 

landlords were not directly responsible - the rise in price was 

the natural effect of an increase in demand [DA, Oct 11 1915]. 

However, the Advertiser had also been giving the tenants' cause 

plenty of publicity - it could easily have chosen not to publish 

letters inciting tenants to rent strike and to extend that 

boycott to shopkeepers who had invested in house property. 

It is one thing to establish that tenants went on rent 

strike in Dundee and that there were calls for organised protest, 

but another to establish how widespread the agitation was. One 

problem is that many of the meetings are assumed to have taken 

place at a very informal level, and the apparent absence of a 

tenants' association means there was no formal body to provide a 

focus for the depth of feeling on the issue. Newspaper reports 

provide a selective guide. An "indignation meeting" held in the 

Gilfillan Hall on October 11, was so well attended an overflow 

meeting had to be held (DA Oct 12,1915]. A "considerable 
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number" of women were said to have attended. Resolutions were 

passed condemning the increase, calling on the town council to 

petition the Government. and stating that tenants would refuse to 

pay the increase. The meeting was organised by labour groups, 

presumably to capitalise on the strength of grass-roots feeling. 

It was presided over by James Brown, of the Labour Representation 

Committee and the trades' council, who harked back to the rents 

crisis of 1912 and extravagýxntly stated the landlords had been 
I 

defeated by more than one-half of the increases demanded as a 

result [DA Oct 12,1915]. Since then he said the bodies 

responsible for organising the meeting had not been idle, and 

steps were being taken to get housing "into the hands of the 

people". However, he then went op to point out that three 

candidates pledged to housing reform had stood for election to 

the town council, but had been rejected, adding that the tenants 

had only themselves to blame. This was a strange and bitterly 

blunt point to put before a mass meeting who had pledged to go on 

a rent strike, and who might have been persuaded to march around 

the town with banners the following weekend. Cllr PJ Fletcher 

told the meeting there was no need for noise and revolt, and 

asked tenants to sit tight and refuse to move. Nicholas Marra 

put his faith in the town council petitioning the Government. 

John Taylor, chairman of Glasgow Labour Party, had a more 

positive approach: 

"... the landlords would never try to evict a town, 
(Laughter). They would try to evict a tenement. They 
would select one or two people to evict, and it was the 
duty of the other tenants to stand by them. " [DA Oct 
12,1915] 

No doubt the mass meeting was a good evening's entertainment for 
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all who attended, but there was not one word of support for a 

tenants' association. Instead we have the extraordinary 

spectacle of Dundee's labour leaders defusing the enthusiasm of 

the largely female gathering, to the extent of chastising the 

company for not voting labour at a time when women did not have a 

vote. The thoughts and opinions expressed at the informal 

stairhead meetings organised on an ad hoc basis by the women of 

Dundee go unrecorded. However, the People's Journal did provide 

a fictional account for the entertainment of its readers, which 

in its own couthy way goes some way to recording the mood of 

Dundee's "wifies", although rather spoiled by the editorial 

requirement for balance. 

"It canna, gang on, says Mrs Dimmie. Fowk winna stand 
it. Ther's twal shillins on our rent an' we're needin' 
a new washer, no' to speak o' the ootside door that 
winna, shut richt. It's time we had a revolution. If 
we dinna fecht the landlords they'll get ower us. We 
hinna got a new paper sin' we gaed in, and the bunker's 
a to bits. It's a funny thing oor men will fecht the 
Germans, but they'll no' face up the landlords. 

"Losh keep me, ye're awfu' on the fechtin', says Mrs 
Ramsay. Surely we'll no' need tae crack croons ower 
the rent. Mind ye, I'm no wantin' tae pey mair for my 
hoose, but mebbe the man needs mair siller for't ... Every mortal thing's gaen up. " [PJ Nov 23,1915] 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Dundee's labour 

leaders were anxious to avoid any wildcat protest over which they 

might have little control and wanted to avoid any rival 

organisation to their own being set up. Their experience of 

women unionists in the jute mills, where a disciplined response 

had been difficult to achieve during disputes, may have led 

labour leaders to avoid harnessing the female fervour which had 

been evident at the Gilfillan Hall meeting [Walker (1979) 
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passim]; Instead the trades and labour council told visiting MP 

George Barnes they wanted to threaten the Government with a 

serious dispute in key wartime industries, a definition which 

conveniently did not include jute. 

"The shipbuilding and engineering trades. it was 
stated, were prepared to down tools at a moment's 
notice if any of their members were to be evicted. 
They impressed upon Mr Barnes the advisability of 
warning the Government of the seriousness ofthe 
position in Dundee. It was suggested by some that a 
strike just now might be more effective than waiting, 
but they had been advised to delay action of this 
kind. " [PJ Oct 23,19151 

Shipbuilding and engineering came under the Munitions Acts. This 

was a threat to bring grievances between landlord and tenant into 

the workplace, where the unions could more successfully control 

decision-making. There is another angle to the trades and labour 

council position. The group of labour leaders who successfully 

mounted the Gilfillan Hall meeting included Nicholas Marra, but 

John F Sime of the Jute and Flax Workers' Union was not mentioned 

in the newspaper reports. When the Hunter Committee came to take 

evidence in Dundee on November 2. it becomes clear that Sime had 

been invited to give evidence, but that the trades' council and 

the Labour Representation Committee only arrived at the last 

minute, because they did not know of the exact time of the 

sitting [BPP (1916) Cd 8154, p571. Sime had not chosen to let 

them know. 

"The conflict between Marra and Sime was too bitter, 
too long and much too deliberate to be dismissed as a 
mere blot on the copy-book of otherwise impeccable 
working-class agitators ... " (Walker (1979) p332] 

The acrimonious nature of the relationship between Sime and the 

other labour leaders, especially Marra, is probably one of the 

main reasons Brown looked to shipbuilding and engineering and not 
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to the women in the jute mills. The trades' council and LRC's 

goal was not so much lower rents as housing reform; the solution 

lay with the municipality and council-owned housing [BPP (1916) 

Cd 8154, p661. By enlisting town council support for the tenants 

against the landlords' unpatriotic increases, they hoped to make 

progress towards municipal housing. In the week following 

Guthrie's visit to Dundee, a United Trades' and Labour Council 

deputation (Messrs Marra. Hanlon and Gordon), urged the town 

council to petition the Government that no increases of rent be 

allowed during the war [DCA TC Minutes (1915-16) ppl3-14]. There 

were also letters from the LRC and a furnishing trade union. 

Cllr Fletcher proposed the motion the trades' council requested, 

but it was defeated 11 votes to 15. 

In the wake of the failure to get town council backing, 

James Brown presided over a meeting on November 13, which took 

the form of a trades' union conference. An Advertiser photo of 

the delegates showed an almost exclusively male gathering in the 

moderately proportioned Independent Labour Party hall [DA Nov 15, 

19151. Banners on the back wall proclaimed: "Strafe the Huns, 

the Factors, the Landlords" and the by now familiar rent strike 

warning. The select gathering was told that since the Gilfillan 

Hall meeting, meetings had been held all over town and two MPs 

interviewed. 

"It was agreed when the conference was decided upon 
that no outside bodies should be asked to attend, so 
that any resolution passed would be passed by Trade 
Unionists only... " [DA Nov 15,19151 

Who the outside bodies were that Marra and Brown were afraid of 

remains a mystery. It was an unconstructive meeting. The 
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customary resolution calling for Government action was passed, 

and interestingly seconded by Miss Divine - the first and last 

woman in Dundee to get herself in print in association with the 

organisation of the rents issue. Only C66 13s 4d had been 

collected, which was considered insufficient to fight with. 

Again Nicholas Marra resorted to scolding Dundee's voters for not 

electing candidates to the council who would look after the 

interests of the whole community. James Reid proposed a tenants' 

defence committee, seconded by John Sime, but the pair had to 

settle for a housing committee as the words "tenants' defence" 

were objected to by those on the platform [DA Nov 15,1915]. 

Brown expected little from the Hunter Committee, and 

expected it to side with the landlords. but he and Marra must be 

given some credit for holding a somewhat belated tenants' rally 

in the Gilfillan Hall on November 25 before the text of the 

Government's Bill was known (PJ Nov 27,19151. This time Brown 

told "a fairly large and enthusiastic audience" to hold out for 

victory. Marra called for a Government scheme for housing the 

people, saying private enterprise had proved inadequate. The 

pair probably underestimated Government fears. The Bill was 

greeted by jubilant tenants with enthusiasm. The landlords and 

factors must have been dismayed. 

"... the view is pretty generally taken that, though the 
just claims of houseowners are not by any means 
adequately recognised, the position of affairs is 
considerably eased by the provision that the Bill would 
also apply to interest on bonds. " [PJ Nov 27,19151 

How effective was the rent strike in putting pressure on 
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Dundee's landlords and factors? Placarding of one prominent 

property in the Perth Road forced at least one factor to give way 

- he said the bills made a fool of the property [PJ Oct 23, 

19151. Other recalcitrant tenants were told to quit at November 

29, by which time a Bill had been introduced in Parliament. Only 

one impatient house agent, George Burnett, took tenants to court. 

He asked the burgh court for power to evict two rent strikers [PJ 

Nov 27,1915]. The tenants were defended by the Joint Protest 

Committee (the trades' council and the LRC), who argued the 

contract could only be changed if both Parties agreed. Bailie 

Barnes, however, took the view that due notice had been given, 

and granted a soldier's wife and her three children a week to 

remove. 

"Mrs McAdam protested strongly at the decision of the 
Court, remarking, When Your man's away they fling you 
on to the street. " [PJ Nov 27,19151 

, 
The second case also concerned a soldier's wife. but Barnes 

persuaded Burnett to withdraw the application, and both cases 

were continued for a fortnight. Barnes told the court it was not 

a question of inability to Pay, but a-POlitical movement. The 

Journal's editorial described the cases as "deplorable". 

"It must be clear to the narrowest intelligence that, 
no matter what economics may have to say in such cases, 
merely to proceed with them is to play with fire. " (Pi 
Nov 27,1915] 

The vision of a Martinmas term day marked by conflicts between 

prospective tenants trying to move into houses which were still 

occupied, came to nothing. The possibility of trouble, or tenant 

solidarity, put people off trying to rent a striker's house and 

"very little flitting" was reported to have taken place. Dundee 

was a compact city in which most places of work were within 
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walking distance and the dominance of jute meant similar jobs 

could be found all over the city. There were not the same 

pressures for people to move house that existed in the West of 

Scotland, where workers were needed along the Clyde. At the term 

day rent strike tickets still adorned "best-room" windows, while 

landlords and tenants waited to see what shape the legislation 

would take [PJ Dec 4,19151. 

The rent strike in Dundee in 1915 had grass-roots support. 

The idea of a rent strike captured the imagination, as reflected 

in the popular culture of the day. The Dundee press portrayed it 

as a people's struggle. The tenants who stuck the famous rent 

strike notices up in their front room windows were reacting to 

the hardship they faced. The rising cost of living and the 

suspicion of widespread profiteering were what motivated them 

most. The war had destabilised the balance between the demands 

wage packets had to meet, and the balance between rent, food, 

fuel and pay in Dundee was particularly delicate, relying as it 

did in many households on women's steady income from the mills 

[chapter 111. But unlike the West of Scotland, the unrest 

apparently failed to translate itself into a network of 

apolitical local committees or tenants' associations, which could 

work with labour organisations. 

"There arose a mass resistance to rent rises and 
landlordism which possessed its own dynamic and 
significance autonomous from the socialist critique of 
capitalism, or even the Labour campaign for municipal 
housing. Socialists won the leadership of this 
struggle by recognising its limitations'as well as its 
potential, and keeping within the demands which enjoyed 
general support. " (Melling (1973) P1141 

If there were meetings in tenements across the city of Dundee, 
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then they have been hidden from view. No one, male or female, 

outside the offical labour organisations, comes to the fore as a 

rent strikers' leader. The unusual structure of household income 

which existed in Dundee, with its reliance on paid female labour, 

may in some ways have contributed to the lack of a local network 

of resistance. With the women tied to a long working day, and 

yet still responsible for family welfare, there would have been 

little time or energy left to devote to fighting the factors or 

marching to the city chambers. Melling attributes the success of 

the rent strikes in Govan and Partick to the fact so many 

organisations and groups within the working class contributed to 

it. especially women who were crucial in initiating the strikes 

and actively resisting the threat of eviction. In Dundee leaders 

from labour organisations attempted to politicise the issue, 

firstly by tacking on demands for housing reform and municipal 

housing and secondly by their stated preference for a strike in 

the war sensitive industries of shipbuilding and engineering as a 

lever to make the Government act. In organisational terms they 

attempted to make the issue exclusively that of the trade 

unionists and shunned the mass of public support. Only in late 

November, do the labour leaders seriously begin to consider the 

potential of that support. by holding a second mass meeting oF 

tenants on November 25, more than six weeks after the first. In 

a similar way, labour leaders acted late in the 1912 rents 

crisis, after the Lord Provost had stolen the in'-"itiative and 

offered the factors and landlords an escape route. The 

ineffectiveness of Dundee's labour leaders appears to result from 

a combination of immaturity and internal divisions, which robbed 
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them of the ability to act in a cohesive and pragmatic way to 

working class concerns outside the workplace. The deep personal 

conflict Walker highlights between Marra and Sime did not help, 

but is in itself too simple an explanation. 

Conclusion 

The landlords and factors of Dundee were a much more 

powerful and cohesive group than their tenants in the years 

between the end of the nineteenth century and the outbreak of the 

First World War. Through the strength of their professional 

association. which was led and dominated by the largest house 

factors, they agreed uniform strategies on the compounding of 

rent and rates and rent rises, and fully expected their decisions 

to carry the day. The association was able to strive for rents 

to the limits the local housing market could bear. Landlords and 

house agents did not expect to negotiate these matters with their 

tenants. In any case, tenants had no similar organisation 

through which they might have negotiated. However, the landlord- 

tenant relationship did not operate in a vacuum. The legal 

framework for letting houses came under strain, acute strain in 

the West of Scotland, and the Government was forced to adjust the 

mechanisms by which houses were let and as a result the way in 

which rates were collected. The Scottish Secretary and the Lord 

Advocate were mediators, attempting to balance tenants' 

grievances against the powerful voice of the landlords and 

factors, but ultimately the 1911 Act failed to create stability. 

Town councils were not idle spectators, but Dundee's town 
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councillors were more reluctant than their counterparts in the 

West of Scotland to get involved. Dundee Town Council appears to 

have had no clear policy line on letting, but by virtue of the 

need to gather its own taxes, was not a disinterested party. 

During the 1912 rents crisis, Dundee's Lord Provost hosted his 

mediating conference as much because of the need to secure the 

council's income, as out of sympathy for the tenants' 

predicament. The changes the council made to the distribution of 

the burden of the rates between occupier and owner in 1912-14, 

suggest the council believed landlords should take on a greater 

responsibility for paying for local services. However, by doing 

so the council unwittingly squeezed profit margins further at a 

time when margins on house property were becoming increasingly 

slim. 

The level of evictions is an obvious way of assessing 

tension between landlord and tenant, but taking official 

statistics on their own is a useful but limited way of examinivS 

the impact of evictions on a community. The figures for the 

Sheriff's Small Debt Courts show a different pattern in Dundee 

than in other Scottish cities -a downward trend 1885-1909, when 

sequestrations were reaching a peak in Glasgow, Edinburgh and 

Aberdeen. Indications are that landlords and factors in Dundee 

adopted different strategies, including the threat of 

sequestration, but resorting to the Sheriff's court was not the 

favoured solution to tackle all but the most recalcitrant of 

tenants. If court action was taken, landlords and factors appear 

to have used the burgh or magistrates' court. Only further 
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research can reveal the strategies landlords and factors used in 

different situations at different times. But, broadly the 

evidence suggests eviction was not a major issue among Dundee's 

tenants. It is always possible this resulted from the lack of 

apolitical tenants' organisations, through which tenants could 

express grievances, rather than a lack of a sense of injustice on 

the part of tenants. 

The rent strikes of 1915 point to the failure of the 1911 

Act to alleviate the grievances identified in the government-led 

inquiry of 1907-8, but also owe much to the economic price the 

war exacted from the Home Front. However, the threat of a rent 

strike in Dundee in 1912 shows a high level of tension existed 

between landlord and tenant in the pre-war period. The events of 

1912 and 1915 were directly linked to the 1911 Act, which had 

left landlords, factors and tenants dissatisfied. The 

Government's decision to freeze rents and mortgage interest at 

pre-war levels prevented the escalation of the rent strike issue, 

but failed to deal with the underlying problems. 
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